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/\!_l _ _!\gcnda for Urban Research 

1. Tntroduction. 
. -

Revis_ed draft . \ \ 
April 1976 

\ ~rdy Stoutje~dijk 

\ -_: \ l \ 'l v 

The pr~j_j\ction Program and Interim RE:_Eort of the Urban Poverty 

!_ask G..£_o~ (hereafter, Ihe Action Progr~ ) included among its reconrrnenda-

tions. the development of an urban research program, f or st1bmission to the 

Bank' s Re search Commitlee in May or June, 1976. This paper presents an 

orie nt a tion f or such a program, covering the f ul l range of research on 

u r h an problems, but stressing within this field the ma tte rs affecting 

poverty . The paper is designed to s e rve as a bnckg round against which 

individual and more detailed rese a rch proposals can be drawn up, and 

1 d . f I . 1 . . */ eva uate in terms o t1e1_r r e ative importance. -

The organization of the pape r is as f ollows. After a brief intro

ductory statement re garding the urban pove rty problem, an orientation for a 

Bank- s ponsored urban research program is pres ented. Against this background, 

a research program i s drawn up consi.sting of two main components, one that 

is direc tly related to a nd supportive o f The Action Program , and one that 

a ddre s s e s itself to the question o[ a lt e rnative strategies of poverty 

a llevi a tion. In a final section, a res e arch strategy is suggested that 

repres ents a balanced portfolio of components of the research program. No 

attempt has .been made in this pape r to suggest an assignment of ··Departmental 

responsibilities for the execution of the research program. 

*/ This paper has bene[ited from discussions with colleagues from CPS and 
DP S Departments. Moreover, the documents produced by the Urban Poverty 
Task Force have been used as background material. 
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2. Urban poverty and ~he Bank's potential role. 

Most of the developing countries have experienced unprecedented 

rates o f urban population growth over the past few decades, both due to 

migration from the rural areas and to natural growth of the urban population. 

Generally, the growth rate of the urban labor force has been higher than 

.the growth rate of productive job opportunities in the urban areas , and 

open unemployment and widespread low productivity employment prevail. As 

a resultf a proportion of the urban population, widely varying by city, 

lives in absolute poverty, as exhibited by such characteristics as malnutri

tion, low life expectancy , inadequate housing conditions, and poor educa

tional s tandards . 

Most LDC cities have not been able to generate the resources that 

are required to provide a minimum standard of urban infrastructure and basic 

rublic services to the entire urban population. Available evidence suggests 

that it i s primarily the urban poor that lack adequate access to such hasic 

s e rvices. The latter further depresses real income levels of the poor; 

moreover, it quit e possibly limits the scope for improving their income

earning potential by its negative effects on productivity (e.g. poor health, 

poor educational background) as well as on mobility (poor public transport). 

Aga inst this background, the Bank has decided to initiate a lend

ing program that ·is specifically designed to contribute to the alleviation 

of the urban poverty probiem in LDCs, thus complementing action previously 

initiated to achieve similar objectives in the rural areas. A set of 

r ecommendations for Bank action in the immediate future in this regard is 

contained in The Action Program. This entails shifts in the lending program, 
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with l esser emphasis being placed on transportation and power projects, 

while increasing the share o[ total lending to education and urban projects, 

as we11 as to DPC operations. Moreover, within sectors, greater emphasis 

is proposed to be placed on projects and project design that directly or 

i.ndirec tly . benefit the urban poor. A surmnary of the main points of The 

i\_c_tion _ _?ro__g_r_a_m is given in an annex to this paper. 

1 . An orientation for an urban poverty research program. 

:!'_he Action _Program has been drawn up in the knowledge that it is 

not entirely clear at this stage which types of projects and policies are 

the most appropriate in any given set of circumstances, and which priorities 

should be attached to certain forms of action. lt is quite clear, however, 

tlrnt Lile objective of al l e viatin~ urban poverty in LDCs has become one of 

the exp licit targets of Bank Group policy, and that changes of emphasis in 

the lending program should result. The Action Program outlines the general 

direction of thes e changes which have been accepted by the Bank's management. 

Under these ci r c umstan ces, a Bank-sponsored research program must 

se rve a dual purpose. ('j_I_•s l , i.t must be supportive of the types o f action 

that have been identified in Jhe Action Program as appropriate elements of 

an urban development strategy for the Bank. Second, it must attempt, through 

improvements in our understanding of the nature and scope of urban poverty, 

to improve· upon the formulation of policies and pr ograms to alleviate urban 

poverty . 

'l'he fi_r_st component of the program includes research on issues 

t l1<1t e1nergc as eleme nt s of J~h_e_ i\ctj_<?E__ _Pro_g_ram_ ;ire being implemented. • 



'rhis involves analytical work which is closely related to the design, 

appraisal an<.! implementation of spec-i fie elements of the urban lending 

program; as the need for sucl1 research will be generated in the course 

of the Bank's operations, it is not possible to anticipat.e the precise 

cont ents of this part oJ the research program. In addition to the 

implementation research, The Action Program itself requires research both 

with respect to the potential of the urhan economy to generate productive 

and remunerative employment opportunities, and with respec t to the need to 

develop the analytical tools that can assist in the de sign and formulation 

of coh e rent programs of urban infrastructure and public services which 

hvne f i; Lh L' urb,m D O <' r . 

The G~!._!.:_'!_l c{ <·o rnponent of Lh e n ~search prog ram, which explicit l y 

addresses the strategic issues in relation to urban poverty alleviation, 

should initLally place emphasis on improving our empirical knowledge of 

urban povet'ty and its contributing causes. This will provide the basis 

for research which facilitates the introduction of the urban and spatial 

dimension into ongoing sector and macro-economic work thus permitting the 

formulation of integrated antipoverty strategies (urban as well as rural). 

This part o ( the research effort should c learly be closely related to 

ongoin g research on development, most notably to research on income 

distrihution and employment, improvetl country models, and rural development. 

It shou~d be noted that it is neither possibl~ nor desirable to 

isolate the various components of the research program, as there are obvious 

and strong inter-relationships. As elements of the action program are 

implementetl, more will become known about the effectiveness of specific 

projects and policies, and this knowledge must influence research on the 

more strategic questions. Similarly, research on antipoverty strategies 

• 
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wiJ.l influence action programs, and it is quite conceivable that priorities 

will have to be modified as the experience with antipoverty programs grows. 

Consequently, the research program drawn up below uses a categorization of 

research in the urban area only as an organizing device with respect to 

the ma in topics that should receive some priority; a later section on 

rPse:1 rr·h strategy suggests the proper mix among them. 

Resea rch focusing on the de sign of alternative ,mtipoverty 

strategies will underline the need to think in terms of typologies of urban 

center . Quite clearly, what may he appropriate for Sao Paulo is not neces

sarily appropriate, or even feasible, in Dacca or Calcutta. Even within 

countries, characteristics among cities may be s~fficiently different to 

dictate different forms of action. As the need for typologies is most 

apparent while discussing alternative antipoverty strategies, we shall 

r e turn to this issue while discussing strate~ic research. 

4. Action Program - related research. 

The Action Program necessitates research of two kinds. First, 

the implementation of the lending program is likely to generate the need 

for a substantial amount of operational research. Second, several components 

of The Action Program itself require further research. 

a. Implementation research. With regard to this 

category of research, it is difficult to anticipate the precise nature of 

the research questions that may come up, hut they are likely to relate to 

problems of priority setting for Bank lending within and among sectors of 
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the urban economy, and to the design, appraisal anJ implementation of 

speci0_c projects, programs and pol i.cies. Typically such analytic work 

should be financed out of operntional budgets associated with the projects 

concerned; however, in terms of staff input, it competes to some extent 

with research needs of a less directly operational character. 

An important aspect of implementation is evaluation research, i.e. 

research that focuses on the experience in countries around the world with 

s pe,, iCic projects an<l policies, in this connection tho s e designed to alleviate 

poverty . For example, what has been the experience with low-cost housing 

schemes? Self-help projects? Low-cost public urban transportation? Food 

subsidy policies? Hoth within the Bank, as well as in other organizations 

(such as T.L.O.) a substantial amount of accumulated expertise is available 

but not readily accessible . A research effort designed to systematize this 

information, and an analysis of the conditions under which such projects 

and policies can be successfully implemented.may be of considerable benefit 

in their future design and formulation. 

b. Research on components of The Action Program. 

stated above, The Action Program was drawn up against a background of 

knowledge regarding the urhan poverty problem, and the functioning of the 

As 

urban economy, which is far from perfect. ~:ven though the strategy in its broad 

outlines has been.accepted as a basis for action in the near term, therefore, a 

substantial research effort is required to elaborate upon the ~haracteristics 

01 the major components of the strategy, and to clarify the f orms which 

their implementation may take.~/ 

·k I This research may result in modi1ications of the strategy , and consequently, 
tie s in c]osely with research focusing explicitly on alternative anti-poverty 
s trate gies (see next sect ion). 
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The core o[ '!'J1~ __ t\ction Program is the objective of increasing 

the efficiency o[ the urh:m environment in LDCs in meeting certain welfare 

objectives. This involves improving the access of the urban poor to basic 

urban services and infrastructure and enhancing the ability of the urban 

economy in providing productive and remunerative employment opportunities _ 

The e j'j'ieieney oL.J:!:!.:ban :;yutems. 

With respect to the former objective, procedures need to be 

establjshed for the identification ancl formulation of urban project packages. 

As in the overall economic framework, interdependencies among urban proiects 

and policies are of importance and should be taken into account in the 

design and appraisal of action programs if a full measure is to be obtained 

of costs and benefits. The problem is that, in general, interdependencies have 

proved to be extremely difficult to capture, and it is only through the 

formulation of large-scale mathematical planning systems that some insight 

into their importance and effects has been obtained. Research focusing on 

urban interdependencies, as a basis for project and program design, will 

therefore require a s uh stantial effort that will have to be organized care

fully . The latter must he considered outside the scope of !his paper, 

and it is consequently proposed that the formulation of the urban planning 

methodology itself is included among the research projects to be undertaken. 

The excellent review o[ urban planning models by Rakesh Mohan might .be 

*I taken as a starting point for this research effort.-

* I Rakesh Mohan, ' 'Toward Modelling Poor Cities: A Review of Urban 
Economic and Planning Models", November, 1975 (mimeo). 
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Once it has been established that the problem of urban interdepen

dencies is researchable at the level of disaggregation considered necessary 

for urban project design, the planning methodology can be tested within a 

specific urhan environment. This will involve a major effort in terms of 

data collection, analysis and data processing, as well as organization, 

with hoth research and operational components. It will necessitate focusing 

on such diverse but inter-related issues as urban land us.! policies and 

management, the supply characteristics of urban services, including questions 

of appropriate technology and standards, delivery systems and pricing, the 

e ffective demand for urban services in terms of the ability and willingness 

to pay, particularly on the part of the target groups, and a range of issues 

associated with urban public finance and taxation. The sheer magnitude of 

this research task, in the light of the limited research resources . 

available, would make it the major new research effort to be undertaken 

as a result of the recent emphasis on the urban poor. 

~Jrban emp laymen t . 

Research focusing on an increased ability of the urban economy in 

providing productive and remunerative employment opportunities may focus on 

the conditions under which urban small scale producers ?perate, again 

following the major thrust of The Action Program in this regard. 

Research in the area of small scale production may take the form 

of atl empts to identify the constraints on productivity increases in small 

scale establishments in specific situations, as a basis for Bank action. 

Such constraints may include lack of adequate access to credit facilities, 
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resulting in interest rate discrimination in comparison to large scale 

es tablishments, economies of scale in production, insufficient training 

of both workers and managers, lack of access to adequate sites and services, 

rrobJems in procuring raw materials, as well as marketing and distribution 

problems for final output . ln any given situation, the combination of 

factors responsible for low productivity may vary, and situation-specific 

rnea :c--; 11 1·1:s will therefore be called for. 

ln addition to the operational research effort in the area of 

small sca l e production, a more general research effort is necessary. The 

lat t er may address itself to the following issues: 

(i) An analysis of the role that small scale establishments have 

played in a number of selected countries in the development 

process, both in terms of employment and value-added generation, 

and in terms of technology choice and the efficiency of resource 

use in comparison to larger-scale establishments. 

(ii) The identification of incentive systems that may improve the 

perlnrmance o[ small scn l e estab.1.Lshments;particular emphasis 

s ho11 Ld he pL-H'C'd IH're on price distortions within the 

economy that constitute biases against small scale 

production. 

(iii) Methodological research that may provide the analytical 

tools that assist in the identification of lines of 

production that are particularly suited for small-scale 

production, and that can be used to formulate attractive 

prr1 ; c· t ~; a nd programs. 
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Ln this connection, The Action Program's recommendation that 

Bank lending to the industrial sector should be directed to a greater 

extent toward branches of industry that provide greater scope for direct 

employment generation raises a number of questions that are researchable. 

First, which are these branches of industry, and why is it that Bank lending 

to these industrial activities needs special encouragement? Second, to 

what extent are the activities in this category directly competitive with 

small scale establishments? If so, which criteria can be formulated to 

appraise individual projects in this category? 

The research questions mentioned above can be related to another 

issue brought up in The Action Program, i.e. the justification of investments 

in large-scale, capital intensive productive sector activities due to their 

substantial indirect employment effects. The first issue is whether the 

indirect employment effects ought to be a criterion for continued support 

for lending to these sectors . Second, what are the indirect employment 

e ffects, and how should these be measured? The question of indirect effects 

of projects has perhaps received inadequale attention in the project 

,ll1 al ysis literature, and deserves sotne e laborat i.on. 

5 . StraIBgjc research. 

So far, · the research suggestions have been drawn up closely 

f ollowing the forms of action proposed in The Action Program, thus taking the 

implied anti-poverty strategy components as given. The underlying rationale 

is thaL there is little that any research effort can do to change the 

strategy in the short run. However, it must be recognized that the present 
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strategy is very much the reflection of the current state of knowledge, 

which is very limited. A proportion of research resources should therefore 

be allocated to research that focuses explicitly on alternative or modified 

anti-poverty strategies. 

The first question that will need to be addressed is that the most 

3ppropriate mix of projects and policies will vary depending on the situation, 

and that consequently some typology of urban centers and the environment 

Ln which they are located will be necessary. At this stage it is not 

possible to define the characteristics of the typology that is required to 

make generalizations with respect to the most appropriate anti-poverty 

stra tegy in differing circ umstances; as the research on urban poverty pro

ceeds, and as components of The Action Program are being implemented, such 

a typology will logically emerge. For the time being, to focus ideas in 

this respect, the typology proposed in one of the Urban Task Force back

ground papers could be adopted.~/ 

This typology is bas ed on countries rather than cities, and 

distin guishes among four types of countries, referred to as Type I to IV 

<, u un L r i es . 

J:.y pe 1 count.: r i es . Here, the urbanization process is 

we ll unde rway. More than 50 percent of the population is 

urban, and urban as well as rural incomes are relatively 

high (among LDCs). Before the end of the century the 

urbanization process can be expected to be completed, 

wjl11 most of the population living in th e ci ties. Type I 

"!:_I · The Task Ahead for the Cities of the Developing Countries, World Bank 
Staff Working Paper No . 209, July 1975. 



co,mtrie.s nre primarily 1 oc:1ted in Latin America. 

Type 11 cuuntr.i.es. Type 11 countries are less well off 

than Type l countries , and both urban and rural incomes 

are lower. Urbanization is of more recent date, but due 

to pressures on the land, proceeding rapidly . Urban 

poverty is more substantial. The countries have a fairly· 

well developed industrial base. Countries in this cate

gory include Algeria, Korea, Malaysia . 

~ III countries are mainly located in Africa. Cities 

are still relatively small, but growing extremely rapidly. 

J\gricultural land is usually plentiful, and the economy 

is heavily dependent on agricultural production. In these 

countries, rural development programs may be considered as 
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pa , L ur "' '' ·, rban strategy to s low down migration to the citieE. 

1:12 IV countries . These countries are extremely poor. 

Most of Lhe population is rural. Population growth rates 

are high. Rural-urban migration is expected to continue for 

the foreseeable future. Both urban and rural incomes are low, 

;111d lilL'·l\umlH·r ol ;tl, :;olu l e pon1· is V(~r y liigli i.n relation Lo 

total population. The Type [V countries are mainly located 

in J\sia (e.g. Tndia, Indonesia). 

Crude as the typology outlined above may be, it draws attention 

to a number of aspects of the urban poverty problem that need to be taken 
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111L•· 1 · 0111 ,1 whil(· rlt"s i. g ning :1c· LiP11 L0w;trd i.Ls ;1llc•viat ·ion, and, thc, relnre , 

in Jrawing 11p strategies . Among these are: 

in some countri c•s , action programs that emphasize product i v e 

cmployme11r generation in urban areas deserve priority over 

Llws, '. tll ,1L gi.v1! e mphasis to the provision of urban infra-

in others, urban poverty ma y be alleviat ed by effective incom~ 

di st ribution policie s; the provision of b.:isic urban services 

to t ltc po ,1 r may be an ef ficicn t instr ument for real income 

transfers; 

in some ,· nuntrics, urb.:in poverty may b e alleviated , or prevented , 

by rurc1] development programs that s low down migration tn th e 

(' i l i "' . • 

in ,11 !".'1· , •>1111t1·i,·s, pc ,verly (rur ;tJ and ui-bn n ) Ls so w:i dcs1~ n ,ti , 

and re s o11rces avai] a hlc for its allPviation are so limited , 

that suhstuntial improvements can not he expected in the near 

ruture ; tl, c main e mphas Ls here might hav ,· to be placed on 

pop11lation control measure s , c ombined with policies that pro

motP e(ju Lt.able C.'conomic g rowth. 

rn the li. g lit or th ese' qucs ti.on s , Lt wo11ld app~ar that research on 

t il e s t.r .1t1~g j ,· i ss 11c·~: assnciatcJ with urhnn p0ve rty polici es should focus fir st 

•>f ;1ll , 111 obtai.ni.ng o. b c t l c·r 11t1dcrsl'.anc.ling or Ll10 nature and sco~ _of urban 

1overL_y in _I.DC_' s; noL only would Lh i.s more dc •tailed insight into the urhan 

; t 't I .;; 1 J') u 1• 111 1 1 , 111, ,v pr ec .i.i ;l' ,1] , jecti 1 t·s and oentify' 
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the most effective instruments for poverty alleviation, but also it would 

provide a hasis for comparison with the dimensions of poverty elsewhere 

in tile economy, tltus enabling the establishment of national priorities. 

Research addressing itself to this issue must assume a household 

orientation; specifically, it should address itself to the urban poor as 

consumers and as producers. 

Research focusing on the urban poor as producers should shed light 

on the way incomes are generated , in both the [ormal and the informal sector, 

and the potential for increased earning capacity, were opportunities avail-

.ab l e . Insight into the skill and age structure of the urban poor is of 

obvious importance in this respect, as js the ir access to complementary 

fac tors of production. Similarly, empirical information on the structure 

of wages and incomes by sector, skill class and age, and the functioning 

of the urban labor market, is important. In this connection, special 

atLcntion should be paid to the informal sector, and its role within the 

urb an environment. One thing that is not clear in this context is whether 

a clear picture o[ the urban poor as producers can be obtained in isolation 

of Lhe rest of the urban economy, or whether a more comprehensive descrip

tion of rlw production side in the entire urban area is necessary. 

• irn i l :1ri -_, . ~·.1e;it(•1· knowi 11 l .11,E ' 11f tin ' 111· J,;111 l'''•' ' , t s co nsumt•rs i c; 

rn •,·,• "s; 11·y for pol1c·y cl c1; ig11. The ronsumrt i on pntt0rns of the urban poor 

,1rv n 11 obvinus s tar1· ing poi.nt l,ir tlH' dl ·:~ i.gn of suhsidy and price policies 

Lli:11 ;iim [It improvt'm nls tn s t nnd[lrtis nf living, ;1nd / or r hnnges in consumption 

p:Ht"ri1s . Tl1ey al :;o provide .1 basi.s l"nr q11antl[ying tlH~ scope of the poverty 

, 1 , ii·, · • · 1 ; I · v · 11 111 p: ir· i i '. : , · ' · , . 1 I c rn : : ; , 11 n p r : "· l ,, •. · I · . h v c ,1 1: (, v. 1 > r v I n s nm e re fer e n, , , 
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1'0 11sum1>t ion hn s kct· r l' rlc>cting tlw poli.<'y ohjectivc of adequacy . It should be 

emphasl %e<l that tlw rC'fc·rcncf' consumption hasket should include marketed as 

w,• 1 1 .1 .c; nun-ma rket 1' d c·\)ns11mpl ion it( ' ITIS; tilL' latt e r include services provided by 

Lhl' g,i ve rnml' nt al nd dj rcct cosl to tlte (' onsumer. Relative deficiencies by 

consumption category (e.g. nutrition, housing, education, health) may then 

r l' rmit the cstahlishment of priorities. 

ResearC'h in this area should be closely linked 1, ith ongoing research 

e ffort s in the area of i.ncomc distribution. A substantial body of data has 

been built up on the si 7.P distribution o[ income , household expenditure 

palterns, and a variety of labor forc:e characteristics. This may provide a 

good stnrting point for descriptive work aimed at providing a better picture 

,, 1 Ll1 ,• 111-ba n poor. 

The data intensive nature of this research effort dictates the 

need for an organizational framework for the information to be collected, 

and an analytical framework. Recently initiated research on social accounting 

*I matrices (SAM's)- as well as the research on improved models for country 

analysis, may provide the bases for the macro-economic analysis of these 

da ta needs. The former is in a more advanced slage of preparation, appears 

,·,; SAM' s a re a framework for the organization of variables and data, on 
the basis of an organizing principle which is essentially not different from 
the one underlying macro-models. They differ from traditional national accounts 
in a number of important respects. First, they provide a more comprehensive 
description of the economy under consideration. Secondly, in representing the 
accounting framework that should underlie any macro-model, they are more con
venient as a basi,s for analytical work. Thirdly, the consistency o.f facts which 
is imposed by a SAM framework logically leads to a consistency of theorising 
regarding the economic relationships revealed by the observations. Fourthly, 
and most importantly, SAM's trace in detail production and consumption processes 
within the economy, and the mechanisms that underlie these processes. By intro~ 
ducing greater or lesser detail, SAM's can be used for regional analysis, urban 
analysis, as well as macro-economic analysis, the latter with an explicit re
presentation of rural-urban interactions. 
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easier to use, and might therefore initially be the more attractive 

framework for data organization and analysis. As the research on improved 

economy-wide planning models proceeds, the formulation of an urban module 

within this model system is contemplated, and eventually the choice 

of appropriate analytical tool will obviously have to he reviewed. 

6. Research stra~. 

The research strategy suggested below is drawn up with two con

siderations in mind. One is that it is probably desirable to have a 

balanced portfolio of urban research, containing components of all 

categories that have been identified. Initially, the emphasis should 

perhaps be placed on research associated with the implementation of The 

Action Program, with a gradual increase in the effort on strategy research. 

The second consideration is that the resources available for urban research 

are limited, and that it will be necessary to set priorities for research 

v.1i Lldn e ach or til l' c·,1tq!,ories. To incli1 ·;1t , some order o f magnitude, one 

,J11 11 lu I rol .,hly h:1VE' t· (> .issume Lhat nol more than 10 man/ vct1rs, and between 

$1.5 and 2 million of Research Committee funds for the next three years, 

will he avai lable for the research program. 1.bis woulcl . be complemented by 

operational resources, including those available for the design, appraisal 

and implementation of specific projects and programs. 

A complete concensus of opinion on research priorities and 

re s our ce allocation will be hard to reach, and opinions are likely to 

diverge both in terms of topical priorities and with respect to the empirical 
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environment in which various approaches, projects and policies should be 

tested and implemented. However, on the basis of the discussions that 

have taken place on this subject so far, it would appear that the following 

approach to priority setting may be acceptable to most. 

On a priori grounds , it would appear that research directly 

related to the implementation of the lending program as outlined in The 

ActioE.._ Program deserves highest priority. As this component of the res 0arch 

program follows from operational needs, the issue of geographical priori ty 

does not come up. 

As a complement to this highly operational analytical effort, it 

would appear that very high priority should be attached to the study of urban 

interdependencies in the context of a city. The approach that could be . 

adopted is to f ocus on important components of the urban system separately, 

and to attemp t to combine these at a later stage into a comprehensive systems 

study of the urban economy. The testing of this framework should initially 

be carried out in the context of a medium-sized city in a Type I or Type II 

,~ I 
country,-- on the basis of a detailed empirical investigation of the nature 

and scope of urban poverty in that city. The rationale f9r this preference 

i s that an explicitly urban focus appears to make more sense in the case 

of such countries than in the case of either a Type III or Type IV country. 

Not only does the· urban poverty problem appear more tractable and manage-
.. 

ab le in the former types of country, but also it is a large part of the 

total development problem. Moreover, the alleviation of urban poverty 

ap pe a r s feasible in terms of resource availabilities if only the countries 

in these cutegories were to attach greater priority to this objective. To 

~ / See previous section for description of typology. 
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t he ex t ent the Bank is limited to playing the role of catalyst, therefo r e, 

foc us in g on these countries may be expe c t e d to have a relatively high 

payoff . 

I n contras t, an expl i citly urban f ocus in the cas e of the Type 

II1 and I V countries appears l ess promis ing , at least in the short r un . I n 

the case o f the Type IV countries , it is not c lear what can be done to 

allevi a t e widespread urban pove rty, in the light of even mo!e substantia l 

rura l poverty and very limited resources available f or its alleviation. 

The po ve rty problem in these countries should probably continue to be dealt 

with in the context of overall economic policies designed to lead to more 

e qui t able growth rather than in the form of undertakings with a specific 

urb an focu s . Moreover, research mentioned in the area of productive 

employment generation may have to be re-emphasized with regard to these 

<'0 1m l r , es. 

The Type 111 countries (and pe rhaps to some extent also the Type 

II countri e s) could benefit considerably from research focusing on rura l

urb an i nte ractions, designed to improve our understanding of the motivation 

fo r mig ratory flows, and the capacity of the urban economy to accommodate 

mig rant s , in terms of productive employment opportunities, and the provision 

o f bas ic urban in f rast r ucture and services. This research may result in 

th e design of po·licies that can influence the form these rural-urban 

interac tions may take . Howeve r, as a cons iderable amount of research in 

t his area i s currently underway, it would appear to deserve a somewhat 

l owe r priority than the issues mentioned above. 

Other priority subj e ct s , not i dentified above as deserving of 
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special emphasis in the program, 3re mostly research topics that are already 

incorporated in the Bank's research program. Although in many cases, the 

urban dimension could be more explicitly incorporated into the research 

des ign, nothing precludes this reorientation, and it was therefore felt 

that no special attention to such research ought to be drawr1 at this 

stage . As our understanding of the urban poverty problem grows, as a 

result of both operational work and research, the desirabili ty of a more 

comprehensive reorientation of the research program will become clearer. 



ANNEX 

Action Program and Interim Report of Urban Poverty Task Group: 

A Summa.El. 

The Action l'ro.£.!:._am draws a Jistinction between Bank lending to the 

productive sectors and Bank activities in the infrastructure sectors . The 

former include mainly the work of the industrial units of the Bank Group 

(NDP, DFC~ and IFC), while the latter involve urban projects, transportation 

and power, as well as education, nutrition, and population. 

Regarding the productive sectors, The Action Program proposes that 

lending to large capital-intensive industrial projects should continue to 

receive strong support because of the alleged positive indirect employment 

effects of such projects. Moreover, the Bank should increase its lending to 

the more directly labor-absorptive branches of industry, i.e. those that have 

flexibility as to the technology that can be employed, and those that usually 

absorb large numbers of unskilled labor. Examples of the former are textiles, 

metal working, food processing; among the latter, transportation, construc

tion and assembly are mentioned. Particular attention is drawn to the small 

scale enterprise sector, and its potential for productive employment generation. 

Substantial increases in Bank Group lending to support and promote small scale 

enterprises are recommended. Furthermore, indirect lending to industry 

(through industrial estates and other non-Bank intermediaries) should re 

increased. Finally, it is suggested that the Bank should move into credit 

and technical assistance to the informal sector, for which the "basic 

urb1:mi.znti0n package" is proposed as the main vehicle; this package involves 

sites and services and slum upgrading projects. 
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}'_~e A<:__t_ion Program defines the Bank program objectives for th~ 

infrastructure sectors for two sub-groups of activities . The first one 

i nvolves activities that can make a direct contribution to alleviating the 

conditions of the urban poor; included in this category are projects in 

basic urbanization, water supply and sewerage, education, nutrition and 

population. The second sub-group relates to those activities which through 

employment during construction and from facility expansion, and through 

providing inputs to the productive sectors make their contribution less 

directly; under this heading, transportation and power projects are specifi

cally mentioned . 

The Action Program proposes a very rapid increase in lending for 

basic urbanization package projects. These involve sites and basic services 

projects as well as slum upgrading projects. "It is this sector which, because 

of its 100% urban and 100% target population orientation, will bear a major 

responsibility for the infrastructure and informal sector side of the attack 

on urban poverty . " In addition to basic urbanization projects, the Bank 

should focus on institution-building, urban finance and effective land use 

management. Moreover, urban transportation projects would continue to be a 

feature of urban lending. 

In the l'ase of water supply and sewerage projects, the primary Bank 

objective should be to reach a high proportion of the urban target population 

(at least 50% of the personal consumption beneficiaries of new projects by 

FY78, as proposed in The Action Program). Although there will be no relaxation 

ol iinancial targets for the utilities involved,~/ it is proposed that by 

-:, ; I. e ., the principle of replicability will be maintained. 
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adopting lowtr st~ ndards of design, And service, and pricing policies that 

would differentiate by consumers' ability to pay, it will be possiblE to 

meet the targets. tn this sector, a modest increase in net lending is 

proposed; the primary goal, however, is a redirection of effort so that 

the urban poor become to a greater extent the beneficiaries of projects in 

this area. 

A considerable increase in lending for Pducation projects is 

proposed. Attention is drawn to the need f or a balance between rural and 

urban enrollment ratios. The Action Program does not include specific 

rec ommendations in the areas of nutrition and population; for the former, 

a modest lending program is proposed, while f or the latter, no increase 

in l c> ncling over planned rates is recommended . 
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Profe sor Neal A. ob rts 
Osgoode l 11 La Sc ool 
York University 
4700 Keele Street 
Down vi w, Ontario. 3J 2RS 
Canada 

I trust you will b live that, S nda~ fternoon or no, I was 
happy to h ar from you, es . ci 11 so to l rn that ou will be 
collabor ting with the Lincoln I titute on a project as exciting 
as the on ou d scribed. Due 1 rgely to th mound of material I 
accurately foresaw would be waiting for me yester ay, I have not 

e focused on cone tual ore irical a proache that might b 
worth con iuering. This I hope to do by th nd of thew ek. 
For no, I nclo e two-thirds of hat I romi d: the Bog t ca e 

tud of valorization charges, an nearly raft of the methodo
logical cha ter of Bill Doebele ' nd m urban land markets" 
monograph . The issing element, the Seoul/Gwangju, Korea case 
study of L nd eadjustment, is te or ril 'out of rint," or 
initial run having been li ited to the number of color re reduc
tion we managed to get fin need by the B nk' Cart graphic Unit . 
Additional copies are in tn works, h iever, and on ill be 
forwar ed to you, I hope, before th end of this eek. 

As I 1 relaysd t you over th- phone, the o er tive 
Chapter II i " arly." It wa our f · r t tr. t setting 
non-t chnical language, a pects of urb n land market b 
in veloping countrie that heretofore had been tr ted either 
in mor technical detail or not t 11. ore gen tic experimenta
tion is need d to reduce work ble hybrid . In partic~l r, 
schewing geometry, If iled ad ately to conve in words the 

full story of pro ucer's urplu fn public ervic 
(pp . 25-27), and n ed to sharpen e di cus ion of u ly lasti
citi s, agai.n without 1 p ing into jargon ( p. 2:- 23 ). · Th 
earlier treatment of work lace p tential and ite attributes 
announces o e of our pirical r ults that nill be \ ritt ·n 

noth r chapt 
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Dr. - 2 April 22, 1976 

On Marc 8 s t u t 
ose for FI70-75. In extra.ct1n the nece -

n ;i; arts. we overlooked th !"act that th b s for cal.culat1oos of 
Loan and Or d1ts changed since 1971 • e have o recalculate this table 
in which the n ar correct. ould pl e replace the previous 
table e sent with e attached? 

Sine rely• 

r 
-~ 

I. z. Husain 
ctin Di vi Ch1 

opulat-1 Projects Dep tlaent 

Attaolu;J.ents 

cc: Dr. Kanagaratnam, PNPD 
Mr. Messenger, FNPD (o/r) 
Mro Kang, PNPD 
Mrs. Domingo, FNPD 
Mro Omman, PNPD 

EXTERNAL REVIEW PANEL/PNP 
IZHusain/ccc 
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• Rel ti ehip of the World G with anal D~ 
&nk 

- Atr1.c Dev t Bank (ADB) ment (ADF) 
()per ttona 

- Ast.an Devel - nal rt 1974 

the Inter- erican Devel 

• ! amar ts pre confer e with et the e 8 (na..i, ....... 24, t974) 

- Mr. 6, 1975) 

• Pres e 

- Bank Loans and IDA Credits b rpo e, Fit970•75 
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• VPO Sign ea B. B.- Kirtg B. King, 

ReEresentation Charges to External Research 

I think my position on this subject is substantially 
e ame as yours. Th re are two classes of expenditure which 

appear to be eligible: 

(a) Meals for consultants visiting the nk, but 
not Dank staff entertaining them. If the 
consultants paid for their own meal, it 
would be on the Research budg t via their 
expense account. 

(b) A modest "function" on the ceca ion of a 
conference. 

2. I think that administrative officer 
d artments should b able to police this in n informal w 
at their discretion. If there are any impending excesses, 
they can refer to me, ut I certainly don't want to be 
involved in general. 

3. Does this conform with your memo of April 19? 
It is not clear whether you xclude the individual meals 
I do not think it matters too rnuch s the amounts would 
normally b 
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• " ... -t., iss Gary 

il Mr. Lowther 
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Outline for a Rep6rt on: 

ORGANIZATION AND EXPERIENCE OF A MONITORING AND EVAIDATION UNIT 
IN MAURITIUS 

1. The organization of the Project Monitoring/Reporting System. 

- Description of existing system in DWC (organizational 

.set-up). 

- Chart. 

- Reporting forms utilized in DWCo 

~ How does the Project Unit check the physical 

progress of various project components? 
. 

- 'Ihe. functions of the VDO in monitoring and 

supervising the works done by the DWCo 

'lhe functions (if any) of the Project Evaluation 

. Unit in the process of Project reporting (as 

distinct from evaluation). 

- Is that a checking function? 

(For instance, checking the accuracy of 

site reports). To what extent? 

- Is that a collating function, consolidating 

information in. or<!e_r .,, to p:8pare the Quarterly 

- Progress Report?' ' 
. :, 

- Does the Evaluation Unit check the accuracy of 

the reports received from DWC? 

- Does it rely on VDO reports, parallel to DWC 

reports? 

.,. . 
,_ . 

.. 
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2. '.lhe organization of Evaluation Research. 

- What is the "philosophy" of Evaluation work prevailing in the 

Management of the Rural -Development Project? 

- What is the Evaluation Unit's understanding of Evaluation? 

- Wh~ch are the goals of evaluation work, as defined by: 

The ·Mauritius Govenunent. 

The Project Management. 

- The Unit. 

- Methodolog;i.cal approach to evaluation. 

- Did you extract the set .of assumptions made at 

project appraisal time regarding the Project 

objectives and their impact on the Mauritius 

economy? Which are they? 

- Which evaluation .tools have been work~d out so 

far by the Unit? 

List of indicato'.t's for evaluating each major project 

component (for evaluation measurements). 

- List of variables for the sets of indicators. 

- Please take component by component in the Rural 
. - ./ 

Development Project ~and des9ribe how did you - ...... ' . -

approach it for evaluating: 

the degree of responsiveness of project 

beneficiaries. 

its implementation, as compared with the 

project's time-table. 

the unpredicted (unanticipated) social 

and cultural dif.ficul ties confronted by 

each project component. 

the impact of each component on the beneficiaries. 

1-

• 
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on income; 

on employment; 

on nutrition patten¥; 

on community life; 

- Differential analysis is required for: 

- village markets; 

self-help; 

- provision of employment through public 

works/ 

fodder etc. 

- How is the Unit carrying out the sociol~al analysis 

of project beneficiaries? 

Who are they? 

- agricultural laborers; 

- unemployed; 

- young; 

women; 

the poorest or the richer ones? 

Did you identify any skewness 

project benefi. ts?· .. 
..... ' 

/ 

in the distribution of 

;, 

- Evaluation of the institutional building impact of the 

projecto 

did the project emphasis on villages strengthen 

village management and community life? 

- do the village halls have any consequences on 

motivating and organizing the villagers for 

self-help on community projects etc.? 

What is the impact (for good or bad) of the 

VDO institution on village awareness and on 

~ommunitv mobilization? 

J [ 

... 

• 
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. 
Other findings of the Evaluation Unit. 

- Please describe in detail the type of survey 

or case study undertaken and its findings. 

(You may wish to insist on the findings 

of facts and aspects/consequences which were 

hot well known to the Project Management). 

- How is the monitoring effort tied-in to the evaluation-of

impact-research? What use do you make of monitoring 

· :information in evaluation analysis? 

- Feed-bac~: How are evaluation :f':4idings fed back to: 

- Project Management? 

- Ministry _of Planning? 

- other Ministries? 

- Can· you provide any examples of impact of evaluation findings 

on project work and on planning? 

The organization of .the Evaluation Unit 

- Staffing and task assignments. (How is the research 

work organized and distributed? Please give chart as well.) 

- Financing and costs of evaluation activities. 

- Planning of resear.ch an_cl-rela!ionship between: 
• A , ' ,.., 

-- operational evaluation (short-term and on-

. going evaluation); 

long-term evaluation of impact; 

in-depth analysis of various aspects (cost 

overruns in D~, for example). 

- Relationships between the Evaluation Unit and other 

institutions in Mauritius: 

• 
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- Research ( economic and sociological) 

institutions in Mauritius. 

- Central Statistical Board. 

The Census. 

- ·'.Ille University. 

- · Ministerial units concerned with overall 

planning and with evaluation. 

Early lessons of ~valuation work. 

Methodological. · 
, 

Institutional and o~ganizational. 

Responsiveness of officials • 
. 

How should evaluation results be presented? 

Substantive lessons (project specific). 

- Do you feel that you have collected more information 

than necessary or than you could process? Relying 

on your experience, which list of minimal infonnation 

would you recommend for evaluating the impact of 

rural development? 

What changes would you introduce in the design 

of the eval~aU-_~n ~t, ·.if youJmould have to 

organize it again from scratch? 

- How would you describe the main dif.ficul ties yo:U were 

confronted with so far? 

Planning of the activity of the Evaluation Unit for Fiscal 

Year 1977 (July 1976 - June 1977). 

q>etailed plan, chart desirable, if possible. Attach, 

please, the Tenns of Reference of the Uni~. 

- Please feel free to add anything you would th:ink as 

being significant. Be specific, give details, facts and 

L 
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-i'hank you £or your lettez, ot March 2.3. ;il have looked through 
your chapter and find I have one or tvo points of criticism which 7011 .. r • 

i •· • .. 
may or may not wish to take into account. · 1 

1 1" .1 , 
' . ... . .. 

• I ), 

Page 10 ... . · i think you ought to dietinsuiel:i.,.:whethez: you are · 
talking about theory or practi~eh .:.there is no such 
thing . ai, , perfect in!ormatioii, it is an ideal etate .. , 1

' ,, . ..; .... 

and is uaeful only !or theoretical construction. ... ......,.. 
It ia certainly not a neceaa&J"y condition !or .,,. • ·~ 

II 111arginal coat pricing l .,. ~ 1 1 
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I ', r - ,. .. ~ 
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... 
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• - -"' "'I 
. Page 2J .-· I .f'1nd that Yl)\lr argument 11 :tii· . .tavor of queuing, because ·..1 i:_ ~ ;-r-i . 
. .. 1, 11 of equity comiderationa, is rather mieleading. The .- 1 

• • • 

w:illingJJeea to queue doee not merely depend upon the · 
wage per hour but it is also 1.nf'luenced by the income ~ .. 
elasticity of demand for the commodity or sel"V'ices. 
'Uthe income elasticity ie very high and the price 
elasticity is veey low, then of course the relat:ivel;v' 
rich will queue and secure the lion' e share ot a 
given quantity of aenicea. Your statement that time 
pricea are similar to a tax on wages is wrong. 

'i ... 

I think these two points illustrate some of the difficulties I 
had with your manuscript. '. 
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Ms. Rachel Weaving, VPD April 20, 1976 
Benjamin B. King, VPD Signed B. B. Kirr:r 

RIDEP 

1. My own view of this program i that it should be 
spread broad and thin: 

(i) 'Broad" meaning a lot of institution, most 
of those uggested by Regions etc. 

(ii) "Thin" meaning very few documents, d stributed 
as automatically a pos ible (i.e. through 
Ann Swift and/or Doris Bornstein). 

I very much doubt that th mutual benefits of exchanging 
lot of unsolicited stuff are very high. I haven't heard 

many cheers for RIDEP. 

2. Accordingly, I would prepare t•o draft letters, 
one for existing RIDEP in titutions, another for candidates: 

(i) The candidate letter would ask whether they 
would like to be on our exchange list. The 
exchange would consist of the list in your 
2(b) but without divisional papers on our 
part and th sort of thing suggested in your 
2(a) on th ir p rt. 

(ii) The existing-institution lett r would explain 
that, owing to the gre ter scope of RIDEP, we 
are trying to confine exchange of docum nts to 
those specifically requested on both sid s. 
Consequently, we are suggesting that we follow 
the rocedure in (i) above. In other words, 
a polite withdrawal. 

3. ~1en we get lists, we turn them over to Research 
Files for notification in pecial list of documents which 
can be obt ined on request, if anyone is sufficiently 
interested, as you uggest. 

4. I .uggest you discuss with Orville next we~ and, 
if you agree, draft letters. 

cc: Mr. Grimes 

BBKing:gm 



Jaycox, TRU April 20, 1976 

Mona Hazzah, VPD ~ 

Projects Status Reports 

I would appreciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Report forms completed and sent to my 
office (F1219 ) not later than Friday, May 14 . 

The information provided in the forms hould 
be current as of April 30, 1976 . Listed below are the 
project numbers, and the name of the r esponsible staff 
member, for which Status Reports are required. 

I am attaching copies of the March xternal 
Computer Printout where necessary. 

Project Code Responsible Staff 
Member 

670-26 B. Coukis 
670-27 s. Agarwal/P. Fossberg 
671-13 s. Agarwal 
671-14 B. Mitchell 
671-15 s. Basta/B. Coukis 
671-16 G. Beier 
671-20 P. Watson/E. Holland 

Attachments 

Mr. Rathnam (with attachments ) 



Mr. Y. Rovani~ PBP 

Mona Hazzah, VPD 

Research.Projects Status Reports 

April 20, 1976 

I would appreciate it if you could h ve the attached 
Status Report forms completed and ent to my office ( 1219) 
not later than Friday, May 14. 

The information provided in the forms should be 
current as of April 30, 1976. List d below are the project 
numbers, and the name of the responsible staff member, for 
which Status Reports are required. 

I am attaching copies of the March External Research 
Computer Printout where necessary. 

Project Code 

670-67 
670-76 
671-11 
671-12 

Attachments 

cc: Miss P. Peter (with attachments) 

MH:gm 

Re wnsible Staff Member 

R. Sheehan 
J. Warford 
J. Warford 
H. Shipman 



Mr. R. Gulhati, ECDDR 

Mona Hazzah, VPD ~W 
Research Projects Status Reports 

April 20, 1976 

I would appreciate it if you could have the attached 
Status Report forms completed and sent to my office (F1219) 
not later than Friday, ray 14. 

The information provided in the forms should be 
current as of April 30, 1976. Listed below are the project 
numbers, and the name of the responsible staff member, for 
which Status Reports are required. 

I am attaching copies of the March External Research 
Computer Printout where necessary. 

Project Code Responsib:l.e ember 

670-43 J. Lowther 
670-45 J. Lowther 
670-90 A. Sant'Anna 
670-96 J. Meerman 
670-99 R. Moran 
671-02 T. King 
671-03 T. King 
671-05 v. Prakash 
671-06 R. Gulhati 
671-07 L. Westphal 
671-18 J. Linn 
671-19 J. Simmons 
671-24 s. Reutlinger 
671-25 s. Bery 
671-26 K. Zachariah 
671-30 · L. Squire/S. Bose 
671-31 R. Sabot 
671-32 L. West hal 
671-37 B. Renaud 
671-38 D. Chernichovsky/R. Faruqee 

cc: Mr. Lowther (with attachments) 

Attachments 

MH:gm 



Mr. J. Duloy, ORCDR 

Mona Hazzah, VPD ~ 
Research Projects Status Reports 

April 20, 1976 

I would appreciate it if you could have the attached 
Status Report forms compl ted and sent to my office (Fl219) 
not later than Friday, May 14. 

The information provided in the form hould be 
current a of April 30, 1976. Li ted belo are the proj ct 
numbers, and the nam of the re ponsibl staff rnemh r, for 
which Status Reports are required. 

I am attaching copies of the March External Research 
Computer Printout where necessary. 

Project Code 

670-01 
670-06 
670-23 
670-24 
670-73 
670-83 
670-84 
670-85 
670-86 
670-87 
670-94 
671-08 
671-09 
671-17 
671-27 
671-29 
671-33 
671-35 
671-36 

Attachment 

cc: Mis Gary (with attachments) 

MH:gm 

Responsible Staff Member 

B. Balassa 
M. Ahluwali 
Y. Rh e 
E. Stoutjesdijk 
G. Kutcher/P. Scandizzo 
c. Chiswick 
M. Ahluwalia 
c. Chiswick 
R. Norton 
B. Balassa 
M. Ahlu alia 
c. Chiswick 
E. Stoutjesdijk 
P. Hazell 
G. Pyatt 
R. Norton 
M. Selowsky 
B. Balas a 
c. Chiswick 
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2. 
approve 

April 19. 1976 

ink, Little, Villarzu, 
nd Ahluwalia on A ril 14. 

to the R earch Co 
guided by 

concerns 
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Mr. B. B. Kin 

Cl a red wi tli 
and cc: } sar. Bussink 

cc: Mr. Ahluwalia 
Mr. Grimes 

a ... ,~,..au:jd 

Little 
Villarzu 
Jayarajah 

111 b te t bl t 



Mr. Pierre C sse, 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Seminar on "Economics 

De artment April 15, 1976 

Staff" 

1. I refer to your memo of April 13 on the above 
seminar, specifically to th remark about observers at 
the end of the waiting list: 

"Obs rvers - these may be incl d d only if the 
deman from projects epartments does not 
complet ly fill the intend d numb r of partici
pants." 

2. That is putting it a bit trong. I am not sure 
wh ther the decision stems fro a feeling that projects 
departments ought to have absolute priority or fro doubt 
that the course would b of much benefit to s. Weaving or 
both. I would like, in any c se, to reopen the question 
on both counts. 

3. First, if th r er an alternative course for 
non-projects people in general (rather than another pecific 
group), th n I can see that you might want tor serve thi 
course solely for rejects staff. But, if th re i not, 
which is the case as far a I kn , then it does eem 
di criminatorx to treat other des rving cases s though 
thy wer travelling on a student ticket. 

4. Ms. 'leaving is the only editor in the DPS. Her 
job i to try to make the v rious document co ing out of 
the DPS more intelligible not only to other economists, 
but to non-econo ists as well. It isn't easy, I c n assure 
you. On the one h nd, it ould help her to have so e mor 
training in economic so that she can com.~unicate with 
authors b tter. She pointed this out in her annual 
performance review and I agr ed. On the oth r hand, if 

e re to try to do something about dissemination in the 
Bank, it wo~ld obviou ly help an editor to now how non
economist react. I would hav thought that this ort of 
cours was golden opportunity for her, unles you have 
an lternative to suggest. lould you reconsider? 

cc: Messrs. Chenery, Karaosmanoglu, Dyck 
Ms.Waving 

BBKing:gm 



April 14, 1976 

VPD 

Report, on 

I'm not sure wlia t is expected from me in answer 
to your memo of April 8, but perhaps a few observations on 
research as one of tile topics wouid an wer it best . I 
agree ~er:y much that the right subdivision is by topic 
ra er than by department. 

2. I ~ave a feeling that the prejudice against 
researcli: , epitomized in -Blaxall's statements a l:5out its 
vulnerability, ought to be met fran ly and head on - not 
defensively. Some of the pre~udice is more ill-informed 
than it need be. Ma be that's partly our fault . If so, 
we should say so and say what we are doing about it. This 
coula be touched on at Thursday•s meeting. 

There was bound to be prejudice during the initial 
experimental period before any results emerged. There always 
will be some, but there ougn to be ress now or, at least, in 
the near future. I think one theme in your presentation 
could combine a reiteration of the length of the research 
production process, its riskiness and the difficulties of 
dissemination with tbe fact that we nave had successes. I 
am often impressed by lists of references which consist very 
largely of names inside tlie Bank o;r clo. ely associated with 
it. But that only goes so far. We have also reached the 
point. of implementation in several cases. I think the 
tiresome old cliohe about research being "Ivory Tower 11 needs 
a knock or two. It may have to be tower-bound, while it's 
being carried out and there's nothing much wrong with that. 
What is w~ong is, if it stays there. This 's where the 
Bank has a compar tive advantage, nicH r think we are 
exploiting, though not, like everything else, with ultimate 
perfection. 

~. Another problem is partly semanti~ nd partiy 
substantive. ,.Research is not operationaln, another 
cliche, means from the regional point of view "I hav 
been s~ddled with a jo~ for which I don't have the resources 

nd want to use yours". So on-research is called operational 
research as op osed o i vory-towe:r r,esearch and why are we so 
unhelpful? · 



s. 1 ybe the time h come to devolve routin 
mission support to the r gions much a s devolved 
some subj cts. DPS should h iz s cial mi sion and 
sp cial application u rt, for hich th re i reason
ably 11 id ntified purpose and in whfch the op ortunity 
for research pplication can be gra P. d. It might be 
possible to plan this ort of thing with a .odicum of 
reci ion through the c P proces with an ya to futur 

ba ic mi sion. But th t mean aking more of th proce 
within DPS than an occasional ceremonial ap r nee at an 
RVP me ting. 

6. Broadly s eaKing, I su o I am suggesting that 
the lit of topics be organiz d around mental flow-cart, 
tarting with the deep t ort of inv stment and proceeding 

to th ultim t di pos r of th good vi op_er tion and 
policy ork. If it is agr ed tat this i wh t 1c are 
sup o d to be doing, people can complain about th flo 
being rough, but thy hould top bitching bout the fact 
th t e are not doing om tlilng else. 

sr. Karaosmanoglu 

BBKing:gm 
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Committ e Members 

B. King, VPD 

tion Revie 

April 13, 1976 

You will note from the att ched memorandum 
that Mr. McNamara concurs with the reco endation to 
contribute $20,000 from th Y77 Research budget to the 
International Review Grou on Research in o ul tion 

nd Dev lopment -- provided the Research COmrnitt does. 
Would yo pl as indicate, on tliis she tor by telephone, 
whether or not you support thi r co endation. ~e would 
much ap reciat a response by ~hursday, April 15. 

Vergin, 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

,..._. 
·, i,, 

r--~A·C,, - -- . ~ c..v,...~ .. ---- - - ----- - --.------ -----· - - (J _________ - --.t· -----
WORLD BANI< I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION J/ 4 r: ..!1 - /' .!."c,·,/ ...... 

r 
;-

OFFICE MEMORANDUM c~t~ _/ ll .,.. 
----""""""--=-

Mr. Robert S. McNamara , President 
'/\ ',,,, ~-:.-1 "> .._ .,. 

Hollis B. Cheneryl J~, Development Policy 

DATE: Apri l 9, 1976 i' 
(}:-~~~-d,e 

International Review Group on Research 
1n Population and Development 

4 --.L-"°....-YL..ft - ·../- ._ - 1 Z.-1 
'. ' ,dlC--~--.:;t-,-r--.J,:--=:---~ 

'7-' , r / / ·/7: F\ ~ j~ .. a _,,.-:: . ~-......... ::; .. .' . -<< ~--,;~~-~~-----\. ,l'. 
, ~~ 

cl- .. ~-~ _,,; . L/. I 
1 . You will recall that on December 8 I sentyoua /~ ~..t\ 
memorandum (copy attached) on the plans of a group of 
national and international agencies for the establishment 
of this review group. Your reaction to the proposal that 
the Bank participate was positive and you indicated tllatr 
if the Bank were to participate, the contribution should 
c ome from the Research budget. 

2. The proposal was , therefore, submitted to t he 
Research Committee on March 25. It was reviewed on the 
basis of its resea:rch contribution according to our normal 
procedure. The Com_rnittee felt that the objectives of the 
Group lacked focus and that this was not the most effective 
way of obtaining useful guidance. Furthermore, the Committee 
has consistently placed importance on "projectizing 11 research, 
which is impossible in this case, rather than giving core 
support and the like. While Committee members wish to 
record this opinion, based strictly on the merits in relatic.n 
to research proposals, they r e cognize that the interagency 
negotiations on the proposal have a long history and that1 
o n this account, the decision on participation may not be 
based on technical grounds alone. 

3. I think we have to accept the fact that the Bank 
is morally committed. This is one of the follow-ups to cur 
original ini t iative in consulting with the other donor 
agencies. Moreover, there is some value in avoiding the 
complete exclusion of the Bank from an international 
venture on this subject, which may have some pay-of f in 
terms of dis s emination, although I would not ascribe too 
much weight to this argument. However, there are still 
options as to the amount of the Bank's contribution. Other 
agencies have suggested that this be "proportionate" i.e. 
equal to ot~er major contributors such as · IDRC, Ford and 
Rockefeller - about $40,000. We could either: 

(a) contribute our "proportionate" share, or 

(b ) contribute a lesser amount (for example, half). 

4. In the light of other claims on the r ese a rch 
buaget, I reconrrncnd that we a dopt option (b) , the s p ecific 

.. 
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Mr. Robert S. McNamara - 2 - April 9 , 1976 

amount being $20,000 . I suggest this, first , because we are 
less than enthusiastic about the proposal , which has probably 
suffered from an effort to serve too many ends simultaneously. 
Secondly, the notion of proportionality is not particularly 
applicable , if one compares our Research budget with the 
resources available to other agencies for similar purposes. 
If this budget is earmarked in the future as the potential 
source of fund s for similar proposals, I propose to obtain 
the Research Committee's views at an earlier stage . 

. Attachment 

BBKing:gm 
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Mrs. J. Landell-Mills 
Finance and Development 

Orville F. Grimes, VPD 

Proj·cts Recently Completed 

April 12, 1976 

I attach a list of rese rch projects that have 
been, or are about to be, compl ted since our prior list 
was circulated. Projects on income di tribution, as you 
will observe, are promin nt among the ones co pleted in 
the last few months. Mr. Ahluwalia's paper on "Income 
Inequality: Some Dimensions of the Problem," on which 
a September 1974 article in Finance and Develop ent is 
largely based, is an outgrowth ol the" ize Distribution 
of Income" projoct (670-09). Another product of thi 
research -- his "Stylized Facts" paper -- could well be 
a prime candidate for a follo -up article. The Adelman/ 
Robinson material, though not terribly easy to recast in 
your format, should also be considered. 

2. I hope that we can remain in periodic touch on 
potential contributions to Finance and Developm nt from 
the research program, if only by my letting you know of 
likely candidates as they become available. Please give 
me a call if you would like more infor~ation on the projects 
listed. 

Attachment 

cc: r. B. B. King 
Mr. llazzah 
Ms. Weaving 

OFGrimes :gm ff 
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Project 
Code 

670-02 

670-06 

670-09 

670-13 

Title 

Country Programming Study: Chile 

Short-run & Long-run Influences 
upon Income Distribution 

Size Distribution of Income 

Evaluation of Alternative Methods 
for Specifying Agricultural Sector 
Development Strategies: Portugal 
& Brazil 

, 

Project 
Supervisor 

J. Duloy 

M. Ahluwalia 

M. Ahluwalia 

A. Egbert 

ANNEX 

Research Output 

1) Clark, Peter B., and Foxley, A.R., "Target 
Shooting with a Multi-Sectoral Model," 
Ch. 13 · in· Analysis of Development Problems, 
R.S. Eckaus and P.N. Rosenstein-Rodan, 
Eds. Amsterdam : North-Holland Publishing 
Company, 1973 . 

2) Clark, Peter B., Foxley, A.R., and 
Jul, A.M., "Project Evaluation within a 
Macroeconomic Framework," Ch.7 in Analysis 
of Development Problems, R.S. Eckaus and 
P.N. Rosenstein-Rodan, Eds. Amsterdam: 
North-Holland Publishing Company, 1973. 

1) I. Adelman ands. Robinson, A Wage and 
Price Endogenous General Equilibrium 
Model of a Developing Countrt: Factors 
Affecting the Distribution o Income in 
the Short Run. (Stanford University 
Press, forthcoming). 

'•. -,. 

2) I. Adelman and S. Robinson, "A Wage and 
Price Endogenous Model for Planning Income 
Distribution Policy," (Development 
Research Center, August 1975; mimeo). 

1) Jain, Shail, Size Distribution of Income: 
Compilation of Data. Baltimore and London~ 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975. 

2) Kipnis, Julio, "Size Distribution of 
Income: Bibliography of Basic Sources." 
Bank Staff Working Paper No. 217, 
September 1975. 

3) Ahluwalia, Montek S., "Income Inequality: 
Some Dimensions of the Problem," Ch. I in 
Redistribution with Growth. London: 
Oxford University Press, 1975. 

4) Ahluwalia, Montek s., "Income Distribution 
and Development: Some Stylized Facts," 
December 1975. To be published in Pupers 
and Proceedings of the American Economic 
Association, May 1976. 

1) Egbert, Alvin c., "A Development Model for 
the Agricultural Sector of Portugal," 
World Bank Occasional Paper No.20, 1975. 

2) Egbert, Alvin C., and Kim, Hyung M., "A 
Regional Planning Model for the Agricul
tural Sector of Portugal"in Studies in 
Linear Programming, Harvey M. Salkin and 
Jahor Saha, Eds., Amsterdam and New York: 
North-Holland/American Elsevier, 1975 • 

..,.,.. .- -----~'--- - -· - -----
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Project 
Code 

670-13 
(continued) 

670-69 

671-21 

Title 

Evaluation of Alternative Methods 
for Specifying Agricultural Sector 
Development Strategies: Portugal 
& Brazil 

Growth & Income Distribution 
in Brazil 

Foodgrain Production fn Asia 

April 12, 1976 

, 

- 2 -

Project 
Supervisor 

A. Egbert 

R. Norton 

F. Lowenstein 

Research Output 

3) Egbert , Alvin C., and Kim, Hyung M., 
"Analysis of Aggregation Errors in Linear 
Programming Planning Models." American 
Journal of Agricultural Economics, 
May 1975, pp. 272-301. 

4) Egbert, Alvin C., and Estacio, F., 
"Regional Agricultural Planning." In 
Study of Agricultural Systems, G.E.Dalton, 
Ed. London: Applied Sciences Publishers, 
1975. 

5) Ablasser, Gottfried, and Egbert, Alvin C., 
"Brazil Agricultural Sector Planning 
Model - an Application of Mathematical 
Regional Programming: A Summary Report," 
Agriculture and Rural Development Depart
ment, Working Paper No. 1, December 1973. 

6) Egbert, Alvin C., and Kim, Hyung M., 
~Statistical Annexes to a Development 
Model for the Agricultural Sector of 
Portugal, 4 vols.: Vol. I, 1968 Model 
Results; Vol. II, 1980 Model Results; 
Vol. III, Basic Resources and Input
Output Data, 1968; Vol. IV, Basic 
Resources, 1980, and Input-Output Data 
Improved Practices (mimeo), 1974. 

Bacha, Edmar M., and Taylor, Lance: "The 
Unequalizing Spiral: A First Growth Model 
for Belindia," Quarterly Journal of 
Economics, 1975. 

Hendrix, W.E., "Foodgrain Supply-Demand 
Situation and Prospects in Eleven Asian 
Nations." (November 1975; mimeo.) 

-.------~ 
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April 9, 1976 

lr. Jon ?teeks, Administrator 
Division of Code Enforcement 
Department of Metro olitan Development 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

Dear Jon: 

I enjoyed meeting you th other night, though as it turned 
out there was little opportunity to discuss the concept and 
practice of urban land use control and land planning. 

As prom! ed, I enclose copies of two research papers having 
to do with urban land taxation and, more generally, the direction 
of desired public interventions in the ur an land market. The 
first is a theoretical and empirical study of land value incre-

nts that are due to actions of the public authorities rather 
than to improv ments by owners or tenants. In addition to the 
conceptual analysis of land market behavior, the section on 
betterment recapture as it is practiced in four European and 
four Asian countries may be of interest. The s cond paper, an 
outgrowth of a research project on "Urban Land Taxation and 
Control, .. deals with the broader canvas of taxes on urban land 
as it may apply in either the developing or the dev loped world. 

Since we touched briefly on the research program of the 
World Bank, I thought you might also be inter sted in a more 
detailed description. Abstrac~s of Current

1
Studies provides 

a glimpse at the range of studies the BanK is undertaking. 

I hope we can keep in touch, Please let me know if you 
would like more details on any aspect of our work. 

Attachments 

OFGrimes:gm(ff-

Sincerely yours, 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Committee 
Development Policy 



WORLD BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. E. V. K. J8}°JI:"' Director, Trans. & Urban Proj. DATE: April 8, 1976 

FROM: Alastair StomJ.tpnief, Urban Operations Review and Support Unit 

SUBJECT: The Fiscal Irr;eact of Urban Projects~ Proposal for Study and Design of 
Draft Guidelines 

1. Attached is a proposal for a study of fiscal impact of urban 
projects, prepared by Messrs. Lethbridge, Linn and Whitehead. The 
proposal has been cleared in its final form by Messrs . Churchill and Ray 
and I have approved it f or 50% financing from the Unit's budget. The 
remaining 50% is to come f rom D. Keare's budget and I understand he has 
authority from Gulhati to proceed. 

2o The study begins at an appropriate scale our investigation into 
the broader financial implications of projects and will provide some 
guidance not only to project work but to country economic and city specific 
work in this area. Happily it also brings closer to operational significance 
the city fiscal study conducted previously by DPS and as such is a good 
first example of the way in which Keare and I see ourselves working together 
on these areas of research. 

3. As noted in the proposal the study is scheduled to start in May 
and be concluded by September. Preliminary discussions with Prof o Wasylenko 
who has worked for DPS on the city based studies and for the Il1F on local 
finances in Kenya , indicate that he will be availableo He is also scheduled 
to participate in a preappraisal mission for the Second Urban Project in 
Zambia which provides a good con:plement to the proposed desk study. 
Prof. Roy W. Bahl who is currently heading the IMF study on local finances 
in Kenya, is also expected to assist in reviewing the work . 

AStone:dd 

cc: Messrs. Dunkerley, Churchill, McCulloch, Strombom, Venkateswaran, 
Beier, Lethbri dge, Whitehead ( TRUPD); Ke are, Linn (DPS) 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

r 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL OANK FOR I IN TERNATIONAL rlNANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONS TRU CT ION AND DE VELOPMENT CORPOlrnTION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. _orv·11e F. G~e·(,Y. Jr. 

H. G. van der Tak ; 0 
I 

,j 
Prooosal on Optimc1.li ty of 'l'a.x-Subsidy 

DATE: 

Intervention 

April 6, 1976 

I have talked to Montek Ahluwalia and Colin Bruce about the above 
research proposal and its rel at.ion to the case studies on agricultural taxes 
and sub!'::i.d.ies that are being organized by Colin Bruce and the issues paper 
on this topic to be prepared by CPS/AGP and DPS/EPR. The general picture 
appears to be the following: 

(i) Three of the four case studies to be undertaken this fiscal· 
year are being carried out as part of baslc or updating economic missions. 
Any research done for the issues paper will be carried out as part of the 
regular agricultural economic work, but focussing on a particulc1.r issue, 
and will be largely carried out by regular Bank staff. The one exception 
is the case study in Argentin~, now being undertaken by a local consultant, 
which is expected to have gTeater de. th and should be classified as 11 res arch • 11 

The same is true of the four A-ddi tional country case studie ten ta ti vely 
planned :for the first half of Fiscal 1977 , and the follow up -- with con
sultants -- of three of the FY7S studies, ;..ihich are to be intensive tudies 
employing both Bank staff and suitable consultants. In addition.s two of the 
countri.e s in the Balassa directed Western Africa Study will be re-..riewed to 
see what additional work will be required to fit these studies within the 
framework of the Agricultural Prices and Subsidies Study. 

(ii) A specific paper setting forth a methodology to be used in 
these studies is being prepared and is expected to be available by the end 
of April.. At present, the case studies are guided by Colin Bruce 1 s dTaft 
outline and by general references to Bela Balassa 1 s work on incent · ires and 
comparat ive advantages in West Ai'rica (which is primarily add es ·e to 
industrial problems) and to Squire/van de r Tak on Economic Analysis of 
Projects. 

( iii) .The issues paper on agricultural prices and subsir:iies is 
currently scheduled to be ready for staff level PRC Review by December 30, 
1976, but its timing is being reconsidered. Individual country studies 
would e used to the extent that they are completed; all are ex;->ected 
to be completed by Harch , 1977. On its pres~nt sched le , the iss es paper 
co1 ld only rnareinally benefit frorn i n·. tial results of some of the JT10 Ye 

intensive case studies . 

(iv) T'ne proposed study by Profe s sor Bertrand is to·· spell out a 
p rtial equil · brl1 ri nethodology a la Belc Balassa and 5qnire/v.,m Qs!:I' 'fak, 
etc . but it nll focus, in particul,,:ir, on thP. e;t?.ne:r11J. erpi.ilibi·i .1 asp.cts 
of ::ir,,:ricultural t;:ix anrl suhsidy policies and try to propoc:;e a '3Ui tab-Le 
rneth0 c1oloey for t::ildne those aqpr>C ts 'nt 0 2c so1 n+, . If s t:irtP.ti irr, .~r1i::1tely . - , 
and if corr.plete d in draft by, say, J une JO, Prof8 c:;c:;or Bertrand could help 

• 



.Mr. Orville F. Grimes, J r . - 2 - April 6, 1976 

define the methodology now being drafted for the early case studies and 
possibly propose sui table modificat.ions to be introduced in the more 
intensive case studies that are planned for the first half of FY 1977 •· 
His work might also provide useful underpinning for the issues paper. 

(v ) I wouln recoJTUT1end to the Research Committee that it approve 
the proposed study to be undertaken by Prof ssor Bertrand on condition that 
he be asked: 

( a ) to review and contribute to the methodology note 
now beine prepared by Colin Bruce; · 

(b ) the study be directe·d jointly by Messrs. Ahluwalia 
and Bruce, who would be expec ted to consult at 
appropriate stages w·l th , for example , Messrs . Balassa, 
Little, Ray and Squire; and 

( c) a first draft of the study be completed by June 30. 

This recommendation assume s, of course , that Professor Bertrand I s qualif'i
ca tions for this study are beyond questj_on . I underst.!3.nd that Messrs. 
Balassa and Ahluwalia vouch for h'm. · 

HGv anderT ak : lfb 

Cleared with and cc : Messrs. Ahluwalia and Bruce 
cc: Messrs. Chenery , King 

Duloy 
Yudelma.n 



Hr. 1.si.t' E. Christotter en April 6, 1976 

August Sc che r 

Further to your request, I have li db low number ot 
suggestions tor applied rs arch. On a numb r, I have been keeping 
tiles and on (livestock, consultants) I haft begun drafting 
so research notes and outlines. Others are in a r:, preliminary 
stage. Pleas tick thos id as which Tom and 7our lt think vorth 
pursuing, and I will prepare some further notes. 

cp.ANTmTATIVE !m'HODS IN TS 

In an r of projects, Go sits have organized evaluation 
te ( a Anderson et al (1976). Consider. bl 1'unds are being o tted 
and in a few cases spent. { xi.co, igeria, awi., uritius). Howe r, 
a number of these project cannot at:rord the over head luxury of f'ull time 
xpertise to assist them in setting up the techniques of survey and survey 

ana]¥eis to gather the b e line and exp d t r quired to asure 
proj ct progress. Thus, I would sug st t a Proj t running u rd 
of US$150,000 be developed to recruit a thre n consultant t for 
tvo years who would be specialists in statistical techniques. They would 
do an in-Bank review the types ot proble facing of our borrowers 
evaluaticm units and then work with the borrowers on hort te missions 
to a aist th in getting correct suM'ey ethodologies introduced. 

{l) The Role of Li stock in 1 Developnent 

Much focus is g:Lv n in the &Ilk to developing t chni.cal packages 
for small ta In ost cases, tbes packages only include crops, 
usually grains. The role of livestock and in particular 11-soale 
traditional productim, is giv tre t. Hove r, livestock 
in many cases is crucial to both the success ot the package and th 
weltare o.t the rural people, in providing power, tr sport and ur 
as well as food, prestige and insurance. '1h e have, h var, be 
n rous at ts by various goverma nts and donor agencies to int rve m 
in tr ditional livestock s-ys vi.th the objecti't"9 of incre sing 
productivity and rural incomes, particularly in French-. peaking st 
Atric. Pilot projects in goat, sheep, pig, poultry, ·rabbit, be, buffalo, 
and 11-scale beef and dairy production have been undertaken in ny 
countries, with a mix d Mstory of success. The or suoce stul project 
ot this nature have pres bly been thos conduct don a limited geographic 
basis with .f'ull a reneas or the location specific interactipns between 
the livestock, cropping and social syst in the tar tare. 

In view of the importance or livestock in the rural ar as, a 
r v:L of the current status of ongoing initiatives in this sub-sector 
is suggest d. SUch revi would provide technical, financial and 
"social :tea ibilit7" guid lines to eta.tr preparing rur 1 development 
proj eta. A six to eight man nth study to undertake this revi and 
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propose guidelines d possible changes in Bank project 1 ncJing is 
therefor propo ed. J Fdgerton nd I could i.u;,ervise such• st'W\Y, 
1n conjm1ction with Dem stoop. Don, as :you know, undertook 
sumary effort along thss lines in 1973 (copy attached). 

(2) Hou eholder Vi getable Production 

Both 1n Mauritius and Mexico, the nk proj ts are ctiTely 
encour. g1ng "ld.tch garden II through lf'-help sch s. In both cases, 
Till.a re hav taken readily th terial.s ett r d, and pus th to 
good use. In Maxloo, the provision ot s etc. is aceompani by wom9n . 
h oonomics vorkere who ssiat village vaaen in getable and tru:lt 
canning. 1'h res rch proposed would be to reTiew rienc on the 
organizational side, as ll as to review what species con,position or 
v getable gardens are being reccanended frOlll both nutriti land technical 
viewpoints. ain J nd I could assist in the d sign. Manpower requir d 
vould be about .four onths. 

(3) Tbe Role ot Consultants in Rural Dev lopment 

In a consider bl nud>er ot ca s, consultant are being asked to 
assist overnmant in preparing rural developing strategi sand specific 
project (Algeria, Ecuador, etc.). 'l'he proposed re arch project would 
be to re-T.l..ev the successes and failures of consultants in agricultural 
and rural developient project in various co,mtri.es both fro the cmsultant's, 
the c7's and the cl.ient's point ot view. The proposed re arch proj ct 
would take about 8 -months and invol a fair bit of qua ticmnaire work 
with consulting firms by mail. I bav written a paper on this aubject and 

oul.d b prepared to draft in detail a re earch proposal bas d on 
c cnclu ions ot 1Q' paper ti tl~ 'l'he Role ~ Consultants in Agr :Soul tural 
Devel0Ja9nt tr . 

(4) 

In 1IBn1' countri s in the world, go rnJEnt re atte-.pting to do 
S0Jll8th1n about ro on d ter retention. In or countries., nothing 
is being don In x:ico, tor example, 47j of the ar bl land i ttected 
by erosion. ha written in aore detail about tl'Je-.possiblliti ot 
llUlti-country analysis ot the econoa:1.ca ot soil and ter conservation 
compments ( note dated Octob r 197S), th labor int IU4ty ot soil 
conservation works in ditterent countries, and COJll)al'ati.Ve maintenanc 
and organizational syste in elected countrie. or an initia.1 urvey, 
I vcw.d expect sQIB 10 to 12 an-aonth ot won: wuuld be required. In our 
Olm rural d" loraent projects, xi.co, Tanzania, Algeria etc. mention 
bas been de ot tmprobl ot rosion and the n~ r Anexpensive ter - _ "\./ 
retention wor a part of the ntecbnical packa A 
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Currentl.7, the 
v ey or la . ther or, • 

In s , electr1.ti ti.on 1 often reeo-·-
agricultural intraatructure, t, 
is r. req recovered. lure 
are also rarol¥ overed. , r er dit project , the NIIIIIMI ... 

recov ry ot inve nt, in real te ff etfeotiv rel ble rescuirc1u1 
• onl7 probably on the order or joJ to ssi ~ original resources l 

(6) 

I attach nv note an Inwa 

ing in rurel vel nt projeeta re 1.nexpenaiv _rural 
avel.op t enic ceat•rs with c u-ea ot about 2,000 f'a111li a 

(10,000 persa ). In uritius, th Project is porting both v.Ui 
ket and 'fill CQJIIIUniV C nter • rly vidanoe indicate that 

the caamunity centers are popular and " a variev ot local tunct~ona 
(t ly planning, youn r rs club , library, veek.1.T clinic, 'lW room, 
village et.in , etc. • Sin they haTO be ccmstruoted fair]¥ rapidly, 
the-y have also serving a an int'ormal distribution center tor producti: 
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ult-help • ri.ala prorlded under the Project. .U.O the Villap 
DlmllopJIDnt 01".ti r er oject is uaing th s new ten as 
bis into r to po t not!. , 4 li ,r selt-help 
•terl.als, organi T1sits to urr~d:lng village• eto. To 

re mine, t concept ot a Servi.ca Center in1ni the 
t ot a T.Ula center., T.Ulap arket, offlc for rill.age 
dnelopaent v ker and input tor emall scale pro tive 
projeot.s has a ap 1. 

Howe r, ea. applie research ( $100,000) uld be 
11 easa.r,r to th ctions, stat.ting d desi of 8llCb. a 
Serri.ce C ter 1n different ccnmtriee vhioh inter flit could be 
o:rgmized toa 

(1) Baise the productivit7 inc ot saall fal'IIIIJrsJ 

(2) ( uritius, 

(3) Improve productivlV of those DOW eng-,ed in sub-urginal. DOil• 

tara oc ti.ens on a p&l't•tilll ar tull-tia baaisJ 

(4) Provim site and service for non-farm pro ctive act.1.. vit,-
ll Tillage industrie which are intensive in the use ot 

local terials and local l&borJ 

($) oura specialization trade be en aicro-regions 
export to urban o nters. 

The dnel nt ot such service cant rs require appropriate plv'sical 
intraatruoturer 

(1) tion and transport network vhich connects villages 
rea to th c terJ 

(2) .l market-place with stalls wh lo produce from the hinterland 
can be sold and tacilit1.es tor torage or (a) local produce to be 
exported to other are sJ and (b) sial)le µiputs tor local use 
(fertilizer, seed, etc.)J 

(3) Spa am facilities tor growth of village industries near the 
11arket place J 

(4) Appropriate training education, Jll8dical, soc1al d recreatiCllal 
taeili ties. 

cc: Hr. D. Turnham 
lJJIIBCh r/cp I 
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· Transport and Road Researct, Laboratory 5~~ . 

Department of the Environment 
Crowthorne Berks RG11 6AU 

Te lex 8.48272 Telephone Crowthorne 3131 

Mr G Roth 
IBRD 
1818 H Street NW 
WASHINGTON DC20433 
U S A 

Dear Gabriel 

Your reference 

Our reference 90/97/08 

Date 5 April 1976 

I discussed the possibili ty of using the Silrabaya project to provide the Bank with 
raw data with the consultants appointed (Freeman Fox) They have now replied and 
I am enclosing a copy of their assessment . 

As you can see they will either 'definitely' or ' probably' provide most of the 
data required ut would want to be paid for collecting additional information 
on travel times . Some of this however, w1 ave een co ected e traffic 
management study and we can obtain it through David Stewart . 

They then list a category D "unlikely in any circumstances". With the pressure 
under which they will be working I think we must accept this, but again the data 
may be available from other sources . For example average trip fares on betjaks 
will be collected by us when we investigate various forms of public transport 
operating in Surabaya later in the year . 

I doubt whether we or anyone else will be collecting information on walking trips . 
If you regard this as essential we might be able to persuade Freeman Fox to collect 
the necessary information but they would , of course, require payment . Could the 
Bank provide this? 

Phil Fouracre and I will be going to Chieng Mai in mid- May and will keep you 
informed of any developments. As mentioned above , we shall be continuing this 
research in Sfirabaya later in the year and hope to visit Kuala Lumpur on the way. 
We shall take this opportunity of having a good look at the mini buses . 

Yours sincerely 

GD JACOBS 
Overseas Unit 

ENC 

APR o 9 i976 
Transportation ard Urtan Projects 

• " 1°cnca Depart men ' · • 

Off cj H/f;IC-
b c; 'J _______ _ 

Answer-ed , : ----Jj_~l]_~----
Da e : -----------f1 I 
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Ch 
1-.:x, ve JO Tre$itl<kr Freeman Fox and Associates 
A, ... ,,ciales 

,onsultants 

Company 
Secretary 

J H i':arp 

R Barn·lt 
M .J Foystrr 
DTSilco<'k 

D 8 Kenne<ly 

P N Daly 
I. P Kirwan 
S l.8um1wr 

OS Walton 
D ,) Ford 
.JR Partridge 

G G Dobson !VJ Sc. MICE. MIHI!: 
l G H~gg,c 13 Sc, MA. MJCE, MCIT 

D JF /S M/7270 

G. Jacobs Esq., 

TRANSPORTATION AND PLANNING CONSULTANTS 

28-30 Grosvenor Gardens 
London SWlW ODY Telephone : 01-730 4500 

Cables: Frefox. London SWL Telex: 8811763 (Ffanda Ldn) 

1 '"I "ft 

Transport and Road Research laboratory, 
C rowt horne, 30th March, 1976. 
Berkshire. 

Dear Mr. Jacobs, 

Surabaya Transport Study 

Further to our meeting of 3rd March 1976 when we discussed the possibility of 
collecting data for the above study which would conform to IBRD requirements I have 
indicated on the attached schedule the likelyhood of the various types of data being 
available. You will appreciate that this is a preliminary assessment based on known i,...oJ 
information at the present time. In particular we ore likely to propose that our main I ~ ~ . 
data collection effort will be directed toward~ peak period travel and any information rlAA e.-
on daily travel will be obtained by factoring using doily data collected at a limited 
number of "control" sites. Also, it is extremely unlikely that we shall carry out a 
home interview survey. 

The categories marked on the attached schedule are as follows: 

A -

B 

C -

D -

Definite 

Probably 

Possible at a cost which in some coses (e.g. 6.5) would 
involve a home interview survey 

Unlikely under any circumstances. 

I trust that this gives you the information you require and look forward to 
heqring from you in due course. 

Yours sincerely 
Freeman Fox and Associates. 

f)~ 
D.J. Ford. 

Directors O A Kerensky CHE. FHS (Chairman) JO Tresidder (Managing) J T Edwards DA Meyers 

Offices in : France - SCFF, 9 rue Alfred dP Vigny. 7fi00H Paris. SCFF, Le Mas de Verte Collin«. AvPnuede LattredeTassigny, 13100 Aix en Provence. 
Hong Kong - 10th FL Jubt!P.e Commercial Amldmg, 42-46 Gloucester Road. Scotland - 4 Drumsheugh Gardens, Edinburgh EH3 7QJ. 

Reit1>Strai1f)n Numl~"r · 816972 Enl(lJ.nd H.,·Ruuen•d Office 28<30 Cro~vt>nor f~anle ns, London .SWl W ODY . 
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Mr. John Blaxall, P & B 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Research Budget 10 Carryover Provision 

April 5, 1976 

This is to confirm our mutual understanding 
that up to 10 of the FY76 research budget {i.e., up to 
$214,300) may be brought forward to FY77. Please l t us 
know how this is to be handled, so that we may inform 
project supervisors. 

cc: Mr. J. Adler 
Mrs. Feldstein 

OFGrimes :gm (JI,-



1r. C. Weiss, PAS April 5, 1976 

Benjamin B. King, VPD .... I. & l(ta; 
Proposal for a Study of the Food Delivery System 
(University of Pittsbur9h} 

1. A copy of this arrived on my desk with a routing 
slip dated April 1 and no other information. What am I 
supposed to deduce? 

2. Are you advocating this proposal? If so, there 
are several serious questions about it: 

(i} It is an external proposal which shows no 
signs of having been discussed with the 
Bank and, a fortiori, been a apted to 
our needs. 

(ii) It is to be conducted by a who1ly us team 
(mainly systems engineers). 

(iii) The prototype is envisaged in a US context. 
This does not seem the shortest (or chca es$ 
route to applicability in the LDC's. 

(iv) It costs $370,000, of which one-third is 
"indirect". This is without computer time 
which at Pittsburgh seems to be a free good. 

3. I have another question about research projects 
which bear on agricultural investment, production and 
delivery to the consumer. When are the considerable sums 
devoted by CGIAR to biological research going to be at 
least fractionally allocated to closely allied problems? 

4. I suggest that it would be as well, before 
proceeding further, to obtain copies of t.~e Philippine 
and South India studies mentioned by the proposers 
(bottom of page A-15) to see what they are like; if they 
are at all encouraging, then you might consu~t those in 
the Bank who. could give advice on the suitability and 
adaptability of this proposal: 

(i) Agriculture Department. 

(ii) DRC (cf. RP 671-29). 



Mr. C. Weiss - 2 - Aprils~ 1976 

(iii) Economic Analy is and Projections 
Department (Jean Waelbroeek). 

(iv) Employment & Rural Development Division, DED. 

cc: Messrs. Bruce 
Duloy 
Grimes 
teiserson 
Waelhroeck 

BBKing:gm 
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Mr. R. Gulhati, ECDDR April 5, 1976 

Benjamin B. King I VPD Si eel B'. 'B. King 
Research on Self-Management 

Having read Timothy King's memo of April 1, 
I conclude that we could use more self-management of 
self-management research. It is now time to put up 
or shut up. 

cc: Messrs. Chenery, Karaosmanoglu, Avramovic, 
Dulcy, Grimes, T. King, Little 

BBKing:gm 



Those listed below April 2, 1976 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Schedule of Forthcomin2 Research Committee eetinJ!! 

The next two meetings of the Research Conunittee 
will take place on Tuesday, May 11 and Thursday, June 17. 
Consequently, proposals in final form should reach me no 
later than Thursday, Atril 15 for th May meeting and 
Thursday, May 20 forte June meeting. Dates for subse
quent meetings remain at present the same as outlined 
earlier -- late July/early August and late August/early 
September. I will let you know of any changes in this 
schedule. 

Distribution 

Messrs. Chenery, 'araosmanoglu, B. B. King 
Avramovic, Balassa, Lerdau, Thalwitz, Vergin, 
Waelbroeck 

DPS, CPS Directors and Division Chiefs 
Regional Chief Economists 
Miss Gary 
Mr. Lowther 
Mrs. Hazzah 

OF Grimes : gm I. 
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Division Chiefs , DPS, Mr . Haq , 
Directors , CPS, Regional Chie f Economists April 1, 1976 

Orville F . Grimes, Jr., VPD 

New Research Proposals in FY77 

1. To gain a fuller appreciation of anticipated 
demands on the research budget during FY77, I would be 
grateful if you could list on the attached sheet the new 
research projects you expect to submit to the Research 
Committee over the next few months. Coverage should 
range from proposals well along toward completion, a 
draft of which is expected soon, to ideas taking prelimi
nary shape whose budget estimates must necessarily be 
highly notional. Intentions matter more at this point 
than their precision in becoming reality. 

2. Please giv an estimate of the month in whi ch 
proposals are likely to be (a) available in semi-final 
form for an early and informal discussion with a review 
panel, and (b) ready with all necessary signatures for 
review prior to consideration by the Research Committee . 
Early reviews have been helpful in sharpening the focus 
and relevance of some recent proposals , suggesting that 
wider use could be made of these informal sessions. 

3. I would appreciate receiving the completed 
sheet by Friday, April 23. Thank you. 

Attachment 

cc: Directors , DPS 
Admin. Assi s tants, CPS 
Mr. Lowther 
Miss Gary 

OFGrimes:gmfJ/ 



Proposals Expected to be Submitted to 
Research Corruui ttee for Funding, FY77 

Department: 

· oivision: 

Tentative 
Project Title 

Anticipated Request for 
External Research Funds 
FY77 FY78 Tota1l/ 

1/ Including FY79 if applicable 
2/ Best estimate of month, May to Octobe r 1976 

Likely Sub~ission Dates 
of Proposal ? 

Sem·i-Final Fina1.::./ 
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Mr. J. Dulcy, DRCDR March 31, 1976 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

"A Model for Estimating the Effects of Credit Pricing 
on Farm Level Ernploym_e_n.,,.t-a-n'""'d.......,I=-n-c-o_m_e__,,,D .... l-s...,t-r....,i .... b-u-t.,..1,., o-n ... ,f..--

1. I have no doubt that this should become a Working 
Paper, but I think its value would be gre tly enhanced, if, 
as I said, it ansiered the question: what is going on? I 
see the inputs (dimly) and I see the outputs (though the 
glare is overpowering), but en route? 

2. To try my hand at answering this question, I made 
four similar diagrams, all based on Table 10 (page 27). 
The first of these is on land-use. The top diamond shows 
the changes which occur with rofit maximand, as one goes 
along two alternative routes from low-wage, high-interest 
to high-wage, low-interest (the coordinates are in paren
theses). The dotted vertical lines show what happens when 
you go, at the two extremes, from a profit to a profit-cum
wage (shareholders) maximand. The bottom diamond corres?onds 
to the top one. 

3. In any given diamond, one observes two patterns of 
change, which I will call opposite or parallel. The first 
occurs along two legs, starting or finishing at the same 
point. A typical case is either the cotton/soya shift or 
the sugar beet/soya shift at the top of the land-use diagram. 
This sort of change implies that relative factor-prices are 
import~nt. The second pattern occurs when a change is seen 
on parallel sides of the diamond; a case in point is the 
sugar beet/soya shift in the lower land-use diamond. This 
implies that absolute prices (labor here) are important. 
There are also some mixed _cases. The table at the end of 
this note (before the diagrams ) gives a list. Some are 
common to both maximands; some are not (for example, 
shareholders' employment). 

4. In some cases, the reasons are fairly obvious. 
For example, the characteristic behavior of profits and 
shareholders' wages in diagra~ 3 depends on whether you 
are increas'ing wages or reducing interest rates. It seems 
fairly independent of the cropping pattern. But .that, as 
they say in Kansas City, i about as far as I can go apart 
from idle speculation. I suspect that one should first 
explain what is going on within a diamond (or set of them 
with the same maximand). Then there might, with luck, be 
a link to the reasons for differences between maximahds. 

s. Any non-glare illumination? 

cc : Mr. Norton 
Attachments 
BBKing:gm 



Characteristics of the diaqrams 

0J?l2(?S i te Mixed Parallel 

Profit Maximization 

Land use C/S, Sb/S Sb/A 

Employment N s 

Income N P,S 

Tractor Ut. TllO T65 

P/W Maximization 

Land use C/S Sb/A Sb/S 

Employment s N 

Income N P,S 

Tractor Ut. TllO T65 
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Messrs. J Holsen & J. Shilling 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Prospects: Country Groups 

-iarch 29, 1976 

1. There can bet o reasons for projecting forward to 
1985: 

{a) To see what it takes to get there. 
{b} To see ihere we stand when it arrives. 

I think the choice of country groups for the post-adjustment 
period should be decided, not on the basis of compatibility 
at the beginning, but on the basis of compatibility at the 
end. 

2. IDA resources are scarce and Bank resources will 
become so. Who will be eligible for Bank money? Who will 
be on the edge {blend, third window, etc.)? :iho will be 
IDA only? Among the latter, should there be a division 
into IDA-for-suitable-projects and a new sort of budget
support category for countries in chronic need? It's no 
use looking at the beginning of the period for this. 

3. In the context of prospects for DC's, this may 
sound egocentric (the ego being the Bank}. But, I think 
it helps to focus on the problems of development if one 
first addresses one's own concerns vis-a-vis these problems 
on a grander scale. 

4. I have consequently gone to the very end of the 
limb in drawing up a 1985 list of categories (see Table I). 
It is very off-the-cuff and is there to be shot at. It is 
not all that different from the Shilling 11 t of January 15. 
(Perhaps we are all brainwashed by the ame soap). But there 
are some ~ifferences, especially in making explicit the reason 
for grouping. 

5. I should perhaps add a few terminological explana-
tions. Graduates and Graduating are those countries hich 
would no longer be getting Bank loans or ould/b expected to 
stop within the next 5 to 10 y ars after 1985~. Through 
the looking glass countries are those that have to run fast 
to stay put . 

6. Could we discuss? 

!7 A list of countries already in these categories is in 
Table II. It might be interesting to have datea of last 
loans attached to these, if it can be done easily. 

Attachments 
cc: tessrs . Karaosmanoglu, Tims, Waelbroeck 
BBKing:gm 



I. 1985 Categories 

A. Graduates 

Portugal, Romania, Yugoslavia 
Brazil, Jamaica, Mexico 
Algeria 

Graduating fairly soon 

Turkey 
Korea, Malaysia 

Stagnant South America 

Argentina, Chile, Uruguay 

o. Large, Poor OPEC 

Indonesia, Nigeria 

Typical Bank (besides C, D & some of F) 

Central America (most) 
Colombia, Ecuador, Paragu y, Peru 
Morocco, Tunisia 
Ivory Coast, Liberia, Zambia 
Philippinos, Thailand 

F. OPEC-support cases (?) 

Egypt, Jordan, Syria 

G. Some concessionary aid 

Bolivia 
Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia, Senegal, Zaire 

H. Concessionary only with soine growth 

Burma, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Viet-nam 
C.A.R., Ethiopia, Malawi, Tanzania 

I. "Through the .Looking-glass" cases 

Banglad~sh 
Afghanistan, Nepal 
Laos, Cambodia 
Sahelian countries, Sudan 



II. Current Gra,duates and Graduating 

A. Western Europe 

Denmark, France, Luxemburg, Netherlands 

B. Northern, Central Europe, Oc ania, etc. 

Finland, Iceland, Norway 
Austria, Italy 
Australia, Japan, South Africa 

C. OPEC 

Iran, Iraq, Libya, Venezuela 

C. M diterranean, Far East 

Greece, Israel, Spain 
Hong Kong, Singapore 



Mr. Ravi Gulhati, Director, ECO 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

£~ty Study 

March 29, 1976 

At the Re earch Committee meeting of March 25 
Mr. Chenery said th t intere ted Bank staff, having 
di cussed the most recent v rsion of this propo al on 
iarch 23 with Hessrs . Keare, Renaud and Rothenberg, 
~ere suffici ntly encouraged to ask for a redrafted 
proposal that sets down more clearly what i to be 
undertak n and, more particularly, what methods ill 
be used. The work envisaged does seem to fit logically 
into the framework for Bank urban research, a r vised 
draft of which is now being repar d . r. Chenery's 
feelings on th concept of uch a stud-, he reported, 
had evolved froc essentially n gative to neutral or 
slightly positive. 

cc: Messrs. Little 
Keare 
Renaud 
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Mr. Ravi Gulhati, Director, ECD 
Mr. K. Kanagaratnam, Dir ctor, PNP March 29, 1976 

Banjamin B. King, VPD 

Research Proposal: Int rnational Review Group on 
Research in Population and Development 

1. At its meeting of March 25 the Res arch Comrnitte 
agreed with the findings of the revie anel that although 
issues in population rs arch are of interest to the Bank, 
this proposal, when judged according to the tandards 
normally applied to Bank research propo als, e unabl 
adequately to address th se is us. R eognizing, however, 
that a revi w of the proposal on its merits may not be a 
d termining factor in thi case, the Committee d cided to 
report its conclu ions to r. McNamara, who as you know 
had earli r indicated gre ent that the work hould be 
und rtaken and, if so, that it hould be £inane d from th 
Research budget. Mr. Ch n ry will end a memorandum to 
Mr. McNamara outlining the Co itt et findings and 
suggesting what possible further action might be taken 
if it is decided on other than technical grounds that the 
Bank should mak a contribution. 

cc: e rs. Little 
T. King 

Zachariah 
Baldwin 
A. Ray 

OFGrimes: gm ($' 



Research Committee Members 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Minutes of Meeting of ·larch 2 5 , 19 7 6 

March 26, 1976 

1. Present at the meeting were 1essrs. Chenery 
(Chairman), vramovic, Dubey, Jaycox, B. B. King, L rdau, 
Thalwitz, van der Tak, aelbro ck and Grimes. 

International R view Groue on Social Science 
Research in Population ~nd D velopm nt 

2. The Conunittee unanimously agreed with the review 
panel that although i sues in population research are of 
interest to the Bank, this proposal, when judged according 
to the standards routinely applied to Bank research proposals, 
seems incapable adeauately of addressing these issues. It 
felt that support of a research rogram rhose metho ology, 
objectives and usefulness to ultimate user were, according 
to a technical review by Bank staff, found wanting could 
set an unfortunate precedent. Recognizing, however, that 
such a technical review may not be a ruling factor in this 
case, members decided to report these conclusions to 
Mr. !cNamara, who had earlier indicated agreement that the 
work should be undertaken and, if so, that it should be 
financed from the Research budget. Mr. Chenery will send 
a memorandum to Mr. cNar.1ara outlining the committee's 
findings and suggesting what possible further action might 
be taken if it is decided on other than technical grounds 
that the Bank should make a contribution. 

Evaluation of Asian Data on Income 
Distribution (Project No. 671-08) 

3. The Committee noted that Phase 2 of this project, 
and eventually Pha e 3, should help identify major charac
teristics of poverty groups in a broad cros -country frame
work and, tog ther with companion research on income distri
bution in Latin America, lead to policy-oriented results. 
It accordingly approved the work program planned for Phase 2, 
authorizing an additional $94,400 ($74,400 in FY77 and $20,000 
in FY78). Phase 3 will be the subject of a separate submission 
to the Committee at a later date. 

Optimality of Tax-Subsidy Intervention 

4. This proposal was received too late for review. 
Questions arose of principle -- th proposal would cost so 
little that funding by the sponsoring department might be 
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more a propriate -- and of execution, particularly whether 
the DRC had adequate staff to manage additional research 
in this area. Given, in addition, the links between this 
proposal and that on agricultural prices and subsidies 
forthcoming from CPS in support of a Policy Paper on the 
same subject, the Committee recommended that an ad hoc 
group under Mr. van der Tak examine how the proposal's 
objectives and methodology relate to those of the CPS 
effort in research and policy. his group will report 
its findings to the Co ittee. 

Urban Research 

5. Under other business, Mr. Chenery reported on the 
progress of the Stoutjesdijk paper outlining a fra ework for 
Bank urban research, and of the "City Study" (see "Strategic 
Planning to Accommodate Rapid Growth in LDC Cities," included 
with materials for the February 13 meeting of the Committee}. 
Although the objectives and, more particularly, the methodo
logy of the "City Study" need to be set down more clearly, 
the work envis ged does seem to fit logically into the 
framework for urban resea~ch, a revised draft of which will 
shortly be available. A group of inter sted Bank staff, 
discus ing the most recent version of the proposal on 
March 23 with tessrs. Keare and Renaud and the major con
sultant (Professor Rothenberg}, was sufficiently encouraged 
to ask for a redrafted proposal pelling out more clearly 
what is to b undert ken and what methods will be used. 
Mr. Chenery's feelings on the concept of such a tudy, he 
reported, had evolved from essentially ne ative to neutral 
or slightly positive. The redrafted proposal could be 
considered at the next me ting of the Committee so that, 
if approved, a research team could be assembled before its 
members are obliged to accept other commitments. 

Distribution 

Messrs. Chenery, Avramovic, Balassa, B. de Vries, Dubey, 
Jaycox, B. B. King, Lerdau, Thalwitz, van der Tak, 
Vergin, Waelbroeck, Yudelman 

Ms. leaving 
nrs. Hazzah 

OFGrimes : gm tyf},-



Mr. Yacov Zahavi, TRU 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Draft Working Paper 

March 25, 1976 

1. As we discussed, additional oints of style need 
to be clarified before this paper can be considered for 
inclusion in the Staff Working Paper series. These points 
are concerned with (a) presentation of data; (b) int rpre
tation of data; (c) t xtual clarifications; (d) minor 
stylistic improvements; and (e} typogra hical errors. 

Presentation of Data 

2. To avoid confusion and misinterpretations, the 
tables should be more self-contained. Many of the h~adings 
are incomplete. A reader cannot be expected to know for 
certain that "L, km." in Table 2.1 means "length of 
arteriala, km.~ unless it is spelled out for him. In 
Figure 1.9 the list of 11 cities to which the figure refers 
has been omitted. Another illustration is your use of the 
term "split" or "modal split. i, In Table 3 .1 a bit of cogi
tation yields the result that "public split" is the propor
tion of total transport accounted for by public modes, i.e., 
column 6 divided by column 8. An explicit reference, such 
as "6/8 11 with the columns numbered, would aid greatly in 
interpreting the table, all the more so as "rail split" 
turns out not to be columns 5 over 8 as one might expect, 
but 5 over 6. Table 3.1 is described on page 36 as pre
senting information on "car, including purchase, maintenance 
and operation ... No such heading appears in the table. Does 
the heading "private" mean cars only; cars and motorcycles, 
or something else? 

3. A slightly different problem besets Figure 3.3, 
page 39. Both horizontal scales appear to take on different 
unit lengths at various points. Observation suggests that 
if the scales were of uniform length, the linear relation
ship depicted in the graph would by no means be as clearly 
defined. On page 56, hat are the six cities? Mentioning 
the cities with their populations would be helpful. It is 
likewise extremely difficult to make sense of Table 3.11; 
in what units are measured "mobility" and "perceived value 
of mobility?" 

Interpretation of Data 

4. The above difficulties ar often compounded in 
the textual descriptions of what the data show. 1ost of 
these difficulties, as with igure 1.1 where an explanation 
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is needed that the curves re additive vertically rather 
than each representing the indicated total, are easily 
dealt with. In Figure 1.12-2, why not say that "the 
motorcycle motorization is shown as a percentage of car 
otorization and plotted again t the latter?" On page 20, 

can the shape of the curve also be explained by a lower 
rate of increase of demand for commercial vehicle with 
income and city size (resulting from narrower fluctuations 
in requirements for commercial activity) compar d with the 
demand for private cars? In a similar vein, what Figure 2.2 
(page 27) may show is the greater congestion at high motor-
ization rates. Arterial density may fall both becaus there 
are more cars and because fewer kilometers of roa are being 
built than the high motorization rates require. 

5. The notion that a single transport mode, such as 
rail trav 1, has a modal split is, at best, confusing. By 
"rail modal-split" is meant the proportion of total expendi
tures devoted to rail travel (column 5 divid d by column 6, 
Table 3.2, page 38) - why not call it that? Also in 
Table 3.2, the reader assumes, but i not told, that the 
expenditure figures are weekly and are denominated in 
pounds. 

Textual Clarifications 

6. Even though it is stated otherwise, the paper does 
examine a rather specific hypothesis: that it is possible to 
identify a statistical threshold that, once crossed, puts a 
developing country into the "developed" category. ')epending 
on one's redilections this is either an interesting hypothesis 
to examine or a persistent myth in need of debunking. Either 
way, it is a major element of the paper and deserve a bit 
more empha · ·sin the 1ntro uctory p ragraphs. 

7. Some broad statements about changes in population 
density and employment with urban growth are made in the 
final section, with little or no empirical support. I refer 
particularly to the statement (page 76) that population 
densities increase as cities grow over time, and (page 81) 
that differences between opulation densities and employment 
concentrations grow as one moves into the city center from 
the periphery. Such statements cry out for documentation 
or, at the least, qualification. It would also be helpful 
to have a more complete reference to the ongoing study of 
city structure and mobility mentioned on page 81. 
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8. The assumption of h = 1.2 hours used in Chapter 4 
(page 76) undoubtedly stems from earlier findings outlined 
in Chapter 3, e.g., Table 3.6, page 50. If so, a cro s
reference would be useful. 

Minor Stylistic Improvements 

9. Another potential source of confusion is the periods 
inserted in many equations (pages ix, 54 and 60, among others). 
Perhaps I am not familiar with this notation, but my reaction 
that something was amiss diverted my attention from the 
equations themselves. 

10. You tend, on occasion, to attribute to your readers 
a greater familiarity with US and world geography than perhaps 
is warranted. What, for example, is 'Tri-State?" (Appendix 5 
and elsewhere) • I could no_t guess whether "Springfield II refers 
to a city in Missouri, Illinois, -1.assachusetts, or another of 
the 25 states of the US with suoh a city. "Monroe," if I 
recall, is in Louisiana. These gymnastics can be eliminated 
by greater precision in tables comparing these cities, or 
perhaps a footnote to the first one mentioning the others. 

'.!1.P?graphi~al Er~ 

11. The following typos caught my attention. Please 
review the text for others: 

(p. 4) 
(p. 34 , 
(p.40) 

{p.44) 
(p.56) 
(p. 63) 
(p.66) 

OFGrimes,4 

to a future date. 
first para.)~mponents. 
where the proportion ••• decreases 
sharply with increases In motorization. 
scatter of points. 
"Figure °376" should be "Figure 3.16." 
temporally. 
it may be deduced ••• 



Mr. T. King, ECDPH 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Handouts from H.I.I . D. Meetin9 

March 25, 1976 

When Hollis and I went to a meeting at H.I.I.D. ~J,.-~
last month, I picked up among others the two attached /\,.nt

handouts . The author of the first, Mark Rosenzweig 
(Boston University? ) , made a good presentation. Basically, 
the hypothesis he is testing is that the number of children 
and their school enrolment is determined rationally in that 
it is affected by the v a l ue of their potential employment 
and their mother's, on or off the family farm. The results 
for India are pretty good and for the Philippines not so 
good . Please show this one to Mark, if he's interested. 

Attachments 

cc: Mr. Leiserson 

BBKing:gm 
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Ms. Rachel Weaving 

Benjamin B. King 

Working Papers 

March 23, 1976 

1. Four suggestions have been made about Working 
Papers, all or some of which might be introduced simul
taneously once the details have been worked out: 

(a) Have a reference to the World Bank Catalog 
included ~or outsiders). (Waelbroeck). 

(b) List the last 10, 20 or whatever titles 
on the same page as (a). (Churchill). 

(c} Say something about co yright. (Winterbottom). 

(d) Change the color. (Merriam). 

2. The first (a) makes a lot of sense and is easy. 
(b) needs some sort of mechanism to make it easy; perhaps 
you could discuss with Geri. Maybe the logical list would 
be all since the last catalog. 

3. Winterbottom is supposed to be working on (c); 
how far has he got? Same for (d). 

cc: Mr. Grimes 

BBKing:gm 



Mr. H. Janssen, EDS March 19, 1976 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Bibliography on Foreign Aid 

r, , , .• 
• 1. / ;,..,. 

1. We hav prepared the attached preliminary list 
of literature on the experience of aid. As you will see, 
it is very long and, consequently, I would like your 
advice on how it might be shortened in order to respond 
to your question. Perhaps, after you have had a chance 
to look it over, we could have a short meeting. 

2. The list is arranged in three parts: 1} general, 
2} particular reci ients (countries or regions}, 3} parti
cular donors or facilities. Broadly, it covers the 
following topics: 

the impact of aid on recipient countries. 
whether there is a need for aid, and what 
sorts of aid. . 
aid administration, aid organizations and 
facilities, and their experiences. 
relations between donors and recipients of 
aid. 
discussions about future needs, directions 
and appropriate forms of aid. 

3. The aid literature is voluminous. Even this 
list is far from being all-inclusive. Nothing published 
before 1968 is included, and it is less representative 
for the years 1968-71 than for 1971-75. Moreover, the 
list does not include any documents put out by the Bank 
as a result of the evaluation of Bank projects. 

Attachment 

cc: Messrs. Knetschke 
·chenery 

BBKing:RWeaving:gm 
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1: General 

Abbott, G.C. 
"Aid and Indebtedness - A Proposal" 
National Westminster Bank Quarterly Review 
May 1972, pp. 55-67. 

Abbott, G.C. 
"The Double-Bind of Oil and Aid - A Way Out" 
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro Quarterly Review 
September 1974, (110) pp. 227-42. 

Abbott, G.C. 
"Two Concepts of Foreign Aid" 
World Development 
September 1973, 1(9) pp. 1-10. 

Abi-Saab, G. 
"La Conferenza del UNCTAD :· problemi e loro 
importanza" (English summary) 

Il Risparmio 
February 1969, 17(2) pp. 197-230. 

Adams, D.W. 
"Agricultural Credit in Latin America: A 
Critical Review of External Funding Policy" 

American Journal of Agricultural Economics 
May 1971, 53(2) pp. 163-72. 

Ahmad, Y.J. 
"Administration of Integrated Rural Development 
Programs - A Note on Methodology" 

International Labor Review 
February 1975, 111(2) pp. 119-42. 

Aho C.M. 
"The Use of Export Projections in Allocating Foreign 
Aid Among and Domestic Resources Within Developing 
Countries" 

Journal of ·Development Studies 
April-July 1974, 10(3-4) pp. 403-29. 

Alpert, P. 
Partnership or Confrontation? Poor Lands and Rich ' 
New . York: Free Press; London: Collier MacMi!Ian .. ·· 
1973, pp. xiii, ~6~. 
Partial contents: considers why and how developed 
countries should contribute to economic development 
of LDCs. Uses examples from Algeria, Tanzania, Cuba, 
China and Iran. 
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Amugegar , J. 
"Brain Drain and the Irony of Foreign Aid Policy" 
Economia Internazionale 
November 1968, 21(4) pp. 697-719. 

Anderson, J.O. 
·~earson-Konunissionen och det andra 
utvecklingsdecenniet "(English sununary) 
Economiska Samfundets Tidskrift 
1970, 23(2) pp. 115-22. 

Angelopoulos, A. 
"The Third World and the Rich Countries. Prospects 

'(o_r t:he . year 200Q_·11 

New York and London: Praeqer, 1972, pp. xx, 248 
Partial Contents: examines the "myth" of development 
aid and the need for a new international development 
strategy. 

Areskong, Kaj. 
"External Public Borrowing : Its role in 

Economic Develop~e~t" 
New York and London: Praeqer $15.00 
1969, pp. xiii, 140 
Partial Contents: evaluates and examines external public 
borrowing of LDCs within a macroeconomic framework. 
Major topics: (1) Purposes and Consequences of External 
Borrowing; (2) A Theory of External Borrowing and 
Resource Allocation; (3) An analysis of recent external 
borrowing by underdeveloped countries. Empirical findings 
point to a need for drastic reassesment of international 
development assistance policies. 

Anstee, Margaret J. 
11The Administration_of intern?ti?nal Development Aidn 
Syracuse, N.Y.: Maxwell school or C1t1zensh1p and 
Public Affairs 
Syracuse University, 1969, pp. iv, 59. 

Asher, Robert E. 
"Foreign Aid: Targets for the 1970s" 
Monthly Labor Review 
November 1969, 92(11) pp. 23-30. 

Bacha, E.L. 
"Foreign Capital Inflow and the Output Growth Rate of 
the Recipient Country: One sector models compared" 
Journal of Development Studies 
April-July 1974, 10(3-4) pp. 374-81. 
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Banks, F.E. 
"Economic Development, Foreign Aid and 
Neo-Classical Growth" 

Journal Of Development Studies 
October 1974, 11(1) pp. 106-8. 

Bard, Robert L. 
fo9-d Aid and International Agricultural Trade: 
_6_ Sctu.9.Y_ in Legal and Administrative Control 

Toronto, London and Lexinqton, Mass.: D.C~ealth & Co. 
1972, pp. xviii, 3il. 
Partial Contents: discusses current and conceivable 
food aid programs; interrelationships of food aid 
and commercial trade. 

Bardhan, P.K. 
"Terms of Foreign Borrowing" 
American Economic Review 
June 1973, 63(3) pp. 458-61. 

Bauer, Hans Jorg 
EntwicklungscE__ilfe 

Wien: Osterreichischer Dundesverlag fur Unterricht 
19 71 , pp . 7 8 . 

Bauer, P.T. 
"Debt Cancellation for Development?" 
National Westminster Bank Quarterly Review 
November 1974,' pp. 46-51. 

Bauer, P.T. 
"Dissent on Development" 
Scottish Journal of Political Economy 
February 1969, 16(1) pp. 75-94. 

Bauer, P.T. and Yamey, B.S. 
"The Economics of the Pearson Report" 
Journal of Development Studies 
January 1972, 8(2) pp. 319-28. 

Bendavid, Avron 
Development and Underdevelopment: A Radi.cal View 
_QL Cof!structive Relationship...s. 

Haque, Institute of Social Studies Occasional Paper 
197J, 10 pp. 

Berthelot, Yves 
Pour Une Nouvelle Cooperation 

Paris: Presses Universitaires de France 
1975, pp. 152. 
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Bertin, Gilles Y. 
L'~~stissement_pJlblic international 

Paris: Presses Universitaires de France 
l ~ / l I PP• 2 0 4 • 

Bhagwati, Jagdish N. 
Amount and Sharing of Aid 

Monoqraph No. 2, Washinqton, D.C.: O~C 
1970, pp. 197. 
Partial Contents: deals with trends, 1960-70, 
in flow of aid and its distribution among recipients. 
Examines macroeconomic quantitative models used in 
determining aid requirements and reviews the economic 
policy of the U.S., concluding that current declining 
trends in U.S. aid must be reversed if the recent 
economic growth of LDCs is to be sustained. 

Bhattacharya, D. 
"Foreign Aid and Economic Development" 
Economic Affairs 
Annual Number 1973, 18(1-2) pp. 41-53. 

Billerbeck, Klaus 
"The Pearson Report" 
Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv 
1970, 105(1) pp. 133-62. 

Blomquist, A.G. 
"Foreign Aid, Population Growth and the Gains 

from Birth Control" 
Journal of Development Studies 
October 1971, 8(1) pp. 5-22. 

Bond, M.E. and Mathis, F.J. 
"The Disinterest in Foreign Aid: An Appraisal" 
Kyklos 
1970, 23(3) pp. 446-72. 

Bos, H. C. , ed. 
Towards balanced international growth: Essays 
presented ·to Jan Tinbergen ' 

Amsterdam: North Holland, 1969 
pp. X ·, 32~ 
Partial Contents: Pronk, J.P. and Schreuel, E.J . . - . -··
"Some Reflections on the Effectiveness of Project 
vs. Plan Aid" (pp. 283-307). 

Budhoo, Davison L. 
The Integrated Theory of Development Assistance: 
An Initial Statement 

Mona, Jamaica: Institute of Social & Economic Research, U.W.I. 
1 9 7 3 , pp . 7 9 . 
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Braker, Hans 
~ultilaterale _Hilfeleistu~_fur 
ein Beitra_g_zur internationalen 
.liJ;h~D- Z.us amm.en.arlle i L 
Koln: Westdeutscher Verlag 
19 6 8 , pp . 191. 

Byres T.J., ed. 

Entwichluggslander: 
technischwirtschaft-

Foreign Resou~ces and Economic D~~eJ.Q.E_ment. A 
Symposium on the R_§p9rt of _the _Pearson Commission _ 

London: Frank Cass; Portland, Oregon: International 
Scholarly Book Services 
1972, pp. xi, 199. 
Partial Contents: discussions of the future of private 
foreign investment in LDCs; the political economy of 
foreign aid; aid's ability to promote growth; alternatives 
to giving aid. 

Caseres, L.K . 
. "The Saving Gap and Foreign Aid: A Comment" 
Intermountain Economic Review 
Spring 1974, 5(1) pp. 98-104. 

Callies, Hans Ulrich 
Der E1nfluss von Entwicklungshilfeleistungen auf den 
Konjun~turverlauf und die Beschaftigung im Geberland, 
unter besonderer Berucksichtigung der BRD · 

Tubinqen: Erdmann 
19 -; J , pp . 2 9 5 • 

Chandavarkar, A.G. 
"Technical Cooperation within the Third World" 
Finance and Development 
December 1972, 9(4) pp. 17-22. 

Chenery, H.B. 
Targets for Development 

Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Development 
Advisory Service, Economic Development Reoort No. 153 
19 7 0 , pp . 4 0 . 

Chenery, H.B. 
"Restructuring the World Economy" 
Foreign Affairs 
January 1975, 53(2) pp. 242-63. 

Chene~y, H.B. and Carter, N.G. 
"Foreign Assistance and Development Performance 1960-70" 
American Economic Review 
May 1973, 63(2) pp. 459-68. 
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Cockburn, Charles 
Construction in Overseas Development: A Search for 
Appropriate Aid and Trade Measures for the 1970s 

London: ODI 
19 7 0 , pp. 3 5 . 
Result of a series of seminars 
(1968, 69) on contribution which construction industry 
(particularly in Britain) should make to building 
programs in LDCs. 

Cohen, Benjamin I. 
Bilateral Foreign Aid and Multilateral Foreign Aid 

New Haven: Yale University Economic Growth Center 
Discussion Paper No. 78. 
19 6 9 , pp. 5 ~ . 

Conference on Methods and Procedures of Evaluation 
in Development Aid, Berlin 1966 

Conference Report 
Berlin: German Foundation for Developing Countries, 
Department of Conferences & Documentation 
19 6 6 , pp . 211 . 

Conlisk, J. and Huddle, D. 
"Allocating Foreign Aid: An Appraisal of a Self-Help 
Model" , 

Journal of Development Studies 
March 1969, 7(3), pp. 199-216 

Costa, E. 
"The World Food Programme and Employment: Ten Years 
of Multilateral Food Aid for Development" 

International Labor Review 
March 1973, 107(3), pp. 20~-21. 

Cox, Robert W., ed. 
The Politics of International Organizations: Studies 
in Multilateral Social and Economic Agencies 

New York: Praeger 
1970, pp. 319. 

Crouch, R.L. 
"Economic Development, Foreign Aid and Vintage Growth" 
Journal of Development Studies 
October 1974, 11(1), pp. 108-12. 

Crouch, R.L. 
"Economic Development, Foreign Aid and Neoclassical Growth" 
Journal of Development Studies 
April 1973, 9(3), pp. 353-64. 
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Cunningham, George 
The· M~pagement of Aid Agencies: Donor Structures 

,,)l!· and Piocedures for the AE!lli~i-~tratiog_ of Aid to 
,,-1:,.//,;1, Developing Countries 

London: Croom Helm, in association with ODI 
1974, pp. vii, 181. 

D'Aeth, R. 
"Changing Perspective in Educational Planning and 
Cooperation between countries of the Third World 
and Western Europe" 

World Development 
February 1974, 2(2), pp. 33-35. 

Davenport, M. 
"The Allocation of Foreign Aid: A Cross Section Study" 
Yorkshire Bulletin of Economic and Social Research 
May 1970, 22 (1), pp. 26-38. 

Davenport, M. 
"The Allocation of Foreign Aid: A Rejoinder" 
Bulletin of Economic and Social Research 
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French scene in recent years. The only noticeable work of direct interest to 
the Bank is in project appraisal methods. For example, the "Effects Method" 
(Methode des Effets) developed by Professor Prou, of University Paris I and 
by Mr. Marc Chervel of SEDES, has gained quite a wide audience and is studied 
in several French universities. 

4. Over the years French researchers and the Bank staff had contacts on 
various occasions, such as visits organized to the U.S. under various auspices. 
For example, in Spring 1975, a trip to the U.S. was organized by the U.S. State 
Department for French University professors. Several professors took advantage 
of this trip to make contacts with Bank staff, and more specifically with DPS 
staff. Other French professors have good personal contacts with Bank staff, 
and they even took part in some studies made by the Bank. For example, Profes
sor Christian Morisson carried out studies on income distribution in various 
African and Asian countries, which were used in the "Redistribution with Growth" 
book. 

5. There are also many contacts with non-academic French research ins-
titutes. To cite a recent example: Mr. Franchet (a former staff member) from 
INSEE visited Head' Office last November and had intensive conversations with 
CPS, Areas, and DPS on a possible cooperation for statistical s;udies in the 
rural field~ 

6. In March 1976, Mr . Weiss visited the Institut de Recharche du Coton 
et des Textiles Exotiques (IRCT), and other CPS staff had in the past frequent 
contacts with other members of the Groupement d 'Etudes et de Recherches pour- ~e , 

• I • 
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To: Mr. O.F. Grimes, Jr. - 2 - March 18, 1976 

Developpement de l'Agronomie Tropicale (GERDAT), a semi-public group which 
manages several applied research institutes. 

7. Finally, the European Office maintains regular contacts with a gg_od 
do~en universitiea and research institutes, but these contacts are morec,riented 
towards information activities than towards research work. There are also some 
in-between things, such as the Clermont-Ferrand seminar in November 1974, or
ganized by the European Office, at which four senior Bank staff met with about 
30 professors from 15 French universities to discuss project appraisal methods. 
Such contacts could of course serve as a basis for widening and deepening relations 
in the research field. 

FSteuber: ar 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Mr. P. C .. Goffin, Asst. D:i r ector, LCPDR 

D·-J~i 1 h ' f' ,., 1 P. z. /cl:,rp c 1, c~11e , I.1vP.lui __ , 
SUBJECT: Indexation of Financial Contracts 

1. We offer below s0::1e comments on the paper on the above 

subject pr(3pared by the Devel ment Econol'ilics Depar m~nt. In general, 

we are :l.n agreement with the ana]Jrsis conta:ined in the paper which is 

more practical than their earlier paper on this subject. Perhaps it 

is a reflection of the complexity of the issue and the differences in 

conditions as between countries, that no operational guidelines of 

general application seelll to emerge . 

2. The paper r13fc.r··s1 to the cl:lfficulty of persuading the Government, 

on indexat.ion. (para 1S) Apart, fronf' the points made in the paper, mention 

should also be made of tw0 considerations usually stressed by Governments . 

some of them argue that the history of monetary and price trends in their 

coW1tries and their economic policies does not s~ggest a tradition of high 

inflation and that resort to indexing would institutionalize inflation and 

blunt the edge of efforts to revert to a no-inflation or low inflation 

situation. The other point is that, cor,pared to investors in the rest of 

the economy, those in the agricultural sector served by Bank-Jinanced 

projects would be discriminated against, if these loans alon~ a:re-... indexed, . 

whereas. the goal of Governmeht'pollcy is just the opposite, namely, to 

stimulate invost?"",ent ln thi s ~ector. Such discrimination assumes a furth8r 

dimen:;don, lf j a.s ln som8t irr,cs the c s e , t he prices of milk, meat and other 

... 

.. 
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foodstuffs are subject to ceilings designed to keep down urban cost of 

living, while prices of fertilizer and other imputs keep soaring. These 

arguments gain in strength where the clientele is of small and ·medium 

farmers. 

' -

3. Various possibilities of partial indexing are discussed. (pages 9- 10) 

Very· oftenJ indexing of deposits is not found workable because of practical 

reasons, and the introduction of indexing for subloans appears inequitable, 

from the point of view of savers in the economy, in the absence of monetary 

correction of deposits . 

4. Para 21 refers to the practice of loans to sub-borrowers being 
~ 

made in foreign exchange and suggests that it applies to a substantial 

segment of DFC loans. An exceptional case of this being adopted for agri

cultural credit was the Second Agriq.ultural Credit Proj ect of Jamaica under 

which sub-borrowers' loans were designated in US Dollars in entirety, that 

is, not the foreign exchange part alone. 

5. It is interesting to observe that among the "handful" of countries 

(16) where the projected annual rate of inflation is expected to exceed 10%, 

10 are from Latin America. Of the countries covered by Division 2B ,onlyPe_ru_ --

is expected to be in this category, . with a projected r~te of 15% for 1975-78 

while Mexico's future rate is estimated at 7.2% and no estimate is given for 

Ecuador. Agricultural credit projects are scheduled for appraiari~ ·and 

Board presentation in FY77 J;o;, Ecuador and Peru and the rate · of interest is 
· the Gover~ent 

bound to be a major issue. In one of the earliest letters /on the Ecuador 

.. 

pro ject, the Bank has raised the question of indexing but the Ecuador authorities 

• 
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have been emphasizing that the high rate of inflation of the last years 
. -

was an aberration_, · that currently it was declining and that they are 

strongly opposed to ind~xing . A crucial element in the debate with 

member countries is the estimation of the likely course of inflation during 

the commitment period of the loan. There seems to be a need to improve 

arrangement~ in the Bank for basic data in this area, Ll'l t erms of a) 

i dentifying . the cost of living or other price indices which should be 

considered for the purpose {para 34 of the paper), b) ensuring that the 

data are obtained promptly f rom the country and c) refining our methodolog:-f 
inflation 

for projecting future/rates. Such improvement would also help us in deal:ing 

with the i ssue of appropriate levels of provision for price contingencies, 

which is ass~1tlng growing i mportance in the context of the current cost 

cwerruns. 

6. Paras 31 to 33 review the possibility of using the foreign 

exchange rate as the basis for indexation. This, however, r ests on the 
I 

assumption that the countrles under ~eference make frequent exchange rate ad.just-· 

ments in response to d!'astic price increases - an assumption whose validity 

is challenged by the recent experience of at least a few countries like 

Mexico and Jamaica, which have not devalued despite high inflation rates . 

It is often better, therefore, to deal with -the problems of monetary correction 

on the basis of a domestic price index .and deal separately with the residual 

· problem of foreign exchange risk , which may subsist as a result of the 

fluctuations in the· exchange rates of currencies, in which the Bank loan is 

drawn and would hence have to be r epaid. 

. ., 

.. 
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7. The paper s eems to r ecommend that the application of monetary 

correction be confined to interest payments and not t o the principal. 

This alternative has the attraction of being simple; but the --pretoction 

it offers to the financial position of _the intermediary is, correspondingly, 

lim.:ited. We would agree, however, that this could be a compromise position 

to be explored, especially since, unlike in shortterm. credit, interest 

payments can form a substantial share of the total pay:i~ents received by the 

lender for a long term loan of the type found in agricultural credit proj~cts 

With long amortization periods. 

8. We strongly endorse t.~e view that the question of indexation 

should be discussed by the Bank at the macro and sectoral levels 

before being taken up in the context of individual projects (para 37) . At 

the moment, we are in the awkward position of asking for stringent real 

' interest rate levels for mediun1 or small f armer s (alre, dy handi apped in some 
I 

instances by adverse inter-sectoral terms of trade), while the country's 

banking system places no such burden on the industrial and commercial borrowers 

at higher income levels. We have also been baffled by an apparent lack of 

consistency in the policies in this respect as between regions and have been 

wiable to explain to bo17owers why indexing is more or less confined to the 

Bank's Vitin American projects, though bigh inflation is not restricted to 
even if 

this region, I it is more extensive here than in other regions. We, 

therefore, support the need for a more uniform approach (para 38). 

9. We wonder if the reference to inflation in Peru (in .para · . .60) as ... 
According to 

"modera:te" is justified. / Tabl~ III, show&-tha-t the GDP defla ter shows an annual. 

• 
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percentage change of 15 for 1973-75. Though the annual rate of inflation has thus 

exceeded 9%, no action has yet been taken for reviewing the position and 

agreeing on new effective on-lending rates, as it was considered appropriate 

to raview this issue along with the financial prol:ill.em.s of the Banco 

Agropecuari6 on which correspondence is pending with the Peruvian authorities . 

CRamasubbu:gj 
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F. Cr I s , Jr • 

Jaycox 

re 1 , 1976 

The findings of th p n 1 wer: 

a) 11 u1 tlon ar Is certainly of Inter st t 
the ank, the sp lfte utputs oft Is proposal r 
fort st part not clear, and p rently overlap 
In d gree with the rk of the er 1 c ttt e 
reporting ln July. Thos that ar fatrly clear, t •• , 
tdentlfytn gaps In th stock of kncwledge and prlorl
tle for research, are not c:1ear1y rlorlty needs In 
the fleld. 

b) nd 

for 

.. c-



b) If there are unidentified gaps In the stock of knowledge, 
why was It necessary to put together such a bureaucratic, 
high profile, approach to identifying these gaps? Were 
we Inadvertently (or on purpose) setting up a permanent 
organ I zat Ion? 

c) Were other outputs besides identified gaps and suggestions 
for research priorities expected? Were we more interested 
In the process than the outputs? What were the "analytl 1 
frameworks ·" that were expected? 

On the first question, substantive work on Identifying gaps 
and establlshln priorities has In fact lready •aen done. However, 
Buch rest and subsequent discussion had yielded no consensus on research 
priorities. There was no reason to believe, however, that the IRG could 
form such as consensus, and Indeed the panel was not convinced of the 
need for such a consensus as a high priority to get on with research. 
There may, however, be more to this point than the panel was able to grasp. 
There was some lndtcatlon in the proposal and ln the presentation of It, 
that the composition of the tam, led by areepresentatlve of the Third 
World, might somehow de-fuse the polltlcal 1-ssues Involved with population 
and be able to be more persuasive generally. All thl was very vague, 
however, and could not be pinned down. The question as to the need for such 
a bureaucratic response relates to this point, but again was not clarified. 
Ar glonally balanced group, with regionally based seminars was a 
positive point. But it was not very clear: whether the objective wa to 
glveecredlblllty to the output, to root out regionally based experience/ 
knowledge heretofore not discovered, and/or to aid In dfssemlnatlon of 
findings. The role of such seminars In promoting an Indigenous research 
capacity in developing countries was therefore also uncertain. 

6. This led to the question of multiple objectives. Was more 
expected of a substantial nature than identified gaps In knowledge and 
suggestions as to res arch priorities? It was emphasized that we should 
expect not only guidance on research priorities but also insights necessary 
for the Bank's operational work, In partle•lar, how we might be more 
effective and convincing In our discussion with governments In this area. 
For the panel, this objective seemed to overlap strongly with the objectives 
of the Berelsen committee which Is to report In July 1976. Also emphasized 
was the need 'to disseminate existing knowledge; this was stressed as 
possibly even more Important than Identifying research gap~/prlorltles. 
The panel questions whether this proposal constitutes an efficient mode 
of operation for disseminating existing knowledge. Only $40,0Q_Q. Is budg.eted 
for four small regional semln rs. · 



Mr. Orville F. Grimes, Jr. - 3 - March 18, 1976 

]. In general, the discussion as can be seen from wh t has been 
briefly set out above, was generally negative, all members of the panel 
concurring. After the chairman briefly summarized the panel's views, 
the discussion turned to how we might establish rmechanlsm whereby tn 
future the staff obtains an agre d Bank position n proposals of this 
kind before expectations of other agencies are unduly raised. No 
conclusions were reached on this point, but perhaps (a much earlier review 
by the Research Committee would be part of any answer. 

Cleared with and cc: Panel Members 

cc: Mr. Chenery 
Mr. Kf ng (B) 

EVKJaycox: ncp 



Research Committee Members 

Benjamin B. King, VPD t'. 

Optimality of Tax-Subsidy Intervention 

March 18, 1976 

This proposal was submitted yesterday, too late 
for possible consideration by a review panel before the 
meeting. There seem to be two courses of action the 
Conunittee might take: 

(a) It could treat this as a forthcoming proposal 
to be reviewed in the normal manner and 
considered at the next meeting; or 

(b) Given that the research is potentially useful 
and makes a small claim on the budget and that 
it would be helpful to have an early answer, 
recommend approval at this meeting, perhaps 
conditional on a favorable reaction from 
interested Bank staff. 

The Committee's attention is drawn to a forth
coming proposal from the Agriculture and Rural Development 
Department, CPS (see the "Forthcoming Proposals" section) 
similar in some respects to this one. 

Distribution 

Messrs. Chenery, Avramovic, Balassa, B. de Vries, Dubey, 
Jaycox, Lerdau, Thalwitz, van der Tak, Vergin, 
Waelbroeck, Yudelman 

cc: Mr. Grimes 

OFGrimes: gm f/J/ 



B. B. King 

Lerdau 

of Andean Tariff Strategy 

March 17, 1976 

1. When you first took on your present job, you suggested in several 
conversations that the Research Committee eventually might play a more 
positive role than the mere vetting of proposals. You felt, that there 
might be occasions when the Oper ting Departments had concerns on which 
they felt that research could and should be done, although they wer not in 
a position - because of limitations of intellect, time, experience, special
ized skills or whatnot - to frame a research project themselv s. The 
Research Committee - through you - might then become a broker and promoter, 
bringing together the consumer with the potential producers, i.e. might help 
to frame an actual research proposal responsive to the interests of the 
Operating Departments. 

2. I told you at the time that I thought this was entirely the right 
approach and that I expected that the Operating Departments would be 
appreciative users of such a servic, once they became aware of its 
potentialities. 

3. I was therefore somewhat dismayed when you dismissed, in a recent 
conversation, the idea of a study of the Andean Group's common external tariff 
as" ••• not research, because it merely applies a known methodology (sic!)." 

4. Now this particular stricture is applicable to most of our research 
to a greater or lesser degree, and I don't think that it is a good prime 
criterion for judging acceptability of propos ls. Methodological pioneering 
is valuable for us when the subject to which it is applied is of interest to 
the Bank as a development institution, not for its own sake. Conversely, 
when the subject is of interest, the application of known techniques - say 
to data that are novel, or to test hypothesns that look promising, to help 
answer important questions - is entirely acceptable, to my mind. And I inter
pret the choices of the Research Committee as being entirely consistent with 
this thesis. 

, .if i(. ,v-or 
5. As for the study itself: clearly Mr. de Vries attached note on ~T7"(\<. lj ,£;,;-

it is not a research proposal. But it is an indication that we have an ,:;:,1u1Ft 
important problem and want help in making it into a research · proJect. The 
issue is important: some of the member countries are deeply con~erned about 
the impact on their economies - particularly on their exportt3. - of the high 
common external tariffs pressed for by others. The controversy will not be 
resolved soon; it was shelv d for a ye.ar because no agreement co~ld be found. 

6. It seems to me entirely suitable that the Bank help provide the 
factual and analytical framework needed to arrive at rational solutions. 
The Secretariate, which should be doing this, seems to lack the capability, 
and I do not deny that this poses some delicate problems of diplomacy, but 
these I think we can handle in the Region. 

• . ! 



-' -

s nse 
upon 
that 

The study should be. to my mind, a "Blas a Model11 study in the 
of b vin national researchers apply co n and centrally agreed 
ethod to answer a common set of questions. The Bank's role would be 

of the central foe 1 point. 

8. I would be grateful for an opportunity to discuss this in mor 
detail wi.th you and Mr. Balassa. 

cc: Messrs. Krieger, o/r 
Balassa 
Quijano 
de Vries 
Pfeffermann/Nowicki 
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DPS Senior Advisory Group 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Meeting on March 10, 1976 

March 15, 1976 

1. The Advisory Group on DPS Research held its 
initial meeting on March 10, 1976. The Group felt that 
its major aims will be: 

to give internal guidance on research 
priorities within the DPS; 

to take advantage of the overlap in skills 
and experience among senior staff by 
providing a wider audience for communication 
that is already going on; 

to identify important research topics for 
DPS Departments. 

Rather than evaluating Department research programs or 
elaborating a DPS-wide research program, the Group sees 
its role as primarily a technical one of exchanging views 
about the progress of Bank research topic by topic. Initially, 
the Group will examine subjectson which work is already under
way and for which the results have not yet fully entered the 
phase of practical application. 

2. The following were suggested as priority topics 
for future meetings of the Group: 

a) income distribution; 
b) global modelling, including links with 

commodity models; 
c) labor markets and employment; 
d) foreign trade; 
e) social accounting frameworks and 

economy-wide models; 
f) urbanization; 
g) rural development; 
h) price policy and subsidies, in 

agriculture and other sectors; 
i) resource mobilization; 
j) population. 

. .. 

The first topic, income distribution, will be 
the subject of a meeting on Monday, March 15. Additional 
meetings are tentatively scheduled to discuss global 
modelling (early April) and labor markets (late April). 

Cleared with and cc: Messrs. Chenery, B. B. King 
Distribution: 
Messrs. Karaosrnanoglu 

Pyatt 
waelbroeck 
Little 

cc: Messrs. Gulhati 
Tims 
Haq 
Muller 
Duloy 
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Mr. Douglas H. Keare, ECDRB 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

March 12, 1976 

City Study 

1. The relation between this proposal and the Bank's 
overall program of urban research is, as we have discussed, 
still not clear. We should be better equipped to evaluate 
this link when a revised draft of Ardy Stoutjesdijk's urban 
research outline becomes available. In the meantime, it 
might be useful to arrange a meeting within the next two 
weeks or so to sharpen the project's objectives and to 
expose with more precision the methodology that can be 
explored with one or more of the candidate cities. This 
meeting would give all interested Bank staff a chance to 
meet with the project proposers -- including, I hope, Jerry 
Rothenberg -- for an exchange of views. 

2. A question which we have discussed with Hollis 
Chenery, is whether Phase II should not be broken up into 
two subphases. The first would be a relatively low-key 
attempt to outline how the proposed methodology might be 
applied to a particular city without prejudice to the final 
choice. Since the process of research design is described 
as iterative (page 16), this in effect means reviewing the 
project at a stage of iteration which would suffice to 
demonstrate how the methodology would be developed. If it 
was then decided to proceed, the second subphase would 
essentially consist of carrying out the present Phase II, 
hopefully drawing on the experience gained in the first 
subphase. In this regard I think it may be desirable to 
establish a small advisory group which would concern itself 
especially with the methodological questions and the selection 
of consultants. 

3. This approach has two advantages. The first is that 
it might give an opportunity to break the present impasse, 
in which the proposers inherently have difficulty in satis
fying those who are skeptical about urban models that they 
have something different to offer. The second is that 
fuller commitment to a particular city runs the risk of 
being faced with a dilemma, if the project were to . be 
judged at the end of Phase II to be unsatisfactory: 
disappointment at discontinuance on the one hand; pr .. 
continuance based too much on the fact of connnitment on 
the other. 



Mr. D. Keare - 2 - March 12, 1976 

4. There are, of course, some costs to this more 
cautious approach. It may be more difficult to recruit a 
team. If there is a decision to switch cities, some work 
may be lost. These will have to be weighed against the 
benefits. 

cc: Messrs. Chenery 

~ 

Grimes 
Gulhati 
Avramovic 
Little 
Renaud 
Dulay 
Stoutjesdijk 
Jaycox 
Churchill 
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Dr. W:Ul1am ~ 
Regional aearch Imtitute 

st Vir~a lJDiveraity' 
rgantovn, Virg1Dia 26.506 

Bills' 

March 12, 1976 

At long last a reaponse to the outline which you aent us 
on Januar,y 27. I apologise tor the delq but both Jerry and I were 
out ot the comtr., tor a k or two and th wu 80Dll9 lq in 
soliciting co ts on the document which JOU sent. 

Basic~, we feel the outline is quite good and addr ae 
the problem u it. The ~ negative co a which we recei d 
were that while the general. proble of asuriDg employment impacts 
was wll covered, it did not appear that the apecific probl of 
"Public utility employment linka&es in LDC's would be addre aed in 
&rJ¥ detail. Therefore, the 8Ugpstion would be that wban writing the 
aomellhat larger paper, to the extent that you can make suggestions on 
eana b,y which it might be possible to go from th9 general c to 

speci.tic public util1t7 (v :ter and wastes, power, telecommunicationa) 
applications you should do so. Of course, a we previoualy diacws d 
an exercise of that type is quite d:U.ticult alc:l t.here mq not be mu.ch 
of a substantive na1mre to a about it. 

With this d t we hope you will have th time to 
go a.be ad and write the paper gener~ along the linee which you out-
llned, and under the vh:1.ch disouased. I will be in Canada 
next week and Jerey is oft to 1.ambi but we will be in touch with you 
upon our return. 

I hope all is well wit.h JOU, Marr and the rest of the famil;y 
gantollll. Here in Waah1ngton ware eagerly awaiting Spring. 

Sine~. 

Robert J. S&lmders 
San:lor Economist 
Public utiliti e Dept. 
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Mr. F.dward V. I. Jqcox ... ~ ·~· ' · ;.:i. ,.( .• March 10, 1976 .. ~. :: 
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A. A. Walters .. . • • ~ , 1- I, " : ._ ,~ •f ~ r_ 
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Berkeley §lld UCLA--Urban and Transport Research 
Back to Of'.fice Report 

I • 
• 

~ ~}'r:~ ,.. • 
~ ~:i~ ... 

I' ,. L. • ·~ 
.-4 - r • 

1. ·; ' Ineti tute tor Urban and Regional Studie•, Berk:elez _ " I i , • , V, i · , 
The research in the Institute is mainly concerned vith application .Ja 

of existing techn1que to problems o! public interestJ they are not much • IJt 
concerned with fundaJnental reaearoh into technique or into such matter as ,' 
th methodology ot urban modeling. The Institute is heavily policy-or.tented. .-

much Of thei.r tranaport work ie concerned with the Bay' are -particularly .... ~ 
i ~ ~ BART and alternatives such bua schemes. However, the vork a of quite a 

I 
t .. 

high standard. T.F. Ieeler is one or the leading economist• and he ae-. to 
be highly cC111petent in the typical ooinpariaon of coa.t atud;y that w are 
eoncemed with 1n the Bank. 'l1le a1n ooncluaion ia the superiority of the 
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bus-especially over the etro-rail system • 

2 • P!J>artment of EoonomicB1 Berke1!z 
. . -

• 
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From the Bank's point of view the most important work there 1 by 
Daniel M:Fadden mainly on the value o.f time. Thi• i• rather complicated 

• 

.... 

logit analy'Jlia of data which mainlT aria fro the Yarioua BART atudie1. The ,. 
preliiainary results fro these studies imply' values ot time tor the United 
State of circa $3 for traveling time and circa $9 £or waiting time. '1be 

.. 
Bank may like to consider replication of this analyl9ia in a developing country. . '." 

The main contribution ot M:Fadden and his aaaociates ia statistical 
r ther than conceptual. We ehould not e.:xpect too chJ but it should prov.i.de 

·~ 
I a ueh improved way o! dealing with the data. 

• L •• 

'fi - Ii~ ..... , ' 
• • .,. • 11" ~ 

3. J!epartment of Civil !lf~ ering, Berke lez 

'lbe center for studi a of traffic restraint and related issues is 1n 
the Department of Civil Engineering under the general leadership of Professor 
(Bill) Garrison. The:re ia a ajor DOT .financed . rogram on broadly "coming to 
term1.1 with the tor car." ibe work of Profes,or Adolf Ma;v" is particularly 
noteworthy. He has studied restraint •chemea in detail and has many atudenta ., 

I I 

.. 

working on related proj ets. I . r 1.,.... r • . 
~ -. ., I -, ,... '· 4. Department of F.conomics1 UOLA. .. 1 '

1 
": ·:; ~ 

lhe department ia renotmed (and rightly ao) for its atu~•• of • ~· 
property rights and their o.onCl!d.c and legal 1:mplicatione. '!he--beat man in 
this field is Harold Demsetz-but there are many others. Probably the moat 
interesting work ie that of Steven Cheung on f onns of tenure and 1 ts e.f.f edts. - _ 

• 4 

His book on rent control 1n Hong Kong seeme to develop the analysis in an 
area which haa been o tar neglected by the Bank. It is clear however that 
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all these p ople (and particularly Demsetz) are very heavily collllldtted·. •~ 

It might be advisabl to carry out legal and economic analysis 
of the proposed squatter ett1 ment policies to see exactly what the 
implications are likely to be. The Demsetz-Cb.eung approach would be most 
useful her • • 
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The World Bank / 1018 H Str~et, N.W., W,, shingto~, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. • Telephone: (202) 393-6360 • Cables: INTBAFRAD 

March 10, 1976 

Mr. Fritz A. Steuber 
World Bank 
66 Avenue d'Iena 
75116 Paris, France 

Dear Mr. Steuber : 
/ 

The attached letter was recently sent to the Bank's 
Resident Missions. The lists of research institutions mentioned 
on page 2 are the sa.me as the ones I recently submitted to the 
Regional Chief Economists for comment and amendment ; your memo
randum to Mr. King of February 17 refers to the European ljs t . 

Clearly we cannot and would not ask you to judge the quality 
o f research being undertaken through out Europe. But one small 
piece of the problem could, I hope, be addressed without much 
bother. At the Board discussion of Bank research in January , 
Mr. Wahl suggested that more attention should be given to 
collaboration with research agencies in France, the Netherlands, 
Germa ny , and elsewhere in Western Europe. Jean Waelbroeck, 
Ardy Stoutjesdijk and others have maintaine d good relations 
with Dutch a nd Belgian institutions particularly, but our 
knowledge of research capacity among French groups can stand 
a good deal of improvement. We therefore hope that you will 
c onsider this request as applying predominantly to France, and 
cover other countries only as and when you have time. If possible, 
we would much appreciate a reply by the end of this month. 

Attachment 

Yours sincerely, I 
1 

, I ·, 

f/i<Ltt; F !)1/IA,~1c;~' , 
t/ 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Coi:nrn..i ttee 
Development Policy 

Cleared with and cc: Mr. B. B. King, VPD 
cc: Mr. J. Carriere , European Office 

Mr. 0. Myhrer , " 11 

• 
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Th e World Bank / 1318 11 StrC'e l, N.W., Washini.;ton, D.C. 20--133, U.S.A. • Telephone : (202) 393-6360 • Cables: INTBArf:AD 

Mr. J ean P. Ca rriere, Directo r 
World Ba n k Eu r o pean Offi c e 
66 Avenue d ' Iena 
7511 6 Pari s , Franc e 

Dear t-v'/ 

Ma rch 4, 1976 

En c l osed are tuo copies of t h e annual r eport on Dank rese?.rch 
d iscussed at a recent Board meeting . We h a v e i ni t iated a progr am 
t o evaluate the u sefulness of compl eted researc h proj e c ts , a n d 
d escribe results of t .hG f i rst 2 5 or s o in Part III o f this repor-l:. 
Another fea.ture new this year i s the attempt in Part II t:o c o vE:r 
i mportant studies going on o utside the formal research pj:-ogram , 
i n additio n to current projects f i nance d from the Ex~ernal 
Research budget . Also enclosed i s a n updat ed version o f ~he 
Abstracts ' o f Current Studies . 

This year as well as last , ques t ions arose about the degree 
t o ivhic h research projects are formulat.ed u sing local research 
i nstitutions mainly or exc lusively to carry out the work. But 
t his question wils also seen in a wider context , as in one remark 
t.hat e-ven rn2.ny I:uropean countries appeared to be underrepre sented 
an10ng the ng2ncies with which 1\·e collaborate . -P.. related b1.1t 
narr ower is sue concerns the list of institutions with which we 
exchange r12 search ~.n fo rrna tion : t.o what c;,cten t is it rep:cesenta
t ivc o f the overalJ research c~p~c ity in a given area? Which 
i nstitu t ions presently not rn ffibers should be added to t h e l ist? 

I n r esponse to our own feelings o n this as well as the 
Bo2trd ' s , \\7e hc1ve asJ:ed the 1-{egi.onal Chief Economists to supp:i y 
t he names of the main centers of analysis and info rmatio n in 
each country -- ~·1hether a university de:partrnent, r.csearch 
i ns ti tnte , the c;ov.ernrnent statisti cal off ice or ,ihatever . 
I n c o nsulta tion with the Regional Offices and the Resident 
Mi s~:i o n s, we .would then cxploYe ways o f initiati ng and ·main
t aining c onta.cts wi th these agenc i es and perhaps adding . them 
to th~ documents excl12tngc list. Th0se consu.ltc1t:i.ons have/--:f n 
at least one case , already begun. 

• 
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The attached list of research institutions for your area is 
a preliminary try at comprehensiveness, though not , at this point, 
at assessing differences in qual ity. If you feel that there are 
glaring errors or omissions, or are aware that certain high
caliber institutions desire closer contact with the Bank , I 
would much appreciate your letting us know 

Enclosures 

Yours sincerely, 

~~ 
Benj ami n B. King 
Research Adviser 

Development Policy 

• 
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RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

EMENA Region 

1. Institut des ·Techniques de Planifica tion et d'Economie Appliguee, 
Algi ers , Algeria 

2. United Nations Industrial Development Organization , Vienna, 
Austria* 

3. Vienna I nsti tute for Deve lopment, Austria* 

4. Institute for Development. Research, Copenhagen, Dennwrk* 

5. Centre of Interna tional Economic Relations, Institute of 
Nati ona l Planning , Cairo , Egypt 

6. Institute de Recherch es en Econornie de la Production, Pari s .. France·· 

7. OECD De velopment Centre , Paris France* 

8. Friedricl1-Ebert-Stiftung Forschungsinstitut, Bonn, Germany* 
) 

9. German Development Institute , Berlin, Germany* 

10 . IFO Institut fiir Wittschaftsforschung, African Studies Centre , 
Munich, Germa~y_* 

11. Institute for Scientific Cooperatio~ Tubingen, Germany* 

12. Inst.itnt fur Allgemeine Uberseeforschung , Hamburg, Germany* 

13. Research Institute for International Techno-Economic Cooperation , 
Aachen , Ger.many * 

14. South As ia Institute , University of Heidelber~ , Germany* 

15. Institute for World Economics , Hungarian J;,cademy of Sciences, 
Budapest , Hungar:r1: 

16. Economi c Res8~rch Institute , Univers ity of ±~h;an, Iran* 

17. FINAPnICA, Centro per l' assistenza finanziaria ai Paesi Africani , 
Milan, ftaly * 

18. Istituto di Studi per lo Sviluppo Economico , Naples , Italy* 

19. Scuola di Sviluppo Economico , Rome , Italy* 

• 
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20. Institut National de Statistique et d'Economie Appliquee, 
Rabat, Morocco 

21. Faculty of Economics, Kuwait University, Kuwait, Republic of Kuwait 

22. Institute o f Social Studies , Resource Development Department, 
The IIague , Nethe r lands* 

23. The Chr. Michelsen Institute, Bergen, Norway* 

2,1. The Central School of Planning & Statistics, Research Institute 
for De veloping Countries, Warsaw , Poland* 

25. Institute for International Economic Studies, University of 
Stockholm, Swe d e n* 

. 
26. Centre National de Recherche s Economiques et Sociales, Tunis , 

Tunisi a 

27. Belgr ade Foreign Tra de Re sea rch Institute , Belgrade, Yugoslavia 

213. Ce n t er f o r Studies on Deve loping Countries, University of 
Ljublj a na, Yu9-o s l avia 

29 . Zagreb I nstitute fo r Dev e lop ing Countries, Zagreb, Yugosl a via 

.. 
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Those listed below 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Review Panel: International Review 
Group on Population and Development 

March 8, 1976 

1. A panel consisting of Messrs. E.V.K. Jaycox 
(Chairman), 1. Ahluwalia, C. Bruce, O. M. Nijhawan, 
and H. Pilvin will review the attached research 
proposal on Monday, March 15, 1976 at 11:00 a.m. in 
Room 0556. 

2. As is customary, the panel should seek answers 
to questions like (a) Are the issues raised by the 
research of interest to the Bank? and (b) Is the study 
so designed as to deal meaningfully with these issues? 
To aid in considering these questions, some informal 
guidelines for review panels are attached. An earlier 
but substantially similar version of this proposal was 
sent to Research Committee members last week for infor
mation and comment; the reactions of Messrs. Waelbroeck 
and Yudelman are attached. 

3. The recommendations of the panel should b~ 
sent to me by Wednesday, March 17. 

Attachments 

Distribution 

Messrs. Jaycox, Ahluwalia, Bruce, Nijhawan, Pilvin 
cc: Messrs. Gulhati, Little, T. King, Zachariah 

Messrs. Kanagaratnam , Baldwin 

OFGrimes :gm f/j 
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Mr. Benjamin King, VPD 

Luis de Azcarate, WANVP 

Research Institutions 

- ;.a..~ .. ~ •• - -
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March 5, 1976 

.. l . . ~-:{ -=""'• -• . . .. ~--- ~ . - -. 
1. The list you sent us for Western Africa does cover those institutions 
that we think are worthwhile in a way or another. Attached is a comment by 
H. Bachmann on ORSTOM, but I know that several units in the Bank already have 
a working relationship with this institution whose main specialization is 
in "human sciences" (Ethnography, Sociology, Population, Migration, etc.) 
rather than economics. Perhaps you may want to add to your list the research 
departments of the two regional central banks: . (a) Banque Centrale des Etats 
de l'Afrique de l'Ouest (BCEAO) and (b) Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Afrique 
Centrale (BCEAC); their headquarters are still in Paris, 29 Rue du Colisee, 
Paris 8eme. BCEAO is the stronger of the two institutions and I would suggest 
you send any correspondencetoo Mr. Ouattara, Directeur des Etudes. 

2. As you probably know our contacts with research institutions in West 

.. 

Africa are rather limited, the main reason being that most of these university 
institutes are generally not in the good graces of their respective governments. 
As you know also the African Institute for Economic Development and Planning, r.• 
in Dakar, is a UN institution and its director, Professor Samir Amin, has a 
strong Marxian bias (incidently if some day we want to have an unorthodox view 
of African development it would be nice to invite Samir Amin to a seminar in 
the Bank). The Societe d'Etudes et de Developpement, Ouagadougou, Upper Volaa 
is, as far as I know, a very small private outfit; I do not think they have 
reached the standards of the other institutions in your list, but one can be 
hopeful perhaps, and it may be advisable to establish or maintain relations 
with them. We could ask for more information on this one to our resident 
representative in Ouagadougou. 

3. The Development Research Center of the Bank has had working relationship 
with both the Ivory Coast institution and one or several of those in Gaaaa; 
the Center is in a much better position than we are to give you an assessment 
of their activities. 

cc: 
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Harch 4, 1976 

The following letter was sent to all the Bank's Resident Missions 
excluding the London and UN Offices. 

Dear 

Enclosed are two c pie of the annual report on Bank research 
discussed at a recent Board meeting. We have initiated a progr 
to evaluate the usefulness of completed research projects, and 
describe re ults of the first 25 or o in Part III of this report. 
Another feature new this year is the attempt in Part II to cover 
L~portant studies going on outside the formal research program, 
in addition to current projects financed from the External 
Research budg t. Also enclosed is n updated version of the 
Abstract of Current Studies. 

This year as well as last, question arose about the degree 
to which research projects are formulated using local research 
institutions mainly or exclusively to carry out the work. But 
this question was also seen in a wider context, as in one remark 
that oven many European countrie appeared to be underrepresented 
among the agencies with which we collaborate. A related but 
narrower issue concerns the list of institutions with which we 
exchange research information: to what extent is it r resent -
tive of the overall research capacity in a given area? Which 
institutions presently not members should be added to the list? 

In response to our own feelings on this as well as the 
Board's, we have asked the Regional Chief Economists to supply 
the names of tho main centers of analysis and information in 
each country -- whether a university department, .research 
institute, the government statistical office or whatever. 
In consultation with the Regional Office and the Resident 
Missions, we would thon explore ways of initiating and ·main
taining contacts with these agencies and perhaps adding th~m 
to the documents exchange list. The e consultations have, -·-in 
at last one case, already begun. 
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The attached list of research institution for your area is 
a preliminary try at comprehensiv ness, though not, at this point, 
at assessing differences in quality. If you feel that there are 
glaring errors or omissions, or are aware that certain high
caliber institutions desire closer contact with the Bank, I 
would much appreciate your letting u know. 

Enclosures 

OFGrimes:gm 

Yours sincerely, 

Si.o-r:"d n e K:.,(J' 

Benjamin B. King 
Research Adviser 

D velopment Policy 

See King ' s memo of Feb . 12 to Regional Chief 
Economists 
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1 • Further to he JanUAJ;7 21 , 1976 emorandum on the subject tran. 111 

l,easrs. Yudel.Jnan and Chem1ok, and your own of January 22, I am pleased ....... 
to inform you that we re i arrangeaents !or firat country oaa 
study of Argentina to be undertaken immediately. T ciaion was mad 
becaue an endnen quail.tied coosultant, r. Lueio ca; became un-
expectedly: available to conduct the study ot country where agrioultu 1 . -r. 
inoentiv I! have pl.eyed a key role in its o"t'9rall rowth and deftlop nt 

It• 
during the past three ecades. t .· .!,I, r-.. 

a;.. I • 

..,,· . ,.. .... 
2 • e propoae to undertake · a second case study d lin vi th Colombia 

• 
. ... . 

... 

next fall~ egardin Peru and ~oo, w propose tor the time be1 to 
draw on th ongoing and plannad work on the subject by your gional D part- ..,.. ~ _ .. 

ents and the me. ' ... 
3. ithin a fev days, I shall •send you a revi ,.,~ draft· or the scope, \ .. r,.-
methodology and outline o£ the caee studies, ae well aa the proposed work 
prog , for your consideration and comment. 
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Mr. B. de Vries, LAC March 2, 1976 .... 
Benjamin B. King, VPD '"'irrnPa B. B. Ki'1~ 

Andean Tariff Strategy Study 

1. While I have no doubt that the proposed study is 
important to the Andean group, I find it difficult to accept 
the notion that it falls within the scope of the Research 
Committee. The latter does not finance studies which 
answer a country-specific or project-specific operational 
question even though they may involve the application of 
research methodologies previously developed. This does 
not mean, of course, that the DPS will not assist in 
planning and recruiting for such studies. Indeed, in 
this case some effort has, I understand, already been 
made. 

2. The critical question is plainly a budgetary one. 
If, for whatever reason, a Regional Office wishes to under
take a special study for its own purposes or to assist its 
member countries or some combination thereof, under present 
procedures it appear to have only limited resources to 
finance the study. The Andean case is not the only one1 
the problem threatens to become Bank-wide. 

3. This problemt should be met head on. It is not 
going to be much use to anyone to engage in theological 
arguments about what is research and what isn't. The 
Research budget could, in any case, make only a marginal 
difference. What is needed is some special financial 
resource for this purpose, as has been agreed with CPS 
for the monitoring of projects which cannot be financed 
out of loans or credits. This question will presumably 
have to be raised by the Regional Offices. 

4. While the general problem appears to be the main 
issue, I do have a que tion or two about this specific study. 
Who asked for it and how? What discussion has there been 
of the participation in the study by the Andean group, in 
terms of both manpower and finance? The group isn't exactly 
oil-poor. 

cc: Messrs. Chenery* 
Raraosmanoglu* 
Dulay• 
Balassa 
Grimes 
Lerdau 
Please* 

*with attachment 

BBKing:gm 
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STUDY OF ANDEAN TARIFF STRATEGY 

The arrangements for the Andean Group (Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, 

Ecuador, Peru and Vene zuela) envisage the establishment of a corrnnon external 

tariff and an agreement on the location and product mix of a number of key 

industries. Agreement on programming has been reached for certain industries 

but the level of the common external tariff still remains under debate and study. 

In the deliberati_ons of the Andean Group late last year a division was apparent 

between two groups with Chile and' Colombia favoring a relatively low tariff 

and open economies and the other countries placing greater reliance on 

industrial progranuning even if this entailed high industrial protection. In 

the end a compromise was worked out whereby the introduction of the conunon 

tariff was postponed by 18 months during which, it was hppcd, industrial 

programming agreements could be completed for the remaining sectors (notably 

the automotive industry and steel; the sectors already completed arc petro

chemicals and metal mechanics) . 

Among the countries favori ng a low tariff; Colombia fears that 

eventual agreement on the automotive industry, for example, may require 

e):(tensive levels of protection. High tariffs for trucks would unduly increase 

the cost to the small farmers --and this in turn would prejudice Colombia's 

policy of stimulating exports and production of the rural sector where many 

of Colombia's poor _are located. The Colombians feel tha·t in considering an 

ap~ropriate regional tariff policy, one would have to consider various trade

of f s : emphasis on industrial production versus agriculture, o~ _-pro1ffoting 

large industries versus assisting small farmers ; import substitutioµ versus _ 

export promotion ; loosing export markets. in the OECD countries versus gaining 

easier access to Andean markets. Other . countries, however , would have a 

dif ferent appro3ch to the issues posed by al ternative tariff policies; foi 
' 

• 
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e_xamplc, Peru would give greater emphasis to the changes in ownership and 

structure of industry and the feasibility of produc ing a hi'gh level of export 

earnings from miner.al - exploitation which is less dependent on protecti0n policy. 

The study would consider the appropriate level and structure of . the 

regional tariff as seen from the viewpoint of the different policy obj ectives 

and characte.ristics of the Andean countries (importance of agriculture, state 

of industrial development, resou rce endowment, access to transport routes,e tc.). 

The study would also conside r the consequences of low and h igh tariff 

strategies and the feasibility of establishing a maximum protection level 

beyond which no regional indus tries would be permitted. Furthermore, the 

. study would analyze what the tariff strategies imply for the programming of 

one or more of the industrial sectors still to be covered, in particular the 

automotive industry. In turn it would consider the cost of different levels 

of protection, for example,of trucks to the consumers, to specific sectors 

strategic to the country's development and the economy as a whole. The study 

might consider the possibility of introducing a range of tariff rates for 

the indus t ries subject to regional prqgramming -with, for example , Bolivia 

applying a 50% protection to a· domestic industry, but Colombia not 

permit ting protection above 30%. 

The study itself should preferably adopt an agreed methodology, 

involve empirical analysis, while simultaneously addressing itself to key 

problems of concern to the countries. Initially, it might cover only part of 

the countries, say, Venezuela, Chile, Colombia and Peru, . and one of the 

industrial sectors, say the automotive industry. 

It is envisaged that the study would be initiate d bian exploratory 

mission fn April 1976 to the countries to be covered with the objective - - -

of (a) identifying the ques tions of particular interest to the differ ent 

countries in Lhe onalysls of the effects of the alternative tnr~ff stratG ~i ~s, 

and (b) <let.errn:lninc the r esea r ch Gupport available in the country. This 

. -- ··¥ .,. 

.. 
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initial mi.ssion would pre~are a detailed proposal for the study. At 

present 1il is assumid that the study will be carried out in six months 

(July-December 1976) so as to be useful in the deliberations of the Andean 

Group. A budget estimate for the study (excluding the initial mission) 

is attached; 

att. 

February 25, 1976 

I , . 

- T"f •'"" •• • I ' - ·• "'J'. • ... 
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5 Senior Economists 30 man-month 
5 Research Assi.stants 
1 Bank staff 

30 man-month (local hire) 

Consultant Fee 

Economists: $150 per day x 30 mm :{ 26 <lays 
Research Assistant: $50 per day x 30 mm x 26 clays 

Total Consultant Fee 

Travel 

Air Fare 

Economists: 4 x 2 trips x $795 average cost per trip 

= 

(Peru, Chile, Colomb ia, Venezuela) = 

Senior Economist: 1 x 1 trip x $1,500 (travelling to 
the farthest point Chile adjusted to 
accommodate stops in Peru, Colombia and 
Venezuela) 

Senior Economist from Israel to Washington, D.C. 
2 trips x $1,890 

Bank staff: 3 trips x $795 

Air Fare Total 

Per Diem 

= 

= 

Economists : 4 x 2 mm x 26 days x $55 per <lay = 
Senior Economist : 1 x 6 mm x 26 days x $55 per day = 
Bank staff: 1 x -26 days x $55 per day = 

Per Diem Total 

Tr:wel Total 

Estimated Total Cost of Proj ect 

$117,000 
$ 39,000 

$156,000 

$6,360 

$1,500 

$3,iEO 

$2,385 

$14 , 025 

$11,4Li0 
8,580 
1 ,~30 

§ 21,450 

-.$191, 4 75 

r. 

• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

WORLD BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Those listed below 

Orville F. Grimes, . Jr~, VPDP!J 

DATE: March 2, 1976 

Review Panel: Asian Data on Income Distribution 

1. The panel will meet to review the progress of 
this project and entertain a proposal for additional 
funding on Monday, March 8, 1976 at 11:00 a.m. in 
Room D461. 

2. A proposal revised along the lines of yesterday's 
discussion is scheduled to be available by late Thursday, 
and will be distributed at that time. Meanwhile, to aid 
in considering the proposal some informal guidelines for 
review panels are attached. 

Attachment 

Distribution 

Messrs. Waelbr oeck 
Jansen 
Meerman 
D.C. Rao (w/o att .) 

Messrs. 

Mrs. 

Duloy 
Pyatt 
Ahluwalia 
Chiswi.ck 

(w/o 
f II 
\ 
( II 

( II 

c:1tt.) 
II ) 

II ) 

II ) 

.. 
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TO 

FRO M : 

SUBJ ECT: 

11\IHlNI\T IONAL Dl:.Vf:.LOPMENT I INH.RNA T IONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOC IA TION RECONSTRUCT I ON AN D DEVE LOPME~T 

INTERNATION AL F INAN CE 
CORPORATI ON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Those listed below 

B. B. King, Development Policy 

Informal Guidelines for Panels 
Reviewing Research Proposals 

DATE: 

Or:,~ 
March 26, 1975 

Research proposals are reviewed by a panel of 
staff members before being considered by the Research 
Committee. The attached note specifies the procedure 
and content of this review. As such, it is of interest 
to those preparing research proposals for submission to 
the Research Committee. 

Could you please ensure that a copy of these 
guidelines reaches all those who are preparing, or might 
prepare, research proposals. 

Attachment 

Distribution 

Directors, Deputy Directors, Advisors and Division Chiefs 
in DPS and CPS. 
Regional Office Directors, Deputy Directors, Assistant 
Directors, Assistants to Directors, Chief Economists 
and Senior Economists. 
Members of the Research Committee 

• 



March 26, 1975 

INFORMAL GUIDELINES FOR PANELS REVIEWING RESEARCH PROPOSALS 

The guidelines are presented in two parts: (A) Procedure 
and (B) Substance. 

A. Procedure 

1. The Secretary to the Research Committee will arrange for 
a panel to review research proposals before consideration 
by the Research Committee. 

2. The Chairman of the Panel will, in general, be a member 
of the Research Committee. Members of the panel will, 
in general, be two or three Bank staff members with 
relevant interests and qualifications. 

3. The panel will have one or more meetings with the 
principal researchers to discuss the research proposal. 
The principal researcher or the panel may invite other 
researchers and research supervisors (e.g. department 
director, division chief, etc.) to attend this meeting. 
The Secretary to the Research Committee may participate 
in this discussion but is not a member of the review 
panel. 

4. The review panel will submit a memorandum to the 
Secretary to the Research Committee containing its 
recommendations concerning the financing of the research 
proposal and the reasons for its recommendations." The 
review panel may also suggest modifications of the 
research proposal, after discussing these suggestions 
with the originators of the research proposal. 

5. The originators of the research proposal may submit a 
rebuttal to, or a member of the review panel may submit 
a dissent from, the panel recommendation. Such memo
randa should be sent to the Secretary to the Research 
Committee. 

6. The Secretary to the Research Committee will forward 
the research proposal, panel recommendations. and 
subsequent memoranda to the Research Committee for 
their consideration. 

NOTE: General information concerning the Bank's research program 
can be had from Bank Group Research Program, January 8, 1975. 
(For copies call Ext. 5001). · 
Brief descriptions of ongoing research projects are published 
in World Bank Research Program: Abstracts of Current Studies, 
October 1974. (For copies call Ext. 2057). 
General enquiries concerning the research program should be 
addressed to the Secretary to the Research Committee 
(Ext. 6003); queries on particular research projects to the 
departments responsible. 

• 
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B. Substance 

Members of the review panel should feel free to discuss 
all aspects of the research proposal with the originators of the 
proposal and with whomsoever they wish to consult. They may call 
upon the Secretary to the Research Committee for any assistance. 

The following is a check list of items/questions to 
assist the panel in its assessment of a research proposal. 
Originators of research proposals are well advised to cover 
these points in the proposal itself, where appropriate. 

1. Objectives 

a) What is the problem to which the proposal is 
addressed? Is the justification for this research 
more solid than an assertion that "there is a need 
to know more" about the topic? What precisely is 
the use of this research to the Bank, member 
governments or anyone else? 

b) What are the hypotheses? i.e. what is it 
expected to prove or disprove? 

c) Is the subject of research of general interest, 
rather than something speci fic (e.g. Information 
gathering relating to a single sector in a single 
country) which should be done as part of operations? 

2. Opportun i ty Cost of the Proposed Research 

a) Has the Research Committee considered an "overview" 
of the subject?* If so, does the proposal conform with 
the priority guidelines agreed to? 

b) If no overview has been considered by the Research 
Committee, does the proposal have a discussion of what 
research is being done elsewhere in this field and how 
the proposed research relates to it? 

c) Why is the subject of the proposed research 
particularly important in relation to other possible 
research in the same broad field? 

* Ideally, ah overview would: (i) identify the nature of .- th_e ___ _ 
problems that we are trying to solve in the real world; (ii) 
identify those l i nes of research which, on the face of it, · 
are already mining low grade ore; (iii) identify those lines 
of research which might have a higher pay-off; (iv) identify 
which of the lines in (iii) are particularly suitable for the 
Bank. 

• 
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4. 

- 3 -

Technical Competence 

a) Is the methodology appropriate to the defined 
objectives? 

b) Are the staff and consultants properly qualified? 

c) Is there adequate Bank staff time allocated to 
supervising hired consultants? 

Phasing 

a) What are the points at which the progress of the 
project can be revi ewed by the Research Committee to 
determine whether the project deserves continued 
financing? If the research proposal does not clearly 
identify these phases, the review panel ought to do so. 

b) Is it clear from the proposal precisely what the 
output of each phase of the research is going to be? 

c) Are there additional intermediate outputs that 
should be required of the researchers? 

5. Departmental Coordination 

Has the research proposal been seen by the relevant 
departments in the Bank and IFC, as signified by their 
having signed Part II of the research proposal form? 
For pragmatic reasons, signatures on the form should 
be interpreted simply as signifying awareness of the 
proposal. If departments feel strongly for or against 
a proposal, they ought to feel motivated enough to 
write a memorandum expressing their views. 

6. Choice of Countries 

a) Is the choice of countries appropriate in relation 
to (i) relevance of problems; (ii) availability of 
information/collaborators; (iii) desirability of 
avoiding excessive geographical concentration of 
research projects; (iv) Bank/country relations. 

b) Have steps been taken to exploit interrelation~hips 
between this research proposal and other research pro
jects in the same subject or country? (The booklet 
Abstracts of Current Studies, which has a table of . 
contents by subJect and an index by countries, provides 
relevant information). • 
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7. Collaboration 

a) What is the extent of collaboration with researchers 
in LDC's? If there isn't any, why not? 

b) If collaboration is proposed with a developed country 
institution, what special reasons can be adduced in justi
fication? 

8. Dissemination 

a) Who is expected to use the results of this research? 

b) What steps, beyond "publication", will be taken to 
ensure that the results of the research reach the user 
in a suitable form? 

c) Has the potential user specifically supported the 
project (apart from just saying OK)? 

9. Budget 

a) Is there an itemized budget, by fiscal year, for 
each phase of the proposed research?* The panel should 
not attempt to resolve budgetary issues but rather to 
alert the Secretary to the Research Committee who can 
then follow them up. 

10. Rejected Proposals on Subjects of Interest 

If the panel regards the subject of special interest 
but the research proposal in its present form inadequate, 
it should make a recommendation to the Research Committee 
that steps be taken to improve the proposal and, to the 
extent possible, describe these steps. 

* The information should be consistent with Part IV of the research 
proposal form and should explain the bases of the budget estimates, 
e.g. the rate per man-month of consultants' time; the fares and 
per diem costs of travel. Data processing estimates should have 
been discussed with the Computing Activities Department. The 
amount of Bank staff time should be specified. 



Professor Paul B. Downing 
Department of Economics 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

and State University 
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061 

Dear Paul: 

March 1, 1976 

A formal agreement with the University of British Columbia Press 
is good news indeed. It should make publication within 1976 a real 
possibility. 

I have discussed the terms of the arrangements with my colleagues 
in the Information and Public Affairs Department of the Bank, who 
suggest two ways in which the contract as drafted might ultimately 
pose difficulties for the Bank. For one thing, there is a strong 
possibility that I may want to use portions of Chapter 15 in a longer 
monograph on urban land mar~ets and policy in developing countries 
that William Doebele and I hope to complete in the near future. 
I would therefore much appreciate your asking Mason if my contract 
could allow republication rights (paragraph 1) in co-authored books 
as well as ones that I exclusively author or edit. Second, the 
Bank feels that it should reserve publication rights of my contri
bution in languages other than English. We have arrangements of long 
standing with a Spanish-language press in Mexico City and one in Paris 
that publishes and distributes books in French, chiefly to North and 
sub-Saharan Africa. At some time in the future either could con
ceivably wish to have my Chapter translated. This would not apply 
if, for example, someone wanted to translate the entire volume, my 
Chapter included; in that case the Bank would undoubtedly not object. 
Perhaps a phrase like "republication rights in languages other than 
English are reserved for the World Bank" could apply on the under
standing that these rights would be waived in cases where a third 
party wished to translate the entire volume. 

I hope that these points raise no special problems for Mason. 
Please let me know if I can help further. And thank you (and Mason) 
for your long efforts on our behalf. 

cc: Mr. J.J. Warford 

Sincerely, 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Committee 
Development Policy 



Research Conunittee Members February 23, 1976 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Forthcoming Proposal: International Review 
Group on Population and Development 

l. I attach, for your information, a proposal that 
the Bank share in the funding of an evaluation of research 
in population and development. An earlier draft of the 
proposal was reviewed in December by Mr. McNamara, who 
agreed with Hollis Chenery that the work should be under
taken but suggested that the research budget, rather than 
contingency funds , be considered as a source of financing. 

2. The formal proposal will be reviewed in the 
normal manner and the recommendations of the review panel 
included with ·materials to be distributed to you before 
we next meet. Meanwhile, if you have any comments or 
reactions please given the..~, preferably in writing, to 
K. Zachariah or directly to Timothy King after his return 
in mid-March. 

I , I ,,. l •-· \ ~ I All'!' I I 0.. L)~ Attachment - {)...$1.,e,,. 'fl a·q.r,~ ~2.. .. J "' .,. . 

cc: Messrs. Grimes 
Gulhati 
Little 
T. King 
Zachariah 

OFGrimes :gm rr 



DPS, CPS Directors, Regional Chief Economists 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Distribution of Report on Bank Research (bu_ 

February 23, 1976 

A copy of this year's report on Bank research, 
discussed at the Board meeting on January 27, has been 
distributed to a list of 513 economists at Headquarters 
and in the Resident Missions. This seemed the most appro
priate way of disseminating information throughout the Bank 
about research performance over the past year and the status 
of current projects. If through a defici ncy in the distri
bution list anyone did not receive a copy who should have, 
please let Orv Grimes or me know. We would al o appreciate 
it if staff could forward any duplicate copies to Room Fl233. 

cc: Messrs. Chenery 
Karaosmanoglu 
Springuel 
Grimes 

OFGrimes:grn{!j' 



Mr. Kenji Takeuchi, Acting Chief, EPDCE February 23, 1976 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Oxford Seminar Research Project 

As we discussed, I would appreciate receiving 
a note on the current status of this project by the end 
of next week. To give you an idea of the type of informa
tion we are seeking, a Status Report form with relevant 
sections indicated in red is attached. 

cc: Mr. Tims 

OFGrimes:gmrJ!/, 

Attachment 



tt Form No. 1167 
' (12-75) 

WORLD BANK RESEARCH PROGRAM 

STATUS REPORT 
Date of Submission: --------

I. PROJECT IDENTIFICATI ON AND APPROVAL OF REPORT 

Title: Project No. RPO ____ _ 

Department: 

Date Approved }/ 

t>."nroval: 

Division: 

Total Amount 
Authorized ]) 
(to date) 

Staff Member 
Responsible: 

Total Amount 
Disbursed 11 
(to date ) 

Division Chief (signature ) Department Director (s ignature ) 

Date of First 
Contrac t!±_/ 

II. IMPLEMENT.ATION 

Date of First Draft 
Expected: 

_Reports Completed 

Reports Expected ~rent Fissal Ye.a~-+ 

Date Final Report 
Expected : 

---··----------------------------------------·-------

OTES: 1/ Month/Year first approved by Research Connnittee. 
}/ Amount authorized, at the time of approval , plus 

a l l supplemental authorizations ( if any). 
3/ To tal diab1..1r.semP.nt t:n d;ite , including previous 

fiscal years. (Sum o f disbursement column in 
Part ' III and total of d isburs ements in previous years). 

!±_ / Date first contract was signe d. 

• 

• 



For m No . 1167 
(11- 75) 

Page 2 ~ ... 

111. FINANCIAL AND STAFF DATA 

Tota l Amoun t Autho rized (by Res earch Committee ) For the Cur rent Fisca l Year ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Tot a l Di sb urserecnts in Previous Fiscal Yea r (s) * ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Date: 

Disbursements in Curren t Fisca l Year 

~-

1s. 

"' ,-.. 

-

Ac t ua l Di sbu r sements fo recast Dis bur semen ts 
To Da te In Current through June 30 
Fiscal Year Balance o f Firm 

Signed Contrac t R Arrangements 
Not Yet Disbu r sed 

( l) (2) 

~=-..! (by f irm or consultan t) 

Sub-Tota l A 

Tra,,el** 

Data Processing ***Interna l (IBRD) 

External (Time shar i ng . Remote Bn tch 

Sub- To t a l (B+c) 

............. 
TOTAL (A+B+c ) 

NOTE: (1 ) Do no t ove r lRp wi th pr evious column . 
(2) Fi rm arrangemen ts ! ~eking only f orma l cont ract . 
(3) Agreements no t ye t comp l e te. 
*/ Inc l uding di sbur semen t s fo r Consu l tants , travel and Data Proces sing. 

~/ Th i s item includes sta ff trave l and t ravel by consultants wh en a 
Bank t r ave l form (#6 ) i s used . The t otal fo r ecas t disbu r s emen t s for 
t he fisca l yea r can be lis ted in the t o t a l co l umn if i n formation is 
l acking t o provide the breakdown r eques t ed in columns (1) , ( 2) and (3) . 

"!:!!:./ The totn l forecas t disbursemen t s fo r t he fis ca l yea r can be l isted in 
tile tota l column if in formation is lacking t o provide t he -b r eakdown 
r equested in co l umns (1) , ( 2) and ( 3) . 

**** / The tota l of these two fi gures shou ld not exceed the t otal amount 
authori zed fo r t he current f i sc a l yea r . 

Di s burs ements Next FY 
Based on: Po rt ion Which Are 

Tenta tive Total Total Signed Con t rac ts 
Arrangemen t s ( 1 ) + ( 2)+( 3) Expected As o f Th i s Date 

(3) I 

" .. .. " 

Staff Tiree ( s ta: fmont hs ) 
Curren t FY Nex t FY 

Professional 

Special Ser vices 

Total ! 



i Form No. 1167 Page 3 
(11-75) 

IV. STATUS OF PROJECT 

' :Please explain, using an additional page if necessary: 
, (1) Progress of study, including any changes in time schedule. 

(2) The nature of the firm and tentative budgetary arrangements made and reported in columns (2) 
and (3) of Part III of the Form. If contracts are being negotiated, indicate parties involved. 

(3) List all publications (journal articles, symposium papers, etc.) based on the research project. 
Update as and when necessary. 

(4) If any financing has been received from Bank and non-Bank sources other than the External 
Research Budget, mention amounts, dates (quarters/FY) and sources. Do not include these 
amounts in Part III. 

• 



Mr. K. C. Zachariah, Acting Chief, ECDPH 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Population Review Group Proposal 

February ·20, 1976 

1. We discussed how best to prepare this proposal for 
submission to the Research Committee next month. I think we 
need to: 

(a) preface the proposal, suitably tightened and 
edited, with a short lead-in that describes the 
origin of Bank interest and the reasons why 
the work proposed will be useful to the Bank. 
Can specifics be given on how country economic 
work and sector studies (paragraph 5, Timothy 
King's memorandum of February 9) will be 
improved by this review? 

(b) request a fixed sum, based on what we want to 
contribute rather than what is left over from 
other donors. A list of confirmed and prospec
tive donors with the amounts committed would 
help put our contribution in perspective. 

(c) know who the other members of the group will be, 
or at least the candidates identified so far. 
When is the composition of the group expected 
to be known? Furthermore, is a commitment from 
group members (other than the Chairperson) of 
less than 15 of their time enough to carry out 
a work program of this scope? 

(d) reinstate, if your Department desires it, the 
procedure whereby DRC reviews all ECO proposals 
(and vice versa). You might wish to take this 
up with Mr. Gulhati. 

2. We should have a panel review of the proposal in 
mid-March, by the present schedule. Please let me know if 
this timing presents a problem for Tim King. 

cc: Messrs. B. B. King o/r 
T. King o/r 

OFGrimes:gm{f-



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

~tfa- ~~ Jl 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Mervyn L. Weiner f DA TE: February 18, 19 76 

Herman G. van der Tak / 

Evaluation Content of CPS Work 

Please find attached memo and list summarizing the evaluation 
content of CPS policy and research work,: which has been prepared in 
response to your note of December 18 on the subject. Please note that 
the list refers only to specific tasks within the CPS work program and 
does not cover the substantial evaluation content of the regular func
tional control activities (project cycle , economic and financial work, 
procurement). 

Attachment 

cc: CPS Directors 
Mr. C.R. Willoughby 

• 



TO : 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Herman G. van der Tak DATE: February 13, 1976 

Arturo Israel A-1 
Evaluation Content of CPS Policr and Research Work 

I attach a table summarizing the Policy and Research work in 
CPS which contains some element of evaluation of Bank activities. A few 
studies or tasks are purely evaluation but the great majority have other 
principal objectives. No general patterns emerge from this review, but 
it is clear that the present work program contains a considerable amount 
of evaluation. 

The following points should be taken into account in interpreting 
the attached information: 

1. The summary has been compiled from the December 31, 1975 
quarterly reports on policy and research work prepared by each CPS Depart
ment. The information was subsequently checked by the Departments. Given 
the nature of these quarterly reports, the information refers to studies 
or tasks that have been completed in recent months, current work, and 
assignments planned for approximately the next 18 months. 

2. Besides checking the content of the table, no additional work 
was .asked from the Departments -- in line with the informal nature of the 
request. Thus, when a date or a cost estimate appears as not available, 
it only means that it was not readily available. All of these missing data 
could be put together at a later stage, if necessary. 

3. It is important to keep in mind that the attached table sum
marizes the evaluation content of the work program, but this content is 
not based on a systematic program of evaluation. Mr. Rovani was particu
larly emphatic about the need for such a program in the public utilities 
field. 

4. The cost figures quoted are estimated totals for each study 
or task; they are not an estimate of the cost of the evaluation component. 

Attachment 

cc: CPS Directors. 

AI:ch 

• 



fv..1lu ·1L 1.nn Wori: lln.t r- rwnz / Pt <.in11 c. rl 

,~~--------------------,----------,,------------,-----------------------~ ! 
TASK/ i.'ROJ r.C'C 

i.'t\S/VPSVl' 

l. Economic Analysis o f l'ro lcct s 

Implementation 

2. Rev l cw Exp e r iencc w l th Pro j cc t 
I mpleme nta tion U11fL, 

J::ducation 

Agriculture 

3. Cnst J::xpcrlcnce with Consulting 
firm~ 

4, Spot Audits of Consultant,' 
Contracts 

5 , foll ow-up on Conc.ultant s ' 
Aud i t s - Supplcn,ent3ry 
Cuidc1.incs on con sultunL~' 
c~ntracts 

6. Lnvi r <, lll'IC' n t,,l Au dit=} 

J cngkn Tri angle Project 

0L h<'rs7 

7. St ,1 t c o f En;;in ccr i ng a n<l 
Phys i c.1 l Co nLing c-nci c s 

8 . 

Us ,• of \.lc ,1tlocr/ Cl fr,;i t c 
lnforr11~1tj 0 n in e .rn! : Projcc l ~ 
- - jo int 1 v with h'o rJ ti M'! tcor
('l] C' (._~ i c:1 J <' r 1!.:1 ni :, :1L in 1t 

9. P11 1·tir i p;1Li nn of LC'c,1l l'ro (e!:l -
s lon., 1H ond Tccl111iclann jn Un 11k 
Pro .i C'<'tR 

n,n • .-i nol ovuil tthlc 

COMPJ,1':'i' lOll 
Curr.enc Pl a7'/ . 

Actual 

Cont, 

Oct. 1975 

Nov. 1975 

Cont. 

Cont. 

Oct. 19 75 

fob , 1976 

No v, 197.~ 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n. a. 

n.a. 

$63,0(10 

n.o. 

$2,000 

$4,000 

Steering Croup r eport on exper ience with 
9 country case studies has bcr.n c ircula ted. 
?rojcct cn ee studies in these eo.,ntries now 
getting underway. F.xtension of country 
studies being considered, 

.• Review of. cxp<'.ricnce complcterl Nov<'mber 
1974; imp lementation guidelines now in 
final draft, 

Analysis of experience been rev iewed in 
Regions; finnl dro(t being prepared, 

Annual report, by nationality (fcbruury). 

Pror,ram t o be prepared in consulta t ion with 
Regions, Contro l ler's and Aud itors by 
December 1975, 

To correct weaknesses in present procedures 
and practices; topics to be considered, see 
previous item, 

rr,,paratinn rnlc. s ion Nov, 1.0-17, 19711; 
mi ss ion Hnrch 1975, 

Three or four c:-<.-po ~t ev.i.lun t ~ons o( 
C'llVi ronmc nlal impac t of n:1nk - fi11.11 1c.; cd 

projcc ta, i( war ranted. 

Kcvlcw of Bank practice of rrogr~ss nf 
c 11g inccrjnA an d ncc ura~ y of c 6 st c st i~1 a trs 
at lim~ of iloard pres entation; cl.raf t prc
p:, r cd ( Arms trons, Ausust 1975); to be 
rc schcJulcd . 

Revi ew of proc tic ~s and pos~ibl c r e.com ... 
mpnc\ntJ.ons. Report circu lated for comment . 

Inc luucs cv:>l'Uat'icnr-uf aspects ot l.lls 
Truci1os stcbt project 

-- -------------- -- ---- ·--- - ~---- ------~-----·------ ·~--------------------- - -



TAS K/PROJEC'.i' 

PUBLIC UTISITIES 

1. Re sc3rch:?owc r 

St~ndards of Urban Electricity 
Distribution (67067) 

2 . Rescarch :Telecom.~unicat ions 

Rural Telecoms . Study: 
Costa Rica (67076) 

Research by Telecoffis , Borrowers : 
Papua New Guinea 

3 . Guid e lines :Water Supo!y 

Action Program 

4 . Data & Honitorin<; Sys t ens 

Revie<: of Wa ter & Wastes Sector 
Lending and Wor:.. Progran 
(D~:S 603) 

I mpact of Urban Emp~asis on 
Water Supply Projects 

5. IBRD/W!lO Cooperati.vc Program 
Revi ew 

Eva u.:ition tfadc Ur.dec,1.::v/Pl .~nneJ 

CO:·lPLETIO~ 
Currenc: Plan/ 

Actual 

June 1976 

March 1976 

Feb. 1977 

n. s . 

n.s. 

May 1970 

Continuing 

COST 

$17,000 

$35,000 

$14,000 

$75,000 

12-15 
man~onths 

$8,JOO 

3 
ma nmonths . 

(over 2-y~a ;- period) 
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REl-',ARKS I 
Consultant s have completed t he first cas e 
study in :!cxico , Tcntativ.:, plans are for 

·a second case study(ies) to be ffiade in 
either (or both) Peru and 3razil beginning 
in M.'.lrch . 

Additiona l cost related analysis will be 
made dur ing a visit to Costa Rica . Follou
ing that mission th~ las t round of ccnn~nts 
will be incor?orated into fi~al report . 

Study of the nature of tel ecom.11u:-.icatio;-.s 
benefits and of pricing policy financed out 
of proceeds of the loan with an additional 
$5, 000 grant from PBP , Em;; irical work has 
just started . 

Preliminary evaluation of one of the 
approaches proposed by panel for monitor 
ing health impac t of wa ter supply is under 
study in Uttar Pradesh , Incia. 

The first phas ~ of this pro ject (prepara
t ion for discussions with '.ffiO on long-r:;.nge 
work plan for Coope rat ive ?rogram) was com
p leted on schcJ ule in ~ove~ber . Phase II 
(defining urban ?Oor content and expanded 
76-80 lc~ding targets) is in process as in?uC 
into Reg~onal plans . 

Offshoct of Urban Task Force efforts . Study 
to be undertaken by consulc:ant with input 

· from Bank staff and Bank r c ;iorts , 

Review in Washi ng ton of objectives , ;.,ork 
plans and curr~nt iss~GS. 



TASK/PROJECT 

CEt/TkAL PROJICTS ST,\lT 

Cv~l uaL ! c.,n ~!.,rk Uudc~ w.::y/J•l .,unLtl 

Cot1PLETI0N 
Current Plan/ 

Actual 

COST 

PhCC J .. ( :; 

REMARKS 

1-----------------+------------+------+----------------------·---

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

TRhNSPORTATlON & URBAN PROJEL'TS 

1. Feeder Road-Yemen Arab Republic , 
Pha se I Main Report, Sununary 

2 . Feeder Road-Ethiopia 

3 . Feeder Road-Malagasy 

4 . 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Monitoring of all Transportation 
projects 

Urban Evahwtion S+S: 
Senegal Pha se I 

~an Evaluatio n S+S: 
1 Salvador Phase I 

Urban Evaluation s+s 
Zambia Phase I 

Singapore Tra ffic Res traint 

Monitoring of all s+s projec t~ · 

Monitoring of Urban Poverty 
Program a nd Ur.ban 1 impacts 
of B.,nk Projects 

Socio-economic Impact Stu<ly -
Kenya (in co11ncctio n with 
Revised Access Road Program) 

12 . Socio-Economic Impact Study -
Brnzll (in connection with 
proposed I oan (or SC'C.ond.::iry 
and feeder rl,a<ls proje cLs) 

---·-----------

March 1976 

Harch 1976 

Aug. 1976 

continuous 
(to be intro
duced by June 
1976) 

Sept . 1976 ) 
(first of five ) 

annua l reports)) 

Dec , 1976 
( first of fi vc 
annual reports) 

Dec . 1976 
( fir s t of five 
annua l r eports) 

.July 1976? 

continuous 

continuous 

June/July 1976 

Oct . 1976 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

u.a . 

$1 million 

n. a . 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

Mr. Vickery (consultant) has provided revised 
methodology for assessing economic benefits, 
Arrantements have been made for YP (Mr. Barham) 
to assist in preparating summary of the main 
report on the Ta iz-Turba road influenced region 
for publicaLion of staff working paper . 

Primary data being recorded on tape and for
warded to Washing ton. Report on phys ical and 
demographic characteristics of the study a r ea 
have bee n completed and should be forwarded to 
us shortly. 

1. A progr~ss report received from Mr . Rako
tonlr ina and the Swiss field team indicates 
that all interviews have been completed and 
that coding is progress ing satisfactori ly . 
The Swiss team member s arc expected to leave 
Andapa after they complete rheir various 
assigned special survey task - most by 
12/15/75. 
2, Sale of miscellaneous furni ture and vchicl e 
items is proceeding as planned, 
3. The "letter of und erstanding" has been for
warded to the Malagasy Covcrnment · wtth some 
slight modi.fica tion as suggested by the Legal 
Department . 
4. No new Senior Consultant has been found yet, 

First draft of the Research Design has been 
prepared by the researcher . The~c reports, for 
all three projects , were discussed at the Tech
nical Conference held in the Bank Jan . 12-17, 
and arc currently being revi sed for first year 's 
operation. 

First dra ft of the Research De.s i gn h as been 
prepa r ed by the r esearcher , These r epo,Ls, for 
all these projects, were discussed at the Tech
nical Confer ence held in the Bank Jan . 12-17, 
and are currently being revi sed for first year's 
operation. 

First draft of the Research Des ign has been 
prepared by the researchec , These reporLs, for 
all thrC'e projC>cts, wf'.rc di scussC:!d a t Lhe Te ch
nical Conference held in t he Bank Jan. 12-l l. 
and are curt~nLly being r evised for first y t.Dr ' s 
operat ion . 

• 
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L TASK/PRO.JEC'f Cf)Ml'I.F.T CPN COST REMARKS 
Curc~i_;j-;;;/ 

Ac lu Hl 

--1------+---1------1 

AGR. &. KURAL DEV . 

1. I ssues P~pcrs 

Farm Technology 

Land Settlement 

Po I icy ?<>pe r 

Forestry 

2 , Glohal PJrameter s o[ Small 
Farm Sec tor 

3 . Agricultural Mechanization in 
India 

4, Mudn Fann Jl ud get Income 

5. Cost of Distribution of Cr edi t 

6 , Rc•vicw and c r itique of Agr i
cul turn! Sector Models 

17. Agricu! Lural Prices and Subsidies 
Sector !'aper (lurkey and Egypt) 

POI a-,1TlO:-l PROJCCTS 

Cor.1plcted 

Inter-agency Coordination 
rro l,l ~ms in the Population 
Se ctor 

Externa I Advisory l'anc l rcvicwi n g 
Rank ' s Population sector 

n.R . n not nvailable 

n . a. 

Jan. 1976 

end March 1976 

March 1976* 

Dec . 1975 

Dec . 1975 

Sept. 1976 

June 1976 

Sept, 1976 

Oct, 1975 

FY79 

$7,000 

6 
manmonths 

-., . ~ 
3 .. 

manmonlhs , , 

$100,000 

$160,000 

n. a . 

$20,000 + 
6 ma nmonth s 

6 ma nmo nths 

$15,000 + 
1·2 manmo nths 

$20,000 + 
4-1/ 2 manmunths 

$90,000 
( est . for 

1s t year) 

The firs t draf t of this paper has been with
drawn and the s ubject modified to cover (arm 
tcch nolo~:y r a th e r Lh a n 11mechn 11 izu tiun" as 
orJ g in:tlJy proposed . As a r esult tl1 cre is 
furthe r delay in order t o do th e necessary 
resear ch . 

Revis ed d r aft i s being distributed for s taff 
level review . Ar,ai ns t our wishes it h as been 
e l evated to a Polic y Pa per a nd we would like 
tl1is decision rever sed os the views do not 
warrant it be i ng made into a Policy Paper, 

•·Of Part l of ProJ.,c t. Delay du e to non
del ivcry of d n ta from count rl.es . 

Indian Resea r ch Ins titutes have• now com
pl cted t heir a ssignments and submitted 
re.ports which we now have to i nt erpret . 

DRC is conduct ing this research 

Fina l tltlc.: !~su er. iry_f£:(Hllntion J\ ss l stc1n~ £ 
wil.h Partic ul ar R,, fc_i:.,t'_!lCC to ll,1 nk P,o j ~c t s . 

Pa ne } wi 11 ~C'rvc for thr ee year:: . Fir s t mC' e ting 
h e ld Washing ron Dcc0~bcr 16-18 . To be followed 
I, y fi r l <l vi~)t; · to sc l 0ctcd countries nnt.l diG
cussions with donors, borrowers, und with Honk 
stn{f before subn1i ss inlt of draft r epo rl eArly 
next SU1'lmer . Sull s t.'qucntly., Lhc Panel will m<'.Ct 
oner. a yC'ar . Tot.:it ' rn ._rnpower c.~:tf.111,tLe<l nt one 
mc1 11year fo r (irRt y1.:,nr. Subscqucnl year M will 
be h,ss i n cost and mnn;,o!"~r ineu:ts; es t ir.1.1 tes· 
ro be made lat e r in the ~e.p r. 

,j 

• 

.. 



TASK/PROJr.CT 

1. Po 1 i c y Pape r s .1.nd fnb 

Rev i ew o f Bank /Ll llESCO 
Coo perative Pror,rum 

Pos itio n Paper on Hi. gh e. r Education 

2 . Cui dc l inc::; and S t a rn.l a rd s 

Schedu l e of Accon,noda tion & Space 
SLa nd a r ds fer Ed ucational 
In s titution s 

Guideline s f or Bns ic and Primary 
Edu ca tion Projec t It ems 
(a) Rural and (b) Urban 

Tracer Study Guidelines 

Guid el i nes (or Proj e ct Related 
Training 

3. Analytic a l Too l s 

Guid e line s and No tes on 
Selected Subjects 

4. Study of Proj ect Cos ting 

5 . Appli ca t ion of s,-~r f ;:orklng 
Pdp er 169 (Compa rison of 
Cos t ~rr~c ti vr 11 c3~ o f 
Alt C' rnati v e T,p,1 rnl n ~ Tcd1-
no loe 1 cs i.n Vl1 ~:1l i 1•11:1l 
Trai nl n'.' ) 

6. fias f c .Erl u r .lti n n in ti1 c 1.c.i n L 
D-..=v<i l op~d Co1111t 1· l " 'I : 

7. 

Wcu t /\ f r tea l,n.J ~11d,111 

l'r •' l "c.. t 1:-,a l 11 . 1 l l ., 11 l •" 1111 1 ' I"" 
/ lll • I l' I IH' t ,l 1p 1'•1 ( 1'1t1 11' j j t 

1 
,uup I 1, 1 , ,, I : 1'11, , ·u• I l I , •111 I , y .. 

.. .. y ) 

'I· " ii • ' I ... I ! ,, .. I 

ll l ~; I ', I) ,0 1111 . 

,, , ' ' l 

11 11 , ... ,1 , l,i , · 

11,,t 

CC1'tl 'IST I0N 
c.ir-;:;;-,-t-. r G ~ t 

Actual 

Nay 1976 

June 1976 

April 1975 

FY 1976 

F'i 1977 

COST 

n.a. 

* 

n,a. 

* 

* 
* 

o. a. 

1),8 , 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n . a . 

RErIARKS 

Review underway, 

Collection of data underway , 

Cons ulta nts arc pre paring pa~ers on: 
a) Langua g e Pl a nninr, - Six case s tudie s 

compl c tcJ hy c o 113ultant s a nd di 5cuss cd 
in Lhe Dc partmC' nt/Rcg ions . A report 
cl GSC!-.sini; LIi(! ne e d for s imilar Gtudicf? 
for other countries circulated to the 
Rer, ions for consideration . 

b) R:id i o for C'du c al ion imU. development 
satellite and other distribution alter
natives for radio - consultant s study 
rl!vicwctl in the Bank mid-Octoue r 1975 
and iH being tinalized. 

c-) Women ' s E<lucation - A c.:ise study has been 
prepared by con s ultant (llelloncl <') and 
has been cirrulated . 

d) Education for Cooperatives - Consultant 
(llcllonclc) report awaited , 

A set of Corms for workshee t s and related 
project costing toblcG has been di s tributed. 
Costine methodology will be continuously 
updated, 

The author of this study to follow this up 
by second field mission in Feb ruary. 

An und('lr sLand i n g h.:t s been reachC"d "'i th 
Mr, D, C" r e ll i, IJi rector of the l/ NI:SCO 
Institute in ll ~ml>urr, , fo r the pnrttcipaLJon 
o[ t·he Ins til •.t t e a r a [f (and of Mr . Dotti 
from the UNES CO C0o r e r a t ive Proi;ra .,,) in the 
(irst ph as e of t!•<' ~rudy . The Lc nn s of 
refcrc-nc c · nnd die wor: k 11.r1.." r. rom of the s tudy 
h :1vc.: h r·,: 11 rr cp t1 (•d . Th ey wi l] h e sqli111 i u ·cd' 
lo the G,1varnin s; Hoar d- o( the Ins ti1·11t c in 
it s n<'xt :;ess ioi, - (1 .:ist· ;:;,:.,k o( FC'hnu ry 1976) 
f or a ppr .d s;.1 l. At·co n l inf~ to th e µropo scd 
wo rk Jff n 1·. r ·., m Lli P Jn s lltut c i s c ;.: pl' l~l t•<l to 
dl! v ldop . 1 fr :111,rwo~ k .!..!p· lhc .,~~d .s n.E h :1s ic 
e d~~e_:.!.!__ l_11!1_1•_r~,~ 1!1!:! ~i nd d n!i Jgn opc r.:1ti·o!!.!!!_ 
1'.t..!.l!.1!:!l " <'.J: for pl.11ming :.111ct 1mplem(•nttll ion 
(l f · · 11 r l1 prni: r :1111 :;. 

1J EP 11 11·1 :: o1nuittcd a report on tl1n-- ~ cval\ln· 
tl,,n <'Xc·rrj r.t'a i11 pr im.1ry, !-. <~c oncl.,xy .llld 
H•nch, ·r 1·i hu.·:it in11 toge th e r with rn :\ L cs tl
""'"r!:1 -n11d .:1 s cli c ilulc fur the conplction c,( 
Lhl n prn),'c t, 



Ms. Marcy Avrin 
Stanford Research Institute 
Menlo Park, California 94025 

Dear Ms. Avrin: 

( 

February 18, 1976 

Thank you for sending a copy of your dissertation and the NBER 
paper. To give you an idea of the World Bank's research interests 
and priorities, I am enclosing a booklet describing current projects 
in what is called the External Research Program -- research funded 
within the Bank but involving external resources, often consultants 
from developing country research institutions, in addition to Bank 
staff. Were it not for a year-long investigation of urban housing, 
completed only recently, my own project which you will find listed 
on page 52 would probably be finished by now. As it is, William 
Doebele and I hope to have a first draft of the final reduct (a 
monograph on the operation of urban land markets in developing 
countries, with case studies of Land Readjustment schemes in Korea 
and valorization charges in Bogota) by late summer. One project 
that is not listed, because it was approved only last week, should 
prove interesting to you. It will involve modification of the 
Urban Institute's housing market model to fit developing country 
conditions. Ray Struyk and others at the Urban Institute will be 
collaborating on this project . Bertrand Renaud of the Dank's Urban 
and REgional Economics Division could furnish more details if you 
wish. 

I am also enclosing a study of the economics of betterment 
that set the stage for my present research on urban land. Let me 
know if you have any comments or reactions. 

Many thanks again for letting us know of your work. 

Encls. 

OFG:gm f/1 

Yours sincerely, 

Orville F . Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Committee 
Development Policy 

~. 
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See below 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Anticipated FY76 and FY77 Expenditures 
on Research Projects 

February 13, 1976 

1. To help estimate the claims on the research budget 
over the course of FY77, we would appreciate your assistance 
in suppling information on the financial requirements of 
each research project in your Department. I attach, for 
each project, a sheet on which the current estimated expendi
ture for FY76 and FY77 and subsequent years (if any) have been 
filled in. Note that thetfiresent FY76 figure is the FY76 
budget authorization fore prefect, and that the total is 
the project's total authorization, i.e., the amount it is 
allocated in FY76 and subsequent years. The new FY76 figure 
supplied by the project supervisors, based onc"iisbursements 
to date and anticipated expenditure (including accruals) 
through the end of the fiscal year, will likely, in most 
cases, be more up to date than that supplied in the January 
Status Report. Supervisors should include all expenditure 
components -- consultants, travel, data processing, tempora
ries, overtime -- in their calculations. 

2. For projects in which the estimated FY76 and FY77 
expenditure together exceeds the current authorization, a 
formal submission to the Research Committee may be required. 
You will be notified in early April about procedures to be 
followed in these cases. 

3. This information should reach me by Wednesday, 
March 31. Thank you. 

Attachment 

OFGrimes: mrf{)J! 
Oistributlo-W-

M. Gary, cc: . Ti , Duloy 
P. Peter, cc: Rovani 
R. Go ez, cc: Ballantine 
J. Lowther, cc: Gulhati, Avramovic 

• R thnam, cc: Jaycox, Ray 
D. Greene, cc: Dabbagh, B. de Vries, Avramovic 
G. Donaldson, cc: Yudelman, Ray 
A. Egbert, cc: Yud lman, y 
F. Rotes, cc: Yudelman, Ray 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

/1 

\. 

FY76/l 

FY77 

Subtotal 

FY78 and 

· Tota1/l 

FY76/77 

later 

·Proj ·ect 67' - · 

1 Superv~sor 

Expenditure Estimates 
($ 1 000) 

Present 
Estimate 

Present estimate for FY76 is FY76 authorization. 
Present estimate for Total is total authorization. 

New 
Estimate 

Note: The important figure is the subtotal on line 3. Distribution 
between FY76 and FY77 is . less important. 

• 



Mr. M. Ahluwalia, DRCID February 13, 1976 

. i . VPD Signed 8. B. K1rg BenJam n B. King, 

oetirnality of Tax/Subsidy InteI,Vention 

1. The object seems worthy, but I would ask the 
question whom this is for - ultimately. I would presume 
that ultimately the results (if serviceable) would be used 
directly by the more sophisticated governments and in a 
Bank/country dialogue with the less sophisticated. In 
that case the need for presentation of a possibly over
simplified argument why "policy A is inferior to policy B, 
because ••••• " should be considered. I don't say that 
this need be done in the first instance, but its ultimate 
necessity should be borne in mind. 

2. This raises a question of substance. If, for 
example, a government proposes to introduce (or has 
introduced) policy A, this in a sense is part of the 
evidence for wha!/its objective function is, revealed 
preference, etc.-. This does not mean that they would 
not prefer policy B, if they understood all the implica
tions. It does suggest that the emphasis should be on 
the nature of the differential effects as between A and 
B rather than on some calculation of the "value" of A as 
against B based on a not too securely based notion of 
some body's utility function. Maybe, this is a more 
modest objective, but, maybe also, more useful. 

3. Finally, policies can change. There may also 
be a case for A now, B later. 

!/ Tax schedules are used to guess "n". 

BBKing:grn 



'NORLO BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFiCE MEMORANDUM /e. 
TO: 

FROM: 

Those listed below 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD(l!-

DATE: February 13, 1976 

SUBJECT: Schedule of Research Committee Meetings 

1. Many of us remember that the research proposal 
submission and panel review process tended to become rushed 
toward the end of each fiscal year. 'I'he sentiment that 
because o f budgetary stringenc i es proposals at the end of 
the queue might get slightly more summary treatment than 
those at the beginning led to a bunching of proposals in 
May and June, a time when Research Committee members were 
facing urgent administrative responsibilities in their own 
departments. We have been moving toward a l _engthening of 
the review process for proposals, and intend to continue 
doing so during FY77. 

2. Consequently, we are plann:i;;_ng· a regular schedule 
of Research Committee meetings at approximately 4-6 week 
intervals from late March through e~rly September. We can 
think of no strong reason to expect any one meeting to be 
top-heavy with proposals, and in fact would encourage 
authors to resubmit a t a later meeting if this appeared 
to be the case. 

3. We have scheduled the March meeting for the week 
of March 22-26. Proposals in final form, with all necessary 
signatures, should therefore reach me by Thursday, March 4. 
We will of course let you know if this particular meeting 
date changes . The schedule for ensuing meetings is neces
sarily much . less clear, but at present can be set out as 
follows: 

Indicative Schedule, Forthcoming Research Conunittee 
Meetings 

Meetin9: 

week of 
week of 
week .of 
week of 
week of 

Date (range ) 

March 22-26 
April 12-16 
May 24-28 
,July 26-30 
August 30-September 3 

Submission of 
Proposal 

March 4 
March 25 
May 6 
July 8 · 
August 13 

-
I 

1. 

' r-
1 

• 



- 2 -

It is important not to try to be overly specific about these 
dates now but to k eep in mind (a ) the approximate range of 
Research Committee meeting da tes , and (b) the fact that 
proposals are due in fina l form about three weeks before 
the Committee meeting!/. I include a schedule of this kind 
with some trepidation since, f or various reasons , they are 
nearly impossible to keep to. Nevertheless some indicative 
programming should help researchers plan their project sub
missions with a bit more predictability . 

1/ We are , o f course , no less desirous of seeing proposals 
in semi-final form somewhat earlier, about 5-6 weeks prior 
to the Committee meeting . This will allow the review panel 
to offer early advice to the researchers and p ermit a more 
e x tended treatment of the research design and objectives. 

Distribution 

Messrs. Chenery (o/r ), Karaosmanog lu, B. B. King (o/r), Mrs. Cleave 
Mes s rs. Avramovic, Balassa , Lerdau, Thalwitz, Vergin, Waelbroeck 
DPS , CPS . Directors and Division Chiefs 
Regional Chi ef Economists 
Ms . Gary 
Mr . Lowthe r 
Ms. Hazzah 

• 
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Mr. M. Blobel, ASA February 12, 1976 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Application of Research Program 
to South Asia Region 

1. I am, of course, in sympathy with the sentiment in 
the last paragraph of the Jansen-Pilvin memo of January 15, 
1976. The only question is how. By s tages, I think. 

2. 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

First, however, a few points: 

Projects carried out in your area are not 
necessarily those mostr'eadily applicable 
to your area. Project 670-16 on the agri
cultural sector in Mexico might, for 
example, be very applicable - in fact, an 
extension of it, with new wrinkles, to 
Pakistan is under consideration. 

Application implies that there is something 
to apply - an identifiable tool or approach, 
which may or may not have to be modified. 
Projects vary a good deal in this respect. 

Resources (human and financial) to carry 
out the application are extremely scarce. 
There are budgetary implications. 

3. My first thought is that you assign particular 
slabs or sectors of the research program to different 
people in your department. We can give them a first-cut 
appreciation of their particular slab, eliminate non
starters, and steer them to the particular people in the 
DPS for the remainder. 

4. Perhaps a brief meeting to elaborate, where 
necessary, on this and to discuss tactics would be helpful. 
I expect to. be away next week (February 17--20), but any 
time after is OK. 

BBKing:grn 



Regional Chief Econmists 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Research Institutions 

February 12, 1976 

1. Attached is a partial listing of research institu-
tions in your Region. With some of these institutions -
denoted by an asterisk -- the Bank regularly exchanges research 
papers and publications. We send copies of all Bank Staff 
Working Papers, DRC Discussion Papers and the World Economic 
Indicators to these institutions, together with the World Bank 
Catalog listing all Bank reports issued to date and the 
Abstracts of Current Studies, which gives an overview of the 
current research program. In return, each participating 
institution sends us two copies of any published studies and 
such other research papers as it might select. 

2. As you have no doubt observed, the current list of 
exchange institutions is not particularly representative of 
the overall research capacity in a given area, mainly because 
institutions usually become members at their initiative rather 
than ours. This, of course, leads to geographical imbalances 
of a sort, as several Executive Directors have observed during 
the last couple of Board presentations on research. We are 
trying to ensure that this program of documents exchange 
covers the field adequately; that no worthy groups have been 
left off and no institutions included that should not be, or 
no longer be. 

3. I would appreciate your examining the attached list 
of institutions (members as well as non-members of the exchange 
program) and indicating to us: 

(a) which of these are generally "of high caliber;" 
(b) which member institutions should be dropped 

from the exchange list, and which non-members 
added; and 

(c) a brief description, for the latte~, of the institu
tion's research interests, experience, and overall 
quality. 

4. For many reasons the Bank wants to maintain contact 
with major research institutions in developing and developed 
countries, whether they eventually figure on a documents 
exchange list or not. I would therefore be grateful if, fo~ 
each country in your Region, you would indicate on a separate· 
sheet the most important source of research analysis and infor
mation -- a university department, research institute, the 
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government statistical office or whatever. Please include 
exact addresses where possible. We will undertake to keep 
this roster up to date and use it to explore ays of improving 
the dissemination of Bank research output. 

5. Could I please have your suggestions by Friday, 
March 5. Thank you. 

Attachment 

cc: Messrs. Chenery, Karaosmanoglu, Merriam, Winterbottom, 
Grimes, Mrs. Bomstein 

OFGrimes:gm~ 



RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

Eait Asia and Pacific Region 

1. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Canberra, Australia* 

2. Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National 
University, Canberra, Australia* 

3. Indonesian Institute of Science , Jakarta , Indonesia 

4. National Institute of Economic & Social Research, Jakarta, 
Indonesia 

5. The Institute of Economic Research, Hitotsubashi University, 
Tokyo, Japan* 

6. International Development Center of Japan, Tokyo, Japan 

7. The Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund, Tokyo, Japan* 

8. Korea Development Institute, Seoul, Korea* 

9. Malaysian Centre for Development Studies, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

10. Development Academy of the Philippines , Rizal, Philippines* 

11. Economic Faculty, Ateneo de Manila University, Manila, Philippines 

12. University of the Philippines, Quezon City, Philippines* 

13. Economic Research Centre, University of Singapore, Singapore 

14. Economic Faculty , Chulalongkom University, Bangkok, Thailand 

15. Economic Faculty, Thammasat University, Bangkok, Thailand 

• 

• 



RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

South Asia Region 

1. Bangladesh Academy. for Rural Development, Comilla, Bangladesh* 

2. Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies, Dacca, Bangladesh* 

3. Bureau of Economic Research, Dacca, Bangladesh* 

4. Birla Institute of Scientific Research, New Delhi, India 

5. Bombay University, Department of Economics, India* 

6. Gokhale Institute of Politics & Economics, Poona, India* 

7. Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, New Delhi, India 

8. Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, India 

9. Institute of Economic Growth, University of Delhi, India* 

10. National Council of Applied Economic Research, New Delhi, India* 

11. Centre for Economic Development & Administration, Kathmandu, Nepal* 

12. Pakistan Institute of Development Studies, Islamabad, Pakistan 

13. Planning Commission, Government of Pakistan, Islamabad, Pakistan* 

14. Ceylon Association for the Advancement of Science, Colombo, Sri Lanka 

15. Marga Institute, Colombo, Sri Lanka 

16. · Sri Lanka Academy of Administrative Studies, Colombo, Sri Lanka* 

• 

• 



RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

Eastern Africa Region 

'l. Institute of Development Research, National University, 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia* 

2. Institute for Development Studies, University of Nairobi, Kenya* 

3. Centre d'E t udes Economiques, University of Ta nanarive, 
Malagasy Republic 

4. Economic Research Bureau, University of Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania* 

5. Makerere Institute of Social Research, Makerere University, 
Kampala, Uganda 

6. Institut de Recherches Economiques et Sociales, National University, 
Kinshasa, Zaire 

7. Institute for African Studies, University of Zam,bia, Lusaka, Zambia* 

• 



RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

Western Africa Region 

1. Centre d ' Etudes et . de Recherches Appliquees, Douala, Cameroon 

2. Association of African Universities, Accra, Ghana* 

3. Institute of Statistical Studies and Economic Research, Accra, 
Ghana 

4. Institute of Statis tical, Social & Economic Research, 
University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana* 

5. Centre Ivorien de Recherche s Economiques et Sociales, 
Universite d'Abidjan, Ivory Coast* 

6. Insti tute for Agricultural Research, Zaria, Nigeria* 

7. Economic Developmen t Institute, University of Nigeria-Nsukka, 
Enugu, Nigeria 

8. Institute of Administration , Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, 
Nigeria 

9. Nigerian Institute of Social & Economic Research, University 
of Ibadan, Nigeria* 

10. African Institute for Economic Development & Planning, Dakar, 
Senegal 

11. Societe Africaine d'Etudes et de Developpement, Ouagadougou, 
Upper Volta 

• 

.. 



RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

Latin America and Caribbean Region 

1. Institute de Desarrollo Economico y Social, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

2. Institute de Estudios Politicos para America Latina , Buenos Aires, 
Argentina* 

3. Library of Institute Torcuato di Tella, Buenos Aires, Argentina* 

4. Institute de Investigaciones Socio-Economicas, Univers idad 
Catolica Boliviana, La Paz, Bolivia 

5. Centro Brasileiro de Analise e Planejamento, Sao Paulo, Brazil 

6. Fundacao Getulio Vargas, Institute Brasileiro de Economia, 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

7. Institute Brasileiro de Economia , Department of Statistics & 
Econometrics, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil* 

8. Institute de Ciencias Humanas, Departamento de Economia, Universi
dade de Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazi l 

9. Catholic University of Chile, Centro de Estudios de Planificacion 
Nacional (CEPLP.N) , Santiago, Chi le·* 

10. Centro de Estudios Sobre Desarrollo Economico, Universidad de los 
Andes , Bogota, Colombi a 

11. Fundacion para la Edu8acion Superior y el Desarrollo (FEDESARROLLO ) , 
Bogota, Colombia* 

12. Instituto de Investigaciones Escuela de Ciencias Economicas y 
Sociales, University of Costa Rica, San Jose, Costa Rica* 

13. Programa Centroamericano de Ciencias Sociales, Consejo Superior 
Universitario, San Jos e , Costa Rica* 

14. Institute of Social & Economic Research , University of the West 
Indies, Kingston, Jamaica 

15. Centro de Estudios Economicos y Demograficos, El Colegio de 
Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico 

16. Direccion de Estudios Economicos, Secretaria de la : ~re-s-fdencia·, 
Mexico Ci ty, Mexico* 

17. Instituto de Desarrollo de los Recursos Humanos del Es~ado de 
Mexico• Toluca, Mexico* • 
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18. Institute de Investigaciones Economicas, Universidad Nacional 
Autonoma de .Mexico, .Mexico City , .Mexico 

19. Centro Paraguayo de Desarrollo Economico y Social, Asuncion, 
Paraguay 

20. Centr o de Investigaciones Sociales, Economicas, Politicas y 
Antropologicas, Universidad Catolica del Peru , Lima, Peru 

21. Centro de Investigaciones Economicas, .Montevideo , Uruguay 

22. Centro de Estudios del Desarrollo, Universidad Central, Caracas , 
Venezuela 

.. 



RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 

EMENA Region 

1. Institut des ·Techniques de Planification et d'Economie Appliquee, 
Algiers, Algeria 

2. United Nations Industrial Development Organization, Vienna, 
Austria* 

3. Vienna Institute for Development, Au·stria* 

4. Institute for Development Research, Copenhagen, Denmark* 

5. Centre of International Economic Relations, Institute of 
National Planning, Cairo, Egypt 

6. Institute de Recherches en Economie de la Production, Paris, France* 

7. OECD Development Centre, Paris France* 

8. Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung Forschungsinstitut, Bonn, Ge rmany* 

9. German Development Institute, Berlin, Germany* 

10. IFO Institut fiir Wirtschaftsforschung, African Studies Centre, 
Munich, Germany* 

11. Institute for Scientific Cooperatio~ Tubingen, Germany* 

12. Institut fur Allgemeine Uberseeforschung, Hamburg, Germany* 

13. Research Institute for International Techno-Economic Cooperation, 
Aachen, Germany* 

14. South Asia Institute, University of Heidelberg, Germany* 

15. Institute for World Economics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 
Budapest, Hungary * 

16. Economic Resear ch Institute, University of Tehran, Iran* 

17. FINAFRICA, Centro per l'assistenza finanziaria ai Paesi Africani, 
Milan, Italy* 

18. Istituto di Studi per lo Sviluppo Economico , Naples, Italy* 

19. Scuola di Sviluppo Economico, Rome, Italy* 

... 
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20. Institut National de Statistique et d'Economie Appliquee, 
Rabat, Morocco 

21. Faculty of Economics, Kuwait University, Kuwait, Republic of Kuwait 

22. Institute of Social Studies, Resource Development Department, 
The Hague , Netherlands* 

23. The Chr. Michelsen Institute, Bergen, Norway* 

24. The Central School of Planning & Statistics, Research Institute 
for Developing Countries, Warsaw, Poland* 

25. Institute for International Economic Studies, University of 
Stockholm, Sweden* 

. 
26. Centre National de Recherches Economiques et Sociales, Tunis, 

Tunisia 

27. Belgrade Foreign Trade Research Institute, Belgrade, Yugoslavia 

28. Center for Studies on Developing Countries, University of 
Ljubljana, Yugoslavia 

29. Zagreb Jnstitute for Developing Countries, Zagreb, Yugoslavia 

.. 



Mr. Ole Norgaard, Librarian 
Institute for Development Research 
104, Vester Voldgade 
DK-1552 Copenhagen v, Denmark 

Dear Mr. Norgaard: 

February 11, 1976 

Thank you for your letter o f ebruary 4 and your earlier 
bibliography of social science literature on Kenya. Following 
your initial request I discussed the proposal with the staff 
responsible for Bank operations in Kenya, and forwarded copies 
of your letter and the full proposal to them. You will hear 
from them directly if they have an interest in supporting the 
proposal. I had hoped initially to have their reaction before 
replying to you, but since this has not proved feasible I 
shall circumscribe my comments accordingly. 

This research could indeed be valuable to scholars of 
Kenyan affairs as well as to those concerned with development 
processes more generally. However, projects of this kind are 
not usually financed from the extremely limited External 
Research budget of the Bank. Such funds are tyoically 
allotted to studies that address socio-economic problems of 
development by formulating and testing hypotheses using a 
variety of analytical techniques. Moreover, as you will 
note from the attached booklet, World Bank Research Program: 
Abstracts of Current Studies, the great majority of research 
proJects financed by the Bank attempt to generate conclusions 
applicable across a wide range of experience by using analy
tical tools that illuminate issues of sector-wide importance. 
Consequently, we would encourage you to consider other means 
of funding this project, and wish you success in doing so. 

Thank you for the opportunity of considering your worth
while endeavor. Please feel free to contact me if I can be 
of further assistance. 

Ms. T. Sato, AEN 

Yours sincerely, 

Orville'F . Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Committee 
Development Policy 
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Mr. Olell a. arral 

Go J. Roth 

Paratransit 

February- 6, 1976 

Proposal and ork Outline from th Transport R arch Group (TRG) 

1 • I attaoh a proJ1osal dat , No ber 1975, whioh I hav rec ived 
.from the "Transport R earoh Group" couple wit4 a r uest for Bank 
sponsor p of the r earoh which wou1d cost us FFJ5.,000 (U 7 ,Boo). The 
proposal looks inflated, and I eot t t the r rt will b too. 
Furthermore, e current propo al ocno trat s on paratransit in Europe, 
and do nots to involv much work in of interest to the • 

2. I wouJ.d augg t t we decline to sponsor the roj t but ~fer 
to giv the r earch t suoh material might b r d:Uy available 1n the 
Bank, in exo • for a copy of the r ort when it 1s complete. Do you agr ? 

ould you like to handle the matt or shall I roe ? 

cc: Messrs. iol l a nd , Watson 

,") "I 

(,/J-GJRoth:sf 



TO: 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

WORLD UANK / INTEFlNATJONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

0vtJ 
DATE: 

Barend A. de Vries 

Mr. Martin Wolf February 6, 1976 

ECLA/IBRD Research Project on Export Promotion 

I just received the attached letter from David Wall on his 
"contribution" to the India paper on the ECLA/IBRD export promotion 
project. We should shortly receive his manuscript and I would then 
appreciate having your views on how we may proceed. He may complete 
sections VI and VII of the outline (attached), but this would leave 
. ,s with the introductory and concluding sections. I should like to 
discuss this with you on my return from mission on February 17. 

att. 

cc : Messrs . Avramovic 
Greene 
Dabbagh ,-

• 



Telephone : NEWICK (082 572) 3267 

Dear Barend: 

101 Allington Road 

Newick, Lewes 

Sussex, BN8 4NH, England. 

I was about to write to you last Friday to bring you up-to-date with progress 
on the paper when I heard that my application for leave from the University 
for the Autumn Term had been turned down, I was so sure (on good grounds) that 
the application would be accepted that I did not bother to tell you that I 

lt would need to have~to attend the conferenc~once its date had been put back 
until October or November. I have enquired about the possibility of an appeal 
but have been told that as other people with stronger claims than mine have 
already been granted leave such an app"'ea:l would have little chance of success. 
As a result, I must very regretfully withdraw from the &::LA/IBRD conference on 
export policies, 

This still leaves the question of the paper open. I was going to write and tell 
you that I had run into difficulties, both time and material wis~and would 
not be able to submit the draft by February 1st. Once I began work on it I 
quickly discovered that what I had did not in fact lend itself to the structure 
given in the country study outline sheet. Rather than check back with you I 
went ahead and a) revised chapter 5 of my 1974 MSS and b) wrote a rather long 
piece on section I of the outline, responding to some of the points in IV and 
Vas well, Together the two pieces ·come to about 70 typed pages, The revision 
of chapter 5 does not at the moment make much out of marketing/promotiom 
instruments, as I did not cover these in the TDA/IBRD/Sussex project, and could 
only write brief pieces which you might not have thought worthwhile, Overall 
then, the situation is that all of sections II and III and much of the material 
in IV and V need to be written plus the limited response I had intended to make 
to ~xi VIII and IX, I was going to suggest, in view of the timetable and my 
lack of relevant material , that we could have invited the collaboration of 
someone from the India Division, to writ EL.II to V and that I would concentrate 
on finishing the combined VI and VII, and the substitute for VIII and IX , In 
view of the fact that I would. ha~ had to have generated new material for · the~e 
sections and that I am under heavy work pressure at the moment I could not have 
promised to complete before the end of May . The MSS of what is so far completed 
in rough draft. is being typed now and should be n the mail to you by mid-week 
and :wou can make your own assessment, 

With respect to the contractual position I can only think of the following 
positions: i) that you regard me as having failed to meet my obligations and 
that the contract is simply canselled (in which case I would keep the copyright 
on section I etc); ii) that you have someone else use my material and finish 
off the remaining sections, in which case I suppose I would get a pro rata 
payment: or iii) that I finish it as best I can to a later deadline, Let me 
know what you think best, 

Once again, let me say how sorry I am that things Have worked out this way, I 
have been looking forward for a long time to the conference and regret· M~K that 
I will not now be able to participate , My regret is heightened by the fact that 
this is the first time in my life that I hav~ feiled to meet a contract, My 
sincere apologies for the inevitable inconvenience that this will cause you, 

Best regards, 

yours sincerely, 

~~-
David Wall , 

I 
/ 

I 
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; 
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. PRELIMINARY OUTLINE FOR~HE COUNTRY STUDIES ON EXPORT PROMOTION POLICIES 

1. The role of exports in the development process 

The assumptions of the analysis will be made explicit and the 

role of exports in economic development will be discussed in the light of 

the various objectives of the development process. Particular attention 

will be given to the following issues: from an economic viewpoint, why 

export promotion? and from the country perspective, which is the role that 

exports are given within its overall development strategy? 

II. Macroeconomic framework 

This section will provide background information on the economic 

performance of the country concerned, an analysis of the structure and 

dynamics of its economy, and a discussion of its economic policies. 

III, The structure and dynamics of exports 

This section will contain an analysis of the structure and 

dynamics of exports disaggregated according to various criteria such as the 

nature of the goods expprted, the nature of the exporting firm, the external 

market characteristics, etc. 

IV. The external markets 

This section will include an analysis of the conditions of access 

to the external markets, the competitiveness of the international markets 

for manufactured goods, discriminatory trading arrangements such as 

regional groups, bilateral trade agreements and other such mechanisms. 

V. Foreign trade regime 

In this section the characteristics of the external sector of the 

country concerned will be discussed, including an assessment of the openness 

of the economy, the structure of its balance of payments, the role of 

capital flows, etc. 

T 

• 
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VI. The export function 
all 

An attempt will be made to identify/the relevant variables that 

affect export performance. This will comprise a discussion of: (a) the 

production and technological determinants of exports, (b) the impact on 

exports of exchange rate and tariff policies, and (c) the various specific 

instruments used in export promotion such as direct subsidies, preferential 

credits, tax and tariff rebates, etc~ The institutional aspects as well 

as the manner of application of each instrument will also be discussed. 

VII. The effectiveness of the promotion system 

This analysis will involve trying to assess the effect of the 

export promotion system and, if possible, of the various . instruments 

separately on target variables such as the volume and stability of exports, 

their value added and so on. The quantitative importance of the various 

export promotion measures would be a necessary input in this analysis. 

VIII. The efficiency of the system 

This section will contain a cost benefit analysis of the export 

promotion system and its components. An attempt will be made to conduct 

the analysis using shadow prices. The different measures of cost will be 

discussed and evaluated. 

IX. Conclusions 

This final section comprises a summary evaluation of the export 

promotion system and the lessons that the country experience with export 

promotion provides for other nations. 

Appendices 

A. Basic definitions 
B. Statistical tables 
C. Research methodology 
D. Further detailed notes on specific export promotion instruments. 

Notes: The preceding outline constitutes a tentative ·formulation whose 
coverage is naturally subject to the information available in the 
countries concerned. 

• 



Research Committee Members 

Orville F . Grimes, Jr. 

Meeting on February 13, 1976 

February 6, 1976 

This volume contains material for the meeting 
of the Research Committee on Friday, October 13, 1976 at 
3:00 p.m. in Room El201. The agenda for this meeting is: 

1) Resubmitted Proposal: Narangwal Population 
and Nutrition Project. 

2) New Proposal: 11Analyzing the Effects of 
Urban Housing Policies in LDCs". 

3) Interim Evaluation of "Analytics of Change 
in Rural Communities" (No. 671-17) and 
request for additional funding. 

4) Any other business. 

sections: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 
v) 

The papers for the meeting are in the following 

Budget Tables - financial information concerning 
research proposals, the FY76 budgetary position, 
and ongoing research projects. 
Proposals - the research proposals and panel 
recommendations. 
Supplemental Request - request for additional 
funding under existing research projects. 
Completion Reports 
Miscellaneous - Tables prepared for possible use 
at Board discussion of research program, distri
buted for information. 

Distribution 

Messrs. Chenery, Avramovic, Balassa, B. de Vries, Dubey, 
Jaycox, B. B. King, Lerdau, Thalwitz, van der Tak, 
Vergin, Waelbroeck, Yudelman 

OFGrimes :gm.ff/ 



Ms. T. Sato, AEN February 4, 1976 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Research Proposal: Bibliography on Kenya 

1. As we discussed, I attach a copy of Mr. Norgaard's 
letter to me, my draft reply and the proposal to compile a 
bibliography of social science literature on Kenya. Our 
contact with Mr. Norgaard has been limited to an exchange 
of research documents; we have no clue as to his qualifica
tions for carrying out the proposed research or, indeed, 
his motivation for sending us the proposal. 

2. Please let me know whether the Region might have 
any interest in supporting this study. I'll reply to 
Mr. Norgaard after I receive your reaction. 

Attachment 

cc: (w/o att.) 
Mr. Loh, AEN 

OFGrimes : gm If 



Dear Mr. Norgaard: 

DRAFT:OFGrimes:gm 
February 4, 1976 

Thank you for your letter describing the proposed 

' bibliography of social science literature on Kenya. This 

research could indeed be valuable to scholars of Kenyan 

affairs as well as to those concerned with development 

processes more generally. However, projects of this kind are 

not usually financed from the extremely limited External Research 

1budget of the Bank. Such funds are typically allotted to studies 

that address socio-economic problems of development by formulating 

and testing hypotheses using a variety of analytical techniques. 

Moreov~r, as you will note from the attach~d booklet, World Bank 

Research Program: Abstracts of Current Studies, the great majority 

of research projects financed by the Bank attempt to generate 

conclusions applicable across a wide range of experience by using 

analytical tools that illuminate issues of sector-wide importance. 

As a consequence, we would encourage you to consider other means of 

funding this project, and wish you success in doing so. 

Following your request, I have discussed the proposal with 

the staff responsible for Bank operations in Kenya, and have 

forwarded copies of your letter and the full proposal to them. 

You will hear from them directly if they have an interest in 

supporting the proposal. 

• 
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Thank you for the opportunity of consider ing your worth~ 

while endeavor. Please feel free to contact me i f I can be of 

further assistance. 

i. 
I 

cc: Ms. T. Sa to, AEN 

Yours s·ince r e ly, 

\, 

OFGrirnes 

, 
, 
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J uary )O, 1976 

Khan: 

Thank ;you for your letter o£ January 6, 1976, and the dr :win s 
for the J""Whe l otori d oart . 

We think it an i eniou Bien w1 th t ndo 1 potentia in 
de-:veloping re. onFJ which do not haw any powered- syst 

, ther fore, keen to o.dopt it for rican i'arming Cal'lliil.Ut'lll. 
construction projects. 

might, however, have to changes to pt tho 
whicl to African conditions. c of the heavy season l ainfall, 
the .teep gr s d the poor condition of the road , we ay need a tronger 
th n 7-hor power erw.ine 1n more rur::r'-> d vehic e, llith tor clearance 
between the r d surf ace and the body. 

ter prot.otype test1 on te . 
e would like 

Thank you also for t lllng ue about Mr. T d Ow rff or AID. We had 
a very stimulatin~ meetin!! with him the other y and ho that AID and the 

nk could wor to th r on worthwhile int rmediate ohnolog;r projects. 

ed a keen interest in the applic tion of your 
uniti 8 . He n indicate.d-·th po .si-

t 1n this proj ct, tho he could not 
He did, hovevor, est that before 
,ood firl!lt step to conduct a survey 
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Mr. Ted Owena 
Office of Rural Develollllent (T.A.R.Do) 
Rom 200 
515 22nd Street, N.W. 
Washington, n. o. 20523 

Cleared with & cc: Ms. 
cc: Mr. Harral (TRU) 

I ' 

I ' 



FORM NO. : 5 
(7-73) WORLD BANK GROU, 

ROUTING SLIP 'DATE 
August 9, 1976 

NAME ROOM NO. 

Mr. Orville F. Grimes, Jr. Fl233 

rue : ~ ... . ,. ~ ~ -avr 
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APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOJE AND RETURN 

APPROVAL vf(ioTE AND SEND ON 

COMMENT V PER OUR CONVERSATION 

FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST 

INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY 

INITIAL RECOMMENDATION ..... 
JOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE 

REMARKS 

Bank Research Program - Annual Reeort: 
February 15, 1977 
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Mr. Francis X. Cola~o, Fiscal Economi t, Off.V.P.EMENA January 29 , 19 76 
e 

Vittorio ~1asoni, International Relations 

On- oing Research on editerranean Develo ment 
. .. 

L .......... 

• 
"' Fritz Steuber of the Euro ean Office has brou ht to y 
attention a research on editerranean Development that is being 
carried put by IAI of Rome. with th assi8tance of the Ford oundation. 

t 

In view of your interest for research in this area I thought you might like 

•. 

to see the attached note on the scope of the study, prepared by IAI's Research 
Director. Perhaps you mi ht like to talk with tr. Steuber about this or, 
should th opportunity arise, get in touch with IAI itself. 

... 
cc : Mr. Steuber, European Office. ... .. 
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The IAI's Medit e rranean Proiect 

• istitui:o ariari internaziona.i, 
BB, vi ,..,. rn zzlnl • 0019'5 rom 

t I. :l1!S892 - 36 4456 • cab I"", In aff rl-r rn 

With the financial b a cking of the Ford Foundation and other 
sources in Italy, the IAI began a three year research project in 1974 
on the political stability and economic d evelopme nt in the Med iterra
nean(*). This note will indicate the general orientation o f the pro
ject. 

The basic question with which the Mediterranean project deals 
is to establish the limits, the concrete poss ibilities, the obstacles 
and the significance of economic and political cooperation between Eu
ropean countries and the countries of North Africa and the Middle East. 
In other words it is concerned with a definition of the factors of ag
~regation and disaggregation, of integration and c onf lict operating in 
policy making in the area. 

From the political point of view the study of this problem 
has led us to a three tier analysis : 

a) the inf l uence of the superpower s on the stability of the Mediterra
nean area and en the possibilities for cooperation; 

b) the importance of the various move s towards integration and coopera
t ion within the Mediterranean area ( t he integration of Europe, of 
the Maghreb, of the Arab world and the Euro-Ar ab dialogue , etc . ); 

c) the influence of alternative relations (the relations b etNeen Arabs 
and Africans, between Arabs and non-ali gn e d states and between Eu
rope and the states of eastern Europe). 

Of course excell e nt research has already b een done on many 
1f these questions. We decided to limi t our attention to c ertain prob
lems. Within the Institute there is a researcher charged with the j ob 
o f cons tantly following the relati on s b etwe e n th e Med iterranean ar ea , 
the great powers and the EEC . In addition, the proj e ct is iupplemented 
by the collaboration of e x ternal scholars in the study of specific 
states, areas or crises. We follow very closely the problems of inter
Arab cooperation. In this respect, two Arab scholars are examining 
within the framework of our project, the influence of petrol and the 
Palestinian question on inter-Arab politics. 

From the economic point of view our attentions are concen
trated on the examination of the kind of integration that could·· take 
place in the Mediterranean following the crisis initiated by the ending 
of the convertibility of the dollar and the rise in the price of crude oil. 

("k ) This geographical area has been defined in broa d terms for the pur
pos es of our project, and includes in addition to the littoral coun
tri e s, area s contiguous to the Mediter rane an bnsin : the EEC, the 
Balkans, the Arab Pen insula ancl Iran. 



, .. 
. , (' 

2o 

The analytical framework is similiar to the three tier plan outlined 
above in relation to the political aspects of the project: relations 
with the United States, the integration within the area that centres 
on the Mediterranean (in particular Arab integration), and, finally, 
alternative relations to those within the Mediterranean. Four areas 
are currently being researched: a) multinational investment in the Med
iterranean; b) the movement of labour in relation to movement of capi
tal in the Mediterranean; c) the relations between the EEC and southern 
European countries; d) the possibilities of bilateral cooperation bet
ween governments. In addition we hope to commission some Arab scholars 
to research two additional areas: a) the migratory movements within the 
.1.rab world; b) the industrial options open to the Arabs in r elation to 
external political options. 

This research activity is the subject of scrutiny at inte rna
tional conferences. Up until now there have been two: one in Mil"an, in 
Spring 1974 on Euro-Arab cooperation, and another in Spring '75 on cri
sis management in the Mediterranean. 

The results of the 1974 conference were published in Italian, 
and parts were also translated into Arab and Engl.isho _ 

The results of the second conference are about to be publi sh
ed in Italian. In Italian again, we have published a book which gives 
the principal information on the major economic and political issues 
in the Mediterranean; the translation of this book into English is plan
ned. 

RA/XIV 
18/12/1975 

• 



TO: 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

WORLD BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
FlLES 

Vincent W. Hogg .J ~ 
Conference on Policy-Oriented Research, 
Rotterdam, Netherlands, April 1977 

DATE: January 19, 1976 

1. At the request of Mr. Kr81 of the Netherlands Embassy, Mr. Jaycox 
and I met with Dr. Henk J. Noortman today. He was accompanied by Professor 
Marvin L. Manheim of M.I.T. These gentlemen are members of a steering 
connnittee which is preparing the program for this conference (list of other 
steering committee members attached.) The purpose of the conference would 
be to bring out some of the new developments in policy-oriented research; 
to explore to what extent transport research and policy analysis has been 
useful in decision taking; to improve the understanding of the trade-offs 
involved in transport technology and the methods of analysing the policy 
issues which arise in the process; and the methodologies for improving the 
forecasting of the assessment of the impacts of transportation investments. 

2. The purpose of the conference is to bring together experts in the 
above and related fields so as to share views and experiences and to provide 
opportunities for those working in or on Lrx::s to hear about new developments 
and to participate in the conference by exposing their own transport policy 
problems and research efforts. 

J. The steering committee will call for special papers from particular 
authors so that "in-depth" discussion of topics can take place. That is, the 
intention is to make the conference a select, high-level, affair and not the 
usual free-f or-all. The Bank I s visitors asked for Bank support by ( a) helping 
to identify people, particularly from Lrx::s who could give papers; (b) determina
tion of the substance of the final program, and (c) by meeting the cost of 
those coming from the LIX:s. 

4. Mr. Jaycox indicated that he could see value in the conference, 
particularly as a way of shortcircuiting the long delay in the publication 
of new ideas and techniques. He would prefer, however, to keep the Bank in 
a low profile, but would be willing to cooperate if the links between policy
oriented research and LDC needs and priorities were made clear. For example, 
he stressed that he would like to see an emphasis on th~ experiments and 
experiences in Singapore; the type of rural impact work which is being done 
on the Yemen, Malagasy and Kenya and the study output from the Bank's work 
in highway design,and labor capital studies. He also mentioned as a possibility 
the results and implications of the study being done by Professor ·~nnathan and 
Alan Walters on containerization and port pricing. 

5. Since the steering committee is to consider the program on February 6 
and the visitors are in Washington only this week, he suggested they meet with 
Messrs. Carnemark and Harral on Wednesday, January 21. Arrangements for such a 
meeting are being made. Meanwhile, Mr. Jaycox indicated that he would be 
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prepared to consider some financial help so that L~ research workers 
could be represented at the conference. However, he could clearly make 
no commitment until: 

( a) he had some indication of how much was 
involved; 

and 

(b) he had the opportunity to discuss the request 
with, inter alia, Messrs. Carnemark and Harral. 

cc: Messrs. Kamarck (information) 
Jaycox 
Carnemark 
Harral 

VWH:ya 

• 
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l. You had asked for my ooaaenta on a copy of' ' a dratt re••arch pro- , . 
poaal sent to you by Mr. Bhatt. 'fhe research propoaal ccnaista ofs {a) ,,: 
preparing conventional flow of funds ta.bl•• in oountriee where the in.for
mation 1e readily available. They aua;est i?'ea, the Philippines, Brazil 
and lndiaJ and (b) uae of the tables to id.enti.t71•balanoes 1n t"inancial 
nows betlftHtn seotora. The propoaed •thod.ology is that used by M:r. Bhatt 
in his study on India which is de•cribed on p.. 73 of Annex n ot the 'I; 
,proposal. 1111,:dl • - .... 

2. I certainly agree with the claia that the flow of funda presen-
:.-,.,.. ~ 

tation ha& advantapa in organizing financial data and highlighting probleu 
in financial plann1ne. The research project. nuld also be uaet\ll in ou.r 

oonomic reporting, by edllcati.na cOIUltry econOlliata in the interpretation 
ot flow of tund4 tables and possibly encourage their wider use 1n our 
econ01lic work. A tl.ow of funde approach would al.Bo lead country economists 

... 

· to look at the whole financial syate• ratbe r than at the aonetary sector 
alone ( which tenda to be the proble• w1 th work done 1n the IMF). In 
prinoiple., therefore, l think the research propoeal deserves our aupport 
provided not too •uch.reeouroea are devoted to it (which 'lllight eaail;r be 
th cas if we attempt to produce detailed flow or fund.a tables in coun• 

~ 1- tries where the bdic infoI'll'lation is not. readily available) • 
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). There is a problelll, bowev-er. I pe on~y believe that th work 
on now of tunds so ta:r has been analytically barren,. al though there i 
constantly the promise of interesting snalyaes around the corner. Finan• 
cial flows between sectors a.re subj o-t to a variety of behavioral, teoh
nological./legal and institutional constraints (which are aometima also 
policy parameters). Th se constraint• tend not to be preperly represented 
when t:tnancial proJeotiona are made on the buis ot find coetfioienta 
implio-it in a tlow of funds u.tr1x, thereby understating the nnsitivit;r 
to changes in interest rates and other inatitutional changes. What is 
needed is a delllO:natration that now ot fund aatrice• are analytioallJr 
use1Ul. I think this should be atte11$t;ed initially !or onl.7 one or at 
mot two countries. It the a'l;teJ11pt ie auaoeastul, the use ot the now 
or f'Unda, tonaat oould be extended more widely' • 

4. 'l'he proposal lacks an eatiaate ot the raaouroea that 
for the .research and. the ti• fram that u proposed. --
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJ ECT 

WORLD -JK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORAT IO! 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
P & B Fi 1 es 

John Blaxall, Deputy Director 

Board Discussion, 1/27/76 

DATE : January 28, 1976 

1. During the Board Meeting on January 27, two items of int e rest 
for P & B came up. 

2. The first item was a brief reference by Mr. Coope r, in connection 
with the forthcomin g German Bo rrow ing, to the di ff icul ty of eva l uati ng 
borrowi ng costs t ak i ng into account the currency in which an i ssue was 
denominated. How, in other wo rds, should one compare 8.35% in DM with 8.0 % 
in US$? Mr. McNa ma ra observed that in the days of fi xed exchange ra tes 
this had been a significant problem; but that it had bee n poss i b le, if 
not to take a forthcoming exchange rate ch ange into acco unt, at least to 
have that possibility in mind when assessing the bo rrow ing costs of a 
particular is sue . He felt that with flexible exchange rates, and conse
quen tly more gra dual adjustments of currency values , it would be muc h more 
difficult on the one hand, and much less necessary on the other, to fG c tor 
th e currency denomination as we! 1 as th e i nter es t rat e into the equat ion. 
Mr. Cooper felt neverthe less that this was a subject wh ich required furth e r 
att ent ion, and Mr. McNamara therefore said that e i ther he or Mr. Car g ill 
would take it up with Mr . Cooper to get a better idea of what he had in 
mind. 

3. During th e d iscussion on the Bank 1 s Research Program a number of 
comme nts we re made abo ut t he budgetary implica tion s and the for m of presen 
tation of the Research Progra m-- in particular t he need to spell out more 
clearly vihat was and was not covered un de r the head i ng of 11 research 11

, and 
what v1ere the 11 tota1 costs 11 involved. 

4. Mr. Sigu rdsson asked, among other thin gs, why resea rc h on rural 
develo pment project s had not g rown fast er . Mr . McNamara noted in r ep ly 
that mo ney was not a li miting facto r in connection with resea rch on rural 
develo pme nt. Our d if f iculty was rather in f ormu l ating the probl ems wh ic h 
we.ought to addr es s, and designing app rop1· iate research project s. He 
expected that our initial exper i ence in dea li ng with rural development l oans 
wo ul d soon lead to we ll-designed research project s which would be incl uded 
in futu re research programs. 

; 

5. Mr . Sigu rdsson a l so asked what proportion of the externa l research 
budget was spent on institutions and indi vidua l s in developin~ countr i es . 
Mr. Ch enery 1 s gu ess in r esponse was 11 about one - quarter or one-third 11

• 
1..J e 

should establis h the facts on this question. 

6. In response to a comment from Mr. Ry rie, Mr . Chenery said that 
a ma jor fo cu s o f the report to be prod uced in a year ' i t ime would be the 
ex po s t eva luation of research projects, concentrating on t he ultimate 
usefulness in practica l te rms r athe r than s imply on t he fact that they hi.Hi 
been completed and pub! ished. 

-
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7. Mr. Green wanted to know what was the relationship of the $2 
mill ion of ext erna l research to the total of $12 mill ion which he recall ed 
from the FY76 budget paper as being the total amount of Bank spend ing on 
research activity. I was asked by Mr. McNamara to confirm th e numbe rs, 
which I did pointing out at the same time that the document before the 
Executive Directors covered a great deal more than the expend iture of $2 
mil 1 ion on external research--Mr. Chenery guessed that the pr~jects 
included in the research program cove red about t wo =th irds of a ll of the 
work done by the Bank which bore the label of .11 research 11

• Mr. McNamara 
took the oppor tun ity to say that our cost accoun t ing system was stil 1 ver y 
primitive and our categories rather fuzzy. He s a id t ha t he thoug ht tha t 
the Research Committee ought to 11 manage 11 mo re th a n two- thirds of our total 
research activities that was now covered--or alternatively that we shoul d 
redefine the rema ining one-third as something other than research if that 
would be mo re appropriate. He invited the members of the Board to let him 
know of any research management techniques or cost acco unt i ng methods use d 
by other agencies from which the Ban k could usefully learn. 

8. Mr . Cooper took th e opportunity to say that there shou ld be a 
revi ew, not si mp l y of the Ba nk's Research Progr am , but a l so of al 1 non
project wo rk und erta ken by the Bank . He acknowledged the dif f ic u l ty in 
defining the activities which should come under t he general head ing of 
researc h . He s ug gest ed that we mig ht ove rcome th i s prob l e~ by us ing t hree 
or fo u r alternati ve defin itions , an d showing the cost associated vt it h each 
definition, so that these activities could be reviewed in their 11 total 
context". He also noted t hat it v1as importa nt t o knov, the ove r head cost as 
we ll as direct cos t of these activities. 

9 . M·r. McNama r a re s ponded by saying t+iat rio re in fo rmat ion sho uld be 
inclu de d in futu re annual report of the resear ch prog ram abou t the cos t of 
dif ferent k in ds of research. He agreed t hat we could also s how mo re about 
overhead cos t s: he noted that we had a fa i r amount o f in for mat ion a l ready 
about over he ad cost s and st a ndards for s uch cos ts, for example, the amo unt 
of expenditures f o r t e lecommun ic a ti ons or trave l per manyea r. Wha t was 
more difficult, he said, \~•as to establish cost standards in rela tio n to 
output--number of pro fes sional manyears per proj ect or per re port issued . 
Mr: McNama ra went on to say that the bu dget document this yea r wo ul d contain 
a good deal of in formation on this subj ect . 

10. Mr. Wahl not e d th a t the presenta tion o f costs ~g a i nst ea ch 
research project in th e docu me nt showed on l y the a l locat ions f rom the 
externa l res ea rch bud ge t, and that it wou l d be much mo ,- e useful to have 
tot al costs, inclu d ing internal costs, in ea ch case . He a l so \-Joridered 
why int ernal costs of research had ri sen wh il e th e external resea rch budg et 
had rema in ed con sta nt. Th e re was no d ir ect r esponse to his sugg es tion that 
11 total costs 11 be shown for each re search project, but I see no rea son why 
this should not be done in futu re. Mr. McNama ra po int ed out that the ri sing 
cost of interna l resea rc h were at least part ly to take ac cou nt of ri s i ng 
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price levels, and he went on to say that there was no very goo d basis for 
establishing the total amount which the Bank should s pe nd on res earch . 
The figures had been held almost constant for the l ast t1·10 or three yea rs, 
on an essentially arbitrary basis, and before that had been initiall y 
established on an ess entially arbitrary basis. He d i d not know of a ny 
better way of doing it. 

JBlaxall :cbm 

cc: Messrs. Adler (o. r.) 
Bowron (o. r.) 
Wood 
Mates j 
B. King, DPS 

Mrs. Feldstein 

.. 
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RAVI HAS TOLD ME OF YOUR STUDY ON EMPLOYMENT IN INDIA 

ZAMBIA AND PERU STOP WE ARE AT THE BEGININNING OF TWO POLICY 

STROKE ISSUES PAPERS ONE ON URBAN EMPLOYMENT THE OTHER ON RURAL 

NON-FARM EMPLOYMENT STOP WE WOULD LIKE TO FINANCE INPUT FROM YOU 

INTO EACH OF THESE DURING THE NEXT FEW MONTHS COMMA DRAWING ON 
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FARM ACTIVITIES STOP OUR REQUIREMENTS ON THE URBAN SIDE COMMA APART 

FROM DATA ON SIZES OF FIRM INCOME LEVELS AND OWNERSHIP STATUS AT TWO 

DIGIT LEVEL OR ABOVE COMMA ARE STILL BEING DEFINED STOP IN ANY CASE 

ON BOTH PAPERS WE WOULD WANT YOUR OWN VIEWS REGARDING WHAT MATERIAL 

AND FACTORS ARE RELEVANT STOP 

Dennis Anderson 
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I n~CONSTRUCTION AND DEVE LOPM ENT 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TC., : Mr. H. Vergin DATE: January 16, 1976 

" 
FROM Steve Ettinger.)~ L 

SUBJECT: Economic and Social Cost-Benefit Analysis: Case Studies 
of Agricultural Credit Projects in Colombia and 'l'u.rkey 

1. These case studies tend to confirm the view that the "new 
methodology" is too sophisticated and complicated to be worth using in 
toto in most agricultural credit projects. As I see it, such an approach 
has the following disadvantages. 

a) It requires excessive staff time for only marginal 
benefits. Eight additional man-weeks were needed 
for the Turkey project (only 2 of which were attributable 
to lack of experience with the new method). The require
ments for both data collection and analysis are considerably 
greater than under the present methodology. 

b) It widens the intellectual gulf between the economists 
doing the analysis and both other Bank staff members and, 
more importantly, officials in the borrowing countries. At 
a time when many of the latter are first coming around to 
accept the present Bank economic cost-benefit approach, 
it might be counter-productive to scare them off with our 
"new methodology 11 • 

c) In many cases, so many highly dubious assumptions would be 
needed, that little reliability could be ascribed to the 
results. For example, we do not usually know_ a priori what 
the average income levels of the sub-borrowers under our 
agricultural credit projects would be, nor how project 
benefits would be divided between farmers and processors 
(e.g. under the Philippines Grain Processing Projects), 
nor what portion of the increased income would be consumed 
(e.g. what is the marginal propensity to conswne of 
Philippines' rice millers?). 

d) In the effort to be cornpra~ensive in our cost-benefit 
analysis, we may lose sight of the critical economic 
issues in particular projects. 

2. While there is need to improve our present methodology, especially 
to increase consistency across sectors and regions, a mqre modest approach 
is probably desirable. In particular with regard to the economic analysis 
section of each of these case studies, it appears that ther~ is ~usually 
little benefit in going beyond a proper treatment of the shadow wage rate 
and shadow exchange rate. The calculation of additional "conversion 
factors" had only marginal effect on the economic rates of return. In 
particular projects, where another domestic input (e.g. power) was of 
crucial i mportance, i t might be worthwhile following the "new met hodology 's" 
de-composi tion procedures. To require this across-the-board, however, would 
not make sense. 

,; _ .. ·-- - - ... 
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3. The introduction of social analysis is, of course, a way of 
trying to incorporate projects• effects on income distribution and on 
investment into the cost-benefit framework. As such, it can perform a 
useful function in making people think more concretely about the distribu
tion of project benefits and, in some cases, about the trade-offs between 
growth and distribution. Nevertheless, it is difficult to see how the 
calculations themselves would improve project formulation. Furthermore, in 
the absence of general agreement on what value 11n II should have (i.e. on 
how much weight should be given to poor peoples• conswnption vis-a-vis 
that of rich people), and in view of the general lack of the necessary 
data for the social cost-benefit calculations, it is not likely that we 
could at this point establish agreed criteria for the acceptance/rejection 
of projects based on their social rates of return. For the present., it might 
be better to concentrate on collecting better data on our projects• income
distribution effects, and not rush to make social-rate-of-return calculations 
based on Wild guesses. 

4. I regret that I have not had time to review adequately the case 
studies' analysis, coverage of issues and presentation, as requested by 
Mr. Ray. The analysis and presentation generally appear, at first glance, 
to be satisfactory. Unfortunately, they are probably fully comprehensible 
only to the minorit.y of the Bank I s economists who are well-acquainted with 
the new methodology. This is not the authors' fault, however, as to make ~ 

them more widely understandable would require a lengthy methodological 
treatise, which is hardly suitable for an appraisal report. The coverage 
of issues appears quite limited, especially in the Colombia case stuczy-, 
which does little more than briefly explain the methodology and give the 
results. Since both projects produced quite satisfactory economic and 
social returns, under both old and new method~logy, there was no need to 
grapple with the thorny question of what to do when one of the rates of 
return comes out uncomfortably low. 

cc: Mr. R. L. Powell 

SJEttinger: esr 

r - .... - ..... ·---~-
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Mr. Hollie B. Chenery 

Bela Balaaaa 

Western Africa Research Project Follow-Up 

January 16, 1976 

I enclose a copy of the response ·! received to the above memo, 
dated january 6, from Mr. Michael Payson, Senior Economist in Country 
Programs Department II of the Western Africa region. It requires no 
comment except for noting that the proposed study on Cameroon would be 
additional to those referred to in Para 2 of my memo. Thus far, 
atudies on Niger and Upper Volta have been suggested, both of which 
belong to Country Programs Department I. 

cci DPS Directors, DRC Senior Staff, Research Commi.ttee 

Enclosure 
BBalasaa:nc 
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ECOt:omc A~D SECTOR \,'ORK PROGRAM 
,., 

J.. Cur n •t1. t St a tns FY76 

Secto r work has bee n con:prehensive thn1u r,h FY76, but has concen-

trated mainly on inves t men t decisions within the existing set of polici.es. 

Last fisc al yea r sector reports were prepared or issued in green cover on 

i ndustry, a griculture nnd water supply and sewngc . This fiscal year, in 

con:-,ection with. the mission to prepare the Sp e.cial Report on Cameroon's 

Public Inve stment Program annexes we re drafted on the rural sector, the 

urban sector, transportation, power, edncation and migration. The work 

concerned mainly project priorities for public inve stment. In addition, 

as part of the mission, a ·9 epa~_ate draft was completed evaluating treasury, 

public enterprise. , and central. government budge tary data. The Special 

1 07 C. • 
...... _, • V) 

available in white cover internally. 

2. FY77 

t::::: '·-- ......... -.......... - ... ·------..J 

In ·py77 we plan a memorandum or, Lhe curr0.n t economic situatior, 

for CPP and Pr~sident 's Report purpose:. :; <1.nd a separate exercise to prep,ir e 

estimates of the efficiency a~1d social ;) rices to be applied in project 

evaluation. Th,-2 latter wi·J.J. rE!quire : : c.1 ,: :,~ adclitio,·-ial staff und support 

! 

' I· 
\ 

l 
' • 

j 

·I 

I 

from CPS. ,. 

3. FY78 a ~1J 79 
II 

The diffc.rences jn gpogi:aphi.c :::1~:! O:!couomic conditions v:hi.ch 

move111eu t cf people a ;;;r.:nG rcg:io1~s and t or.,;1.rds the urban centers, cull 

to r q;t r,n .:-:1 -~ esc•.n c ,~ .. rrd lo.1-.: ..i..J: ties ..;nd c0r, s t nl 111 t:,. Init i:-11 re.vi.e:·,,s cf 

• 
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migration and the urban situation have bC'en completed, but need to he 

pushed further to identify policy and program options. The size and 

regional stru~ture of Cameroon arc such that in this Department it is 

the prime case of a .country where analysis of the spatial location of 

economic activity could reveal signi£icant policy alternatives. Such a 

study, which. could be started tow.:;.rds the end of FY77 or early FY78, 

would require support from crs and DPS. 

The Balassa studies on effective protection, incentives and 

domestic resource costs have proved useful in evaluating government 

policies a:1.d prograr.1s in West Africa. In Cameroon, which is the do!!linant 

member in UDEAC, a siv.~lar study is needed, not only to help assess efficiency 

an<l resource allocation but also to provide guidance on the costs and benefits 

of a revised system of investment incentives, which is recommended by the 

latest economi.c mi.?.f;i.on. Such a study, limited to one co·,.mtry, would require 

less manpouer t.h2n the West African study, but i.:ould sti] 1 need su1.>stantial 

DPS support. The study, if agreed, should b e started towards the end of 

FY78 or early FY79 . .,--------~~------~ 
4. FY80 

---

Assuming progress i.s made on the issues described above, a basic 

mission could be pla!lnecl in FY 1980 which. would review ;Jchievements und e r 

the July 1976-June 1981 development plan in the light of our fi~dings and 

evaluate policy and program alterno.tives for the next five year pc!.·~ocl. 

The report would be completed in FY81. 

' 
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5. Conclusion 

,., 
The foregoing work program assumes a major increase in Btaff 

from outside the Region to address basic economic issues which cannot 

readily be dealt with by Programs and Projects Department economists 
.,,..- - -· · 4 

in the course of regular country and proj ec ts work. Such support has 

been given to other countries in this Region and elsewhere with demons trabl e 

impact on our capacity to evaluate development policy in them. Since 

Cameroon is one of the most important clients in the Region and has significant 

development potential, such country concentration appears appror,riate dur i ng 

the coming planning periqd. If this approach is accepted in principle, 

manpower estimates will be prepared prior t6 final management review. 

• 
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Mr. Rakesh Mohan 
Department of Economics 
Princeton University 
Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Dear Rakesh, 

January 13, 1976 

Your recent note brings up two items we might put our 
heads together about. First, I already took the liberty of sending 
your vita (October 1974 version) to Bill Doebele, about a month ago. 
I am scheduled to talk to him this week and will ask whether he 
would like an updated version. (By the way, have you decided to 
change the authorship of the "Land and Poor" paper, or should it 
be .. RM with OFG?"). 

This brings up the second point. The urban staff of the 
Bank's Economic Development Institute (EDI) would like to use part 
of the Land and Poor paper (specifically, Chapter III: Improving 
Access to Land for the Urban Poor, and the bibliogra hy) as required 
reading for its course on "Managing Urban Growth" to begin in May. 
Their representative has edited a handful of minutiae, typically 
the references to other parts of the paper (p. 20) and to the figures 
(p. 25). I will supply the correct housing reference on page 30. 
He also proposes a brief cover memorandum, which I will revise, 
stating that the paper is a part of Bank efforts to improve conditions 
of the urban oor, and that it represents personal views not those 
of the Bank. 

Do you have any objections to using the paper in this way? 
And how would you prefer that authorship be attributed? I'd appre
ciate your letting me know shortly. 

All the best, as always. 

OFG/cw 

Sincerely, 

{);:y--
Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 

Secretary to the 
Research Committee 
Development Policy 



Mr. H.B. Chene~ ~ ,/ 

Benjamin B. King~ 

Western Africa Research Project Follow-up 

January 12, 1976 

1. In his memo of January 6, Bela raises an important 
question, which needs general as well as specific consider
ation. How is follow-up to research to be financed (as 
well as manned)? As he says, it is not the first time it 
has been raised and I am very sure it is not the last. 

2. We have followed the principle that the research 
budget is for research and not for dissemination or 
operational application. However, this principle is 
tempered by the use of small amounts of seed-money to get 
things going. Normally, the Department concerned 
contributes too. An example is Ardy Stoutjesdijk's 
project on fertilizer programming in Egypt (under 670-24); 
the collaborating Department was Industrial Projects. 
But this is tantamount to a loss-leader; it is not an 
answer. 

3. It is likely that there will be more demands from 
the Regions. If so, it would seem logical to incorporate 
these demands into the CPP system, so that they can be 
identified and discussed in context. The necessary 
b~etary allocations could then be made to the Regions. 
This would not necessarily solve every problem, because 
some might come at short notice, but it might help to 
systematize the greater part of the needs. 

cc: Karaosmanoglu 1/ 
Dulcy 
Balassa 
J. Adler 1/ 
ul Haq 1/-
s. Chernick 1/ 
o. Grimes y-

1/ with copy of Balassa's memo. 

BBK/cw 
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Mr. Enrique Lerdau, LCN / // 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 1c/ 
Self Management Research Proposal 

J nuary 7, 1976 

Following our conversation, it in now clear that 
this proposal will not be submitted in tir:te for the 
Research Committee meeting later this month. There is 
thus no need to meet next week as a Review Panel. But 
in line with our intention to widen the time available 
for scrutiny of proposals before they are for~ally submitted, 
would you n -.vertheless be willing to chair an Advisory 
Group that the researchers can draw upon periodically 
before (and, ideally, after) submission of the proposal? 
This sho~ld involve at most one or two meetings with the 
sponsors, to give guidance on issues and methodology, 
over the next two months or so. When the proposal is 
ready to be sent forward, the Advisory Group will 
constitute an especially well-informed Review Panel 
and can meet for a definitive judgment. 

cc: Mssrs. B. B. King 
J. Simmons 
C. Senf 

OFG/cw 



Goodard Winterbottom 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Clearance of Book Rights from Journals 

( . 

January 7, 1976 

1 . A list of possible additions is attached. It is rather 
low in European journals. Perhaps there are others, e.g. 
what journal did Waezbroeck ' s latest article appear in? 

2. This raises a rather general question. Who, if any 
one, maintains a register of articles published by Bank 
Staff, whether reprinted or not? 

3. There might be some value in tapping the ex erience 
of other agencies. The Fund is one possibility. AID is 
another. Bob Muscat wrote me some time ago about their 
concern with the problem and invited cooperation. He 
promptly left AID, but I could call his successor, who is 
now in situ. 

4. I think the subject has a legal tinge and perhaps we 
should get the laW"(Jers' advice. The lawyer, to whom we 
refer problems related to research, is Lowell Doud (2255), 
but maybe you have a publicity specialist of your own. 

5. Comments, if any, on the draft later. 

BBK/cw 

cc: O. Grimes, Jr. 
J. Merriam 

Attch 



Urban 

Additional Journals 

Urban Studies (UK) 
Journal of Urban Economics 
Land Economics 
Annals of Regional Science 
Journal of Regional Science 
Ekistics (article by Haldane and Madavo [TUPD1 

appeared here a year or so ago) 

Public Finance 

National Tax Journal 
Public Finance 
Public Finance Quarterly 

General/Development 

Journal of Developing Areas 
Journal of Deve·lopment Studies 
Review of Income and Wealth 
Review of Economics and Statistics 
Journal of Economic Literature (same as AER?) 

Population and Human Resources 

Journal of Human Resources 

Other 

Bell Journal of Economics & Management Science 
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P. N. Damry, Secretary January 7, 1976 

B. B. King, Research Adviser 

Dr. Sen's Research Proposal On Public Enterprises 

1. I have ascertained from Larry Westphal where we stand 
on this stubborn thorn in our flesh. I gather that 
you plan in the near future to have a personal talk with 
Dr. Sen about it, which seems a very good idea. Before 
you do so, I would like to have the chance of stating my 
own views. 

2. I have not had any direct involvement in the case, 
but have followed it closely. My interest is general 
rather than particular. The principle that all research 
proposals submitted through the established procedure 
receive equal treatment, no matter what their origin 
may be, should not be violated. If concessions are made 
in this case, we cannot tell where they will end. Personally, 
I feel that enough concessions have been made already in 
this case, though that might be arguable on tactical grounds. 

A. I roade a few more specific points in a somewhat acerbic 
./memorandum to Ravi Gulhati, which I attach. This referred 

to a draft memo to Mr. McNamara, which was substantially 
the same as the one he sent to you on November 26. 

4. I would be grateful if you would give me a call (6001) 
at your convenience in case there is anything that still 
needs clarification. 

BBK/cw 

cc: H.B. Chenery 
L. E. Westphal 



Mr. R. Gulhati, ECDDR 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Dr. Sen's Proposal 

November 25, 1975 

1. In your draft memorandum of November 24, it might 
be worth mentioning in para . 2 that the IDRC study is one 
in which a nurr~er of countries are participating, among 
them India. IDRC makes a big thing about the projects they 
finance being the countries' own ideas. 

2. It has never been clear to me whether Dr. Sen's 
proposal is his own or has some official backing from the 
Indian Government. If it is the former, then we are faced 
with a situat ion in which an Executive Director is trying 
to ram his own pet ideas down our throa t. What if they 
all did it? If the proposal does have the support of the 
Indian Government, it . doesn't necessarily make it any better, 
but one could at least start asking what sort of concerns 
there are in India about the problem and, even more, what 
institutions are prepared to open their books to us, if 
any sort of proposal were to go through. 

3. This raises the question of sensitivity of this 
whole subject. The principal value of the IDRC's project 
i s that a number of countries have gone into it voluntarily. 
I think the memorandum could say a little more about this 
subject, especially if we do not really know whether Dr. Sen 
is speaking on his own or not. 

4. Paras. 5 and 6 in your memorandum really begs the 
question as to whether we should go on with this before 
Mr. McNamara ha.s pronounced on it. My own impression is 
that the memorandum is far too conciliatory in the face of 
outrageous c onduct, but perhaps that is part of the strategy. 

5. Who is supposed to pay for this? Suppose you do 
reconsider and come up with something, will you submit it 
to the Research Committee? Or will it come ·out of Hr . McNamara's 
Contingency Fund? Or Dr. Sen's, since he seems to think he has 
one? 

cc: Messrs. Chenery 
Westphal 

BBKing:gm 

-
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

- ~- .. .. •J • • : •• ... . .. .. .I--• - - - . h -• • . • • • _ _ .. _ -.:. ... - - ..... . , 

INlERNI\TIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
. ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Me~srs. Chaufournier and Chenery DATE: January 6, 1976. 

Bela B~l••••\"' 
Western Africa Research Project Follow-Up 

1. A possible gauge of the success of a research project is the 
demand it generates for future applications and the impact it has on operational 
work. The exper.ience of the Western African research project, covering Ghana, 
the Ivory Coast, Mali, and Senegal, has been positive in these respects; 
however, success brings its own problems as the follow-ups need financing 
which is not provided either in the research budget or in the budget of 
the Regional Office. This problem is not limited to the Western Africa 
projectjit has arisen and it is bound to arise in the future, with regard 
to other research projects as well. Thus, while it will be considered 
below in the context of research on Western Africa, there appears to be 
need for a generai solutio~ to the problem in the budgetary process. 

2. The suggested follow-ups of the Western African research project 
are described below: 

(a) The French Ministry of Cooperation has requested a detailed 
description of the methodology of the research project in French for training 
purposes. The Ministry's interest lies chiefly in the application of the 
methodology to project evaluation as an alternative to the so-called 
Method of Effects that is presently used in most francophone countries. 

(b) The Planning Ministry of the Ivory Coast has requested tha t 
we provide them with the det ailed data and assumptions used in the calculations 
for individual firms in the Ivory Coast study and that we send an expert to 
the Minis try for a period of 2-3 months to teach the application of the 
method. 

(c) Following a request received from the Government of Mali, 
the Western Africa Regional Of fice has proposed the application of the 
methodology to the evaluation of investment projects under the next 
five-year plan. Fur thermore, the Reg ional Of fice has decided to explore 
the poss i bility of the Bank financing a t extile mill in Mali on the basis 
of the r esults reached in the Mali study. 

(d) Following discussions between the representatives of the 
Region al Office and the Mini s try of the Plan in Senegal, the services of 
an expert have been offered to assi s t the Government in reforming the 
tariff systemJ with reliance based on the results of the Senegal study. 

. .. 
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(3) The Regional Office has suggested that additional country 
studies be carried out. 

3. 
follows: 

The stntus of implementation of the requested actions is as 

(a) The writing of the detailed methodology has been completed; 
it also includes a comparison of the method applied with the Method of Effects. 
Translation into French is under way; the paper will be discussed in Paris in 
late January. 

(b) Providing the detailed data and assumptions on a firm-by-firm 
basis would entail several months of work by a French-speaking assistant and 
require budgetary allocation. Such allocation would also be necessary for 
detailing an expert to Abidjan. 

(c) Work will be undertaken in the framework of the next 
economic mission to Mali, with the participation of researchers involved 
in the research project. 

(d) The financing of sending an expert to Senegal is not yet assur~d. 

(e) There is presently no financing available to carry out additional 
country studies. 

cc and cleared with Messrs. de Azcarate and Dulay 

cc: Messrs. de la Renaudiere, Thalwitz, Wright 
Bottelier, Payson, Bachmann 

BBalassa:nc 

den Tuinder, de Leede, Koppen, Joshi 
Moore, Thadani, Hyde, Westphal 
DPS Directors, DRC Senior Staff, Research Committee 

• 
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Mrs. F. Stone, Personnel 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 1-l))}{ 

RESEARCH CONTRACTS 

December 30, 1975 

1. As a couple of recent examples demonstrate, once the 
contract or letter of appointment for a research project is 
sent out it is a bit late to discover that one or more modi
fications could usefully have been made. I feel it would be 
beneficial (and not, I trust, too time-consuming) for Orv 
Grimes and me to have a look routinely at draft contracts 
and letters of appointment involving research projects before 
they go out. This will help to head off problems before they 
arise, saving all of us time and headaches in the long run. 
As a minor but potentially important illustration, we can 
ensure that the letter refers specifically to the particular 
code (671-xx) of the project. We would also appreciate a 
copy of the letter or contract as sent. 

2 Please let me know if you see any problems with this 
procedure. 

cc: Ms. N. Lenthe, Personnel 
Mr. T. Mitchell, Controller's 
Mr. o. Grimes, VPD 

BBK/cw 



Dr. James Blackman 
National Science Foundation 
1800 G Street N. w. 
Washington, D.C. 20550 

Dear Dr. Blackman, 

December 24, 1975 

I have canvassed o inion in the appropriate 
parts of the Bank on abil Rhaldi's proposal. As I 
expected, there is not much interest in it here. Indeed, 
this is very likely to be the oase with roposals coming 
at us out of the blue. 

Perhaps I could explain to you over lunch here 
om time soon. Pleas give me a call (477-6001) to 

fix a date. 

Best wishes for 1976. 

BBK/cw 

Your sincerely, 

Benjamin B. King 
Re earch Advi er 

Develop nt olicy 
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Mr. o. K. nhoshal, Secretary's 

Hollis B. Chen~; VP-DP 

December 23, 1975 

Distribution of Research Annual ReEort and "Abstracts" 
Booklet 

We have received Mr . McNam ra's approval to distribute 
the annual review of the research program on December 30 
for discussion at the Board Meeting of January 27, 1976. 
This report will be sent to the Print Shop today. In 
addition, the revised World Bank Res arch Program: 
Abstracts of Current Studies booklet has been rinted 
and Is availal:ile from the Information nd Public Affairs 
Department. 

I "Ould therefore appreciate it if you could arrange 
for distribution of both thee documents on December 30. 
Your suggestion to prepare separate Seer tary's Memoranda, 
each saying that the other report is boing distrubuted 
concurrently, seems appropriate . 

cc: Mr. B. B. Ring, VPD 
r. o. Grimes, VPD 

Mr. J. Merri , I&PA 
tr. D. Bahl, I PA 



File December 23, 1975 

Mona Hazzah ~M 
EXTERMAL RESEARCH BUDGET TRANSACTIONS PROC DURE 

As per my telephone conversation with Jane Feldstein, 

it was agreed that all External Research Budget correspondence 

should be coEicd to Mr. Paul Bowron where they would be 

appropriately channeled within P & B. 

cc: Mr. B. King 
Mr. o. Grimes 
Mr.sJ. Feldstein 

m/cw 
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Colin Bruce DATE: December 23, 197.5 

FROM: A. Egbert a ~ ~ 
.,.. 

SUBJECT: Comments on Research Proposal of Nabil Khaldi 

This proposal is not well specified. Moreover, a statement 
in the first part, para 2, page 2, indicates that the author does not 
understand the standard interpretation of production functions wi. th 
respect to technological changeo 

I would recommend that before anyone considers funding this 
project, at the minimum, the author be required to submit a detailed 
proposal that would clearly indicate his adequate understanding of the 
methodology and that would present a sufficient program for obtaining 
the requisite data. Finally, I doubt that this type of macro research 
using secondary data can tell us very much about development processes. 
I think it would be more productive to focus on primary micro data. 
Aggregation and measurement problems would be critical in the analysis 
proposed • 

.AE:et 



A. Churchill 

Benjamin B. King VPD 

SEATAC STUDIES 

December 22, 1975 

I attach a copy of the cover page of the study I mentioned 
together with page 14, which says that the Bank will be on 
the Steering Committee. I am afraid that, as I said, I have 
no idea how this 1 nded on my desk. It would be helpful 
if we could track down what is going on and whose idea this 
is. 

There was also a second study, whose cover page I also 
attach. Both studies are high on income distribution effects. 

BBK/ci 

cc: P. Hasan 
E. Hawkins 
H. Vergin 
M. Ahluwalia 
o. Grimes 

Enc 

Signed B. B. J<i:- rr 
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i~1 ~eneral t<.):-rr.s by 2. St0,~::;:'in~ Cc r.:· .5..tt'e0. Stud,_,c aa..r:1::_::: ist:·2 .... jc:i 

will be t:.J1d.0:rtn.ken ·by ·8.LT.'.C . 'l'.·G ;.;n t'irG stuct_:1° :.:,Toup will 

1) St2t;rin 5 Corm11i tt0e 

2) Local Stuc1,y Te.3IilS 

3) Centr a l .Ar..alysis ~cl Pl2.t~nin6 T~ar.. 

4) 5.i~!c'I'1iC (Ldminfrtr?.tic n) 

.:::.nd. ?h2,sc II of th2 
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. • ..L--
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c) C:C i~f.' ~cc,nc:~.:ist 1 Cc,ntre..l :,nclysi ::.. c.:1J i-'lannin::; 72 · 

d) R0prcsG::1t:.t.ive o f ~ f.3(;.L? 1 3a.."'1.gkok 

e) Represer:.t at ive of the Asia.."'1 Dc,v e l opment :Bank , Mcr1ila 

Represc,ntative cf t;-",) I ntnrnat i on2l J3e.nk for 
RGconGtruction 2.lld. Devo l op:::ent 1 ~J.sshington 7 D. C. 

e; ) Oth-3r8 to b s s,:,lectod ( ,::: . 6 ., r0prt-s'3r.tative s :;:ror.1 
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. \ 
onor a.~encicsJ 
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part icip2,tin.<; -:;--;;/_T.;'..C 001-mtri r.::; . ;_ dGsir abl-s ccr.::pc.si-tion 

a ) Econo11:i s t/Plnnn :;:r, from the Pl2.11ni!11_s ;:1in istry 



Dr. Albert Zahra 
Direoto:r. DS.vuiOn a£ ~ 
World Beal.th zat.1.on 
Avmue Appi.& 
1211 Ganova 27 
Sid. tarland 

Dear Dr. Zahra: 

Clm" Department. baa ~ now l'1!06lv, · not4.oe that t.he 
next meet1a& or the lla'Dk., s ti..-.:rch Ccad. ttee t4ll be heL 1n. 
late WU7 1976, with CQlllpl.eted p~ to tt«l ore 
Janua:ey 7. 1976. With tbia date 1n Id.nu, I 1nqui:d.ng about 
the •tatue ~ the WO propoaal to stu.q. the e.ttect o~ f 
loraat1on on ~ ., th 1n C.ha.n4. 

CC: Hr. BaldWin, PNPD 
Mr. ssenger, PNPD 
Dr. Casazza. mPD 
Dr.. Kim, PN.PD 
Mr. CU.ca, D$9'. Econ .. 
Dept/Div. Fl.lea 



Mr. Mervyn Weiner, DGO December 18, 1975 

Benjamin B. King, VPD ~; .:~. :-, I/ • ~ 

OED/Research Cooperation 

1. I think there are two ways in which OED and 
ourselves could cooperate at little cost and without 
more ado. 

2. First, when OED staff undertake any new 
investigations, we would be willing to identify any 
research, which might be potentially relevant. In 
return, when the investigation is finished, we would 
like to know what their findings were. In many cases, 
this could no doubt be done by simply sending us a 
copy of the report with a notation of the parts of it 
that would interest us. 

3. Secondly, all research proposals put to the 
Research Committee are reviewed by a panel of Bank staff. 
We also in the future intend to have a panel review some
time after the project is completed, in order to see what 
lessons can be learned from the project in question. We 
would be happy to have OED staff serve on these panels; 
I would imagine that review after completion might be 
more interesting for you, but the two are not mutually 
exclusive. I think that we could identify reasonably 
well the sorts of projects that would interest you most; 
in any case, we could work this out over time. 

cc: Messrs. Chenery 
Willoughby 
Grimes 



INTERNA TI ON AL DEVE LOPM[ · I INTERNAT IONA L BANK FOR 
ASSOC IAT ION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

TE RNATI ONAL FI NANC E 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. C. Bruce, AGP DATE: December 18, 197 5 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Benjamin B. King, VPD~ 

Research Proposal by Nabil Khaldi 

I routed a copy of a research proposal for 
comment, first to Dubey (EMENA) and then to Darnell. 
I understand it has been passed on to Darnell. In case 
it has got lost in the shuffle, here is another copy. 
Dubey's comments are attached; could I have yours? 

Attachments 
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Tm..l!PHONE, 5298; SC06 a 71 S395 ~~~~FF~• 
Tl!ISiRAM91 STATISTICS 

REPl!R&NCE: CSQ . 11/7/1 

Mr. Robert Maubouche, 
Senior Economist , 

REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA 

Country Programs Department , 
Eastern Africa Regional Office , 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development, 
1818 H Street NW , 
WASHINGTON DC 20433 
United States of Ameri ca. 

Mr . Timothy King, 
IBRD . 

Dear Robert , 
/ 

PRIVATE BAG 0024 

Thank you for your letter of 2nd December, 1975 , 
which was most encouraging. We are working flatout to final
i se the details of the layout of the cross- tabulation program
mes , and will shortly be sending you and Mr . King a summary of 
the designs . You may also be interested i n the enclosed paper , 
which shows the sequence of definitions that are to be used in 
compiling various kinds of income on a step by step basis . 

The Manager of the Computer Bureau is attempting 
to hire an extra programmer here in Gaborone ; she will work 
alongside the senior programmer who has already been working 
on our project for 12 monthso In this way we plan to get every
thing ready for the Government Printer by mid February. 

I will wr ite again early in January when we have a 
clearer picture of our computer costs . 

Yours sincerely, 

(f,,c? jr,?, '1' 
{-,,.,,- (D . J . Hudson), 

Statistical Adviser . 
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... ..... -·'. 

-~ ... ' 
MINUTE FOR nu 

cso llt/ /1 24th November; 1975. 

SYSTEM Of AC~OUNTS FOR THE 

, · -·· -. RURAL INC,Of~ E DISTRIBUTIO N SURVEY IN BOTS WA.NA 

·" 
· Tfie° system of accounts used in the RIDS is based on the UN publicatio~, "statistics 9f the distrib\rtion'. ,. 

of income., conslJllption and accumulation: draft guide;!lnes for the developi'ng coun~:.ries", ref. E/CNJ3/462 . . :·· 
of 5th July 1974. This document in turn is based heavily on the Un's "System of National kCCOunts. n 

. . . 

The definitions listed below are those whicli have been selected from the first publication, s.ubject to 
the limitations imposed by the scope of t he questionnaire used in the surveyo J~e., definitio•s are displayed 
as items in a set of double. entry .iccounts, in accordance with international statistical conventions. 

1. Definition ·of ·"Gross current receipts" 

4. Gross current receipts 

Disbursements 

Notes 
1. HH = Household 

.. .... . --

(+) 

. . ..... . .. .... 

. . ~ - . .... ... 

1. Compensation of employees 
a .. \·/ages and salaries earned by HH members . 

i. In cash· · 
ii. In kind 

b. Imp uted val ue of.employer 1s hypothetical :·: ~ 
COntributfori .tO Unfunded pension and ·.I. 

gratuity schemes. · · 

2. Ouput from '. en.trepreii~urial ·activities 
a. lmputed rental benefit from owner-occupied 

dwelli ngs 

b. Unincorporated enterprises and quasi-corpo
rate enterprises. 

3. Other receipts ........ . .··· 
a. ·fr~hsfers into the HH 
b. P rop_e rty ·income received. 

. · Racefpts 

2. Quasi - corporate enterprises are l arge partnerships and so~e p~prietorships, ~l&s proprietary 
limited companies with not mo re than seven benefici91 shareho1ders. Unincorporated enterprises include 
crop and cattle f arming, beer brewing ;ind-tradi"rig stores; services such as transport and construction; 
hunting and gat heri ng; rent received from renting out stores. 

3. Property income is made up of interest, dividends from public limited companies, and dividends from . - · 
fco11 .proprietory limited companies ~,ith more than seven beneficial shareholders. 

4. The asterisk (+) is used th;oughout to indicate that the item next to it wa~ not separately mea~ured 
but was calculated as a residual so as to balance the table. 

... .. 

2/ •••• 0000••• 
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2. Definition of "Net primary income" 

6. Depreciation on assets used in entrepreneurial 
activities 

7. Other running expenses 
8. Other receipts 

a. Transfers into the HH 
b. Property income(r,ceived 

9. Net primary income+ 

Disbursements 

3. Definition of , "G:ross primary l: ncome" 

12 . i (+) • Gross primary ncome 

Disbursements;" 

4. Definition of ."G~~~ a..ailable inco~ea 
,•, :.. ::! . 

15. r-titor vehicle and o.ther casualty insurance 
premiums; life insurance premiums 

16. Ir,teJE1.~t. paid., 
17. Other payments 

a. Transfers out· of the HH 
b. Local Government t .\l~, 
c. Income tax 

18 Gross available income(+) 

Disbursements 

-2-

5. Gross current receipts 

I ·Receipts 

. .-~·:· 

. 10. Net primary inco.rne ' . :· . 
11. Depreciation on assets used in entrepreneurial 

activities : 

Receipts 

13. Gross primary income 
14. Other r~eipts 

a. Transf.ers into the HH t b. Property income received 

i 

Receipts 

5. Definition of "f"inal Hfl_.consUfll!)tion expenditure 11 

20. Savings 
-.. · ~ · ' I· - -

a. Surplus crops in storage 
b. Increase in size of herd 
c. Undistributed profits of quasi~orporate 

enterprises i · · 

d. Estimated cash savings of upper income HHs 
21. Depreciation on assefs ·used in entrepreneurial 

activities 
22. final HH consumption -expenditure C+) · 

Disbursements 

19. G.ross available income 

' Receipts 

3/ •••• 6 .... 

' ' 

..... ... .. ..•.. ~ . 

..... ---· . ... 
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6. Definition of "Total HH consump,tion" 

2}. Final HH consumption expenditure 

25. Total HH consumption 
24. Subsidies to consumption due to free or reduced 

, ,co.st _services furnished to HHs by Governme"t 
,, • I ' 

Total consumption of the rural population Imputed total income of the rural populatio" 

7. Detailed specifications 

Each of the aoove concepts has to be spelled out in detail, in terms of the data asked for in the 
questionnaire. The specifications are in three groups, namely specifications for: 

(i) upper income HHs, i.e. those HHs whose annual income was available from a sampling frame in Gaoorone 
_of incomes of upper income HHs, 

(ii) HHs of employees of freehold farmers, whose annual incomes were also available from a s~ling 
frame in Gaoorone, 

(iii) monthly HHs, i.e. those HHs whose income was obtained from 100nthly visits to a sample of H_Hs by 
enumerators in the field. 

The proportions of the rural population covered by the aoove three groups are approximately 1%, 3% 
and 81#,, respectively. The remaining llit of the rural population was not covered by any of the sampling 
frooies. This is the group who live where the population density is less than one person per square 
kilometre. Their incomes are to be estimated by first subsampling the incomes of the monthly HHs, and 
then making suitable adjustments. 

8. Exmples of detailed specifications 

Example (1) Gross current receipts from livestock husbandry (Upper income HHs) 

= sales valwe of livestock that were sold 
+ sales of meat of slaughtered animals 
+ standard value of meat for own consumption 
+ sales of milk and other animal products 
+ standard value of milk and products for own consumption 
+ st andard value of milk used as wages for cattle herders 
+ oonus paid to producers by the Bots~iana Meat Co1001ission 
+ dividends received from own cattle farming companies 
+ undistributed profits retained in own cattle farming companies 
+ (closing livestock inventory - opening livestock inventory), 

valued at farm gate prices and measured on YJ/6/74 and 1/7 /73, respectively. 

/ ...... . 



Example (2) Gross current receipts from livestock husbandry-(monthly HHs) 

- ~ o1·. .... , . 

= sales value of poultry, pigs, donk eys, mules and horses that .were sold 
+ sales of meat of slaughtered poultry and pigs 
+ standard value of chicken and pork for .own consumption 
+ sales of meat from deceased animals 
+ standard value of meat from deceased animals consumed by ·the AH 
+ sales of milk and other anim~l products 
+ standard vc1lue. of milk and products fd_r own consumption 

. . + · standard value. of milk used as w.iges for cattle herders 
+ J~t-al· value' of the weight gained by cattle, goats and sheep during the .survey, 

adjusted. prci-rata for aAimals not prese.nt in the herd for the entire 12 month 

•. '\ ~-;_: .· . . 

period~ · ·· · 

• : l ' 

D.J. HUDSON ·. 
· (Statistical Advisor) . . . . . 

. .. ~ •: .. ' ... · . 

.· .... ~ .. : ... 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

IN1ERNATIONAL DEVEL OPMEN T I INTE RNAT IONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATI ON RE CONSTRUCTION AND DE VEL OPMENT 

~~~~~ 
INTERN AT IONAL FI NANCE 

CORPORATI ON I 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. B. B. King 

Vino1- Dubey ~ 
Research Proposal by Nabil Khaldi 

DATE: ,December 16, 1975 

1. I apologise for the delay in responding. The paper had been 
sent on to the Progr am Divisions for reactions. 

2. After discus s ion with the two divisions dealing with the 
fertile Crescent (CPDIA and CPDIIC), I conclude that there is little 
interest in the proposal. My own reaction also is somewha t skeptical 
given the pr esent form of the proposal. At the same time studies 
of the agricultural sector in the Crescent countries should be of 
interest to the Region. 

• 



TO: 

FROM: 

S UBJECT: 

I 

OFFIC=E ME/\/\ORANDUM 

INTERNATIONAL DEVl:LOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCllON AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNAT IONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

e~. - . e4 ?"1 
Mr. A. Ray , VPS 

Mona Hazzah, ... V~~ \\-\ .. .. 

December 16, 1975 DATE: 

Research Pr·oj ec't Sta t'us Rep·ort 

I would appreciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Report Form for project No. 670-08 
completed and s ent to my office (Fl233) not later than 
Wednesday, January 14, 1976. The information provided 
in the form should be current as of December 31, 1975. 

I am attaching a copy of the November External 
Research Computer Printout where necessary. 

Attch. 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEV[LOPMENT I INT[RNAT IONAL Bf,NK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND orvELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

CORPOHA 1 10N 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. D. Greene, LAC II 

Mona Hazzah, .. V~°. \~~\ .. . 

Research Proj ec·t Status Rep·ort 

DATE: December 16, 1975 

I would appreciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Report Form for project No. 671-10 
completed and sent to my office (Fl233) not later than 
Wedne?day , Janua ry 14, 1976. 'I'he information provided 
in the form should be current as of December 31, 1975. 

I am attaching a copy of -ehe November ' Ext.crnal 
Research Computer Printout where necessary. 

Attch. 



TO: 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

INTEriNATIONAL DEV ELOPl\'.CNT I I NTERNAT I ONAL llAN K ro R I INTERNA CE. 
ASSOCIATION RECONSlRUCT I ON AND DE VELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. P. Hasan, AENVP 

Mona Hazzah,vPD ~ .... . ... . . 

Research Pr ·oj ect Status· Re·p·ort 

DATE: December 16, 19 75 

I would appreciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Report Form for project No . 670-79 
completed and sent to my office (F1233 ) not later than 
Wedne~day, J anuary 14, 1976. The information provided 
in the form shou l d be current as of becember 31, 1975 . 

I am attaching a ~opy of the Nov ember External 
Res earch Computer Printout where n e cessary. 

Attch . 

1,. 

1 



I NTERNATIONAL DEVELOPM ENT I I NTERNATI ONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION REC:ONS1RU C TION AND DEVELO PMENT I 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

INTERNATl t L rlNAN CE 
CORPORATION 

TO: Mr. M. Yudelrnan, AGP DATE: December 16, 1975 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Mona Hazzah, VPD . U 
Research Projects Stitu~ Reports 

I would appreciate it if you could h ave the 
attached Status Report Forms completed and sent to my 
office (F1233) not later than Wednesday, January 14, 1976. 
•rhe informa tion provided in the forms should be current 
a t; f D .o e mber 3L, ,}_97 fi . ,Lis,t · d .b 2 1nw , 1,e the p r oject 
numbers, and the name of the responsible staff member, 
for which Sta t u s Reports are required. 

I am attaching copies of the November External 
Research Computer Printout where necess a ry. 

J\t tc:. c hmcnts 

670-13 
670-14 
670-89 
671-22 
671-34 

A. Egbert 
T. Goering 
G. Donaldson 
A. Egbert 
F. Hotes 



T O : 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I NTERNATiONAL DEVrLOPMENT j INTERNATIONAL DANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCT I ON AND DE VELOPM[N T 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

O FFICE /\1\EMORANDUM 
Mr. E . V.K. Jaycox, TRU 

Mona Hazzah , VPn\A 
Re search Projects Status Reports 

DATE: December 16, 1975 

I would appreciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Report Forms completed and sent to my 
office (Fl233) not later than Wednesday, January 14, 1976. 
The ,J,n.f.cn;maJ::,i on p ..:,ovj~de in the ,forms ,c-ho.1' ld .b 8 current 
as of December 31 , 1975. Listed below are the project 
numbers, and the name of the responsible staff member , 
for which Status Reports are required . 

I am attaching copies of the November External 
Research Computer Printout where necessary. 

670-26 B. Coukis 
670-27 s. Agarwal 
670-29 B. Mitchell 
670-71 B. Mitchell 
67]-J.3 .. s. Agarwal 
671-14 B. Mitchell 
671-15 C. Harral 
671-16 G. Beier 
671- 20 E. Holland/P. Watson 

cc: Mr . Rathnam (with attachments) 

At t ncbmcm t s 



TO: 

FROM: 

S U BJECT: 

{ 
I NTERNATIONAL nrvE"LOPMENT I I NTERNATIONAL BA K FOR I INTERNAT I ONA L FINANCE 

ASSOCIA T I ON R[CON ST RUCT ION AND DE VELOPMCN T CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. W. Tims, 

Mona Hazzah, 

EPD 

VPD\~ 

Research Projects Sta tus Rep·or't.s 

DATE: De cember 16, 1975 

I would appreciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Report Forms comple ted and sent to my 
office (Fl233 ) not l ater than Wednesday, January 14, 1976. 
The information provided. i n the forms should be current 
as ·o·f Decerrt ; er 31 , l. 9'7'5 . 'Listed below ·cffe the ·pro ject 
nuJTlJ)ers , and the n ame of the r esponsible staff member, 
for which Status Reports are r equired. 

I am attaching copies o f the November External 
Research Computer Printout where necessary. 

670 -07 
670-6 8 
671-23. 
671-28 

J. Waelbroeck 
E •. Sachse 
J. Waelbroeck 
J. waelbroeck 

cc: Miss Gary (with attachments ) 

Atta chments 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I NTERNAT I ONAL FINA E INTERN ATI ONAL DEVELOPMENT 1· INTEfiN.I\T I ONAL BANK FOR 
ASS OC IATI ON RECONSTRUCll ON AND D[V[LOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEi\/\ORANDUM 
Mr. Y. Rovani, PBP 

Mona Hazzah, VPD \-~ 

Research Projects Status Reports 

. DATE: December 16, 1975 

I would appreciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Report Forms completed and sent to my 
o ffi ce (Fl233 ) not later than Wednesday, January 14, 1976. 
The information provided i n the · forms should be current 
as o f December 31, 1975. Listed below are the proj e ct 
numbers , and the name of the responsible staff member, 
for which Status Reports are required. 

I am attaching copies of the November Externa l 
Research Computer Pr intout ,;..;h ere necessar y. 

Attachments 

670-67 
670 - 76 
671-11 
671-12 

R. Sheehan 
J. Warford 
J. Warford 
H. Shipman 

cc: Miss Peter (with attachments) 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVE:LOPMENT I INTERNATI ONAL OANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVEL OPM [ NT I 

OFFICE MEJ\/\ORANDUM 

~ 
INlERNATIONAL rlNANCE 

CO RrORATION 

Mr. J. Duloy, DRC 

Mona Hazzah, VPD\~ 

DATE: December 16, 1975 

Research Projects Status Reports 

I would appreciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Report Forms completed and sent to my 
office (Fl233) not later than Wedn e sday, January 14, 1976. 
The informa tion provided in the . forms should be curren t 

· a s , f · Dece mbe r 31-1 1 9 7 5 . Lis·ted ,b elow cl'ne the · r ~ej e ct 
numbers, and the name of the responsible staff me mber, 
for which Status Reports are required. 

I am atta ching copies of the November External 
Research Computer Printout where neces sary. 

670-01 B. Balassa 
670-03 M. Ahluwalia 
670-06 M. Ahluwalia 
670-- 23 A. Stoutjesdijk 
670-24 A. Stoutjesdijk 
670 - 69 R. Norton 
670 - 73 G. -Kutche r /P . -Sca nd-i,z zo 
670-83 M. Ahluwalia 
670-84 M. Ahluwalia 
670-85 c. Chiswick 
670-86 R. Norton 
670-87 B. Balassa, 
670 - 94 M. Ahluwalia 
671-0-8 M. Ahluwalia 
671-09 A. Stoutjesdijk 
671-17 P. Hazell 
671-27 G. Pyatt _ 
671-29 J. Duloy 
671-33 M. Selows ky 
671-35 B. Bala ss a 
671-36 c. Chiswick 

Attachments 

cc: Miss Gary (with attachments) 

, .. 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

lf\lTF.RN/ITI ONAL DEVEL OPMENT I I N TERN/1.I ION/,L BANK FOR I 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

INTER~ ~ 

CORPORAT ION ~/ ASSOC I /IT I ON REC ON Sl RUCT I ON ANO DE VELOPMEN l 

Mr. R. Gulhati, ECD 

Mona Hazzah, VPD\~ 

Research Projects Statu·s · Re·ports 

DATE: December 16, 1975 

I would appreciate it if you could have the 
atta ched Status Report Forms completed and sent to my 
office (Fl233) not later than Wednesday , Januar y 14, 1976. 
The i nfoi'"111ation provided in the form s should be current 

. .as oLDe.o.e.mbe:r )l,, 1975,. .. 1.i.st.0.d ,bP.~ ow are ,the project 
numbers , and the name of the responsible sta ff member, 
for which Status Reports are required. 

I am attaching copies of the November External 
Research Computer Printout where necessary. 

670-43 J. Lowther 
670-45 J. Lowther 
670-70 J. Linn 
670-80 s. Reutlinger 
670-90 A. Sant'Anna 
670 - 95 L. Westphal 
670-96 J. Meerman 
670-99 R. Moran 
671-02 T. King 
671-03 T. King 
671-05 v. Prakash 
671-06 R. Gulhati 
671-:07 L. Westphal 
671-1.8 J. Linn 
671-19 J. Simmons 
671-24 s. Reutlinger 
671-25 s. Bery 
67 1-26 T. King 
671-30 L. Squire/S. Bose 
671-31 R. Sabot 
671 - 32 L. Westph al 

At t a chw:m ts 

cc: Mr . Lowther (with attachme nts) 



TQ: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

tNTERNl',T I ONAL DCVFLOPMEN T I IN TERNAT I ONAL RANK roR I INTERNAT I ONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIA T I ON R[CONSTRUCT I ON AND DEV[LOPM[NT CORPORATION 

OFFICE /\1\EMORANDUM ~~ 
Mr . D. Ba llantine, EDP 

Mona Hazzah, VPD'~ . . 

DATE: December lG, 1975 

Research Projects Status· Reports 

I would appreciate it if you could have the 
attached Status Report Forms completed and sent to my 
o ffice (Fl 23 3 ) not l ater than Wednesday , January 14 , 1976. 
The information prov:i.ded in the forms should be current 
as of Decembe r 31, 1975. Listed below are the project 
number s, and the n ame of the responsible staff men'lber , 
for which Status Reports are required . 

I am attaching copies of the November External 
Research Computer Printout where necessary. 

Atta chments 

670-4 4 
670-78 

J-P. Jallade 
M. Hultin 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

~~ 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOt-MENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. B. B. King 

Vinod~Du ey ~ 

Research Proposal by Nabil Khaldi 

DATE: ,December 16, 1975 

1. I apologise for the delay in responding . The paper had been 
sent on to the Program Divisions for reactions. 

2. After discussion with the two divisions dealing with the 
fertile Crescent (CPDIA and CPDIIC), I conclude that there is little 
interest in the proposal. My own reaction also is somewhat skeptical 
given the present form of the proposal. At the same time studies 
of the agricultural sector in the Crescent countries should be of 
interest to the Region. 

• 



OE C 18 REC'D 

SCHOOL OF BUS11\"ESS AD!I.UNISTHATION 

Dr. Benjamin King : 

IONA COLLEGE 
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 10801 

December 11, 1975 

Research Advisor, Interna
tional Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development 
Washington, D.C. 20433 

Dear Dr. 1ng, 

T E LEPHONE 

Dr. James Blackman of the National Science Foundation 
suggested that I write you for consideration of my proposal 
"Agricultura1 Research and Productivity in the Fertile 
Crescent and Egypt". Dr. Blackman has forwarded a copy of 
my proposal to you, but I am including an additional copy 
for your convenience. Also included is my preliminary 
statistical appendix for data collected on Syria, as a part 
of a recent project funded by the National Science Founda
tion. 

I have taken the 11 berty of also including a copy,: of 
my article "Education and Allocative Efficiency in U.S. 
Agriculture", which is currently in the November issue of 
the American Journal of Agricultural Economics. 

I will be attending the meeting of the Allied social 
Sciences Association in Dallas, December 26-31. Perhaps 
we could meet there if you are also planning to attend the 
convention. Otherwise, I could meet with you in Washington 
at your convenience. I wi~l be in touch with you next week 
to discuss a preferable date. 

Sincerely, 

Nabil Khaldi 
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Education and Allocative Efficiency 
in U.S. Agriculture 

Nabil Khaldi 

Rapid technological change creates production uncertainty with a consequent decline in 
allocative efficiency; prnd11c tiv.ity growt h appears to augment ihe comparative advantage 
of large farms. which alongside ri~ing operator educatilin impli es scale eco nomies in the 
use of information . A method is provided for mea5uring cost inefficiency due to changes 
in input mix and failure to pr,1duce optimum outpu t which is re lated to gro\",•th irr 
farm size. Statistical results provide support for the hypothesis that education enhances 
allocative efficiency. 

Kev words: all ocative efficiency . education. agricultural research. cost inefficiency. 
optimum output, information . scale economies. 

The role of education in agricultural produc
tivity has been examined in a number of 
studies. Education enters the aggregate pro
duction function as an explicit input with its 
estimated coefficient as the only source of 
productivity (Gisser. pp. 582-84: Griliches 
1963. pp. 961-65: Griliches 1964. pp. 335-36; 
Kis!ev , pp. 61--68). In this sense. the marginal 
product of education captures the "worker ef
fect'· of education. reflecting the increases in 
output while holding physical resources con
stant.1 

In a dynamic agriculture. however. re
search activities-both bas ic and applied
augment the stock of scientific knowledge and 
yield new and improved inputs. As producers 
face a less than perfect familiarity with the 
"new things," they at any point in time will be 
making production errors. Hence. productive 
research activities create and perpetuate dis-

Nabil Khaldi is an associate professor of economics at Iona 
College-New Rochelle . 

This paper is based on the aut h,, r's Ph.D. thesis . which was 
submitted to Southern Methodist Uni versi ty and was panially 
fund ed by the lnstitut i,,nal Devcl ,, pmcnt Grant N,1. 31--16-70-06 of 
th e Manpower Admin istratic>n. L.: .S. Department ,if Lab,,r. The 
assis tance th at was recei ved from the Dcpanment of Economics of 
Southern Mrthodist Uni versi ty Jurin;; work on the di ssen ation. 
a nd especially ~rom Th<1mas Johns.,n. is gratefully acknc.l\\kdged. 
The author wishes to express his since re apprec iatinn t,, Finis 
Welch fo r the man y valuable ,,,mmcnh th at r,crmc atc :,II a,pc.:ts o! 

· this paper. The ag.rkultural re ,,•:ir.:h Jata u,ed in the study wa, 
prov ided by Robe rt E ,·en,un and the auth,,r i, abn i;ratdu l t,, him 
r,,r many helpful .:ommcnt, . \I illi;1m ( i. T,,md, and .m,, n) mous 
reviewers made numcrl1u~ sugi::c:, tH,ns and commc:nts th at led l ll 

imprnvemen ts nf all a,p,·ct, nf th: , r a rer . 
1 \\' t.,rke r effect of c:du\.'.a lil• n i:,. J1 ,t inl,!ui~hc:U lfllffi alllll..'ative 

effec t-a l·cntral part nf th1 ) 1:l\ 1..' !' tl!_!.atiirn-\, hi..:h rc tk-.:: ts the 
man;,ger~ · ability to acquire.· and d,·.:,,Je irifurmati,,n abnctt produc· 
ti vc charactcri~t1c-~ .ind ..:l1~. t!'I ,,f ,,th1...·r in rut s and ri.:fi:r, ll' ..:,n aria· 
tion between edu.:at1,>n and other input, . · 

equilibrium in modern farming. Education 
may improve the decision-making process and 
thereby influence the level and/or the compo
sition of other inputs. In this setting, an esti
mate of the: worker efTect of education, as re
ported in the productivity studies quoted 
above. represent s an underestimation of the 
total effect of education in production. 

Thus. in an economic environment where 
new inputs are appearing and relative prices 

· are changing. the presence of disequilibrium · 
yields excessive costs and creates an incentive 
for decision makers to learn and adjust their 
activities. 2 The extent to which education may· 
enhance farmers· ability to respond to these 
new growth opportunities implies that. for this 
input. there does exist an allocative effect in 
agricultural production. 3 

In this study. allocative de_cisions are a par
ticular set of activities devoteq to reduction of 
ex post errors in the first-order conditions. 
These errors are then deco mposed into both 
the minimization of input mix and the choice 
of the optimum output (scale effect). 

The objective of this study is to identify the 

2 This contrasts thl.' s t;i tic trad itio nal agricul ture where farmers 
arc dependent un factors "hich the y a rc accustomed to and may 
also learn a pan icular cffi c ,ent ,ct nftechn,ques passed o n frnm one 
gc:ncra t11..,n to thl.' ni:xt. Al:r11:ulturji phlducti"m act ivitic~ in this 
~C'n sc ari: in l,.'n11-run t·4u il:bnur., 1.._·"1mpk te :..J.1 ustmcnb) ~inc,: 
nu thin~ 1~. l'r h:.1 .) h.·t:r. . h..1r t ... ·r1in~ . Th1..·, ~ 1q,p1i~ali"ms arf.! found in 
th,· ",,rl-., ll f J . \I . \h '. i.•r .,nu T : \\ ~ch!IT!1 tl " b41 . 

=
1 In h,~ t.1nalys1~ tll the mu.hq~~k~n L .. S. farm1..·r·~ ad.iuMm~nl lll 

th t.· d1,.H?J:-in~ ,,p11m 11r.1 qu·ant, 1 y l 'f mtrl".:"· n f c..-rt 1? 11cr in :c•rn p .. 1.ldu~-
11"'" · Hu ll lllJ O 1.. h.:.u 1, Ul..'nll'n,truk·) J "! 1ml..' n ~krn '- ' ' Ldl ,,-.;6\11\ c r.:ffei:1 
of cdul.'. .. ll l"'" in a J ,·n.1'.i11,.: en " ifl1nm::nL. An .. •th.: r Jm~.:n~1,,:, ~-as 
~trc~,t.'d 1.:a r1 :~r l"l) 'S l'l,t.1n ~1nJ Pht•lr., · h~ i"'thc~,~ th;~i t'dui:ation 
cnhan(~~ inrh1\ ;.it1,...: ~h l1ty t.1' 11 ,pc 1..:d~ t!a: prcxl.'~~ l'f t~i.;hr.uh.>~t
.:al d ,tlusi,in . 

. !:"· -

• 
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errors and to show that in the presence o f dis
equilibrium conditions. education contributes 
to allocative efficiency . Accordingly. links be
tween allocative cfft..:iency and npcrat,)r edu
cation are examined in relation to these errors. 

The first is error of cost inefficiency which 
measures the proportion by \.vhich observed 
cost exceeds minimum cost for given output. 
Changes in the inefficiency indexes. due to 
changes in input mix. are then linked to the 
allocative effect from education. To derive the 
inefficiency measure. a model has been de
veloped where a production function for 1964 
U.S. agriculture is estimated: from that func
tion optimal input -quantities are imputed and 
their implications are then analyzed. 

The second error is in scale-the opportu
nity loss from failure to produce optimum level 
of output-and is closely related to adjust
ments in farm size. So long as the forces w hich 
result in scale economies provide incentives 
for farm size expansion. there is support for 
the comparative advantage of large farms. The 
perspective is that these forces may not only 
have enhanced the comparative advantage of 
large farms. but also in the context of dynamic 
agriculture they have created economies of 
scale in the use of information . Thus . as aver
age schooling inCieases with farm size (school
ing facilitates learning). there may be addi
tional gain from education through the choice 
of optimum rate of output (i.e .. profit maximi
zation). Implications from these hypotheses 
are presented. 

The Production Function: 
Data and Estimation 

A necessary step for computation of cost 
minimization level for material inputs requires 
the estimatio n of a production function. As
suming a Cobb- Douglas type of production 
function for 1964 U.S. agriculture. the rela
tionship may be expressed as 

5 

(I) Yi= A0 0Xu'3iRY,Et2, 
i=l 

where Y is the expected output. X 1 •••• Xs 
are material inputs (land. machinery. labor . 
fertilizer. lives tock. and miscellaneous). Rand 
E are research and education input s re s pec
tively with {3;'s. o: 1 and a 2 as the correspond
ing elas ticitie s of produ ctiL) n: A 0 is a cun :, tant. 

The dependent variahlc Y; is gross agricul -

Ld11n11i1111 w 11 / ,l/lo, ·tl/i1·,· L/.11<"1<"•1, ·,· fi5 I 

tural output in dollars for the average farm in 
state J and measured in 1%-4 pri..:es . Total 
value 1, f o utput is built up frnm farm products 
so ld. hL'lll.! .:on'iumrtinn . ni.:t s.:han~..:s in in
ve nt ories . and government pa ymc.:nts which 
a rc deflated separately by an appropriate U.S. 
price index. 

All factors of production are also on a per 
farm bas is. Inputs in value terms. which are 
measured in 1964 state prices. are adjusted 
cross sectionally by appropriate· U.S. price 
indexes. Acres per farm is used to measure 
land area in the production function.~ 

The machinery variable input is a measure 
of the estimated services from selected farm 
machinery plus expenditure on fuel. custom 
hire. and contract work of machine services. 
The imputed services are estimated to be 17% 
of the stock value of mac hinery. which cor
responds to a 10%, interest cost of capital 
plus 7% annual depreciation. The 17% is as
sumed to be constant over state and between 
the stock value and the flow of the services.; 

The labor variable measured in physical 
flow units is defined as the annual days of 
employment. The input whis.: i1 1s computed the 
same as that reported by Grili -: hes includes 

· operators' labor and family and hired labor 
(1964. p. 974). The physical labor is adjusted 
for opera tors over 65 years at 0.6 and for labor 
supplied by other family members at 0.65. No 
attempt is made. however. to adjust for qual
ity differences. 

Actual physical quantities of fertilizer 
which include dry and liquid material are 
evaluated by state prices to account for the 
input expenditure. 

The livestock ar.d mi scell aneou s variable is 
the sum of the imputed services of the livestock 
value ( I 0% of the capital) in addition to expen
ditures on seed and feed for lives tock and 
poultry. Livestock capital which includes milk 
cows. other cattle. hogs. pigs. sheep. lambs. 
and chickens are evaluated at per head state 
prices. The seed component also includes ex
penses on bulbs. plants. and tret.: s. 

Education input denotes the human capital 
generated in the schooling process for farm 
operators. The measure is based on years of 
sc hool completed by farm opera tors weighted 

.. Acres pc:r farm mca"iurc involve~ errors sinf..'.e it i1,?norcs Jivcr
~ity of lanc.J fcnility anc.J snil quality. H,>"c,cr. an allcrna1i,e 
measure for 1h1s inpu l in value terms can also be bia,cc.J c.Juc lo the 
si1e , alue lll lanc.J . 

·, The 14 -'I re~io nal prices fnr sckclcu mac hiner y. as rep,,ncc.J hy 
Kiskv. \\CfC :ic.lJUSteu lo c,•mpulc the 19(>.I , 1vck v:.due ,,r !he 
capi1aJ. 

• 
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Variable c,~flicicnl 

X I Land 0 : 110 
x, J\Lll"hinery 0 . 15.l 
X, Labl>r 0.50 .1 
x. Fcrril,zn 0. l fil< 
.\",, l.i,·csi,,c~. ci.: . O . .l t'J 
I-/ Rc~ca rc h 
£ l: Ju i:;1 1i,,n 

Intercept 1.2~ I 
I<' 0 .111>>< 
{J, , .: ..... 
I>, Oq:1cc, nf frcnh,rn . .l.l 

by nati\rnal inc(lmc for the n:srective schooling 
cbss Jata (l.J.S. Der. nf Ct)mmerce 1%3l. 

ResC'arch inrut definl's :t rrncess by which 
flo ws of services rr,n·idcd by capit .i l (hum.in 
and nl)nhuman) are tram,forrncJ inll) other 
tyres of cari ;a l such as imrroveJ machinery. 
sceJ and fertili zers. rrnc.luctinn. anJ man:t):!C
rial ability. The imruted services of thi s input i~ 
assumed to arrroximate the orportunity cost. 
\\'hich in turn in prnduclit1n is ass um ed to be 
equal to public exrenditurc on research . '; 

Regression result s from ordin:1~y least 
squares estimates of the log linear rrnduclit)n 
fu nctions arc reported in table I.' All variables 
for both equatio ns in the table arc defined in 
v.:ilue terms e xccr t !;-i nd ;-ind labor. whic h arc 
rcrorted in rhysical unit s.H The results exclude 
eJuc1t ion and rese;:rc h frnm the I ist of inputs in 
one of the estim:itcd equations. 

The r-ratios fo r material in ruts in b oth equa- · 
ti ons arc relatively large. Those of education 
anJ research arc somewhat sma ll er but still 

• Folhn., inE! E"cn,on . the lntal n·i;.r;:u.:-h cxrcnd1 1u rcs arc csti· 
ma1cU fnr c;-ich nf nine year~ cnJinµ in J<.J5Y ~nJ arc a\'c ra~cd ut..in~ 
invrrh:J ·· v ·· ~l'I J:hl,\l\ ·l'r th1..· rrru,J. A,· .. :rai,:~ .lnnual r(!~car~h is 
then d1\.1JcJ hv the.." numt"-il'r tif fa rm, 1n the ~talc . 

1 S1mult...1ncl;u, C"4u :1 1a1n h1a, 1~ ..1~ , 1JmcU ;-t\\ ~,y ~incc input dc:ci. 
~h,n~. with the 1..·~c1..·;,lh1n ofharvcslin) .:n~t. larl,!cly refer tn :.mt1C1· 
ra1cc.J rJth1..·r than r..:;,l11l'lJ ou 1ru1. !nan a!1crna11,·c ~n1..·l11ic.1th,n . 
Gnlu:hc!i. fl)unU lilllt.: J1Hcrcn\.'1..' hc1,, "· i..:n u1J1i1dfr ka~ l ~q uan .. ·!i. :inJ 
ins trumc ntaJ variable c~limall)f~ \I.h en instrumcnt!i. were intr0· 
ducrd f,,r !he lat>"r 1nru1 (19M . n. 90.<1. 

11 L\l1ma11on b1J, thJI occun. lrt,m the: u~r ,·f va.J11C' rath1..·r tha n 
q11an111y Ua1a in f..'.fl\~\·)C(lao n ,1 uJ , \,, ,ulU ~c rr.in1mum a, lnn1,:. ·" 
rl'ia11,·c pn(t.: d1ITC' rcn(l'' ;1r1.• m:11nly l1mllt.'U hl 1r ;.in, r,,,r1.,1wn t...'1.l\l\ , 
the cxcc pl,on, hrin~ la nu cin J bt>N inrul\. In the ,a,c ,,f lat>o r. ,,nc 
1..·nc t>unll"n !Jri:c ,;..r1.1111 1n, rn !he pr1 1.: c r~:r 1:nit. ,,h1ic.: a ,..il u"· 
mca)u re of lanJ 1rn.: ludc ) er rur\ ..Jue I t' · · rU rt' SIii." 1 c nt. · · H<..1" r..·vc r. 
tdtcrnat1\'(' c~11m.itu1~ l'f pr,l\JUt...'th>n "hc·re- lah,1r ~rnu land ar( 
srcc,licd in value ter ms has not p-eall}· altered 1he sta11stical result, 
re ported in table I. 

S1anJ:ird Srand;.,rd 
Errnr~ Codfic,cnl Erwrs 

O.O~J 0 .0 1! .~ 0.023 
0 .05: 0 . :2 .~ 0.059 
o.o:--o 0 . .l'l'I 0 .0' '-l 
o.n:, U.171 li .020 
0 .0J? ().~';~ (1 .\l .19 

o.o_q 0 .0:6 
14 . i 4J 7.!(J) 

' -~~(, 
0 .474 
1.10: 

.ll 

near 2. !• The R 2 fort he ~cc0nd re fression cqua
t i0n in t;,hlc I ~ho\\'~ th at ih..: inruts acc1)um ror 
9~<;;: of the vari a tion i;1 afgrc;.:a tc U.S. agricul 
tural outpui acro~s states. The increase in R 2 

for thi ~ CtJU: ttiun ai11ng ,,·ith the c~timatcd 
coef/ici,:,1:s clearly surrort the hyrothcsis that 
both cuucatio n and research belong in the pro
du cti on function. 10 

None of the regres sio n re sults are very sur
pri sing in light of a pri ori expectation or other 
comparable ar..;_.:rq::atc r rodu ction estimations. 
The rat io of r.1 arg inal revenue product to mar
ginal cost is about I for labor ( 1.09). It is less 
th an I fo r J:inJ (0.725) and greater than I for 
machinery ( 1.20) with livestock rlus miscel
laneous at 1 ... 5 and fertilizer at 1.88. The impli
c::i tion L)f the regression results is tha t for the 
year I 9G-L m0Jcrn inruts ~uc h as capital 
m:-1chinery anJ fertilizer z.re still underutilized. 

lnl'fficicncy Indexes: J\llasurcmcnt and 
Regression Results 

Statistical cslirnatcs of production coefficients 
arc b;i!->ically a means for solving the cost 

'-
• It ,hriul tl nc r,lintcU oul th~I rcr\'a,ivcnc<.!- nf research acti vil y. 

ranu.:ul;u Ir in cru~s-~cction c:,l 1 m JtH,n. ma y <..l imini~h t!"le c:fTect of 
, t..1 ll.'. rc,,.:ar,.:h ,,n tHHpul .111J rc'.ul1, in a d,"'""an.l t'i.as for it s 
encl IH. 1"' n l. t\ I,,,. a, ,.:l1rJ in~ trd: , l'n, ,U\,,,.e .. ,.:-lu,1l•n of ex pr nli !lures 
1. ,n rri\atc rc,c..srt...'h ac t1"IIY rc.-.~lt\ in a ~ub ~tan l1~ Jo"' nv.ard bias 
al th ou~h :i ;,ur1u,n pf 1h,s c,elurieJ effect may be panially captured 
in the 1n put-pn1...·c: me.a.sun: . 

,n Jn ., i,:TI.'~' re, r..·nuc pn,dui.:t1lln fl1rm11IJ110n. the 1mrli~d m;u-p. 
n;il proJu..: t llf ,·tl u.:~1l111n 1nduJ"·~. in .1J J11 n,n Ill \\'ck h's "' or~«:r 
ellcct. 1hc ;Ji11, .. 1"·c dT,·c t "ith,n !he r.1a1eri.tl input bundlrs ( 1970). 
Thie.,, rl·l.llcJ :,1 thl· m:rn :i~l.."r~· ;1hil1;y tn m..--1,·r P't'!i~ re\'Cnut clll~Cr 
h..l 1hc: l1pt1mum k , cl. U,1th the "',H ~er cITcl.'.t and this pa.r1 of 
\\ .,:ILh·, ..si l,h.: ;11" c cO'-'..:l arc c~s,·nt1ally th,>!:.C rqX>ncd on th~ 
c,,ntnt>u1 .. ,n ,,f rJu ca111,n fr, ,m fi11,ri; 1949. 1954. and ·or 195\1 
oi;neullural J~ta Ill ai;,:rcp1c procuct,on. 

• 
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minimizati,,n m,Hkl ,im:L' they arc used 111 de
rive measures of cost inefficiency. Ac1:on.ling 
to standard theory. the minimum cost llf rro

.<lucing output given tht.: produ1:tion function 
and thl! factM prices for a competiti\'c firm 
may be statt:d as 

(2) 

P-i.iX"' -i.i 

P;uX* a; 

/3:-.Y; 

where j = J. . 39 are observations of pro
duction in states. The asterisk designates the 
optimum level of factor input with /3; and P;, 
respectively. as the production coefficient and 
the price for each of the respective inputs. 

For convenience, equation (2) may be writ
ten in the form 

(3) X* - /3,.Pu X* 
ki - l.i · /31P1.; 

k = 2,3,4,5. 

When substituting equation (3). the esti
mated U.S. production equation for 1964 be
comes 

(4) Y1 = AoRY'Ef"X" Ji,{. f3 2Pu X* u)0 • 
. ~ /31PZJ 

( 
/33? u X* )0, ( /3~,P u X* ) 

0
• 

/31Pli u - - - /31Ps; u . 

To derive the solution for ea-:h faccor input, 
equation (4) may be expressed as...!.. 

( 
n ( 13 P . o;) I.13 , . YJ!l i u ) . ,., 

(5) X* . = ,=1 {3 ,Pu 
u AoRY'Et• 

This provides the solution for the cost 
minimization level ofX * u(the base inpu: land) 
in terms of the \'alue of outrut , a const:rnt. :rnJ 
the coefficients of the estimatt:J pruJuction 
equation reported in table I. 

Let C*; and C; Jenotc the optimum value of 
material input aggregates. anJ let the actual 
cosr of the variable inputs s..:k..:ted be respecr 
tively expressed as 

(6) 

and 

(7) 
~ 

C; = > P,X-......,J u- lJ' 
i=l 

Then this prnpNtiun whcrl! l)bscrv..:d costs 
.::xcced the r:,inimum c0sts for ubservcJ uut-

Lc/11n1/io11 11111/ Al/,.,,,,,,.,. lcUici,•1wy " ·'-' 

put l f~; - I) may simply <knoll! an inJ..: ., uf 

cust inefficiency due tu cost minimization 
error in input mix. 

As a basis for evaluation of the degree of 
efficiency in proJucti,,n. the mudel rrovidcs an 
alternative to the profit maximization problem 
( Horper. p. 611: r-.-tassell. p. 496). It focuses 
instead on the cost minimization problem 
which conveniently allows for examination of 
several hypotheses related to the effect of 
education on allocative efficiency of farm 
operators. Thus. when the standard assump
tion of perfect and costless information is re
laxed and production occurs in a dynamic 
economic setting where new technology is 
being generated. the standard first-order condi
tions for cost minimization may not be fulfilled. 
Here. a factor can contribute to production by 
reducing the size of the errors. 

The hypothesis is th:::it farm operators who 
are more efficit:nt at acquiring and processing 
information will. on balance. be more successful 
at minimizing cost. Hc.: s e. as public research 
activities perform both basic and applied re
search. they create disequilibrium in modern 
farming. This disequilibrium yields excessive 
costs (losses in profits) and produces incen
tives for decision makers to learn and adjust 
their activities. If education cnh:.rnces the man
agerial ability of the operator. its productivity 
becomes a vital source to the Jccision-making 
process in agricultural production. 

Table 2 reports the regression results of the 
influence of education on managerial ability. 
The ·dependent variabk in each equation is a 
measure ·or the squared percentage discrep
ancy between observed cost and estimatcJ 
optimum input level where the estimated op
timum refers to the value at the imputed cost 
minimum. Only in equation (3) will th.:: Jepen
dent variable denote the inefficiency measure 
of all material inputs. The J cpendcnt variable 
for each of the equations {4-8). measures cost 
inefficiency of land. · machinery; labor. fer
tilizer, livestock. and miscellaneL1us respec
tively. All indexes art: exrl:iined by orcratur 
education am.I agricultural rcse;m.:h e,penJi
ture in the state. 

In equation (3) the ::ncfficicnt on educa.tion 
has a negative sign ::ind a small ~t:1nJ:1,J crwr. 
while that of research expenditure has the C\

r,cctcJ sign \\ ith 1-value :;l1).,'.i1tl y ~r..:.1tcr than 
one. Rcgr~ssion rc~ults of ·2qu,llilJn (3)-:onlirm 
th..: hyro thc~i s tn, :t ::1..:r!icicr,.:y inJcx..:, fl , r 
ah!,:!l"Cg;d..: m,1ter ial ;r•;1u h arc in\L·r~,:ly rL·l,it..:J 

• 
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' C. 'I:! Table 2. Factors Affecting \ c} . - I j' for Aggregate l\latcrial Inputs and for Each Indh•idual 
) 

Input for U.S. Agriculture. 1964 

Regression 
Number Education 

3 Aggregate -1.231 
(0.590) 

4 Land 19.084 
(9.237) 

5 Machinery -2. 127 
( 1.993) 

6 Labor -13.442 
(7 .773) 

7 Fertilizer -1.058 
(1.273) 

8 Lin'.stock. etc . -0.795 
(0.499) 

Note: Standard errors of c,,c flicicnts are in parentheses. 

to operator education. The results indicate 
weak support for the effect of state research 
activity. t I Also. regression results for each of 
the material input equations (4-8). except for 
land . 1 z confirm those concluded for the aggre
gated inefficiency index. particularly the effect 
of education on allocative efficiency. 

Scale Economies: EYidencc and 
Implications of Results 

The dichotomy of the role of education in
cludes. in addition to cost minimization. the 
opportunity loss incurred from not maximizing 
profits. This may result from failure to produce 
optimum level ofoutput. which is related in this 
study to scale adjustment in farm size . 

Nearly all estimates of aggregate production 
functions for U.S. agriculture. including the 
production estimates in table I. de monstrate 
statistically significa nt rdums to scale. Indi
rect evidence pointing to rapidly expanding 

· average size seems to indicate that a continual 
readjustment. due tu til e increasing returns to 
scale. is oc~urring. 1

;1 Major dewlopments 
along the usual trend toward increasing farm 
size can be noted in tabk 3. During the period 

11 In this stud). sin.:e the intent i, h' measure th~ impact Clf 
educa ti l' n lln man .!g t: ri~.&i :..h'. 1t~ . 1.:ff1.·r ti, e c!du\.'.ati1.m i~ arproxi
matcd by th"'· prl\r,1rt i,1n l'f :Jrm 1. •rw rah,rs· whl' have a ttc :llh:d 
colkgc. 

12 ln~l, n·,1 .. ti..· nt ~t.l!h t1 ... ·:il rc .. . :!h :·l1r t he l3!1J inru t sh l,uld n (, t f'c 
surpn '.:)tng. ~in~c...· l.J. n J 1n r 11 t 1rn l\h c, liH~c mca~un:mc...·nt ('rro r~ . 
Al"o· a !u r!!, \.' p 1..,n h., n \,f the inrLl t i-, ti \ l' J . u~~...:unn~ the intlui:nce of 
the vari:.J."'li lit y l'f ,:d~ ... . ,t 1,1n . \·r r:,. ·.11 .. h. ,,r ~ l'l h . 

, :i In a 1..·1..·l1t1n l t!l~ h •r !~'.'\\: :· ; 111 nh·~1,tu,.: J ~1~riru ltur.J.l :.h.'11 \il ) 
fr,,m l "-J~t) h 1 1~i t-..1. Li 111 ;,:hL ., ..:.ill1 t°'d h .' ~ m1., rc than t1 m.-. hjlf t1f th,: 
t 1.lla l g ~un hl g.rln, th in "Il l e: ~l~'n:-',i d '-· !'-..: a k t'~llO('l mics (1 %3l. 

Research Intercept R2 D, 

0.0005 0.133 0.105 36 
(0.0003) 
0.003 -0.653 0.250 36 

(0.006) 
0.0003 0.299 0.040 36 

(0.0013) 
0.002 1.825 0.107 36 

(0.005) 
0.00001 0.586 0.035 36 

(0.0008) 
0.0002 0. 127 0.067 36 

(0.0003) 

between 1959 and 1964. the number of com
mercial farms declined by more than 13%, 
while the average growth in receipts rose by 
nearly 35%. . 

If scale economies provide incentives for 
farm size expansion. forces that result in in
creasing returns to scale must support the 
comparative advantage oflarge farms. Many of 
the economic benefits-particularly gains in 
capital productivity-favor large farms since 
they are more capital-intensive in contrast to 
small farms. Technical advances have also re
sulted in cost reduction for additional output. 
thereby increasing the most profitable level of 
output for the farm (Schultz 1967. pp. 53-70). 

As reported in table 4. the use of fertilizer by 
commercial farms has more than doubled dur
ing the period between 1959 and 1964. This 
increase along the reported price decline of 
fertilizer (and expansion of agricultural output) 
makes large farms . which heavily depend on it. 

Table 3. Scale Change in U.S. Agriculture. 
All Comme·rcial Farms 

Numho:r 0f farms 
(mill·io ns l 

Gm~~ rc.:o:ipts per 
farm ( 1957-~'JS)• 

D.:dinc in number 

A vo:raf!o: !!r'"' th in 
ro:.:o:irts r.:r farm (<"; l 

1959 

..: --3.7 

SIO.:!::?O 

1:u 

1%4 

$13 .780 

Snur.:,·,: ~1 .iJJ,·n ttal>k ~ I. l.' .S. ~:r . pf C,,mn .: r, e ! 1·•6 1. 14/,(',I. 

• T he rrrcc ,.k1l~tur ,~ the US O.-\ ,ndcA 0f r rr ~c, r~cc ,<«l t,y 
farme r,. 

• 
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Table 4. Scflv.:ted ExJ:K!nscs. llnit Cost, Efficiency by F;mn Cla'.'.s in United States 

Economic Cla.<,s uf C11mm.:rcial Farms 

All VI 
Date Commercial (large) II Ill IV V (small) 

Input per output 1960 0.91 · 0.95 1.10 1.34 1.69 2.67 
(unit c0st. S) 1965 0.87 0 .89 1.09 1.38 1.87 3.28 

Output per inrut 1960 1.10 1.05 0.91 0 .74 0.59 0.37 
(efficiency. S) 1965 1.15 I. 12 0.91 0.72 0.53 0.30 

Percentage share 1960 24 .80 15 .50 20.60 16 .50 10 .00 3.50 
of all inputs 1965 33.50 19.10 18 .60 11.30 6.20 3.90 

Percentage share c1f 1959 93.40 
selected inruts IS)• 1964 94 .70 

Fertilizer consumption 1959 1.63 
(tons) 1964 3.01 

Sources: Twcetcn (table I). Madden (table 2.3) . U.S . Dep. of.Commerce (1961. 1966). 
• Includes feed. livestock. seed. fertilizer. petroleum products. machine hire. and hired labor . 

realize the greatest cost savings (Schultz 1967, 
pp. 53-70). 14 

The size-efficiency relationships favoring 
large farms are further reflected in the dollar 
efficiency and unit cost across the six economic 
classes. As noted in table 4. the unit cost is 
nearly three times smaller for 1960 and four 
times smaller for 1965 in class I than in class VI 
(small farms). In addition. the dollar efficiency 
is three times larger for 1960 and ni:arly four 
times larger for 1965 in class I than in class VI 
(for the same comparative classes). Thus. this 
evidence suggests that price and technical 
changes have enhanced the comparative ad
vantage of large farms. 

Furthermore_ as rapid technological changes 
alter efficiency of agricultural production. 
they create uncertainty regarding the produc
tive characteristics of the "new things." At a 
point in time. if measured production costs 
exclude the cost of acquiring information. a 
measure of scale effect would be directly re
lated to the flow of the .. new things'· that 
render information a valuable input. To the 
extent that a productive research activity pro
vides new and better inputs and techniques. it 
contributes to the existence of disequilibrium 
conditions in modern agriculture. The result
ing uncertainty. as well as the anticipation of 
its occurrence and the need for appropriate 
responses. create an incentive (demand) for 
information. As information denotes a deci
sion process in productiun. the productivity of 
education (education presumably fac ilitates 

" Estimates pro, ide<l by Wch: h on the e.,rend iturc ,hare of 
fortilizcr in 1959 indicate that fo r cbss 1 farm (large size I. krtil i1.er 
sh~ir1! increa.,c c1 by .1~,..;. ri:i~H1vi: tu avcr.t~·.: l.: l)mmc:r l.'. 1,1J fJrm s. 
wtiilc cla ss V [ far; ri S !'l Ll\\(.' J a dc..:dtn \." l) f l J\ i; r 4urc rdatl\'C !n l hJ. l 

average (197~1. 

learning) becomes a vital source of the 
decision-making process. 

Thus. under technically dynamic condi
tions. the hypothesis is that growth advan
tages have been accruing to large farms. which 
alongside rising operator education . implies 
scale economies in the use of information 
(Welch 1975. pp. 19-22). This added dimen
sion · of the effect of education on allocative 
efficiency in an uncertain environment. is con
sidered via the role of agricultural research. 
The idea is roughly that the higher the re
search activity within a state. the more rapid 
the pace of technological change and. on ·bal
ance. the greater are the opportunities for 
using allocative skills . 

In this context. optimum outputs which are 
tied to scale economies in the use of informa
tion are accruing to farms whose operators 
have higher levels of education. 1

:; Several 
tests of the implications of information hy
pothesis are reported in table 5. As pointed 
out. information refers to the decision pro
cess. so that return to education can be 
viewed as a return to the decision. maker. 

The main test of the basic information 
hypothesis is reported in column I (table 
S) . The estimated scale coefficient-the lo·g
arithmic ratio of revenue to observed cost-is 
explained by operator education and the state 
resea rch activity. As expected. bnth inputs are 
directly related to the dependent variable . a nd 
their cocfncicnts have s mall standard errors. 

The regression results imply scale econ
omics in the use of information. wh1.:rc educa
tion· facilitates learning and \Vhcrc research 

1 ·• \\' ck h rc r ,.i rt', th :.i t .. a,c:ra~~·· ') ..,: huoling f, ir 1964 farm 
o pc rJ. tur ,n~rcJ~t:s \\ Ith !"ai m ~1Zt: l l'i - 51. 
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Tahlc 5. Influence of Education and Research 
on the Scale Coeflicil'nt (ml. l ). on Farm Size 
(col. 2). and on Output Growth per Farm (col. 3) 
in the linited States. 1964 

Rcgressil,n Results 
Variable :! J 

Education 0.719 4.036 17.609 
(0.29-l) ( 1.216) ( 10.34;) 

Research 0.095 0. 163 
(0.040) (0 . 171) 

Intercept -0.395 6.24:! 0.:!83 
R' 0.3:!5 0.290 0.07:! 
D, 36 36 37 

Note: All variables are in l0prithmic forms oft heir original values . 
Standard errors of coefficients are in parentheses. 

activity provides ne,,· and better inputs and 
techniques . The direct relations of both inputs 
to the scale coefficient strongly suggest that 
.return to education and state research activity 
are increasing functions of form size. 16 

Further evidence of adjustments in farm-size 
efficiency relationship is indicated by column 2 
(table 5) where acres per farm are regressed on 
education and research activity. Both inputs 
have the logical sign. bl!lt only the coefficient of 
education has a small standard error. 

Finally. to provide a support for the alloca
tive efficiency of education over time, the 
logarithm of the proportionate increase in out
put between 1959 and 1964 is explained by 
operator education. column 3 (table 5). The 
coefficient of education has the expected sign 
and the t-ratio is 1.70. 

Concluding Remarks 

A model developed in this paper provides es
timates of errors in prL)duction which are re
lated to errors in cost-minimizing input combi
nations and errors in the expansion of output to 
the optimal level. These errors are treated as 
indexes of allocative inefficiency and are then 
explained by the effect of allocative efficiency 
of operator education. 

The statistical results rrovide strong support 
for the basic hypothesis th at education en
hances allucative dticicncy and \\'eak suprort 
for the hypllthcsis that thc pace of technologi
cal change and mar~i nal efficiency are in-

,ti Analysis l°'~ E\CO!-o\'"· ba, ~· J ~,n thirty~nin1..· ~talt..' cxrl'rimc:nt 
~t~1th1n.., in th i: L;m11: d Stah:"i . 1nJ ~·.1k, that thL' m:,r~1nJl rc:turn, J"IL"r 
rL" ,carch Unll~ir \\1.·rc gcnl..'.r~li~ 1. .; il ,: r an ~l ~tth ,n, ,,11h ml, rC.: !r\1..:1t:n

ll>t>. m<1rc gr;,Juatc stuJcnts . h1~hcr ,talf ,al;,nc,. and higher 
le, d~ of >1aff training. 

Am<'r . J . Agr. t:.- .. 11. 

verscly rebtcd . Thc evidence presented sug
gests that price and technical changes have 
enhanced the comparative ndvantage of large 
farms and that in a technically dynamic envi
ronment. there hav e been scale economies in 
the use of information. The partial effect of 
education a nd researc:h activity is an important 
determinant of the scale bias. 

The actual resource wastage implied by the 
estimates of this study (almost 10%) suggests 
that the importance of allocative efficiency and 
the scope :or resource adjustment would make 
a relevant guideline for public policy. 

Since explanation of the allocative phe
nomenon relies heavily on the relationship 
between technical change and the value of 
information. a large share of the returns to 
education are tied up with these processes and 
the resulting chain of economic adjustments. 
As economic growth becomes increasingly de
pendent on technical change. it becomes im
perative that in the quest for optimal combina
tion of resources and their level. emphasis 
should be placed on factors complementary to 
learning. since they are a function of the rate of 
technical change. 

[Receii·ed March 1975; revision accepted July 
1975.] 
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Most studies of productivity growth in agriculture which 

point to a strong functional relationship between research 

and agriculturai _productivityhave concentrated heavily on 
1 

developed countries. 

A great number of agricultural productivity studies have 

failed to provide productivity indexes that take account of 

real productivity change - a shift in production function -

due to change in factor proportions over time. This study 

will utilize a total factor - productivity measure as an 

indicator of real change in productivity. This measure im

plies an index of output per unit of total input, where the 

indexes of inputs and outputs are weighted by variable factor 

and output shares to reflect production function shifts. 

Total input growth rate is disaggregated into the contribu

tion of traditional inputs; land, labor, and animal power, 

and of modern inputs; fertilizer, tractor and pumpset irri

gation. The productivity growth rate is a residual - the 

difference between the growth rate in output and the growth 

rate in inputs. 

/( 

In addition, recent studies by Griliches ( 3 ) ? Griliches 

and Jorgenson ( 4 ), and Denison ( 1) have shown that the 

typical measured productivity series contains ~ystematic errors 

1 
Most notable exception is Robert Evenson' s work- on -=·-· 

India, where evidence provided implies that knowledge created 
by research is associated with the use of modern inputs and 
is therefore more effective in terms of yields in the districts 
where the use of these inputs is encountered ( 2 ) • 
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which for the most part can be identified with factor qualities. 

In light of these findings, productivity growth may be 

expla1ned , if data are available to actually measure changes 

in various types of factor qualities, as in the case of labor 

skill which will result in a component of measured productivity 

change. However, a full explanation of productivity change 

would be impossible to attain for the countries covered in 

this study, since this requires obtaining data in sufficient 

detail to account for productivity changes that are identified 
,.: 

with factor qualities. Alternatively, ~roductivity components 

due to factor qualities, will be systematically related to 

agricultural research and extension activity. Accordingly, 

models for estimating the contribution of research and extension 

activities for the mentioned countries will be developed. 

scope and Nature of the Data 
I 

Time series data on agricultural output and inputs for the 

countries covered in this study will be used in the construction·~ 

of the total productivity measure. Observations will be pro

vince and regional aggregates for the period 1950-1975. Further, 
I 

the study will be utilizing a time series data on investment in 

research and extension activities, in addition to schooling 

attainment of farm population, as the main determinants of pro

ductivity changes in agriculture. 

At present, a complete compilation of output and inputs 

data {province level) for each of the countries studie d is 
2 

not available. 

2 
I am including preliminary notes regarding output and 

input data on Syria, which was part of a research project funded 
by the N.S.F. 
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Concluding Remarks 

The identification of sources of growth in agriculture, as 

well as the causes which bring about the actual productivity 

differentials between different regions, continues to be one of 

the bottlenecks in agricultural development for less developed 

countries. 

In the Middle East, as in most regions of the world, except 

for the oil-rich countries, agriculture has been and will con

tinue to be the mainstay of economic life. In each of the 

countries examined in the proposed study, no less than 50 per

cent of the total population depends on agriculture for their 

livelihood, and a substantial portion of the population are 

engaged in the processing and handling of agricultural products. 

Thus, it would hardly be possible to achieve sustainable economic 

progress apart from gains in agricultural productivity. It is 

hoped that the proposed study will provide a meaningful addi

tion to the prospects for furthering our understanding of the 

factors determining the efficiency with which scarce resources 

are utilized to produce food. 

• 
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(Preliminary Report) 

SYRIAN ARA~ R~PUBLIC 

::; t atlstical jl.ppendlx 

Notes on calculations of data processes for 
output, lnput3, and factor ~hares by Syrian 
province 1950-1974. 

A. At present, Syria is divided lnto the following Muha f a zats (the 

Arabic equivalent of districts or provinces). 

1). Damascus . - also includes Damascus City, which administratively 
constitutes a separate Municipality (In this study, Damascus 
includes both of these administrative divisions). 

2).Aleppo 
J). Homs 
4). Hama · 
5). La.takia. 
6). Deir-ez-Zor 

*?). Idleb 
8). Hasakeh 

* 9). Al-Rikka 
10) • . Sweida 
11. ) Dara 

* 12.) Tartous 
* lJ). Quneitra 

\ 

* Note - Idleb and Al-Rikka became provinces at the beginning of the 

1960's, while Quneitra and Tartous became provinces around the middle 

and the latter pa~t of the 1960's. respectively. 

~lso, Syria is divided into the following regions: 

1 ). The coast~l Region which includes the provinces of Latakia and 

Tartous. 

2 ) • The southern Region which includes Damascus,. Sweida, Daea and 

Quneitra provinces • 

. 3 ). The Northwest Region which includes Aleppo a nd Idleb provinces. 

. ' 

. ·:\ 
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'' ) ..... . 'I'he Central Region which includes Homs and Hama provinces. 

5 ) • The ~ast Region which includes Hasakeh, Al- Rikka , and 

Deir-ez-Zor provinces. 

6). The individual provinces: Horns, Hama, Damascus, Sweida, Dara 

Quinetra, Hasakeh, Deir-ez-Zor, Al-Rikka, Aleppo, Idleb, Tartous 

and Latakia. 

I. Agricultural Production 

The output data are taken ·rrom the Statistical Abstract of Syria 

1950-1974. The output includes the following thirty eight main 

crops, plus animal products for the thirteen provinces of Syria. 

A. Crans 

Cereal 
Wheat 
Barley 
Maize 
Rice 
Oats 
Millet 

Fruit 
Quince 
Pistachio 
Olives 
Grapes 
Apricots 
Apples 
Pears 
Peaches 

Dry Legumes 
Chick .Peas 
Lentils 
Haricbt Beans 
Broad Beans 
Rambling Vetch 
Flowering Sern 
Bitter Vetch 
Peas 
Bitter Vetch 

Fruit con•t 
Plums 
Nut 
Pomogranetes 
Figs 
Almonds 
Cherries 

Output Data on Croos 

Ves;etables 
Garlic 
Onions 
Tomatoes 

Indu"trial Crons 
Sesame 
Cotton 
Tobacco 
Sugar Cane 
Sugar Beet 
Hemp 

B. Aniu1.'l.l Products and Meat 
Cheese 
Butte r 
wool 
Hair 
Milk 
Eggs 
Ghee Samneh (Clarified -

Butter) 
Sheep 
Goats 
CO'ii:3 . . 

Ca~els and Buffalo 

Output data by province for the years 1950, 1951 and ·1952 were 

computed on the basis of 1953-1955 average share for the ·resp~ctive 

province. 

Data on ~mbllng Vetch per province were linearly oxtr~polated 

over the period 1956-1961 for this one crop. 
I 
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B. Anlmal ~r oducts- data by prov1 1co uro reported in tho ~tutla t lcal 

Abstract for the period 1956-1971>, 

1. Tonnage of wool, halr, chee ~l '!, butter; ghee samneh ( c lar1f1ed 

butter), mi lk , and eggs for 1950-1955 were computed b y u ~lng the 

country totals for the years 1950-1955 and each of the province 

shares for 1956-1958. 

2. Wool tonnage by province for the period 1950-1955 was estimated 

on the basis of the sheep population in each province. According to 

official sources, 1.25 kilograms of wool are produced per head per 

year. Similar procedure was used to calculate hair productlonJ where 

an estimate of a 1.5 kilogram per head per year is reported by the 

same sources. 

J• On the basis of the Ministry of Planning sources (arable), 

the number of milk producing cows ls estimated to be 59% of the total ' 

cow population. Total tonnage of milk in Syria provided by the same 

sources for the years 1950 to 1955 was used to determine the final 

production by province for this period. 

4. Egg figures for 1950 to 1955 were based on the official Syrian 

source. An estimate of 50% of all chickens lay 130 eggs annually. 

5. Output category of slaughtered animals is reported in the 

Statistical Abstrac t 1920-1974. Total slaughtered sheep, goats, cows, 

camels, buffalo were assumed to be 1.6 of the figures reported by the 

slaughter houses. Adjustments were made for the whole period except 

the 1970 figures which were computed using the 1969 and 1971 averages. 

Figures for slaughtered sheep, goats, and cows include all slaughtered 

lambs, kids, and calves respectively for 1950 -1973. 

3 
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II. Outeut Prices 

A. The 1963 wholesale crop prices for the country were obtained 

from the Syrian Ministry of Planning. (Arable) The annual crop 

prices were derived for the period 1950-1973 through wholesale 

price index. 

B. The 1963 animal product wholesale prices are obtained from 

the Ministry of Planning. (Arable) The prices are adjusted through 

wholesale price index. 

c. Livestock prices are used for the respective categories of 

slaughtered animals. 

III. Input Quantity Indexes 

A. Livestock - Input quantities for livestock were provided by 

the annual Statistical Abstract 1950-1974. Cow figures were complete 

for the period. Sheep.and goats were not avatlable from 1966 to 1970. 

Chicken figures for 1956-1973 were available by province 1n the 

Statistical Abstract. Computations for 1950 to 1955 were linearly 

interpolated by using the 1956. distribution by province and the total 

Syrian Figures. 

Data were not available for calf quantities per province before 

1963. Based on total Syrian data received from government sources, the 

relationship between calves are estimated to be 30% of total number of 

cows. Cow quantities per province used by the Statistical Abstract 

were used to compute the figures for calves from 1950 to 1974. 

B. Bullock Labor 

Work animals were considered to be horses, mules, camels, oxen, 

buffalo and asses. Figures were complete for horses, mules, asses and 
----

oxen per province. From 1966 to 1970, figures for camels and buffalo 

were not available. For the period 1966 to 1969, figures for camels 

and buffalo were linearly interpolated, using information from the 

1964, 1965, 1970 and 1971 Statistical Abstracts. 



s. 

C. Livestock Prices 
.. 

The 1963 price for livestock was taken from the Mi nistry of Planning 

(Arable) 1963. Information on price changes was taken from the Syrian 

Export Series, (various issues) and w~s - used to back · date and update 

prices for sheep, goats, cows, and chickens. 

Changes in cow prices are used to adjust buffalo, oxen, horses, 

mules, asses and camel ~rices for the missing years. Ca~f prices are 

considered to be 1,i of cow rices according to official sources. 

D. Machinery 

Machinery in use per province is given for 1970, 1972, and 1973 from 

the Ministry of Planning and from the Statistical Abstract. Totals 

for tractors were obtained from Statistical Abstracts and Ministry of 

Planning (Arabic). Total combines for 1950, 1951, and 1952 were 

calculated from figures from the Statistical Abstracts. From 1961 

to 1965, totals for the country were reported in the F,A.O. Production 

Books. Water pump totals were reported in Statistical Abstracts 1961-

1973. The 1950 to 1960 totals were calculated on the bas1a·- of official 
~ 

ihf.orw.ation. 

The 1970, 1971, and 1973 distribution by province for the various 

categories of capital machinery were used to extrapolate for the rest 

of the period covered in the study. 

E. Machinery Prices 

The summary of monthly foreign trade, 1963, was · used for the base 

price of machinery figures for the · various machinery cat~gorles. 

Information on u.s.price changes, along ' w1th , informatio~ f~~m the 

F.A.O. Production Yearboo1cJ were used to derive the various categories 

of machinery prices for the years 1953, 1958, 1965, and 1970. 

• 
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Land figures were divided into irrigated and non-irrigated land per 

province, reported in the Statistical Abstract, 1920-1974. 

Land rent was not available. Rent from expropriated lands was collected, 

but was found to greatly under-estimate the land share. Alternatively, 

and consistent with official estimates, value of rent was taken to be 

25% of total crop value per year per province. 

G. ~ 

Quantities of seed by province for the period 1950-1973, was com

puted on the basis of the Ministry of Planning estimates of seed 

rate for 10 main crops. 

H. Fertilizer 

Total quantities of nitrogen and phosphate consumed by farmers f,or 

1950-1973 were only available for the country as a whole. The fer

tilizer rate per crop for Egypt was used to compute fertilizer quan

tities by province. The rate was taken from the Agricultural Potential 

of the Middle East. Land area figures for main crops were taken from 

Statistical Abstracts. 

The 1963 fertilizer price was also taken from the Agricultural 

Potential of the Middle East. Price changes from F.A.O. Production 

Yearbook and from official Syrian Sources were used to adjust fer

tilizer prices over the period. 

I. Labor Employed in Agriculture 

Agricultural labor figures were not available per province or per 

year for Syria. Information on population by province and ~n the 

number of economically active population (employed and unemployed) 

for Syria, were obtained from Statistical Abstracts and from 

• 



Population Censuses of Syria for 1q60 and 1970, as well as from 

the F.A.O. Demographs and Population Estimates, 1974. 

The economically active population in agriculture was adjusted 

1· 

for unemployment, fishing and forestry. The unemployment figures were 

computed on the basis of a yearly unemployment rate reported in the 

1960 1 s and 1970's by the Ministry of social Affairs and Labor. 

For the 1950's an estimate of unemployment of 6% was used. Total 

cost of fishing and the annual average wage were used to determine 

. the number of fishermen. 

Labor cost in forestry was calculated from information provided 

by the M1nlstry of Planning. Labor cost was set at 5% of the value 

of forest output for the 1950's, while 10% of the value was set for 

the 1960 1 s. Forest area by province was reported in the Mediterranean 

Development Project, for Syria,F.A,O. 1959. The forestry provinces 

include Latakia, Homs, Hama, Damascus, and Aleppo. 

• 
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Messrs. Ballantin, Fuchs, Jaycox, Kanagaratnam, December 1, 1975 

John A. 
Rovani JP}~ Tolbert 
King ~ /{( 

£ 

Research Financed out of Loaus and Credits 

1. As you may know, the Research Co111I1ittee has been trying to com-
pile a list of the research being financed out of loans and credits. 
Attached is a memorandum from Ben King asking our help in this matter 
and a list of such research by sector (excluding agriculture). Could 
you arrange to have this list reviewed for your sector and returned to 
me by close of business, Monday, December 8, with any appropriate revi
sions, deletions and additions. 

2. What constitutes research may present some problems. The 
research assistant who made up the list was under instructions to err 
on the side of i nclusion. Feasibility studies clearly should be excluded, 
but any study, the results of which might be of interest outside the 
project itself or the next phase of that project, shou d probably be 
included. 

3. The heading "classification" on the table has not been used or 
fully thought out, but one "classification" is financing a research 
institution as opposed to financing a piece of research. 



.. Mr. Robert E. · Klein, Director 
Division of Rumap Development 
Institute de Nutricion de 
Centro America y Panama 
Apartado Postal 1188 
Carretera Roosevelt Zona 11 
Guatemala, C.A. 

Dear Bob: 

?~overnber 25, 197 5 

The INCAP Research Proposal on the effects of Honduras a grarian 
reforms is a thoughtful and constructive proposal. Toe forr::ulation of t he 
hypothesis and the research design clearly pereonstrate you and your colleagues 
are up to such an ambitious undertaking. 

Yet T have serious reservations about I:lCAP or anyone else concerned 
with applied nutrition research allocating lbited resources in ·the proposed 
fashion. Hhy? In my judgment. t here is good chance t ha t the research project 
will produce little more than new knowledge about t he factors explaining ~hy 
implementation of a meaningful, cot!!prehensive, a grarian reform is a slow pro
cess. That is, if the Honduras reform proceeds along the same pattern as mast 
agrarian reforms, implementation will be slow and far short of its proclaiI:::ed 
ambitious goal. It would take quite a bit of optinism to ascribe a 50% chance 
to a speedy implementation of substantial r efor::is and also to ascribe a so: 
chance to the event that t he beneficiaries will r~ve reaped all or most of the 
anticipated social and economic benefits during t h e five-year study period. 
There would then be a 25% chance that the study could adequately analyze the 
socio-economic impacts on the reform beneficiaries. The probability of dis
covering an impact on the nutritional sta~Js of pre-school children is obviously 
much less. Very important aspects of interest to nutrition policy -- i.e., a 
comparison of how specifically nutrition aimed interventions compare with general 
measures to improve socio-economic status~ are not at all investigated in the 
proposed $2 million research project. 

Practically all the stated hypotheses in the · research proposal deserve 
testing for they are at the core of nutrition policy. Ho~ever, I question 
whether it is desirable to design such a _large ·research package -in which the 
testing between adjacent events in a long chain depends on the establishment of 
the hypothesized outcome of prior events. In the extreme case, - if tbe reform 
gets haphazardly implemented, it would be inpossible to test the reform's effect 
on income, the effect of income on food consump tion of the family, the effect on 
food consumption on pre-school children and finally, the effect on nutritional 
health, and so on all along the chain. 
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Mr. Robert Klein - 2 - November 25, 1975 

I realize that in order to test the dynaoics (sequence of events over 
time), it is necessary to have longitudinal studies. Rm1ever, perhaps the 
first order of priority is to provide firm evidence about the nature of the 
relationship between family income, home-food production, special food prograras, 
general, political and nutrition education, health measures and a COT"...bination 
of these on nutritional health status in an environment in which sufficient 
time has elapsed for people to have adjusted their behavior to the observed 
levels of the explanatory variables. 

In addition to the high risk nature of the proposed methodological 
approach, I would question the advisability of a nutrition research institute 
to provide the entire budget on a project which is intended to test many hypo
theses of much wider policy significance than only nutrition. There is also the 
possibility of re-inventing the wheel by not involving sufficiently, say, the 
agricultural experts, who would have nruch to contribute on the relationship of 
the reforms to the farm economy. 

The priority would be in my opinion to identify a s~ple which renre
sents different income levels, mini£undista~ and landless laborers, and ecological 
environments and on the basis of a cross-sectional study to analyze the effect 
of those variables on food consumption and nutritional status. A second priority 
would be to subject groups which show poor nutritional status to some quick 
gestation interventions and to study their mpact; :-- Lastly, I would seek out 
cases where large scale data collection exercises on the Jevelopflental impacts 
of broad gauged programs are already unden.-ay and add on to them the collection 
and analysis of specific nutrition status related data. 

be: Dr. Ivan Beghin, INCAP 
Dr. Jacobo Schatan, PAG 

SReutlinger/ABerg/lgl 

Sincerely, 

Alan Berg. 
Senior Nutrition Advisor 

• 

.. 

-i " .. 



Mr. Robert E. Klein, Director 
Division of Human Development 
Instituto de utr ion de 
Centro America y Panama 
Apartado Postal 1188 
Carretera Roosevelt Zona 11 
Guatemala, C.A. 

Dear Bob : 

j 
C 

November 25, 1975 

The INCAP Research Proposal on the effects of Honduras agrarian 
reforms is a thoughtful and constructive proposal. The formulation of the 
hypothesis and the research design clearly demonstrate you and your colleagues 
are up to such an ambitious undertaking. 

Yet I have serious reservations about INCAP or anyone else concerned 
with applied nutrition research allocating limited resources in the proposed 
fashion. Why? In my judgment, there is good chance that the research project 
will produce little more than new knowledge about the factors explaining why 
implementation of a meaningful, comprehensive, agrarian reform is a slow pro
cess. That is, if the Honduras reform proceeds along the same pattern as most 
agrarian reforms, implementation will be slow and far short of its proclaimed 
ambitious goal. It would take quite a bit of optimism to ascriee a 50% chance 
to a speedy implementation of substantial reforms and also to ascribe a 50% 
chance to the event that the beneficiaries will have reaped all or most of the 
anticipated social and economic benefits during the five-year study period. 

('. 

There would then be a 25% chance that the study could adequately analyze the 
socio-economic impacts on the reform beneficiaries. The probability of dis
covering an impact on the nutritional status of pre-school children is obviously 
much less. Very important aspects of interest to nutrition policy -- i.e., a 
comparison of how specifically nutrition aimed interventions compare with general 
measures to improve socio-economic status~ are not at all investigated in the 
proposed $2 million research project. 

Practically all the stated hypotheses in the research proposal deserve 
testing for they are at the core of nutrition policy. However, I question 
whether it is desirable to design such a large research package. in which the 
testing between adjacent events in a long chain depends on the establishment of 
the hypothesized outcome of prior events. In the extreme case,. if -.the reform 
gets haphazardly implemented, it would be impossible to test the reform's effect 
on income, the effect of income on food consumption of the family, the effect on 
food consumption on pre-school children and finally, the effect on nutritional 
health, and so on all along the chain. 



Mr. Robert Klein - 2 - November 25, 1975 

I realize that in order to test the dynamics (sequence of events over 
time), it is necessary to have longitudinal studies. However, perhaps the 
first order of priority is to provide firm evidence about the nature of the 
relationship between family income, home-food production, special food programs, 
general, political and nutrition education, health measures and a combination 
of these on nutritional health status in an environment in which sufficient 
time has elapsed for people to have adjusted their behavior to the observed 
levels of the explanatory variables. 

In addition to the high risk nature of the proposed methodological 
approach, I would question the advisability of a nutrition research institute 
to provide the entire budget on a project which is intended to test many hypo
theses of much wider policy significance than only nutrition. There is also the 
possibility of re-inventing the wheel by not involving sufficiently, say, the 
agricultural experts, who would have much to contribute on the relationship of 
the r forms to the farm economy. 

The priority would be in my opinion to identify a sample which repre
sents different income levels , minifundistas and landless laborers, arid eco ogical 
environments and on the basis of a cross-sectional study to analyze the effect 
of those variables on food consumption and nutritional status. A second priority 
would be to subject groups which show poor nutritional status to some quick 
gestation interventions and to study their :tnip ct. ~ Lastly, I would seek out 
cases where large scale data collection exercises on the developmental impacts 
of broad gauged programs are already underway and add on to them the collection 
and analysis of specific nutrition status related data. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Berg 
Nutrition Advisor 



Mr. John King, VPS 

Benjamin B. King, VPD ~ !') . . .). r:. Ki"IJ' 

Research Financed out of Loans and Credits 

November 25, 1975 

1. As you know, we have been trying to compile a 
list of research financed out of loans and credits, other 
than agricultural projects which are covered in a similar 
compilation by Jim Fransen of the Agriculture and Rural 
Development Department. I attach eight copies of our 
latest list, which is intended to cover all such research 
through the end of FY75. The reason we are doing this 
is the apparent interest of the Board and the President 
in having a comprehensive view of research conducted in 
one way or another by the Bank. We do not intend to 
include this list in this year's report on research, but 
to have it as back- up material in conjunction with Fransen's 
report in case any questions should arise. 

2. I would much appreciate your arranging that the 
list could be given a final check within the next ten days 
by the appropriate departments in CPS. An obvious question 
arises as to what is research. Some of these items might 
very well be excluded, but we have thought it safer in 
the first instance to include them. We did send out a 
similar table for FY75 alone some time in the summer. 
To this we got not a single comment from CPS. I hope 
that in this instance you will be able to arrange for a 
serious review. Perhaps we can discuss later how this 
record can be best kept up to date on a cooperative basis. 

Attachments 

cc: Mr. van der Tak (w/attch.) 

BBKing:gm 



I. EDUCATION 

Chad 
~ucation 11 

Credit 251-CHD 

Greece 
Education III 
Loan 1134-GR 

Gu yana 
Education 11 
Credit 544- GUA 
Loan 1106-GUA 

Ivory Coast 
Education Project 
Loan 667-IVC 

Hali 
~ucation Project 

Credit 420-HLI 

Mauritania 
Education 
Credit 459-HAU 

Nigeria 
Education III 
Loan 929 - UNI 

Senegal 
Education II 
Credit 530-SE 

II . PfDUSTRY 

Finland 
Pollution Control 
Loan 1109-FI 

Israel 
Industrial Development 
Loan 1116-IS 

Ill. POPULATION 

!aW. 
Population Study 
Credit 437-UAR 

El Salvador 
Sites 6. Services 
Credit 517-ES 
Loan 1050-ES 

India 
~ulation 

Credit 312-lN 

Indonesia 
Population 
Credit 300-IND 

Report 

~ 

Appr . Rep . 
PE-27a 
para. 4.13 

Appr. Rep. 
755-GR 
pa.ra. 4,19 

Appr. Rep. 
584a-GUA 
para. 5. 22 

Appr. Rep. 
PE - 7a 
para. 3.12a 

71 

75 

75 

69 

Appr. Rep. 73 
140a-HLI 
paras. 5.03, 
5.04, Appendix IV 

Appr. Rep. 74 
255a-MAU 
Summary 6, 

Conclusion• 
para . iii 

Appr . Rep, 
60a-UNI 
para. 4 . 05 
Appendix Ill 

Appr. Rep. 
518a-SE 
para. 3.01 

Appr. Rep. 
648a-FI . 
paras. 5 .18-
5 . 24 

Appr. Rep. 
656a-IS 
paras. 4 . 04-
4.37 

irn~UA;ep. 
paras. 3.09-
3.17 

Appr . Rep. 
473a-ES 
para. 3.16 

Appr. Rep. 
pp. 9a 
para. 4.05-4.12, 
4.19-4.23 
Annexes 3 6, 4 

Appr. Rep. 
pp. Sa 
paras. 4.21-4.25 
Annex 26 

73 

75 

75 

75 

74 

75 

73 

73 

RESEARCH COMPONENT FINANCED OUT OF LOANS & CREDITS 
(Except Agricul t ural Projects) 

Start 
Completion 
___.!!!!!_ 

1975-80 

1975-80 

1970-75 

1973-79 

1974-77 

1973- 79 

1975-80 

1975-78 

1975-80 

1974-77 

1974-78 

1973-78 

1973-78 

-- ---------- ---Financing----------------
total Loan/ Research Component 

Project Credit To t al Loan/Credit 
Research Component Amount Amount Amount ~ 

--(US$~ 

Study of young fanaer training achemea, pilot 3.1 
acheraea uaing aethoda aa ahort couraea. youna 
farmers aaaoclation and youth campa have been 
initiated in Chad. A atudy to evaluate the 
reaulta of theaa achmiea will be undertaken . 
Under auperviaion of Hiniatry of Education. 

Study of the present and projected developaent of 105.6 
the poat-aecondary education ayatem. Include& 
diagnosia of the preaent aituation, prppoaala for 
pedagogical reform•, analyaia of needs for future 
expanaion of poat-aecondary education in varioua 
fields. Identification of priority areas . Under 
aupervision of the National Education and Religion 
and the Minhtry of Coordination and Planning. 

Study to aaaesa the effectiveneaa of vocational 18. 9 
and technical education in meeting Guyana's aocio
economic objective11 , and identify priorities for 
the long-term inveatment in education and training. 

Research on iaiproving secondary achool utiliaation 19.0 
and school location•. Under supervision of 
Ministry of Education. 

Study of alternative structure for basic education 5.5 
in order to extend basic education and •provlde 
evaluation data useful in Ullplementing aimilar 
ayatema in other countriea . Under supervision of 
Ministry of Higher and Secondary Education and of 
Scientiflc Reaearch. 

Koranic school experimental study to ascertain 4.8 
whether modeat amount of support through simple 
instructional materials can fll&terially increaae the 
literacy and nUDteracy achieved by this instruction. 
Under supervision of the Hinietry of Planning. 

Study and testing of alternative achernea for 
primary education in Northern Nigeria. Under 
supervision of Institute of Education, Ahniado 
Bello University . 

The objective ls to define a cheaper. more 
relevant form of basic education which might 
use national languages and allow local popu
lations to participate in the management of 
the education ayatea. 

Research on alternative approaches to pollution 
control in the mediWD and long teru,.. The aim is 
to advance Finland' a capabilitiea in the field 
of cost benefit and ayatema analysis in water 
pollution control. Supervision: Finnish 
Government and other Finnish inatitutiona. 

Research to asaiat the government, specifically 
the Office of the Chief Scientist (OCS), to 
atrengthen ita capability to evaluate proposals 
for coaaercially oriented R&D. 

107 . 4 

19 .0 

157 . 0 

73 . 1 

Study of fm.Uy planning acceptance and evaluation, 10.5 
experimental home-visiting program for family 
planning motivation, study on improved maiiitenance 
of health facilities. 

A study undertaken by mNAPLAN.L! will focua on 15.5 
urban land-uae problems, physical and social 
survey of aquatter settlement& and illegal 
11ubdivisions. 

A. Experiment and teat different approachea to 
delivery of family planning aervicea in 'Mysore 
and Upper Volta Pradesh for possible applica
tion to other parts of the country. 

B. Teat the effect on nutrition for pregnant 
women both directly as an incentive for 
acceptance of family planning methods and 
indirectly through the effect of a decline 
in infant mortality. 

C. Teat the means of implementing nutrition 
programs. 

Under supervilion of the Government of India with 
assiatance from the following: (1) Indian Institute 
of Management., (ii) Adminhtrative Staff College at 
Hyderabad, (iii) Hyderabad Inatitute of Nutrition, 
(iv) All India Institute of Medical Servi ce. 

31.8 

A. Strenghten thfll evaluation and research capability 33.0 
of the NFPC~ at central and provincial level&. 

B. Enhance Indonesian inatitutional reaearch capa
bility in providing eaaential contract research 
as required and coordinated by the NF PCB. 

C, Develop a specific research program baaed on a 
maternity centered approach to family planning 
to provide information easential to the develop-
ment of the national program. The following 
agencies are responsible for the study: (1) 
Institute of Demography . (ii) Population Study 
Center of the Institute ..... Social and Economic 
Research, (iii) Population Council. 

2 . 1 0.02 

45.0 0.50 

4.0 Cr. 0.50 
B.0 Lo. 

11.0 0 .9 

5.0 0.4 

3 . 8 0.34 

54 . 0 0.94 

15.0 0 . 20 

20.0 1.11.!. 

35.0 22.3 

5.0 0.25 

6.0 Cr. o.J!l 
2.5 Lo . 

20.0 8.4 

13.2 ~ 1. 9 

0.02 

0.50 

0.20 

0. 75 

0.17 

5.0 

0.25 

..:: __ l.9 

Clasaification 

.. 



- 2 -

- --- -- -- --- - - --Pinanc log----- -- - - -- ----- -
St.rt 

Completion 
Total Loao/ Jteaurch Coaponent 

Jleport Fhcal 
Year 

Project Credit Total Loan/Credit 

~ ~ ll.esurch Coaeonent ~ Aaount Aaol.mt Aaout'lt 
---r,is$'~ 

Ill. ~ (continued) 

Kahyaia 
Population 
Loan 880-MA 

Philippine.a 
Population 
Loan 1035-PH 

Trinidad & Tobago 
Population 
Loan 743-TR 

Tunisia 
Population 
Credit 238-TUN 

IV. PUBLIC t.rl'ILITIES 

Bolivia 
Third Power Project 
Credit 433-80 

Brazil 
Kinas Gerah Water Supply 
and Sewerage Project 
Loan 1009-BR 

ill!!!!! 
Second Power Project 
Credit 570-JO 

Sudan 
~erlI 

Credit 564-SU 

!Itl! 
Power 11 
Loan 986- lSYR 

Tunisia 
~ Water Supply Project 

Credit 989-TUN 

V. TRANSPORTATION 

Liberia . 
Second Highway Project 
Loan 907-LBR 

Mexico 
National Port Development 
Study 
Loan 820-ME 

Upper Volta 
Rural Roade 
Credit 5 79-UV 

Vl. ~ 

Tunieia 

Touri• InfTaetructure 
Project 

Loan 858 -TUN 
Credit 329 •TUN 

Appr. Rep. 
PP• 12a 
parae. 4 . 11-
4.12 

Appr. Rep. 
333a-PH 
para. 5.10 

A ppr. Rep. 73 
pp. 3a 
pa.rae. 4.17, 
4.21 

Appr. Rep. 
pp. 4b 
paras. 4.12, 
4.14 

Appr. Rep. 
190a-B0 
para. 4.02 

Appr. Rep. 
Annex 8 
Schedule l 

Aopr. Rep. 
733a•JO 
para. 3.06 

It.ppr. Rep. 
516a-SU 
para. 3 •. 08 

Appr. Rep, 
707a-SYR 
Annexes 1,4, 
5,6,7 

Appr. Rep. 
369a-TUN 
para. 5.01 

Appr. Rep. 
103a-LBR 
para. 4.08 

Appr. Rep, 
PTR-104a 
paras. 2.01, 
4.02, 4.05 
Annex 4 

Appr . Rep. 
738-UV 
para. 3.08 

Appr. Rep. 
para. 4.06 

73 

75 

73 

71 

74 

74 

75 

75 

75 

74 

73 

73 

75 

73 

1973-78 

1974-79 

1972-75 

1971-75 

1974-76 

1974-76 

1975-79 

1975-79 

1975-79 

1974-79 

1973-77 

1976-79 

1973-77 

A. Auiat in the eatabliahaent of a project reaearch 14.5 
unit at tha National F-1.ly Planning Board to 
develop capability for operational research 
relevent to prosr- evaluation. 

B. Teat and evaluate the pattern and intenaity 
of deltveTing family planning aervicea and new 
technique• of deaand creation in rural areaa. 
Under •up•rviaion of the Govenaent of Halayaia; 
National r-i ly Planning Board and Ministry of 
Health. 

Research and evaluation of f-1ly planning progr-. 50.0 
Fertility decline la the ultbute objective of the 
progr-. PPCON. (C:0-iaaion on Populatioq 1a rea
pooaible for the reaearch• 

Research and evaluation of organisation and proce- 4.6 
durea of population progr• and utilization of 
~power . Under the auperviaion of the Hiniatry 
of Worka. 

A. Evaluate the varioua coaponenta of the family 7. 7 
planning prog·r-. 

B. Dete.r.ine operating coata and project program 
activiti•• and resource requirement• ove.r an 
adequate ti.. horiaon. 

C. Revise objective.a. programs and budgeta UI the 
light of experience and change ciTC\.1111.etancea and 
deaign a further upanaion of the program. Under 
supervision of the Tuniaian Govermaent. 

Power aector atudiea of the preaent and future 7 .3 
availability of prices and coosuaption of energy 
by aourcea. Under aupe.rviaion of the Direcion 
Naciooal de Electricidad. 

Socio-econoaic atudy of the impact of veter charge.a 92.0 
in Kinae Gerala . 
A. Eatablish an inventory of existing aeverage faci

lity. 
B. Identify aeverage diapoaal needs and eatiaate 

coate of required facilitiea. 
c. Evaluate and propoae aewerage tariffa sufficient 

to cover capital and operating coata. Under 
auperviaion of the State Water CoClpany of Minas 
Geraia (OOHAG). 

Power develo~nt atudy for aoutheni Jordan which 22.0 
would evaluate exiating developaenta and future 
plana for induatrial agricultuTal, tourist, rural, 

=~~b:r d;;:1=:• 1 ;;:.:;~p~~r;:•:::;!. 
aible for the project. 

Power market and hydroelectric etudiea auperviaed by 39.0 
the Kiniatry of Irrigation_ and Hydroelectric Power. 

A. EneTgy power atudy...to define the least coat devel- 89.4 
opm.ent progr- for aeeting forecaat overall energy 
requirement a. 

B. Interconnection atudy - to detenaine the feaaibi
lity of interconnecting Syria' a paver ayatem vith 
thoee of ita neighboring co•mtriee 

C. Rural electrification etudy - to examine the tech
nical economic and financial feasibility of a 
program for providing electTicity to ruTal areaa . 

D. Gaa etudy-to determine the feasibility of using 

::;~:e:~e =~::~cllr! ~!n!~~~:n:o~i~"":;~~ial 
carry out the atudiea. 

Study of the economic coat of diatributing potable 
watera which contain different levela of aalinity. 
UndeT supervision of the Societe Hatiooale 
d'exploitation et de Diatributlon dee !aux. 

42.6 

Study the Liberian conatruction induatry. Under 14.1 
supet'Viaion of the Hiniatry of Public Worka. 

A. Evaluate a,d forecast future needs of aeaborne 27.6 
traffic. 

B. lnveatigate the availability of por-t inatallationa 
and aervicea. 

C. ldentify apecific high priority port improvement 
projecta. Under auperviaion of the Ministry of 
the Navy and the Comiaion Nacional Coordinadora 
de Puertoe. 

Study to review the coat effectiveneu of conatruc- 8.5 
tion method• uaed, analyze obaet'Ved traffic, attempt 
to aaseu the link between tTanaport coats and agri
cultural production. SEas.ll - Bureau of planning 
and _programming will auperviae the atudy. 

Th• atudy would aueu whether the overall amount of 55.0 
incentive.a under the preaent syate:m la economically 
justified. The atudy would alao propoae suitable 
aelectivity criteria graduating investment incentive.a 
according to the location and category of hotela. 
Finally the atudy would propoae all appropriate 
meaaurea to aimplify e:itiating pToceduTaa and to render 
the ayatem more aadly adainiatered, Under the 
•uperviaion of Office Natic "11 du Touriame et du 
Thenialin.e (ONTT). 

L1. The Government and other Finnish inatitutiona vill bear the cost of the reeearch component. 
1.1 CONAPI.AN - National Planning Agency, 
1.1 Reaearch financed by the Government of El Salvador and private power companies. 
Lfi National Family Planning Coordinating Board. 
J..i.

6
5 JEA - Jordan Electricity Authority. 
~ SOFRELEC - Societe FTancaisse d 1 Etudea et de Realiaatione d'Equippeuient EletTique • 
.L1. SERS Service d'Entretien dee Route.a Secondairea. 

November 21, 1975 

5.0 0.1 

25.0 0.51 

3.0 0.2 

4.8 0.3 

6.0 0.1 

36.0 1.0 

5.0 0.25 

23.0 1.4 

72.0 A. 0.25 
B. 0.64 
c. 0.50 
D. 0.38 

23.0 0.1 

5.6 0.02 

20.0 1.0 

7.5 0.2 

10.0 Cr. 6.5 
14.0 Lo. 

0.33 

0.2 

0.24 

0.20 

1.0 

0.20 
0 . 50 
0.40 
0 . 30 

0.02 

0.5 

0.2 

Claaaification 



Mr. R. Gulhati, ECDDR 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Dr. Sen's Proposal 

November 25, 1975 

1. In your draft memorandum of November 24, it might 
be worth mentioning in para. 2 that the IDRC study is one 
in which a number of countries are participating, among 
them India. IDRC makes a big thing about the projects they 
finance being the countries' own ideas. 

2. It has never been clear to me whether Dr. Sen's 
proposal is his own or has some official backing from the 
Indian Government. If it is the former, then we are faced 
with a situation in which an Executive Director is trying 
to ram his own pet ideas down our throa t. \oilhat if they 
all did it? If the proposal does have the support of the 
Indian Government, it doesn't necessarily make it any better, 
but one could at least start asking what sort of concerns 
there are in India about the problem and, even more, what 
institutions are prepared to open their books to us, if 
any sort of proposal were to go through. 

3. This raises the question of sensitivity of this 
whole subject. The principal value of the IDRC's project 
is that a number of countries have gone into it voluntarily. 
I think the memorandum could say a little more about this 
subject, especially if we do not really know whether Dr. Sen 
is speaking on his own or not. 

4. Paras. 5 and 6 in your memorandum really begs the 
question as to whether we should go on with this before 
Mr. McNamara has pronounced on it. My own impression is 
that the memorandum is far too conciliatory in the face of 
outrageous conduct, but per aps that is part of the strategy. 

5. Who is supposed to pay for this? Suppose you do 
reconsider and come up with something, will . you submit it 
to the Research Committee? Or will it come out of Mr. McNamara's 
Contingency Fund? Or Dr. Sen's, since he seems to think he has 
one? 

cc: Messrs. Chenery 
Westphal 

BBKing:gm 
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Dr. D. Tsuriell 
International Cooperation Group 

on Sand Dune Reclamation 
Kiryat Shmuel 
Haifa, Israel 

ear Dr. Tsuriell : 

Thank you for your letter of Septen.ber 23. Please forgive 
my delay in replying. 

Your background document strikes me as a good sketch of 
what you want to do. I would suggest adding a paragraph or two 
describing in general terms what you mean by "plant cover, 
fences, and chernicals 11

, and what kind of research underlies the 
development of these methods. I would also suggest that you 
break down the budget and provide more information about how 
your figures were arrived at. You should also indicate the 
n ture of the output you expect the team to put out: [a report? 
(illustrated?), a book?, guidelines for choice of approach?, 
specific recommendations? (to whom?)], and the sort of data you 
expect to be able to gather~ purely technical, detailed cost 
figures , techno-economic evaluation, or whatever. 

As I explained to you, I think it very unlikely that the 
IBRD would provide direct support to the !CSR. At ~ost, we 
would be able to guide you to possible sources of support. 

As far as the proper proposer is concerned, a lot dep~nds 
on the source from whom you hope to secure funding. For non
U.N. sources, ICS is a perfectly appropriate ·applicant. Under 
normal circumstances, the same would be true for UNESCO. 

The awkward part, of course, arises from the fact that 
much of the money available for the study of desert ·problems 
comes from Arab sources - the Kuwait Development Fund, etc. 
For this purpose, none of your four alternatives is really 
satisfactory, and you may have to make your solicitation 
through your Spanish or Italian members. 



Dr. D. Tsuriell -2- November 17, 1975 

There is one other possibility which you might explore. 
The U.S. has binational commissions, similar to that for 
Israel, with a number of Arab countries. The scien£ific 
part of these is administered by the U.S. National Science 
Foundation. Some of their budgets are quite large. Your 
co-chairman from the U.S. Department of Agriculture may be 
able to investigate possibilities for support via these 
channels. I would suggest that he contact Dr. Devey or Dr. 
Bartoka at the NSF. 

Sincerely yours, 

Charles Weiss 
Science and Technology Adviser 

CW/er 



Mr. H. Pilvin, ASA 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

November 13, 1975 

Colombo Plan Staff College for Technician Education 

1. I read the letter from this outfit quickly. If 
the Bank were to act as universal aunt for all such requests, 
even if worthwhile in some sense, it would have to have a 
much bigger budget than it has. The only conditions in 
which we might support it - under normal circumstances -
are: 

(i) It just hap ens to coincide with high-priority 
concerns of the relevant Bank departments in 
the educational field; 

(ii) We would have some degree of input into the 
design of the study and control over its 
execution. 

2. It occurs to me that there is an outside possi
bility that IDRC in Ottawa, who have a regional office in 
Singapore, might be interested since they are high on inter
country studies of a cooperative nature. But I would not 
suggest passing the buck before someone checks with them. 

3. Do we need a meeting? 

cc: Messrs. M. Hultin 
T. King 

John Simmons 

BBKing:gm 

PwS. 

I am, of course, thinking of the Research Committee which 
would still have to pass on the project even if (i) and 
(ii) were met. 



Mr. Robert Ledogar 
Room LX 2134 
United Nations 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

Dear Mr. Ledogar: 

November 11, 1975 

It was good to speak with you again. I enjoyed reading the 
draft on land for the Factbook on Human Settlements, and wanted 
to give you the following reactions. 

I think that a lot of mileage could be had from expanding 
the within.;..city density data to include comparisons at two or 
more points within the city, say center and periphery. A dis
eussion of where squatters and other poor people locate within 
the city could then follow. A few years ago, the conventional 
wisdom placed newly arrived migrants at the periphery: now, a 
more complex pattern is recognized in which, depending on land 
values, job availability and the like, the poor may live close 
to the city center (to save on transport costs and work at jobs 
whose comparative advantage is at the center) or farther out to 
escape high land prices and build equity in a dwell~ng. 

In general, calculations of land requirements using extra
polations of density coefficients should not be referred to as 
"demand". Although useful as a sketch of possible city layouts 
in the future, these measures are neither demand nor supply 
(which are both referred to in terms of price) but basically 
dimensionless parameters with significance for thinking about 
the problem but not very helpful for analyzing it. 

The demand for land in economic terms is not only derived 
from the demand for housin.g and commercial activity but also 
from the portfolio choiee of households and finns. This 
"asset demand" can be an important factor, especj.ally where 
other outlets for investment are limited. 

Darin-Drabkin's data, as you say, may not be fully trusted 
hut they are the only game in town. on the other hand, h,i.s 
commentary seems di tinctly less helpful. Recasting his ideas 
in your own words and sequence would, I believe, improve the 
presenta~ion of thi section. 



Mr. Robert Ledogar - 2 - November 11, 1975 

Under fiscal controls (page 30), t:he array of capital gains 
taxes on land (land value increment taxes, betterment levies) 
could be added ; transfer taxes also. 

The housing study {A Task for Life) will appear under my 
name as a research publication for which the World Bank does 
not assume responsibility. It's fine to refer to it as having 
been done in the Bank (since it was), but that does ,not make 
it a "World Bank study " . Also, I am now calling it simply 
Housing for Low Income Urban Families. 

Thank you again for letting me see the draft. I hope we 
can keep in touch as our land research efforts continue. 

.. 

OFGrimes:gm t:!J' 

Sincerely, 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Committee 
Development Policy 



Mr. M. Ahluwalia, DRCID 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Some Stylized Facts 

November 11, 1975 

;., n 
• u. 

1. Your paper raises a lot of questions and that I 
suppose, is what it was meant to do. y personal taste, as 
I said, is for seeing what all this means for the absolute 
income underlying the shares. Consequently, I made up the 
accompanying table from your Table 1 (the "a" columns) -
after a little table-cleaning!/. 

2. In this table I took the liberty, which is probably 
quite illegitimate, of breaking the middle 40 up into two 
halves; by taking the difference between the lowest 40 and 
the lowest 60 and so on. The absolute figures at a level of 
$100 and $1,000 and the geometric average in between ($316) 
are shown on the first three lines. The figures were 
compiled on the back of an envelope over the weekend, but 
I think they are about right. On the second group of three 
lines, I assumed an arbitrary growth rate for the two stages. 
The corresponding growth rates for each group are then shown. 
Of course, I should have included your correction for growth 
rate first, but I didn't. It would make a little difference 
to the absolute figures but ractically nothing to the growth 
rates in each bracket. 

3. What surprises me about this exercise is that the 
growth rate of the lowest 40 is as large as it is in the 
first stage (A-B). Their average income at the beginning 
is extremely low2/ and one would suppose the lowest 40 is 
composed of the typical disadvantaged classes, the landless, 
the primitive tribal peoples and so forth. So how do they 
do so well? Can it all be increases in productivity? Maybe 
the real question is why the distribution is so bad to begin 
with, rather than why it gets worse with growth in total 
income. 

4. Splitting the middle 40 up, if it is half way 
legitimate, gives some evidence of a trickle down effect 
with the turning point for the upper half of the middle 40 

1/ I think the constant In Column la should have a neg~~ive 
sign and the figure for literacy rate in Column 2b should 
be 0.03. Also the turning point for 2b is something like 
895, but more of that later. 

£1 About th same (proportionately) as the lowest 40 in 
Gregory King's scheme~ 

l 



Mr. M. Ahluwalia - 2 - November 11, 1975 

/, 

coming first and the others following after. Perhaps if you 
broke the lowest 40 in two, it would show something similar. 
At any rate, in the second stage all except the top 20 do 
about equally well. The trouble again with the lowest 40 
is the condition in which they start. 

5. I would have liked to have done the same thing for 
the "b 11 tables, but lacked time and datal/. It is possible 
to have something somewhat less abstract than your Figure 1? 
I am not too clear what using mean values for the sample 
implies. I suppose some arbitrary figures have to be used 
and those are as good as any, corresponding to an income of 
$500 to $600. If the poor had the same advantages at lower 
incomes, they would be better off; correspondingly, if they 
had not got any better advantages at higher incomes, they 
would be worse off. Might it be better to choose a mean 
value of a sample of low income countries to show the growth 
of the discrepancy from $100 or so up? One question is 
whether some of these advantages or disadvantages are so 
closely associated with income levels as to be hard to 
tinker with. 

6. I did go so far as to split up the middle 40 again 
using the "b" figures. This produced an interesting result. 
The "upper 20" had positive and negative coefficients respec
tively on lines 2 and 3, just like the top 20. Turning points 
for t..~e upper and lower halves of the middle 40 were 1,331 and 
1,226 respectively, but the turning, of course, is in different 
directions (the combination of the two gives a quite different 
figure of 895, as I said in the footnote). There is a rather 
remarkable consistency in the turning points for the four 
groups, but whether there is anything to this, I can't really 
say. 

7. A final comment that I might make on this is: 
"Econometrica non olet". One misses the smell of what is 
going on. Maybe these stylized facts might subsequently be 
set against the appropriate facts of individual countries in 
order to see where the discrepancies lie, whether there are 
s ecific explanations and so forth. Perhaps this is the link 
between what you are doing and what the Regions could provide. 
Maybe that would be a productive use of comparative advantage. 

1/ You didn't put any units in your table, but in any case I 
wouldn't have been sure what typical figures would be. 

Attachment 

BBKing:gm 



INCOME AND GROWTH RATES BY BRACKET 

Income per c ·aput 

A. 

B. 

c. 

Growth ratesll 

A-B 

B-C 

A-C 

Turning points 

($) 

· All 

100 

316 

1,000 

4.9 

4.9 

4.9 

. Top '20 

266 

935 

2,791 

5.4 

4.7 

5.0 

372 

/1 Based on 24 years each stage 

,---,--Middle 
· Upper 20 

95 

299 

1,022 

4.9 

5.3 

5.1 

200 

Note: Figures not adjusted for growth rate. 

40------
· Lower 20 

65 

174 

614 

4.2 

5.4 

4.8 

361 

· Lowest 40 

37 

86 · 

287 

3.6 

5.2 

4.4 

477 

-~ ..... ~ . -..... _..~ '"" "7 
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1. Du.ring the course of ur previous c nvi rsations 7 as d to 
commit to paper o or my thoughts on an "oper :Uonally relevant" r search 
program to support the Bank's ~r rt in small and di industry d. ~ lop

nt. In the following paragraphs I att t t pre nt s e not too well 
thought-out stion as pc;,inters to 'What such a pro r !flight i'ocu on. 

2. At th outs,t it -J\!gbt to b said that what t~diti nally seems 
'to have oapti va d our interest wh n it co s ep cul ti. about l 
industry would not, I think e terribly leant tor ur i d1 oper-
ational puxposes. In thi cate ory I includ research in s areas as 
intermediate techno1ogy, c rative analysi r capital/e loyment and 
capital/output rati a, crucl.al variable in developm nt of an entre• 
prene rial cul tura etc. Thi is not to say tha re earch in these re 
is not fu.l or unimportant. Its silllplT the kind ot research that, in 
DrJ'" new, is st left to imti tu:ti ns whos tforta we might 
examine and support rather n m rtake rs lv • 

3. Sine the k is likaly to d liver E velop nt a sistan 
mainly 1: the form ot upport for national SSE progr , our immedia: 
research tfort ould be or;l.ented re toward dete 1n1ng th ele nts 
of succe sful SSE pro ti n pro ram mix in ny iven environment and 
attempting to establish th "tru " co ts and baneti !/ to th economy:: 
of such programs. The s noe f such an anal)"Sia, was I think was 
one of the j r sbortcondn o.t' the Koehav repon (or :ther a short~ 
coming in the T rms of Reference t r that study). A substantial amount 
of ch :research would involve the d k study f available material. Such 
retsearch would entially foou on asure ent of impact Which wuld help 
to eon.ti.rm or d1 l eontradit>tory views n whether, •81', the Indian pro-
gram tor SS . t\evelopment can be ed cce aful (it has cert inly spa d 
a vast number of small .fi ) or a tail'\U"8 (are tbes f:l.1"188, as suspect d, 
ine.t'ticient am the .trag iflta~on ot production r. tarded Indian 1n-
do.strial d.ev lopment?) I would also be u.se.tul in enabling the ank to 

temd.ne when nd haw such pro rams oan result in overld.ll. At this p int 
I think it would 11 tul to gL o thought to how one easures SSE 

and nefits arxi to ke a brave ( ven 1£ crude) attempt at 
ent in 9 .. 10 oount17 cases. 

at.ribution 
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Professor Martin Carnoy 
Director, SIDEC 
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School of Education 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 

Dear Martin: • " I,. ... 
I'" " 

I 

I • . 
,=- ~ 

., ; ~) 
.... ,_ 

_J .I. 

... 

I hope to be able to start drafting my (long delayed) study on 
education finance and income distribution in Brazil in a few weeks. 

. ... 
, . . ... . 
-" ~ . • I 

.. 
.• 

\ ·~ : ;' .. . 

I would like to start the study by a review of the controversy 
over recent t r ends in income distribution in Brazil. Starting with 
the work of Fishlow followed by Langoni.'s book, I would like to end 
with your own contributions. Unfortunately, the only study that I 
have at hand is Langoni's book and I wonder whether you would be 
kind enough to tell me the exact references for these other works 
if they have been published or, if not, to send me a mimeographed 
copy of each. Of course, if you have summarized the debate some
where, I would be happy to use your work • 
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I briefly talked with your friend Levin a few weeks ago in 
Princeton and he reminded me about Jacques Velloso's thesis on Brazil. 
Is there a way of getting this study? I think many people in the 
Bank would be interested in it. I don't intend to write more than 
about ten pages on all this and again this is just as an introduction 
to my own analysis. 

Thank you very much for your help and please feel free to make 
any additional suggestions if I have missed something interesting. 

,,,., I 

l. ... .. .. ~ .. .. 
·~ } r 
• 

.· 
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Regards, • -1. - • 
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Jean-Piet re Jallade 
Senior Economist 

Education Department 
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Mr. David Bates, AGP 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Non-RPO Research 

November 6, 1975 

1. We appreciate the material your Department has 
already submitted on research activity not funded through 
the External Research Program and also (per our discussion 
over the phone) your providing breakdowns of the staff time 
and other resources involved in these efforts. To keep this 
task within manageable bounds, we are interested mainly in 
estimates by broad category, as in the following suggested 
format: 

Staff-months (professional) 
Staff-months (assistant) 
Consultant fees 
Travel 
External Computing 

FY75 FY76 -

2. A project-by-project breakdown is desirable if it 
is handy, but not if it is not. Some notion of which projects 
are responsible for the bulk of effort within each category 
would be enough. 

cc: Messrs. C. Bruce 
B. B. King 

OFGri e :gm 



Ms. Myrna Gary, EPDDR 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Non-RPO Research 

November 6, 1975 

We apprecia~e the material your Department has already 
submitted on research activity not funded through the 
External Research Program and also (per our discussion 
over the phone) your providing breakdowns of the staff 
time and other resources involved in these efforts. To 
keep this task within manageable bounds, we are interested 
mainly in estimates by broad category, as in the following 
suggested format: 

Staff-month (professional) 
Staff-months (assistant) 
Consultant fees 
Travel 
External Computing 

2. 2 A project-by-project breakdown is desirable if 
it is handy, but not if it is not. Some notion of which 
projects are responsible for the bulk of effort within 
each category would be enough. 

cc; Messrs. W. Tims 
B. B. King 

Jr' 

OFGri~1 :gm 
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Mr. Hollis B. Chenery, VP - VPD 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Insertion to Foreword of "Abstracts" Booklet 

_9,-

November 4, 1975 

If you feel this addition is suitable, I'll 

forward the galleys to Information and Public Affairs as 

our final version. 

Attachment 

cc: Mr. B. B. King 
Ms. M. Hazzah 

OFGrimes: gm f}f)' 



Since p~blication of last year's Abst:i;acts, 1/ the , 

following projects in the research portfolio have been completed: 

Multi-Level Planning: Ivory Coast SNo. 670-04); Survey of Econo~y

Wide Models (No. 670-10); Reappraisal of Credits for Financing Farm 

Mechanization in Pakistan (No. 670-12); Agricultural Sector in 
·, 

Mexico (No. 670-16); Rural Development in Africa (No. 670-18); 

Measurement of Road Width/Vehicle Speed Relationships (No. 670-28); 

Compilation of Highway Design Standards (No. 670-32); Analysis of 

Problems and Issues in Village Electrification (No. 670-38); Pricing 

and Investment in Electricity Supply (No. 670-39); Urban Data Needs 

of the World Bank {No. 670-41); Professional Structure in Southeast 

Asia (No. 670-42); Costa Rica Employment Survey (No. 670-47); Rural 

and Urban Public Works (No. 670-75); Benefits of Schooling for 

Workers (No. 670-91); and Urban and Regional Subsystems in 

Peninsular Malaysia (No. 670-97). Many of these are listed iri 

the current edition of this booklet to mark the progress of recently 

completed research toward the dissemination of results and their use 

in development planning and policy. 

1/ See World Bank Research Program: Abstracts of Current Studies 
(October 1974). 

• 



Dr. Lauchlin Currie 
Departamento Nacional de Planeacion 
Bogota, D.E., Colombia 

Dear Dr. Currie: 

I~. r, 

October 31, 1975 

Again I must thank you for offering me your latest work 
and apologize for not yet having produced mine (the study of 
France). We have made progress on other portions of the research 
on urban land markets and methods of land use control, but prepara
tion of the report on France is still at least three months away. 
On that point I do have the benefit of being able to work closely 
with John Banta of the Conservation Foundation here in Washington, 
who is coordinating a large International Land Use research project 
dealing with land and the environment. He spent four months in 
France earlier this year and is nware of the latest developments. 

On page 9 of your report, it occurred to me that a possible 
link between the allocative and distributive functions of rising 
land values lies in the fact that land price effects can stem 
from direct actions of the public authorities -- rezoning, as you 
mention earlier, and water main installations -- as well as general 
economic advance and scarcity rents. No matter whose figures are 
used, projected rates of urban population increases are indeed 
staggering. I thought you would be interested in a recent paper 
on this subject, written chiefly by two colleagues (Cohen and 
Renaud) in Doug Keare's urban group. 

,.. 
Secretary Penalosa told me last week that land issues will 

be a major focus at Habitat and that future Preparatory Committee 
meetings will deal with the specifics. That is encouraging. 

With best reqards, 

Attachment 

OFGr imes : gm (ff 

Sincerely, 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Committee 
Develooment Policy 

r 
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Ms. Elinor Yudin, EPDIE 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 

October 31, 1975 

List of Countries and Participating 
Institutions (ICP) for Board 
Research Report 

1. Here is the list from last year and our candidates 
this year for inclusion as developing countries and insti
tutions participating in the ICP: 

A. Last year's list 

Country 

Argentina 

Colombia 

India 

Iran 

Kenya 

Korea 

Malaysia 

Philippines 

Thailand 

Venezuela 

Participating Institution 

Instituto Nacional de Estadistica y 
Censos, Buenos Aires 

Departamento Administrativo Nacional 
de Estadistica, Bogota 

Central Statistical Orqanization, 
New Delhi ·· 

Central Bank of Iran, Tehran 

Central Bureau of Statistics, Nairobi 

Bank of Korea, Seoul; Bureau of 
Statistics, Seoul 

Department of Statistics, Kuala Lumpur 

National Census and Statistics Office, 
Manila 

National Economic Development Board, 
Bangkok; Ministry of Commerce, Bangkok 

Banco Central de Venezuela, Caracas 
Ministerio de Fomento, Cara~as 

B. Possible Additional Entries this Year 

Country 

Brazil 

Mexico 

Tanzania 

Zambia 

Partici~ating Institution 

? 

? 

? 



Ms. E. Yudin - 2 - October 31, 1975 

2. I would be grateful if you could supply the 
missing elements in this table and, in general, verify 
that the information is current for this year's Board 
report. We would a preciate receiving this information 
by Friday, November 7. Thank you. 

cc: Ms. Hazzah 

OFGrimes: 
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Dr. Schata.n - 2 

Inaamuch as wear tin with the Joh s 
~e k of November. I would b rateful i you cou d 

October 31 . 1975 

roup the lut 
tt r a a nae 

u gastions to of urgency • r que tin th the recipi.ent 
dir tly, to arriv no 1 ter than . ov J:lhe 
dist nee pos po 1 , shoTt cab! rep nse 
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u d 

G mbere to whom 
ppr ciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

Alan .. r 
cnior ~iutrition Advi or 
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October 30, 1975 

Prof. Daniel w. Bromley 
Dept . of Agricultural Economics 
University of Wisconsin 
1450 Linden Drive 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Dear Prof. Bromley: 

I am replying to your letter of October 23-to 
Dr. Chenery regarding Alfredo Sfeir-Younis. First, 
I should tell you whRt is not possible. As we do 
not make grants for research analogous to thos made 
by a Foundation, the 'preferred. elution" is excluded. 

There are, broadly speaking, two pos ibilities. 
The first is fixed-term em loyment on the Bank's staff 
in a department concerned with research. The second 
is employment as a consultant to the Bank in connection 
with a Dank research project, ongoing or planned for the 
near future. I have sent the paper you enclosed to the 
departments in the Bank most likely to be interested. 
When they have had a chance to look at them, we will get 
in touch with you again. 

BBKing:grn 

Yours sincerely, 

Benjamin B. King 
Research Adviser 

Development Policy 

cc: Messrs • Chenery . 
Dulcy (incoming letter; "post-doctoral 

proposal"; "recent paper" attached) 
Ray (incoming letter; "post-doctoral 

proposal" attached) 



Mr. o. Grimes 
Mrs •• Hazzah 

--a. B. King §_ig!i._~~ .8. R. K' ~ 
, ,., r,, 

Bellagio-plus - SSR System 

/ .IL 

October 30, 1975 

At Ottawa, Ruth Zagorin said that this system 
of exchange of information on research projects between 
the five agencies was now "operational". This, so far, 
means that we have information, which I brought b ck, on 
IDRC's projects in the five chos n fields. We are, for 
well-known reasons, rather behind with our ork on the 
master project she ts, which Mona is working onl/. 
When we gt around to it again, I suggest we do first 
those projects pertinent to the SSR System. I attach 
a list for comment, especially on the queried ones, at 
an appropriate time in the future. 

1/ We are lucky in the Canadian mail strike, which may 
go on until Easter. It provides a fortuitous excuse! 

Attachment 

BBKing:gm 
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First List of Bank Projects· ·fo"r TDRC •·s SSR System 

Labor/Employment/Income Distribution 

· Section I 

670-06 
670-09 
670-69 
670-83 
670-84 
670-85 
670-96 
671-08 

Rural Development & Agriculture 

Section III 
Section V 
Section VI 

Urbanization 

Section VII 
Section VI 

All in new abstract list 
670-29, 670-71, 671,14 
670-38 

All in new abstract list 
670-67, 671, 12 (?) 

Population/Health/Nutrition 

Section VIII - 670-99, 671-02, 671-15 

Education 

· se·ction. VIII 

670-43 
670-45 
670-47 
670-75 (?) 
670-90 
671-06 
671-07 
671-26 (?) 
671-30 
671-31 

Section VIII - 670-44, 670-78, 670-91, 671-19, 671-33 (?) 

October 30, 1975 



Mr. Ravi Gulhati, ECDDR 
~ '"I 

Benjamin B. King, VPD • ¥ ' 

Research Proposal, "Narangwal 
Population and Nutrition" 

October 29, 1975 

..,. 

1. The Research Committee in a meeting on October 23 
decided that, although the research proposed was of potential 
usefulness for the Bank, some questions remained about the 
design and objectives of the project. Specifically, many 
Committee members were uncertain about the suitability of 
the data for Bank research objectives, the operational signi
ficance of the broad issues to be treated, and the amount 
and type of Bank economic expertise forthcoming to bolster 
the Johns Hopkins research team. 

2. The Committee consequently approved $10,000 as a 
.. program grant" to meet expenses incurred over a period of 
one to three months in reformulating the proposal to address 
these issues. In their deliberations with the Johns Hopkins 
team, Timothy King and his staff should work closely with an 
informal advisory group, under the general guidance of 
Herman van der Tak, composed of members of the Population 
and Nutrition Projects Department and other interested Bank 
staff. A revised proposal would then be considered in the 
normal course of a future Research Committee meeting, 
although there is of cours no guarantee that it would be 
approved. 

cc: Messrs. T. King 
Chernichovsky 
Faruqee 
van der Tak 
Kanagaratnam 

Mrs. Hazzah 

OFGrimes:gm 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

. INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Research Committee Members DATE: October 28, 1975 

VPD IPJI Orville F. Grimes, Jr., 

Minutes of Meeting on October 23, 1975 

1. Attending the meeting were Messrs. Chenery, 
Balassa, B. de Vries, Jaycox, Karaosmanoglu, B. B. King, 
Lerdau, Schulmann, Thalwitz, van der Tak, Waelbroeck, 
Yudelman and Grimes. Present for the education strategy 
paper discussion were Messrs. T. King, Jallade and Simmons. 
Mr. Winterbottom (Information and ·Public Affairs Department) 
attended as an observer. 

Income Distribution in Thailand - Phase I (671-36) 

2. This project was approved as presented. The total 
authorization (FY76 and FY77) is $53,000 of which $42,000 is 
authorized for FY76. Mr. de Vries and others suggested that 
early discussions between researchers and potential users in 
the Regional Offices would help give the project a better 
articulated focus in operational work. Mr. Jaycox said that 
liaison with members of the Urban Poverty Task Group is also 
.desirable, especially to help define target populations for 
urban-oriented projects. 

Narangwal Population· and Nutrition 

3. Despite general agreement that the research proposed 
under this project was of potential usefulness for the Bank, 
many questions about the design and purpose of the project had 
not yet been resolved to the Committee's satisfaction. Uncer
tainties remained about the suitability of the data for Bank 
research objectives, the operational significance of the broad 
issues to be treated in the research (deriving in part from 
lingering uncertainty as to what these issues were), and the 
nature and magnitude of the economic inputs needed to bolster 
the Johns Hopkins research team. 

4. The Committee accordingly approved . a "program grant" 
of $10,000 to meet expenses incurred in reformulating the 
proposal over a maximum of three months. In their _.deliberations 
with the Johns Hopkins team, Mr . •r . King and other Bank sponsors 
should work closely with an informal advisory gro~p c9]llposed of 
members of the Population and Nutrition Projects Department and 
other Bank staff under the general guidance of Mr. van der Tak. 
A revised proposal would then be considered in the normal course 
of a future Research Committee meeting. 
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Supplemental Requests 

5. The following supplemental requests were approved 
as presented: 

(a) An increase of $40,000 in the Bank's contribution 
to the International Comparison Project (No. 670-68). 
The total Bank commitment to this project for FY75-78 
thus becomes $400,000. 

(b) An additional authorization for FY76 of $16,000 in 
computer funds for Distributive Impact of Public 
Expenditures (No. 670-96). 

(c) An additional authorization for FY76 of $20,000 
for the Singapore Traffic Restraint Study (No. 
671-20), for the purposes stated in Mr. Jaycox's 
memorandum to Mr. B. B. King of September 19, 
1975. To the extent that funds turn out not to 
be required for these purposes, they will be 
returned. 

Proposal for a Research Strategy ~nd 
Program in Education 

6. The Committee discussed a paper on education 
research prepared by the Education Projects and Development 
Economics Departments (memorandum from Messrs. Ballantine 
and Gulhati to Mr. B. B. King, June 12, 1975). Messrs. 
Jallade and Simmons participated in this discussion. The 
paper identified six priority areas for policy-oriented 
research: 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 

(v) 
(vi) 

the process of learning; 
education and employment; 
education and rural development; 
equity; 
cost and finance; and 
evaluation, planning and management. 

Committee members said that these categories were so all
inclusive as to admit all potential research on an equal 
footing. It was felt that the paper provided a wide-ranging 
overview of possible research categories much mor~ than a 
strategy for setting priorities in Bank education research. 
It fails to pinpoint those research topics not worth ~pursuing, 
either because past research on them has leanowhere or because 
sufficient knowledge has been accumulated that additional effort 
would have a low marginal return. Nor does it identify research 
areas in which the Bank has a comparative advantage. Messrs. 
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Sinunons and Jallade said that progress has been made in 
setting up priority topics within the broad categories -
"education and rural development" was one - - and it was 
agreed that additional work in this area should be pursued 
with interested Departments. 

; 

Distribution 

Messrs. Chenery, Balassa, B. de Vries, Jaycox, Karaosmanoglu, 
B .. B. King, Lerdau, Schulmann, Thal wi tz, van der Tak, 
Vergin, Waelbroeck, Yudelman 

cc: Messrs. Simmons, Jallade, T. King, Gulhati, Ballantine, 
Winterbottom 

,-' 

• 



Mr. Mahbub ul Haq, EPRDR 

Benjamin B. King, VPD Signe'd B. B. King 

PoliSY Papers and Research 

October 23, 1975 

1. We are trying to compile a list of ~licy or issues 
papers which might have had some connectioLY,W~th research 
projects. I have compiled the attached list from the Policy 
Paper Inventories we have and miscellaneous scattered sources. 
It is restricted to completed projects, since this is our 
immediate interest, it will be extended later. 

2. In the last column is a list of reports generated 
by these papers, insofar as we know them. I would be grateful 
if you could: 

(i) Identify the missing ones and correct any mistakes; 

(ii) Supply us with copies of any reports you have 
available, other than those marked with an 
asterisk, which we have, and the Health SPP, 
which we have ordered. 

(iii) Indicate which papers went to the Board 
freely available to it). 

3. Can you think of some more automatic system 
the left hand (we) can keep abreast of what the right 
(you) is doing? 

Attachment 

cc: Messrs. Chenery 

bee: Mr. Muir 

BBKing:gm 

Karaosmanoglu 
Burki 
Grimes 



No. Title 

List of Policy/Issues Papers Possibly 
Related to Completed Research Projects 

. RPO 670-

I. Policy Series 

P01W74 

P02P74 

P02U74 

P03P74 

POSA74 

P06G74 

P07A74 

Pl2G7A 

P01E75 

P03N75 

Issues in Village Water Supply 

Issues in Rural Electrification 

Bank Policy in Urban Transport 

Economic Evaluation of Public 
Utility Projects 

Rural Development 

Promotion of Domestic Construction 
Industries 

Comparative Analysis of Cocoa 
Production in Selected Countries 

Criteria for employment of depart
mental forces in Bank-financed 
civil works 

Education Sector Policy Paper 

Bank Group Activities in the Field 
of Health 

II. Issues Series 

I01T74 

I02T74 

I03E74 

I04I74 

Eighway Sector Lending 

Lending for Railways 

Non-formal Education 

Selected Issues in Bank Group 
Assistance to Industry 

37 

38 

34 

39 

18 

31 

81 

31 

46 
51 

48 

32 

33 

51 

77 

1/ 
T 

Dates in parentheses refer to Policy Paper Inventories. 
In our possession. 

Reports 1/ 

Report No. 793, 
6/75* 

Report No. 517 
7/74* 

Urban Transport 
SPP 5/75* 

Distributed for 
comment ( 9 / 7 4 } 

Rural Development 
SPP 2/75* 

R73-291, 1/74 

SecM74-528* 
7/74 

Not known. (Incl. 
4/74, dropped 
before 8/74} 

Education SPP 
12/74* 

(i} Health SPP 
3/75 
(ii} Background 
paper to be issued 
as Working Paper 

Distributed to 
Board (7/75} 

Co~pleted as dept. 
·report (8/75} 

Not Known 

Dropped as sepa
rate paper (7/75) 



No. 

I05G74 

I06G74 

I03A75 

- 2 -

Title 

Highway Design Standards Study 

Public Works as a Policy 
Instrument 

Farm Technology 

October 22, 1975 

,., 

· RPO 670-

32 

75 

12 
50 

Reports 1/ 

Distributed by 
TUPD (10/74) 

Staff level dist. 
10/31/75 

Staff level dist. 
3/31/76 
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Wout r Tims ~ 
~· ~ ~ 

f ~ "' ,. ,, .. .' Non-RPO Research 
~ l ... ~ 
... '\. ,. 1'r ........ J ... 
- •II I ~ 
·~ .,,, ,4 ~ ... ;'1 i..; 

iJ- - • , ·1 

b'"' l( ·, on-RPO research in EPD is concentrated in th study of th prospects 
fa:'):"~·;. for primary co oditi and for d velopina countries. A substantial part of 
t' 'l.. • \, thi r search has been connected with the B nk's effort to und rstand the !t-~ ,C • r implications of hi.gh r energy prices for the growth of developin countries, 

~~~... \ • The following is list of major reports generated by this work: 

...k. .-.. ,l 'a ~ l. M. Celasun and F. Pinto: "Energy Prospects in OECD Countries and 
1•- II t• ~ ~ Possible Demand for OPEC Oil Exports to 1980, forthcoming 

~- - - · • Working Paper. 

• ... . -
j ~ - •• ~ ~ ~} 

~ t~ 
1"'~\. ~ 

rl .. "". .. . . "'. ---~ ~ .. 
f'I ' r: .. 

....... ~ '• 1..f' 
. I{_ • I 

._ .. IJn~ 

• ,....'l _. .--.- ..... .. ,6. .... 

.. 

2. J. D Vries: "Structure 
Working P per No. 208 • 

of the World Coff e Economy", 

3. E. Grilli: "The Impact of the Oil Crisis on the Competitive Position 
of Jute and Hat"d Fibers", September 1974, i sued s Commodity Paper 
No. 11 • 

4. J.W. Gunnins and J. Waelbro ck: 11The Logic of Adjustment to Higher 
Energy Prices: An Optimal Control Analysis", present t the Third 
World Congress of the Econom tric Soci ty, Toronto, August 
1975 • 

J.W. Gunning, M. Ost rri th, J. Waelbroeck: "The Pr1c af En rgy and 
Potential Growth of Developed Countri s, an Attempt at Quantification", 
forthcoming in the Europ n Economic Review. 

s. Gupta: "Income Distribution, Employment and Growth: a C se Study 
for Indonesia", IBRD Working Paper No. 212. 

7. N. llickst "The SIMLINK Model for Trade and-Growth for the Developing 
World", fortbcomi in the European conomic Review. 

A.C. Huang: "Prospects for Exports of Bauxite/Alumina/Aluminum from 
Developing Countries", Octob r 1974, issued as Commod~~y Paper No. 12. 

·9. J. ·Nusbaumer: "Th World Banana Economy: Prospects for Change 1974 -

1~-~-
l I 

.. .. 
-r 

.. 

1980", February 1975, i sued as Co1lln10dity Paper No. 15. 

... ,.__ 

"A Lona-Run Projections Modl for Zaire", EPD Working 

... . , . . ~ .. ...... 

i' 
• 

... 

.. 
• 



..._ _.II 

s. J.ngh. J. ne Vriea, J. ulle.,. P. Y : neoffe I Tea Cocoa -
orld B4nk 'Lend Policies and Market Outlook",. World Bank Occasional 

Staff P&per. forthc.om.iag. 

, wy 197S. 

13. M •• Thigpen: "Toa hlpact of Iner ed Oil Pricu on th• Coat aud 
Pricu of Apparel Type t.ural and ~etic Fibers", March 197S, 
iaaued u C 1.ty P•pe.r o. 16. 

v. 't . ~ "H her Oil Pru•• and th Yorl EcollOI!lY; the. Adj tment 
Proeeaa", rookiuga1 ov r 1975. 

u.c. Tyler: "Long-'terlll hojectiona for Mi le cem and Eaat Afti.cl:m 
Couausapt.ion, Production and Trade 1n eats0

• September 1975, 
pa~t of joint FAO/IBRD atwiy, directed. by fatrtclt Ya • 



IN TERNAT I ON AL DEVEL OP~ 
ASS OC IATI ON 

' I INTERNATION AL BANK FOR 
RECONS TRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

NTERNATIONA L FIN ANCE 
CORPORAT ION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. B. King 

FROM: Ardy StoutjesdijkY/> 

SUBJ ECT : The Dichter proposal 

' DATE: October 17, 1975 

I have read the Dichter proposal, and I share your lack of enthusiasm. 
The proposed study is very Philippine-specific, and looks to me like the 
kind of research someone would have to undertake in order to be able to 
prepare a feasibility study focusing on the modernization of grain storage 
facilities in that country. It is market research, not research in the 
sense we normally define it. 

AS:vak 



Dr. Alberto Galofre Cano, Director 
Instituto de Desarrollo Urbano 
Carrera 7, No. 20-99 
Bogota, D.E. 
Colombia 

Dear Or. Galofre: 

October 16, 1975 

Some months ago, a World Bank research tam visited 
Bogota to undertake research on urban land policies, as 
part of a worldwide study of methods of promoting better 
use of land in cities. A draft report on the operation 
of valorization charges in Bogota w s completed and 
delivered to IOU at the end of July. 

At the time of our visit over a year ago, it was 
suggested that IDU be able to give comments on the report 
before other agencies in Bogota (in articular, Planeacion 
Distrital and EAAB) had seen it. We have respected these 
wishes. However, since it now seems sensible to have 
these other organizations give their views also , we hope 
you will not mind our giving one copy of the report to 
Planeacion Distrital and another to EAAB. 

We wish to em ha ize that this report is only a 
draft. We w lcome your comments and r actions to the 
report and look forward to discussing it with you. If 
you feel any changes should be made in the substance or 
form of the report please let us know. We feel that our 
conclusions will be regarded positively by yourselves and 
others in Colombia, since a major conclusion ·of the report 
is that Colombia is far advanced in valorization techniques, 
using methods of much potential interest for other -countries. 

If you have comments on the report or desire extr~
copies, please let me know, or contact Mr. Carlos Quijano, 
the Resident Representative of the World Bank in Bogota. 
His address is 

Edificio Aseguaradora del Valle 
Carrera 10 No. 24-55, Piao 17 
Tel. 82-7805 

J 
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I look forward to hearing from you. With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

orvi11e F. Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Committee 
Development Policy 

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Sporon-Fiedler, LAC 
Mr. D. D. Singh, TRU 

OFGrimes: gm r!lj 



Carrera 10 No. 
Bogota, D.E. 
Colombia 

Dear Mr. Quij no: 

As your quested, I enclose three additional copies 
of Professor William Doebel 's report on valorization in 
Bogota, as well as copi s of the relevant correspondence 
of lat July. It is indeed a bit disappointing that IOU 
has not yet commented on our report, but we understand 

,,rrt ·• . their time constraint. We would of course welcome any 
.. ~ TI • • 1 • ... ~ comments or r actions th""Y have. 

• 9' 'DII'"" _l_,_ J r ..... 

. ,,,," ~ .. ...,.-.. - • Tl\ank you lso for giving copies to Planeacion ~.1.; '.i- --
t ~ I ~.;..a III Distrital and to EAAD. Their conunents dll also be valuable. "' .... .., .... : 

-~ ~ We further welcome your help in obtaining clearance ·"' .. 
·~ -...... ~J a. publication from the Secretaria de Hacienda a soon as 

r • • l ''"r - possible. . • l 

,, I I .. 

fL_" it. ... •r • "" 

~-~ •"'r 

With best regard . . .,. .. 
~ ·. '- ~ 

arw. ~ 

• ... 
. , 

t 

.. •. 
• - 41 

. 4 .,. 
I 1, I 

' .,. " T 

I"' 

I 1 I •:f',• I 
I "t• \ii- ,. i 

.. - ~ f ,, 
, .1 .. 1 _.a .,..,,. 

... . "' . } , . l . 

.If J. ~<I: t 
I, • r·,f .. ,' • 14' ...... • 
i • •n• I ~ 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures' 

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Sporon-Fiedler, LAC 
Mr. D. D. Singh, TRU 

OFGrimes: gm !J)/, - ~ 
V (/ ..J "·, [ I . 1 • t 

• ... - r ~· 1 - ·-:-. • 11 \ L-JI •• ;.: 
.I ., ~ Ill; ii'" J. 

I -· \-. r 
I .; 



Letter No. ',9 

Mr . Klas Ringskog 
Banco Mundial 
Edificio Aseguradora del Vdll e 
Carrera 10 No. 24-55, Piso 17 -
Begot.a, D. E., Colombia 

Dear Klas : 

July 23, 1975 

Enclosed is a drai't of Professor William Doebele's report on 
valorization in Bogota. We feel it is ready for comments by IDU, as 
r equested by Arturo Madero du.ring our visit of about a yea r ago, and 
have obtained clearance to this effect frcm the Col~~bia loan officer 

( ~ ·and from Urban Projects. 

Fortunately, Ricardo Paredes is in Bogota until about Augus t l!) . 
As indicated in the enclosed letter, ~e have sent copies to him to take to 
Jaime Gomez, Ha.dero1 s successor at I DU and, if judged appropriate by IDU., 
to the other agencies of greatest help during our visit . We feel that. our 
conclusions will be greeted posit ively by IDU since a major finding is that, 
Colo.'llbia is far advanced in valoriza tion 'techniques, using methods of 
great potentia l interest for other countries . fu wanted nevertheless to 
protect their desire to com_rnent on the report before it is more wide1y 
circulated . Arr:; comments you have on the report will of course be welccme. 

Hope all is weU. arid not too he ctic. Let's keep in touch. 

OFGrimes : mah 

Best regards, 

Orville F . Grimes, J r . -
Urban and Regional Economics Division 
Development Economics Department 

-, 
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INTERNAT IONAL BANK FOR RE CONSTRUCTION AND DEVE LOPl-lEN T 
\ 

1818 H S treet , N.W .. Waehin~ton. D. C. 2 0433, U.S.A . 

.. 

Mr . Luis Ricardo Pare des 
Apartado Aereo 100002 
Bog ota, D . E . 
Col ombia 

Dear Ricard o: 

July 22 , 1975 

I hope you will have "hime to help us once more on the Valorizaci on 
r eport. We are sending you separately six copies of a prelimina ry draft . 
As you .know , IDU is sensitive about any reports on its activities and it is 
most important that Ke retain its goodwill and coope ration . We propose 
t he follouing : .,,. 

1) You:. should personally deliver three copies t o: 

Dr. Jaime Gomez 
Sub- Dire ctor Financiero 
I nstituto de Desarrollo Urbano 
Carrera ?a, No . 20-99 
Bogota 

You will r e call that Dr . Arturo Madero was des i gnat e cf by IDU to work with 
us . He has now been replaced by Dr . Gomez , but we are maintainj_ng the same 
point of c ontact . 

2 ) We are sorry tha t it is not possible to have a version availabJ.e 
in Spanish, but please explain to him that Bank docun:ents of t his sort a r e 
normally in English to assur e wide r c ircul2.tion . If your time pc r mi ts, ;vou 
may offer to give oral translations of specific sections to members of IDU 
who do not read Engl ish , if Dr . Gomez b elieve s it woul_d be he l pful to do so. 

-· 
3 ) Please also t ell Dr . Gome z that we would like to obtain 

rea ctions from Dr . Daniel Rueda and others in EAAB, a nd from ·the new Dire ctor 
of Plam~acion Distrital. We do not, however, wish to p1ace copies in their 
hands be fore IDU has had an opportunity to r eview the r e port; ---

Therefore , ple ase ask Dr . Gome z if he could, within one week;.J 
r eview the r eport. sufficie ntly t o auth or i ze y ou to dc lj_ve r it i,o EAAB a nd 
p] a n cacion Di s tritG.L. Point out that he a nd his staff will: probably want, 
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- Mr. Luis Ricardo Paredes 

Page 2 
July 22, 1975 

·' "-, 

more time to make detailed comments and crit i c isms later, but that we would 
like thi s preliminary approval as soon as possible . (We thi nk it is important 
for y ou to personally deliver copies to the other two agencies and to fie ld 
any initial reactions t hey may have before you leave Colombia .) 

4) I f your time permits, you shoul d follow up with Dr . Gomez, 
not only to get his permission to deliver to EAAB and P . D. , but handle as 
many cOJmnents and critic isms personally as you are able before you leave 
the c ountry . You can obviously disclaim all .responsibility for the r epor t I s 
contents, b ut it w·ould be much b e tter for us to have the tenor of their 
r eactions from you t ha n i n a cold written form . 

Given the shortness of t ime , h owever, there are obviously limits 
on what y ou can do . 

5) You may be asked the following questions : 

A. What is the "Bahl and Linn r e port" used as a ref erence? 
This is a major World Bank study of pubJ.ic financ e in major cities in many 
developing c ountries (including Dogota) . It is still in draft form , but 
will als o be c irculated to appropriate officials in Bogota before ci:r>culation. 

B . What is the "Grimes report "? Please explain t hat the 
Bogota study of Valorization is one part of a global study of methods be ing 
used to recover 11 plusvalia . 11 A conde nsed version of which will, in .fact _, 
be one of the important chapters in a book now being prepared to assist othe r 
countries who wis h to follow si..,ccessful experiences in this field . The 
r eferences to 11 1 2.nd r eadjustment in South Korea, 11 to F.rance , and to Swe den, 
are also part of this study . Our worldwide research has shown Colombia is 
clearly the global l eader in valorization , and as such is a highly useful 
example for other countries . For this r eason , it is important that our 
a ccount is as accurate and complete as possible . 

C. Why ha ve n I t Annexes A, B and C, and the Maps been 
i ncluded? These were too bulky to s e nd, and ar e all available at IDU . If 
there are any other references which are unclear, plea9_e say that I will be 
glad to r espond to any reques ts for furthe ~. elaboration . 

OFGrime s :mah 

Sincerely , 
I 

Orville F . Grimes, Jr . 
Urban and Regional Economics Division 
Developme nt Economics Tiepartment 

/ 



Prof. Michael Latham 
Medical Research Centre 
P.O. Box 49370 
Nairobi, Kenya 

Dear Michael : 

,. 

October 16, 1975 

Several Bank staff members have had an opportunity to 
comment on our ascari.s research proposal. In the process, we 
stumbled upon the fact that discussions were also under way between 
you and Samir B sta and others here about iron deficiency research 
work you might be undertaking during your sabbatical year in Kenya. 
Given the modest size of the ascaris proposal, Samir and I agree 
that it would be sensible to incorporate this as a component of the 
research proposal that you currently are preparing for him. This 
will put the asc ris pro !em in a broader perspective, and also make 
it more manageable from a Bank processing point of view. 

cc : Mr. Samir Basta 

~ /lgl 

Sincerely yours, 

Alan Berg 
Senior Nutrition Advisor 



INTERN ATI ONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOC IAT I ON RECONSTRUCl I ON AND DEVELOPMENT 

I NTERNAT IONAL F INANCE 
CORPORAT ION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

lil 
~ ~{vi~u~ 

TO: Mr . 0 rville F . Grimes , Jr , VPD DATE: October 16, 1975 , 

FROM : Herman van der 'l'ruc, 

SUBJECT: Panel Revlew of Narangwal Population and Nutrition Research Proposal 
Recommend11t:i.o n to ReseR.rch Commi.. ttee 

1. On October 10, a pri.nel consisting of Messrs . H. van der Tak ( Chriirman) , 
G. Baldwin, C. Koch- Weser, S . Reutlinger and J . Hall (for Mr . W. Gilmartin) 
reviewed this proposal. Messrs . J . Duloy, K . K anagaratnr.m and M. Selowsky 
had commented on the proposal beforeh:md . The originators of the research 
proposal were represented by Professor Carl TA.y-lor (Johns Hopkins University ), 
and Messrs . T . King , D. Chernichovsky and R . Faruqee (IBRD) . 

2 . Ther e was general agreement that the collected dnta-set provides a unique 
opportunity to explore a number of qu_estions which are of key i mport;mce to the 
Bank ' s popul ation, health and nutrition work . In partic1.llar, criteria for the 
design of service delivery systems cnn be derived from the large quantity of 
longi tucii..nal r ese!3.rch data on household events and deli very functions performed. 
The effort alrea9Y spent on the project shows promise for e.qrly research results 
and high marginal returns on the BRnk ' s input s . 

3, However, it was also agreed that .the submitted proposal le.ft a nn.mber of 
issues unclear as to ex:=i.ct scope, primary focus and ma.i..n priori ties of the 
intended research . The proposal presents broEid objectives and conceptua1 frame-
works for analysis of e;eneral interrelationships on the one h a11d and a. large 
number of specifi c r.ub-syste:ms and v.aric1.bJ es to be analyzed (on a. one to one 
basis) on the other but somehow fails to forr.mlate and list the questions to be 
explored in a self-contnined, policy-related wny. Fu.rt. er, the wealth of 
proposed Malyses is based on whRt can be done with the 1wnilable dRta r r ther 
th an what can be .q,ccomplished with the limited resources to be provided by the 
Bank . The propos~i states the need for selectivity and gives four m:un ereas 
of resec1rch but does not identify more detailed lists and sets of questions which 
would receive priority attention. It was concluded the.t the . dditional step of 
presenting a short list of broader, policy-releva.11t questions would clarify the 
proposal and its priorities, and sharpen its operational focus . 

4, Finally, it was stated that the proposed budget lacks comprehens:L ve11ess . 
It should give total cost and phasing of the project, ;,nd specify total rn.m
months to be allocated by Johns Hopkins and Bank staff E!.~ well as cash inputs to 
be provided by the re spec ti ve sponsors. · 

· .5 , Mr . King has subsequently prepared the attached note, 1vhich goes s01i1e way 
towards clarification of the proposal . 

6. The panel recommends to the Resenrch Committee t o approve the ~arangwal 
Research Proposal . The Chairman further reco:rn.mends thnt the sponsors be asked 
to prepare in, say, three months a fuller account of the operationally relevnnt 
questions the study will address; and that the progress of the study be reviewed 
after , say , one year. 

Cleared with and cc: Panel members 

CKW : fro 

cc: Messrs. A . Berg, D. Chernichovsky , J . Dulay, R . Faruqee , 
K. Kanacar~tnam, T. King, M. Selowsky. 

-
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Mr. C. Koch, -Weser, VPSCH 

William Gilmartin, ASNVP 

Narangwal Population and Nutrition Research Proposal 

I• This is to record my concurrence with version two of the 

panel recommendation to the Research Committee. This is done 

with recognition that the answer of Mr. King to question five 

suggests that not much can be expected from the Narangwal data 

with regard to "Child Survival Hypothesis" . 
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Research Committee Members 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Meeting on October 23, 1975 

This volume contains material for the meeting of 
the Research Committee oq

1
Thursday, October 23, 1975 at 

3:00 p.m. in Room E 120ll.:!::.. If necessary, the Committee 
will meet again on Thursday, October 30 at the same time 
and place. 

r 

... t 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 

i) 

ii) 

The two research proposals 
Requests for supplemental authorizations 
Education Strategy Research paper 
Any other business 

The papers for the meeting are in the 

Budget Tables - financial information concerning 
research proposals, forthcoming proposals and 
ongoing research projects. 
Research Proposals - the research proposals and 
panel recommendations. 
Supplementary Re1uests - requests for additional 
funding under ex sting research projects. 

"'I l\-"' •• 

iv) 
v) 

vi) 

Forthcoming Proposals 
Completion Reports 
Miscellaneous • !/ I •t. I I ... .. .. .,. 

~ 
~ ~ 

. .•J 

/1 

r/" 
(a) Evaluation 

..... 

(b) Proposal for a Research Strategy and 
Program in Education. 

Please note that one item needed for this meeting is to 
be found in the Black Book distributed prior to the 
previous meeting (July 3, 1975). This is the Proposal 
for a Research Strategy and Program in Education - see 
iscellaneous sections of this and the previous Black 

Books. 
' II- -· • ... .... ""' 

Distribution: ••• .... ..... ' •• J. • - .. .. 1 
I .-.. t ~, a 

-... 
Messrs. 

.. 

- . ' l 



Mr. Heinz Vergin, AEP 

Benjamin B. King, VPD 

Proposed Storage Research in the Philippines 

October 14, 1975 

l. I not too enthu iastic about the Dicht r 
proposal - yet. In the fir t lace, it i country
speeific. Th tis not necessarily against it, if it can 
b shown to be a prototype or h ve ider implic tions in 
some way than just an enquiry in one country. 

2. rfuat bothers me more than this is the extra-
ordinary persistence of the "serious grain storage problem" 
at the villag 1 vel. The figure of 25 crops up again in 
Africa; for example, it is quoted in Oma Lele's Deign of 
Rural Development (p. 118). But that, if the index is 
correct, is the only reference. ·1h tare our rural 
development projects doing about it? I there any 
experience? Have any other investigations of the Dichter 
type been carried out? If so, what happened to th m? 

3. This ubject has been talked about for a long 
time. Are we really starting from scratch? I ould be 
interested in Monty Yudelman' comments. 

4. I have lent my copy to Ard Stoutj sdijk, who 
is interest din a research roj ct in East Africa, 
involving grain storage - but not, I think, at th gra s
roots level. 

cc: Me sr. Stoutjesdijk 
Grimes 

BBKing:gm 



Mr. B. B. King 

E. Lerda.u 

TIIAlLAND : Income Distribution Pro1e~ 

October 14, 1975 

1. A panel consisting of Mess-rs .. Hinkle, Yenal, Greene and myself 
met with Miss Chiswick and Messrs. Ahlwal1a and Pyatt on Octobe-r 8. 
Ur. Grimes was also present. 

2. The Panel agreed, ,-tithout dissent, to recommend the Project for 
the Research Committe 's approv 1. The Panel noted that this project might .___ 
be consideTed t e ast - or almost th last - of a set of first generation 
projects in DRC's work on income distribution. DRC had conqeived this 
phase in its work on thi subject primarily as learning what the available 
data showed; from this set an overview on the wbol subj ct would ev ntually 
be produced before a second generation of projects - no longer dat surveys -
would emerge. 

3. The Panel was favor bly impressed by tho suggestion of the egional 
Programs Department that a Phase II should eventually follow. but endorsed 
the present project on the understanding that (a) Phase II was not needed to 
justify Phase I. (b) a decision on P!1nse II would have te depend on the 
success of Phase I, and (c) DRC was not committed to Phase II even if Phnse I 
was successful. 

cc: Messrs. Yenal 
Greene 
Hinkle 

I 
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I , 

Dear Mr. Roemer, 

Roger Norton has shown me your letter of / c) /0 
J 

DRAFT 
JHDuloy/vec 
October 14/i.S-

to him, concerning 

the research proposal you intend to launch. Let me say at the outset how pleased 

I was to see HIID emerge from the experience of DAS. I hope that research on 

development will flourish under the new institution. 

I regret however that I am unable to respond positively to your request 

for research support. You should understand that the Bank has only a small budget 

allocation for research and that it does not act as a foundation financing 

research. It 

is, however, concerned to carry out research as it bears upon its operations, 

interpreted broadly to include its policy dialogues with member governments, 

and to encourage -the development of a research cap~ ity in poor countries. 

The Bank, however, does draw upon the research capacity of rich country institutions 

as and when it encounters problems requiring special expertise. This reflects 

the Bank's role as a "user" of research, and is quite different from the functions 

of a foundation. 

I have responded in general terms to your particular request to make 

clear the Bank position on contracted research. This, of course, in no way 

precludes our exchanging papers on research, sharing data, and cooperating on 

common objectives. For your information, I attach a brochure we have recentlv 

had printed which describes the activities of the DRC. I assume that you already 

receive issues of World Bank Research Program and the Cata"log. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

John H. Duloy 

cc: Mr. B.B. King (cleared with) w/copy of Roemer proposal 
DRC senior staff " 

I 
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Professor J.P.W.B. McAuslan 
.. School of Law 

University of War\qicl 
Coventry CV4 7AL 
England 

Dear Professor McAuslan: 

I appreciate ·your interest in our work on land banking. 
At this juncture the final report is still some months into 
the future. Practically the sole reason for the delay in 
completing this research is the document you ·will find 
attached: the Policy Paper on Housing which, despite its 
brevity, took over a year to write. A further complication 
is that I transferred in September to the post of Secretary 
to the Bank's Research Committee. This will enable ·me to 
view the Bank's research efforts more comprehensively but 

~ ~ ~~-: l_~ 

.; .. l .. - .. " 
. ~ .. J- -~· . ., ... ,.,. ·"" . .,. 

will undoubtedly further retard the progress of our research 
on the operation of urban land markets in developing countries • 
So the best I can do at this point is enclose an earlier piece 
on land betterment, which formed th basis of the present 

._ • ,i • ,...,J_ ~ . ~ - research, and to ask your forbearance on the rest. 

... 



Prof. J.P.W.B. McAuslan - 2 - October 13, 1975 

Thank you again for writing. I may be in London for 
a few days in late January, but those plans are tentative -
not to say tenuous. At the least, I hope we can keep in 
touch. 

With best regards, 

Attachment 

OFGrimes: gm rJ} 

Sincerely yours, 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Connnittee 
Development Policy 



Professor Nathaniel Lichfield 
13 Chalcot Gardens 
England Lane 
London NW3 4YB 
England 

Dear Professor Lichfield: 

October 13, 1975 

One regret of my busy summer was that little time was 
available to discuss the research proposal on metropolitan 
growth which Chris Turner very effectively helped us to 
prepare. On the other hand, my present assignment will 
afford a wider perspective on Bank research in all fields 
and leave a bit of room to continue research on land, so 
there is benefit in that. 

My main comment on the land policy research proposal 
is identical to the point you make on page 3: a comp·rehensive 
study of land policy requirements for effective urban planning 
is long overdue. Partisan debate in Britain and elsewhere has 
influenced land issues to the extent that, while the newest 
measures have many potentially positive elements, they also 
give rise to a distinct feeling of "here we go again." This 
makes yourstudy all the more relevant and timely. 

On measuring the effectiveness of land olicy measures, 
a possibility would be to gauge whether measures attain given 
targets and also whether the targets themselves are attainable 
simultaneously. Tax measures in particular often have both 
welfare and efficiency objectives, the former predominating 
in discussions of unearned increment, social equity and the 
like. Yet when these taxes are given a retrospective look, 
it is often the revenue yield which forms th~ chief basis 
for judging performance: the 1967 Act earned only ~X million 
of the iao million expected. I suspect this has a great deal 
to do with the ready availability of revenue data compared 
with other measures of performance. Gauging the impact of 
a land tax on land values is far more difficult, yet vital 
since depressing land price inflation may be a declared or 
implied objective of the tax which could be inconsistent 
with other objectives. 



Prof. N. Lichfield - 2 - October 13, 1975 

Thank you for sending your Working Paper No. 2 
I hope we can continue to k ep in touch a our rs arch 
progresses. 

With best regards, 

OFGrimes: gm pP/. 

Sincerely your, 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr. 
Secretary to the 

Research Committee 
Development Policy 



Mr. w. GU.martin, A8NVP 

John Wa1l1 ASADB 

larapgwal Re arch P.t-oe9~ - t.a.fi' P5el DLecuellion 

f 

Ootob 13, 1975 

1. Th dieoUHion of the proposal centered. on What qu atione 
re to be aak by the analyaie. Thia, of courae, is an iaaue prior 

to but int.l'inaio in llk\ng 1£ the data is 8Ui tabl.e to anaw r th questions. 
Bank atai'f abva have di.aouaaed with the facul.ty of John Hopldne just 
what data 1a available £or analysis and what tom it 1a 1n and have drawn 
up the liata of broad relationahipa to be examined Gd epeaif1.o task• to be 
done based on dat availaJ:>il1ty. Hc#e'VIQ", Mr. van der Tak and othare .f"ound 
the lists either too broa or too narrow to know just what analya1a will be 
done and how whatevar ie done w1ll have relevance to the Bank. Mr. van der Tak 
asked that the ~Jltiml• ~ be uked ~ clarified and prior1tiea amc)ng them 
be eet priOr t submission f the propol&l to the Rea aroh Committe. 

2. There wu also aome d1eauas1on of budgetary mattera and aewral. 
members expressed their con.tuaton over the budget as preaented. Mr. van der Tak 
aeked that thee matters be clarified prior to Cammittee presentation u wall. 

CO I • Al.isbab 
JWallaie 



Mr. R. Gulhati, ECDDR 

Benjamin B • King, VPD · , ,.,...,-~- ,f 
.. , .. 

Non-RPO Research 

I attach: 

October 9, 1975 

(i) A copy of Jack Dulcy's response, which is about 
what we want. 

(ii) My memo of March 25, 1975, which was rejected 
in favor of an informal note from the departments 
which was promised faithfully! 

I would much appreciate it if something could be 
supplied by October 24, even if it is quick and dirty. 

Attachments 

BBKing:gm 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP~,.:.NT 
ASSOCIATION 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

"l ~ ~ 
!I , INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. B.B. King 

John H.-rDuloy 

G-~ 
Non-RPO Research 

DATE: October 6; 1975 

76 

Non-RPO research in DRC is concentrated in the area of measurement 
and analysis of income distribution and poverty measurement and data. The 
aim is to develop a better understanding of these issues within DRC for sub
sequent application in the three data-intensive RPO's: the ECLA, ECIEL and 
ESCAP projects. During FY.76, I forecast about 10 m.m.if The following is a 
list of the major reports generated by this work: 

N.C. Kakwani and N. Podder, "Efficient Estimation of the Lorenz 
Curve and Associated Inequality Measures from Grouped Obser
vations," October 1974 (Discussion Paper No. 10) 

N.C. Kakwani, "Applications of Lorenz Curves in Economic Analysis," 
August 1975 (Discussion Paper No. 12) 

·- • ... 

N.C. Kakwani, "Measurement of Poverty and Negative-Income Tax," 
August 1975 (Discussion Paper No. 13) 

N.C. Kakw?ni, "On the Estimation of Income Inequality Measures 
-from Grouped Observations," Review of Economic Studies, forthcoming. 

. ' 
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• 
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?-lr. Hollis n. Chenery, VP 

n. B. King, VPD 

VPD Harch 25, 1975 

Information for r.:xecutive Directors: 
Bank Research 

1. Mr. Damry• s mc:i:1.orandur:1 of Februa ry 14 raises the 
qu~stion of "in...:.housc" research in the 1976 annua l report. 
In anowering this, tt:o points of clarification appcnr- to 
be in order. 

2.- . The first is that the bulk of '1in-housc 11 research 
is, in fact, an . integral part of the so-called cxter.n~l 
research. progra;,1, in one forn or another. A roug!1 breakdow·n 
of staff time on hll research ~n DPS/CPS (FY74) would be as 
follGWS! 

RPO and RPO preparation 

Commodities Divisionl/ 

Other in-house research 

Percent 

75 

s 
20 

100 

I do not think that this point is sufficiently understood. 
It may well be a good ' idea to bring it out into the open. 

3. The second point is that, if the object is to have 
a comprehensive view of all research being, in sorae sense, 
initiated by the Bank (whether included in the annual report 
or not) , th,:Jn there are t \•!O other sorts of reseD.rch which 
deser ve consi<leration. One o f them is c ertainly as inportant 
as the "other" in house research. Maybe the other is too. 
'l'hey nrc: 

(a) Research f inance<l through ,Jepartmenta.l or 
other consult~nts' butlqets . 

(b) Research finunced under loans and credits. · 

4. On research financed by hiring conaultantn outside 
the regular c~tcrnal research progr~1, we~know prac~ically 
nothing. O~r suspicion imuld be that rmcll of the ~~-:ncncli.ture .... 
o f t h is type is lir.tc.l to tr,n 11 othcr in-house re st?arch" C :rough 
cor.,rrion research proj Gets. In ot:-,cr words , tho r eal dist i nc tic::1 
is bet~·,er.:n RPO a ntl otl·~e r research. Doth us~ st.?..ff .. ti.."ne crn<l 
consult.a !"".:. ts. 

• J.,. .. • """' -7- -l Lis .. e t t scpara .... ~ly L ecat .. se it is a fairly \Jell-de f incd 
c at<:gory . . . 

I! 

.. 



• 
Mr. Hollis n. Chcnery 2 - . March 25, 1975 

5. As you arc aware, we have gradually been co~l~cting 
information on research financed under loans and credits. He 
have circulated our preliminary liot for FY74 and I believe 
we have nm-, :rc.cci vecl .'111 the corrJ:?ents ·we are likely to get. 
We still have a fair m :1ount of work to do in order to extend 
this activity to current projects an<l to projects before PY75. 
In the neanti~ e, Hr. vnn der •.rc1.k and r;-iyself ·will be preparing 
a note on the adnini s trative arrange..--nent that may appear 
nece ssary to exercise batter control over research of this 
~ind. ~'7e believe that this is a necessary first step to 
snoko out the issues, if any, before thinking of ei'.".barking 
on a policy p~per. 

- Infori .:ation Syste;n for OtJ1er In-house Rese urch 

6. The princip.:.-l l source of information on sta.ff tL"ne is, 
of. course, t he '.i:ime Reporting System. For DPS tlwre are three 
codes: RES OJ. for RPO r e search; RES 02 for RPO preparation: 
and RBS 03 fo r all other ref:earch. CPS doe~ not have this 
clas sifica~ion. Although we are mainly concerned in this 
context with the third o f the.sH, a f.cw co:-:i.inents are in o:t:der 
for th~ fir~t two. 

7. 'I-he first c ode identifie s not only the. fact that 
tir"e wa. s s pent on P.J?·o r esearch, but also the particular RPO 
project involved. In principle, therefore, the time spent 
in hou?.e on a ny RPO pro j ect. can be identii:iec1. Howeve>.r, we 
al3o get parallel information fro~ status reports on RPO 
proj e:cts . \-ie have no t iced th.at there are d.izcrepanciea 
.betwe on t!-1c s tatus r e po r ts and the '.i'RS systcr-J. In FY74, for 
exru71pl e , t h e TI<.S sugg.::::n t s a ·figure of not m;1ch 1:1orc than two 
ma r..-yf-o! t.1.rs of external r e-search f or CPS, Khile the st2.tus 
reports sug ges t somet~ing closer to ten ~an-years. If P & D 
car.rie s out ::;orr:e sort o f a ud it of the way the TRS sy:::; tcm is 
working, this is one point they nay wi::;h to include. 

8. ~he second co<l e docs not identify the RPO project, 
be::c..:.use the p:.:-oj ~ct n.ur\l8Cr is not: knm,111 n t t he ti..r~e . RPO 
prepar a tion accounts f o r a sizeable prcporti.on (15-20 %)of 
all in-house res e arci1, b u t I co not thin k it nakes any sense 
to c a rry t 11i r: i d onti f i cation a ny fi.u:ther • .. However ·, as noted, 
CPS c ocs r~ot t.. f'\ e this p a r ticular code. l.ga tn, stepn r:tight 
be ini ti~ted by P & D to ensure nan}:-wicle co-r.si~_tcncy • .•. 
9. This bring s ne to ~ 1c main prob l en, the identifi-
cation o~ t l1~ :r.~.=:-ia i.n i r. CJ :cese urch , t,- rh ich in PY7 4 · too-}: £onethinq 
of tho orJ [;:r o f J. S-20 1:n n-yec1ri:; ( -:..: cpf2nc: ir..0 on t he ccnv e rsion 
facto.r frc~ !':'.::.r1- ::::1o n t h s ). At t.h-2: r:i.on cnt, t~1is i s sir-.ply an 
nr:in rpflOUG to t a l, wh ioi-1 o :.1 e can o n l y break t.:o• ... m by division • 

. . 

--------- -.. ~,-:'::1111 



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery - 3 - V..:lrch. 25, 1975 

It is obvious that breaku.o"m by project can only be done by 
instituting a sub-code system sinilar to the RPO nrn".11.>ers 
which would identify the specific projects being undertaken. 
It is equally obvious that one r:mst have some "stop-loss" 
mini.r:m.-:l size in. order to identify only the nn.jor activities 
and to prevent total m.lbnergence in paperwork. As a corollary, 
a description . of such projectc ,;,;ould be for.warded by the 

· dapartnents to the front off ices of CPS or DPS, as the case 
might be, at the time of initiation of t~o project and at the 
time of cor.pletion. 'i'ask forces {e.g. Energy, Ur.~an Poverty) 
woultl be treated as zingle proj ccta. 

10. Specifically, the follm-..'ing stc.ps would be required. 
I am only indicating the procec'i.u.rc in the DPS. Presumably a 
parallel system would be required in the CPS. 

i) P & B would assign an individual sub-code 
series to each depart1ncnt which each 
departr,1ent would aseign to its own in
house (or non-RPO) resea rch projects. 

ii) l·flicnever - a vepart:r.l(mt decides to initiate 
a res earch project requiring roorQ than 
three man-mont.~1s or, say, $20,000 of 
consultant f ees (these figures c.re , of 
course , negotiable') , it would (a ) assign 
that project a nur1bor in its o·im series 
and (b) instruct the relcv~nt division 
to use t hat rrur:1bcr in t:1e TRS and (c) 
send a brief p r oject dcscri9tion to you 
{with copies to Mr. Stern un<l myself) 
including the nD.:ne:, of those involved. 

iii) Hhen tne project was corir,leted, a brief 
cor:-.plctio:ri report w0uld sL':lilarly be sent, 
·together with a list of the resulting 
docur.1cn ts • 

iv) In t.he Annual Report , the coz,lpletion rer;orts 
· would be u st.!d. at the n~propriate place (by 

f;Ubj e ct) :i.n t..'1,~ equivalent to thi~ . year'· s 
Section III. I <3.o r,ot. t.hinJ:: 11 in-house research" 
woulJ merit a separate section , nince, ag 
alreauy explain~J, it is a ninr.o~er. 

Bureaucratic Cost 

11. While, at first gla~ce, these suggest ions aocrn 
lH::a anothe r h e avv-h~n.:.led a.:!dition to the Bank'!: nroce<lurcs , 
I a~ not sure t1 tut it i's qui tc as bad as it looks: z-:ost of 

.. 

• 



•• 
. Mr. llollis B. Chenery - 4 - March 25, 1975 

the procedures nre in being and it · simply r:1eans e}:tending 
the coverage-. The number of projects is not likely to be 
very large. The atta che<l. list of DF.D stud i e s shows th.at 
there are under 20 ti internal" ones ar.d a number of these 
might well not qualify. 

Document Identifica tion 

12. Hhile the sugge9tions r.mde in my menorandum of 
~.,ebruary 26 reg~rding the creation of divisional docU1:1ent 
ser..tcs do not depene! on this syster.1 nor vice versa, there 
is sor::ie merit in cons i deration and :tnt.roduction of the two 
processes at the s,ar,10 time. · 

Cons :l.c1cration of the Prooosal 

13. If you are broadly speaking in aq r.e ement with this 
approach, the s ubject n ight be d iscussed nt a Directors' 

· Mee ting in DPS. I would also contact CPS to obtain their 
reaction. 

Attachment 

cc: Hessrs. Stern 

DBKing;srm 

....... 

van der Tak 
Schulr.,ann 
John King 
D. C. Rao 

r 
l 
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/ .. :11 
DED Studi'es -·· ,/ " 

Proj,ol ed Curnent (i. e . FY75) 
' 

RPO Internal RPO 

Front Office ·3 0 0 

Industry 4 ' 4 4 
·, 

Urban 6 5 1 

Population 6 4 3 
. -

· Rural Development · 6 4·. ·2 . 

Fipance 2 3 2 

27 20 12 

' . 

:;ource: Res car en in Development Eco11umics Dt:pc1.1. UtLt::!11 L, 
·February 11, 1975. 

,, 

March ZS, 1975 

.... 

·-. 

for FY76 

Internal 

.0 

3 

3 

6 

3 

2 

17 
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APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN 

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON 

COMMENT PER OUR CONVERSATION 

FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST 

INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY 

INITIAL RECOMMENDATION 

NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE 
I-

lARKS 

Could you please take a look at the attached 
and let me know whether it would be suitable 
for funding as an IBRD research project. 
The 'asking' price is shown in the attached 
draft budget. I have sent a copy to 
Mr. Yudelman for his comments. I also attach 
a copy for Mr. Grimes. 

FROM ROOM NO. EXTENSION 

Heinz Vergin A 607 4281 



.ANNEX 2 

PROPOSED SUPPORTI NG BUDGET 

I. Honorarium for Coordinator of Pre-Workshop Survey and Filippino 
Counterpart -

A. Six months at $2,000/month $12,000 
B. Six months at $ 800/month 4,800 
c. Fringe Benefits - Based on 15% 

of salary; includes health and 
accident insurance, social security 
benefits, etc. 2,520 

Sub-total $19,320 

.II. Transportation & Per Diem -

A. Two round trips - Washington/ 
Manila/Was~ington 

B. Air travel within the 
Philippines (includes 5 round 
trips, Manila/Davao/Manila) 

C. Ground transportation and 
vehical hire, etc. 

D. Per Diem for coordinator 
at $10.00/day x 183 days 
(indludes food, housing, etc.) 

III. Misecllaneous and Unforseen Expenses -

IV. Administrative Overhead -

Based on 20% of total program costs; 
includes secretarial assistance, rent 
and utilities, accounting expenses, 
program monitoring time, etc. 

$ 3,000 

1,000 

500 

1,830 

$ 6,330 

GRAND TOTAL 

$19,320 

$ 6,330 

$ 500 

• . 

$ 5,230 

$31,380 . 



DAVID DICHTER & Associates 
Consultants, 

Development Assistance Programmes 
Address - 9, rue de Vermont 

1202 Geneva, Switzerland 
Cable address Selfhelp-Geneva 

Tel. (022) 34 99 33 

Mr. Heinz Vergin 
Assis.tant Director 
East Asia & Pacific 
Projects Department 
IBRD 
1818 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20433 

Dear Heinz: 

October 7, 1975 

To follow up on our recent discussion, I should like to submit for 
your consideration a research proposal which has as its principal aim a 
detailed analysis of local grain storage practices and problems encountered 
in the Philippines. Although this study would seek to investigate local 
storage systems for all the main food and feed grains in the Philippines, 
it would concentrate its attention on problems associated with the storage 
of maize (corn) in the southern part of the country, i.e. Mindinao, Panay, 
Cebu, etc. 

This study will not only try to identify the principal environmental 
factors responsible for the serious grain storage problem in the Philippines, 
especially as it affects low-income farmers in that country, but also take 
into account the available resources and technology capable of effectively 
dealing with the matter. The ultimate intention of this study, however, 
is to lay the groundwork for convening a NATIONAL WORKSHOP/TRAINING COURSE 
IN THE PHILIPPINES DEALING WITH IMPROVED FARM AND VILLAGE-LEVEL GRAIN 
STORAGE METHODS, which will provide the necessary guidelines ·for establish~Il:g 
a national storage program. 

It is estimated that Filippino subsistence farmers lose anywhere from 
25% to 40% of their harvested grain due to damage caused by insects, rodents, 
and mold. In light of the critical food shortages during the past several 
years, particularly in certain areas of the south, it is surprising that 
more attention has not been given to this problem. The r~asons for this 
neglect are not hard to find. As in many other developing countries, the 
international aid programmes and the governmental extension service 
concentrate either on improving the volume and means of production or on 
introducing new systems of marketing and distribution of grain • . It ts in 
the middle -- between harvest and sale (or harvest and consumption) --
that the high losses occur to the individual farmer's grain. Keeping in 
mind that an estimated 80% of the average Filippino subsistence farmer's 
grain crop is kept at the village-level for seed or consumption, the effect 
on his food supplies of a 25%-40% loss becomes even more critical! 
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It was quite evident in the course of my recent visit to the 
Philippines, on behalf of the Bank, that there is considerable interest 
and support at both the national and local levels for trying to reduce 
on-farm and village-level grain losses through improved means of storage. 
The Filippinos I talked to last January were aware that the level of 
technology necessary to significantly cut local grain storage losses 
is both available and readily adaptable to the needs of low-income 
farmers in their country. And they were anxious to do something about 
it! 

It is worth noting here that every effort will be made to carry out 
our investigations in cooperation with faculty and research personnel f rom 
the Agricultural Engineering Dept. of the University of the Philippines 
(Los Banos). In this connection we expect to engage the services of a 
full-time Filippino counterpart, for which funds have been allocated in 
the budget. Furthermore, all planning done in preparation for the forth
coming NATIONAL WORKSHOP/TRAINING COURSE will involve both t he University 
of the Philippines and the Philippines Ministry of Agriculture Extension 
Service. 

I have also taken the liberty of enclosing for your information, Heinz, 
a proposed budget in support of our efforts to carry out the pre-workshop 
investigative phase of the progrannne. Please do not hesitate to contact 
me should you feel you require any additional information at this time. 

(?\Jeer~!~ 

-;s-~.-JL 
David Dichter 

DD/bp ---..... 
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I. ASSESSMENT OF THE PROBLEM -

The initial phase in the planning of a project to improve on-farm and 

village-level grain storage technology in the Philippines aims at an 

analysis of the problem from the point of view of the farmer in the particular 

locality to be served. He is the key figure. Any successful program must 

be based upon realities as seen by the individual farmer storing his graip. 

In the southern part of the Philippines, the traditional com-growing 

farmer lives in a small village and annually cultivates about 3 hectares 

(7 1/2 acres) by hand. His annual field (with an average of two growing 

seasons) is estimated to be around 600-800 kg./hectare or a total of 1,800 

- 2,400 kg. This is classic subsistence farming, probably not unlike that 

of most corn-growing farmers in many other developing countr i es. 

A. Traditional Storage Methods - Before any consideration, choice, 

and planning of an improved storage progranune, it is necessary to 

analyse local traditional methods in order to (1) understand their 

shortcomings and therefore the need for improved techniques and, 

(2) determine possible simple, yet effective, needed improvements. 

Certainly, minor and effective changes of existing methods of 

storage are easier to popularise than the introduction of complex 

and costly new alternatives. For example, improved sealing of 

traditional granaries or a broad-based programme of insecticide 

treatment could perhaps have significant immediat'e effects. 

At any rate, the important point is to consider first the traditional 

methods of storage from the Filippino farmer's viewpoint, ask~ng 

questions such as: Does he find that the traditional methods are 

inefficient? Does the rapid rate of insect multiplication make it 
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impossible for him to store grain over a long period of time 

with his traditional method? Does mold growth and rotting 

present problems? What about rodents and birds? How much grain 

does he actually lose with his traditional methods of storage? 

B. Market Price Realities - The economies, that is, the practical 

benefits of new method, must be thought through from the Filippino 

farmer's standpoint, or, it may fail to be accepted because of 

simple economic realities. It is a matter of fact that subsistence 

farmers in most developing countries will not be inclined to change 

their traditional storage methods unless they receive sufficient 

financial returns from whatever additional labor, time or cash 

inputs are required by the improved storage techniques. Therefore, 

the economics of the improved techniques as they affect Filippino 

subsistence farmers must be carefully studied. 

Thus, local market price information from various regions of the 

Philippines is needed. Furthermore, the price of grain at harvest 

time and at the yearly high and whether Filippino farmers have 

large financial demands at harvest time also require investigation 

as do the spending habits of Filippino subsistence farmers and their 

ability to hold back their grain until prices have started to reach 

their seasonal high. One must ask such important - questions as: 

How much fluctuation is there in the price on the local market? 

Are there other more lucrative market~ the local farmer can reach 

more easily? Is transportation of his crops to the market expensive 

or impractical? 
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There are other economic and market factors to cons ider. For 

example, in many developing countries, grain is traditionally 

sold in markets by volume rather than by weight. This factor 

could work against the adoption of improved local storage methods. 

The improved quality of well-stored grain, for instance, could 

bring few benefits if the farmer not using improved methods can 

mix a large proportion of his damaged corn with good grain and 

thus sell it at the same price as well-stored grain. 

Similarly, are grain prices in the Philippines keeping pace with 

inflationary price rises in the cost of the new storage techniques? 

Also, increased transportation prices, for example, can reduce 

potential proftis. 

C. Social Customs and Traditions - Similarly, local customs and 

traditions would have to be studied from the Filippino farmer's 

viewpoint to determine the impact of the introduction of a 

particular new storage technique. If farmers are used to leaving 

their maize unhusked during storage, (incorrectly believing that 

the husk protects the grain) will they resist change in this regard? 

The use of insecticides would also require careful planning. Will 

insecticide-treated grain have a changed taste or odor? Will the 

treated grain be acceptable to the Filippino farmer for .~is own 

consumption? Will it be acceptable for sale locally? ~ave ~!here 

been any previous bad experiences in the locality as a result of 

the misuse of insecticides? 
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Another example of the importance of studying social customs would 

be to try to understand the Filippino farmer's attitude toward 

centralization of storage facilities. Does the subsistence 

farmer in Mindinao, for example, tradit i onally build a granary 

in his field and leave the crops stored there until needed? Would 

a central storage silo cause him transportation problems? Would 

he resist cooperative storing because he would not want his 

neighbor to know how much he has produced? Any of these social 

factors - singly or combined - could greatly influence the success 

of a new farm and village-level grain storage program. 

Having analysed the problems from the point of view of the individual 

subsistence farmer, the investigator would seek to determine the 

scope of the program to be introduced and also to what extent it 

could be supported by the Government of the Philippines and outside 

technical assistance and international funding agencies. 

D. Personnel Considerations - It is clear that the adoption of a 

program aimed at improving farm and village-level grain storage 

methods on a national or even regional scale in the Ph.ilippines will 

require the services of considerable personnel. The scope of this 

study will therefore include: (1) an analysis o~ the manpower 

requirements for such a program, (2) the ability of various Filippino 

agencies currently working in this field to respond to these needs, 

and (3) the type of training the additional personnel needed, the 

role they will play, and the various ways and means for coordinating 

their activities will also be studied. 
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E. Availability of Material - The supply of the necessary building 

materials for a national farm and village-level grain storage 

program must be assured as well. A study in this regard must 

therefore try to determine to what extent cement, insecticides, 

tin, sheeting, reinforcing rods, sand, screening material, and 

wood, etc. are all readily available and for what price, and 

to what extent these vitally needed materials are influenced by 

various outside forces, i.e. regional or world storages, in

flation, etc. Another question to be examined here is who will 

be ultimately responsible for assuring the supply of these needed 

materials? Experience has shown that lack of critical items when 

needed will quickly undermine a subsistence farmer's confidence 

in the program. 

F. Commercialization - Events in several developing countries have 

shown that marketing success of grain stored using improved 

methods will influence the rapidity with which those methods are 

accepted. For example, if local market prices do not fluctuate 

as greatly as those in urban centers, the sponsoring agency may 

want to consider the planning and support of organized transport

ation for commercialization. An improved storage program might 

well consider the available means of commercialization and look 

for improvements to enhance the value of the improved storage 

techniques. For example, the sponsoring agency in the Philippines 

may want to reward farmers for the improved quality of their 

grain by introducing some system of quality grading or sale by 

weight to help popularize their techniques. 
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II. CHOICE OF THE IMPROVED METHOD OF POPULARIZE -

The decision to adopt certain methods of improved grain storage for 

popularization in the Philippines should result from a careful analysis 

of the existing problems. In dealing with subsistence-level Filippino 

farmers with very limited cash resources one must carefully measure the 

total cost of construction, repair, and utilization of a new technique 

against the effectiveness and practical benefit to the farmer. Although 

this type of calculation generally requires time for both study and 

analysis of the new method, it is felt that the proposed study paper can 

provide helpful guidelines as far as the methodology is concerned and also 

some indication of the various types of storage containers which might lend 

themselves for testing in the Philippines. 

A. Scientific Testing - The importance of scientific testing before 

introducing the new storage technique to the farmer cannot be over 

estimated as it can present many problems. Clearly scientific 

testing lends authenticity and permits the sponsoring agency to 

prove to the local farmers the improved reliability and efficiency 

of these new methods. Accordingly, every effort will be made to 

analyse existing data on different types of grain storage structures 

which are considered suitable for the Filippino environment. This 

will include a review of material on grain storage trials conducted 

in the Philippines, collected by the International Rice Institute 

and Agricultural Engineering Dept. of the University of the 

Philippines at Los Banos. 
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B. Field Experience - Less formal but equally revealing is field 

experimentation. Since field trials can help to verify the 

adaptability of local materials as substitutes for more 

obvious but costly imported materials, special attention will 

be devoted to this subject, especially as it relates to the 

organization of the National Workshop/Training-Course. The 

subject of field tests will be introduced in order to uncover 

hidden problems and anticipated social impediments, and also 

indicate the level of farmer interest in the proposed new 

technique. An effort will be made here to try to determine how 

government extension agents can conduct useful field experimentation 

in this area based on knowledge gained from a similar program 

conducted in West Africa under similar climactic and humidity 

conditions. 

The study paper will attempt to illustrate how field experiments 

can be organized for the benefit of Filippino subsistence farmers 

in order to avoid false impressions and to permit adjustments to 

the program. It is felt that once this is done, valuable information 

can be gained relating to such additional questions as: 

1. How much training time and supervision is necessary 

to assure proper construction and/or proper use of 

these storage containers? 

2. Can the farmer maintain the technique himself? 

3. Are special tools required? 
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4. Wi ll the existing agrj cul tural extension system 

support the new technique? 

The final choice of a particular storage method to popularize will 

therefore be made based on many factors previously discussed in 

the context of local conditions. 

III. METHODS OF FINANCING THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW STORAGE TECHNIQUES -

One of the principal objectives of this study paper will be an analysis 

of the financial aspects of implementing a Philippine national program of 

improved grain storage practices at the farm and village level. There are 

several types of financing available from which to choose among which are: 

1. Direct cash investment by the participating farmer 

2. Credit financing 

3. Price supports 

4. Grants ' 
A. Direct Cash Investment by Participating Farmer - Cash payment for 

any improved storage technique is the simplest and most direct 

method of financing. It requires a minimum of administrative, 

financial and coordinating burdens for the sponsoring agency! 

Furthermore, cash programs using the personal financial resources 

of the farmer can be the method of financing which gives the 

widest and fa~test possible popularization of a program, providing 

that they are relatively inexpensive and acce s sible to .a.mall. farmers. 

Ln developing countires like the Philippines where the average 

11111111111 1w1 · ,·11pl1· 11 In c om e:> iA mor P t hRn $100,00. many improved me t hods 

of storage which are relatively low-cost are expected to be within 
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the means of the average Filippino subsistence farmer. In this 

case the modest cash requirements for such a program will aid 

its acceptability and speed the rate of its acceptance. 

If the cost of the new technique is too high, the benefits derived 

from the improvements may be concentrated in the hands of farmers 

at the highest income levels or even with merchants and civil 

servants who are quick to see the monetary advantages of improved 

storage methods. Thus, other methods of financing will have to 
' 

be considered if the average Filippino subsistence farmer is to 
\ 

participate in improved storage programs. Later, as a result of 

his use of improved methods, his increased income may permit him 

to assume more fiµancial responsibility for additional improvements. 

B. Credit Financing - It is expected that Credit Financing can increase 

the potential availability of improved storage methods to the 

low-income Filippino farmer. 

1. Selection of Credit Recipients - If a project uses financial 

criteria similar to those used for bank loans, most small 

farmers in the Philippines will not usually have sufficient 

resources or collateral to merit credit. In order to make 

credit available to those who need it mqst without risking 

a low rate of repayment, it may be necessary to consider 

allowing repayment of loans in kind or make provisi?ns 

for a connnercialization program for the grain stored. 

Furthermore, it would be useful to determine whether a 

low-income farmer in the Philippines should be asked to 

show his degree of interest in the project beforehand, 

in order to participate in a credit program. This could 
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perhaps be done through the requirement of a cash 

advance or the supplying of specific materials or labor. 

2. The System of Repayment of the Credit Loan - Experience 

in other developing countries ha s shown that the system 

of repayment of the credit loan should be well planned 

before the program begins. It is worth ·noting that 

provisions should be made for the eventuality that a 

certain proportion of the loans will not be repaid due, 

for example, to circumstances beyond the 'control of the 
I 

low-income farmer, such as crop failure. The terms and 

requirements of the credit program must therefore be 

clearly explained to all farmer participants and to all 

extension personnel to assure that all parties concerned 

understand the responsibilities being assumed. 

3. Price Supports - It will be well worthwhile determining 

within the scope of this study whether improved grain 

storage techniques can be financed by price support 

contributions from a sponsoring Filippino agency. This 

is a form of gift (but it is also) for the purpose of 

underwriting a program. For example, it ~ight involve 

granting a portion of the cash value of construction materials 

or transportation expenses, the remainder being paid for 

by the interested farmer or cooperat i ve. 

Price supports have been known to provide a valuable 
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alternative to cash and credit financing, especially 

when there are rapid increases in the prices of building 

materials or insecticides without equivalent increases 

in the prices that farmers receive for their produce. 

Price supports used in conjunction with a cash program 

are know to serve as a way of avoiding repayment problems 

inherent in credit, thus decreasing the administrative 

burdens of the program. 

It has been seen that un-repayed credit becomes a gift. 

I 
If a high percentage of reimbursement cannot be assured 

by a credit program, it might be better to consider 

distributing the available financial resources through 

the use of price supports. This would make it possible 

to extend the benefits of the program to more Filippino 

low-income farmers. 

Accordingly, it can be forseen that a price support program, 

while limited by the resources available, has many of the 

advantages of a cash program. The project personnel are 

expected to have a smaller and less complicated administrative 

work-load to carry than they do in a credit program. Another 

advantage is that the interest of the low-income farmer 

is greatly assured by his cash participation. 

4. Grants - Can provide a useful means for having programs 

quickly accepted by Filippino farmers; their scope is 

limited only by the financial capabilities of the granting 

agency. However, grants could present problems to the 

long term development of an improved grain storage program 
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in the Philippines. Once the project funds have been 

exhausted for grant financing, it may be difficult to 

convince farmers to pay their own money for what others 

have been given free. 

In this case, there may be a lag in popularization while 

farmers wait to assure themselves that no further gifts 

will be forthcoming. There is still another potential 

problem that may result from the donation of a grant. 

When the investment by a farmer is minimal, his inteFest 

in the upkeep and proper use of the items r eceived may 

also be minimal. It will probably have to be worked out 

in advance that if grants for the total cost of the 

storage method are to be given to farmer participants, 

a careful selection will have to be made of the recipients. 

Following this a thorough explanation will have to be given 

to those farmers selected for the program about the 

practical advantages and use of the new storage method(s), 

followed by continued close supervision in its proper use. 

IV. STIMULATING INTEREST IN IMPROVED STORAGE METHODS - T~ere are likely 

to be many methods for popularizing or stimulating new storage techniques 

in the Philippines. The manner in which this is done can directly affect 

the number of Filippino farmers who will choose to try the new techniques? 

This research paper will attempt to show how such a program should be 
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planned before connnencing active popularization at the farmer-level. 

It is felt that such an investigation will help avoid early confusion 

and delays which often characterize new programs of this kind. It 

will also seek to explain how project field agents should be trained 

before they attempt to discuss these new methods with low-income 

Filippino farmers. Other points likely to be considered here include 

the ways and means for field testing the new storage containers (and 

dryers), various financial arrangements which should be agreed upon, 

and the extent to which transportation problems might be anticipated 

' and resolved. 

A. Demonstration Methods - Demonstration of improved storage methods 

have shown to be very effective in convincing low-income farmers 

in developing countries of adopting the new methods for themselves. 

Field demonstration models are known to attract quite a lot of 

attention, especially when they are highly visible, in 

locations where they are: (1) near the home of an individual farmer, 

(2) at farmer's cooperatives, (3) at agricultural youth clubs, 

(4) at agricultural expositions, and (S) on publicly owned land. 

Other important considerations likely to attract a Filippino 

farmers' attention are: Is the location easily se~n? Is adequate, 

easily interpreted information provided? If it is built for an 

individual farmer, is he well-respected? Will he use the site? 

Are there local personnel available who can explain the methods? 

Will the site be attractive and well-maintained? 

B. On Farm Demonstrations - Because of some traditional farmers' re-

luctance to adopt new methods, the initial demonstration units may 
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need to be built on a total gift or price supported basis, 

perhaps with a guarantee to reimburse any grain losses in the 

event of failure. Experience has shown that when the demonstration 

model is installed as a gift, recipients may have little stake 

in its success. Since the purpose of a demonstration container is 

to spread the knowledge of good results, special care should be 

taken that the construction sities are well chosen to reduce 

problems of mis-use or abandonment. It is a good idea that when 

selecting farmers for demonstration projects it be done with the 

' aid of local Filippino agricultural extension agents or government 

authorities. Additionally, close supervision and careful 

explanation of storage techniques will help to assure good results 

and develop positive attitudes of acceptance. 

C. Agricultural Expositions - The high visibility offered by 

agricultural fairs in the Philippines offers excellent opportunities 

for the display, explanation and discussion of demonstration models. 

An explanation in the local language by a farmer already convinced 

of the method through personal experience and success has been 

known to directly increase the impact of an agricultural fair 

demonstration. Follow-through is likely to incr~ase by handing out 

simple flyers which briefly explain the storage methods and give 

names and addresses to contact for more detailed information and 

assistance. 

D. Demonstration Sites on Public Lands - It has been found that sites 

near market places, health clinics or local agricultural offices 
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can be very effective demonstration locations. Since this type 

of site generally has no single owner or person responsible for 

its operation, assurance should be made in its planning to provide 

for continued and proper use because an unused storage unit can 

be a bad advertisement. This study paper will take into account 

the activities of local agricultural extension agents in helping 

increase the credibility and effectiveness of the program. The 

question of transporting interested farmers to a demonstration site 

to increase its impact will also be raised. 

E. Use of Radio and Newspapers - To gain more widespread acceptahce 

the use of agricultural radio progr~s and local newspapers will 

be discussed. Since these methods lack the visual impact and 

opportunity for questions provided by actual demonstration sites, 

explanations must be clearly and convincingly focused at the level 

of knowledge of the prospective users, preferably in the local 

language or with simple self-explanatory diagrams and pictures. 

V. INTEGRATION INTO THE LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE -

It is felt that grain storage program can have a more lasting and 

broader impact if it is closely integrated with agricultural extention 

services, farmers' organizations, local craftmen and -the local marketing 

structure. Additionally, such integration can reduce the p~ogram's 

organizational and logistical responsibilities. For example, the study 
. ---

will seek to determine whether the management of insecticide supplies 

might be turned over to merchants' or farmers' organizations. Also the 
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question of whether craftsmen, once trained in storage construction 

skills, can take over further training through apprenticeship of 

younger craftsmen will be raised here. 

The question of coordination with other related projects in order to 

extend the long-range effect of a grain storage project will be 

examined here. For example, a broader more effective base might be 

gained by joining forces with Filippino groups working in grain 

conunercialization programs or improved production projects which 

encourage the use of fertilizers, improved seeds and/or animal traction. 

' 
This type of coordination can provide complementary benefits for 

other development assistance groups working the the Philippines as 

well. 



ANNEX 1 

OUTLINE OF SUBJECTS TO BE COVERED IN FIELD INVESTIGATION 
PHASE OF PHILIPPINE ASSIGNMENT 

A. An analysis of storage practices and problems encountered in various 
Filippino localities*-

!. Technical storage factors -

a. silo and dryer (if utilized) design 

b. drying methods employed 

c. insecticide usage and requirements 

d. local cost of insecticides 

e. insecticide delivery system including dangers, problems, 
as well as advantages, which are related to their use 

f. practical maintenance of hermetic storage containers 

g. improved shelling methods (as applied particularly 
to maize) 

h. analysis of temperature and relative humidity conditions 

2. Availability of silo/dryer building materials -

3. Cost vs efficiency of various types of storage containers 

4. Economic considerations -

a. suitability of cooperatives 

b. suitability of guarantee loan funds 

c. influence of market price fluctuations 

d. function of middlemen 

e. government role 

* With special reference to the principal maize-growing areas in the 
southern Philippines. 



B. Socio/cultural factors involved in successfully introducing improved 
farm and village-level grain storage practices to various Filippino 
communities -

1. Attitudes of subs i stenc~ t arme r s 

2. Role of village head men 

3. Construction skills which can be successfully absorbed by village 
artizans, workers through on-the-job training courses. 

C. Reporting on past as well as current on-farm and village-level grain 
storage projects -

D. Discussing future grain storage projects with the view to focusing 
public attention on this activity. The accent would be on the 
advantages to be derived from this form of technical assistance, 
especially at the level of the individual peasant farmer. 

E. Passing on information relating to successful farm and village-level 
grain storage practices adopted by a certain locality. 

F. Special problems associated with farm and village-level grain storage 
in the principal maize-growing regions of the Philippines. 

1. Technical considerations 

2. Suitability of various types of storage containers 

3. Marketing factors 

4. Cost vs efficiency of different types of silos in use in these 
regions. 

5. Grain drying principles 

6. Types of insecticides adaptable for "closed" and "open" storage systems: 
Liquid and powder form 'contact' insecticides, fumigant insecticides 
and their practical application in relation to hermetic storage con
ditions to bring on insect asphyxiation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Measurement of changes 1n growth of agr1cultural 
. . 

product1vity; and the 1dentificat1on of the factors 

which have determined product1v1ty change 1n the pro

v1nces of Syria, Iraq, Jordan and Egypt will be studied 

for the period 1950-1975. 

First, a total factor productivity measure, which 

implies an index of output per unit of total input will 

be derived and analysed. sources of productivity gains 

due to improved quality of the factors of production, 

better. knowledge, and better infrastructure and ins

titutional arrangements will then be related to re

search, extension activities and education, as the main 

determinants of productivity growth. 

Their contributions to productivity will be estimated 

utiliz1ng time series data by province, which will be 

compiled and calculated for each of the respective 

countries under study. 

Background 

Recent developments in agriculture have· been characterized 

not only by increased use of resources,. but also by increasing 

productivity. From the same set of inputs, farmers have been 

receiving increasing amounts of output. 

• 
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Most studies of productivity growth in agriculture which 

point to a strong functional relationship between research 

and agriculturai ,Pr~uctivityhave concentrated heavily on 
1 

developed countries. 

A great number of agricultural produotivity studies have 

failed to provide productivity indexes that take account of 

real productivity change - a shift in production function -

due to change in factor proportions over time. This study 

will utilize a total factor - productivity measure as an 

indicator of real change in productivity. This measure im

plies an index of output per unit of total input, where the 

indexes of inputs and outputs are weighted by variable factor 
I 

and output shares to reflect production function shifts. 

Total input growth rate 1s disaggregated into the contribu

tion of traditional inputs; land, labor, and animal power, 

and of modern inputs; fertilizer, tractor and pumpset irri

gation. The productivity growth rate is a residual - the 

difference between the growth rate 1n output and the growth 

rate in 1nputs. 

In addition, recent studies by Griliches ( 3 )~ Griliches 

and Jorgenson ( 4), and Denison ( 1) have shown that the 

typical measured productivity series contains systematic errors 

1 -
Most notable exception is Robert Evenson•s work on 

India, where evidence provided implies that knowledge created 
by research is associated with the use of modern inputs and 
is therefore more effective in terms of yields in the districts 
where the use of these inputs is encountered ( 2 ). 
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which for the most part can be identified with factor qualities. 

In light of these findings, productivity growth may be 

explained 1 if data are available to actually measure changes 

in various types of factor qualities, as in the case of labor 

skill which will result in a component of measured productivity 

change. However, a full explanation of productivity change 

would be impossible to attain for the countries covered in 

this study, since this requires obtaining data in sufficient 

detail to account for productivity changes that are identified 

with factor qualities. Alternatively, ~roductivity components 

due to factor qualities, wilt be systematically related to 

agricultural research and extension activity. Accordingly, 

models for estimating the contribution of research and extension 

activities for the mentioned countries will be developed. 

Scope and Nature of the Data 

Time series data on agricultural output and inputs for the 

countries covered in this study wi 11 be used 1n the construction-·· 

of the total productivity measure. Observations will be pro

vince and regional aggregates for the period 1950-1975. Further, 

the study wilt be utilizing a time series data on investment in 

research and extension activities, in addition to schooling 

attainment of farm population, as the main determinants of pro

ductivity changes in agriculture. 

At present, a complete compilation of output and inputs 

data (province level) for each of the countries studied is 
2 -·-

not available. 

2 
I am including preliminary notes regarding output and 

input data on Syria, which was part of a research project funded 
by the N.S.F. 
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Concluding Remarks 

The 1dentificat1on of sources of growth in agriculture, as 

well as the causes which bring about the actual productivity 

differentials between different regions, continues to be one of 

the bottlenecks in agricultural development for less developed 

countries. 

In the Middle East, as in most regions of the world, except 

for the oil-rich countries, agriculture has been and will con

tinue to be the mainstay of economic life. In each of the 

countries examined in the proposed study, no less than 50 per

cent of the total population depends on agriculture for their 
I 

livelihood, and a substantial portion of the population are 

engaged in the processing and handling of agricultural products. 

Thus, it would hardly be possible to achieve sustainable economic 

progress apart from gains in agricultural productivity. It is 

hoped that the proposed study will provide a meaningful addi

tion to the prospects for furthering our understanding of the 

factors determining the efficiency with which scarce resources 

are utilized to produce food. 

• 
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(Preliminary Report) 

SYRIAN ARA~" REPUBLIC 

Statistical ~ppendix 

Notes on calculations of data processes for 
output, inputs, and factor ehares by Syrian 
province, 1950-1974. 

A. At present, Syria is divided into the following Muhafazats (the 

Arabic equivalent of districts or provinces). 

1). Damascus - also includes Damascus City, which administratively 
constitutes a separate Municipality (In this study, Damascus 
includes both of these admlnistrative divisions). 

2). Aleppo 
3). Homs 
4). Hama 
5). Latakia 
6). Deir-ez-Zor 

* 7). Idleb 
8). Hasakeh 

* 9). Al-Rikka 
10). Sweida 
11.) Dara 

* 12.) Tartous 
* 13). Quneitra 

* Note - Idleb and Al-Rikka became provinces at the beginning of the 

1960's, while Quneitra and Tartous became provinces around the middle 

and the latter part of the 1960's . respectively. 
.......- · , ~ - - - -- -!· . • 

Also, Syria is divided into the following regions: 

1 ). The Coastal Region which includes the provinces of Latakia and 

Tartous. 

2 ). The Southern Region which includes Damascus, , Sweida, Data and 

Quneitra provinces. 

3 ). The Northwest Region which includes Aleppo and Idleb provinces. 

4 ). The Central Region which includes Homs and Hama provinies. 

5 ). The East Region which includes Hasakeh, Al-Rikka, and 

Deir-ez-Zor provinces. 

6). The individual provinces: Homs, Hama, Damascus, Sweida, Dara 

Quinetra, Hasakeh, Deir-ez-Zor, Al-Rikka, Aleppo, Idleb, Tartous 

and Latakia. 
-~ · ·- -" ·-- --__._...., __ ~---~- -· · - -- ----------,~-- --~ 
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I. Agricultural Production 

The output data are taken from the Statistical Abstract of Syria 

1950-1974. The output includes the following thirty eight main 

crops, plus animal products for the thirteen provinces of Syria. 

A. Crops 

Cereal 
Wheat 
Barley 
Maize 
Rice 
Oats 
Millet 

Fruit 
Quince 
Pistachio 
Olives 
Grapes 
Apricots 
Apples 
Pears 
Peaches 

Dry Legumes 
Chick Peas 
Lentils 
Haricbt Beans 
Broad Beans 
Rambling Vetch 
Flowering Sern 
Bitter Vetch 
Peas 
Bitter Vetch 

Fruit con•t 
Plums 
Nut 
Pomogranetes 
Figs 
Almonds 
Cherries 

Output Data on Crops 

Vegetables 
Garlic 
Onions 
Tomatoes 

Industrial Crops 
Sesame 
Cotton 
Tobacco 
Sugar Cane 
Sugar Beet 
Hemp 

B. Animal Products and Meat 
Cheese 
Butter 
Wool 
Hair 
Milk 
Eggs 
Ghee Samneh (Clarified -

Butter) 
Sheep 
Goats 
Cows 
Camels and Buffalo 

output data by province for the years 1950, 1951 and 1952 were 

computed on the basis of 1953-1955 average share for the respective 

:province. 

Data on Rambling Vetch per province were linearly extrapolated . _ ... 

over the period 1956-1961 for this one crop. _ 
I 

i. 
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B. Animal Products• data by prov1 ~ca are reported in the Statistical 

Abstract for the period 1956-1974 ~ 

1. Tonnage of wool, hair, cheen~3, butter; ghee s amneh (clarified 

butter), milk, and eggs for 1950-1955 were computed by using the 

country totals for the years 1950-1955 and each of the province 

shares for 1956-1958. 

2. Wool tonnage by province for the period 1950-1955 was estimated 

on the basis .of the sheep population in each province. According to 

official sources, 1.25 kilograms of wool are produced per head per 

3· 

year. Similar procedure was used to calculate hair production, where 

an estimate of a 1.5 kilogram per head per year is reported by the 

same sources. 

3, On the basis of the Ministry of Planning sources (arabic), 

the number of milk producing cows is estimated to be 59% of the total ' 

cow population. Total tonnage of milk in Syria provided by the same 

sources for the years 1950 to 1955 was used to determine the final 

production by province for this period. 

4. Egg figures for 1950 to 1955 were based on the official Syrian 

source. An estimate ·or 50% of all chickens lay 130 eggs annually. 

5. output category of slaughtered animals is reported in the 

Statistical Abstrac t 1920-1974. Total slaughtered sheep, goats, cows, 

camels, buffalo were assumed to be 1.6 of the figures reported by the 

slaughter houses. Adjustments were made for the whole period except 

the 1970 figures which were computed using the 1969 and 1971 averages. 

Figures for slaughtered sheep, goats, and cows include _all ::~laughtered 

lambs, kids, and calves respectively for 1950 -1973. 
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II. Outeut Prices 

A. The 1963 wholesale crop prices for the country were obtained 

from the Syrian Ministry of Planning. (Arabic) The annual crop 

prices were derived for the period 1950-1973 through wholesale 

price index. 

B. The 1963 animal product wholesale prices are obtained tram 

the Ministry of Planning. (Arabic) The prices are adjusted through 

wholesale price index. 

c. Livestock prices are used for the respective categories of 

slaughtered animals. 

III. Input Quantity Indexes 

A. Livestock - Input quantities for livestock were provided by 

the annual Statistical Abstract 1950-1974. Cow figures were complete 

for the period. Sheep.and ~oats were not avallable from 1966 to 1970. 

Chicken figures for 1956-1973 were available by province in the 

Statistical Abstract. Computations for 1950 to 1955 were linearly 

interpolated by using the 1956' distribution by province and the total 

Syrian Figures. 

Data were not available for calf quantities per province before 

1963. Based on total Syrian data received from government sources, the 

relationship between calves are estimated to be JO% of total number of 

cows. Cow quantities per province used by the Statistical Abstract 

were used to compute the figures for calves trom 1950 to 1974. 

B. Bullock Labor 

Work animals were considered to be horses, mules, camels, oxen, 

buffalo and asses. Figures were complete for horses, mules, asses and 

oxen per province. From 1966 to 1970, figures for camels and buffalo 

were not available. For the period 1966 to 1969, figures for camels 

and buffalo were linearly interpolated, using information from the 

1964, 1965, 1970 and 1971 Statistical Abstracts. 

~. 
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C. Livestock Prices 

The 196) price for livestock was taken from the Ministry of Planning 

(Arabic) 1963. Information on price changes was taken from the Syrian 

Export Series, (various issues) and was ~ used to back -date and update 

prices for sheep, goats, cows, and chickens. 

Changes in cow prices are used to adjust buffalo, oxen, horses, 

mules, asses and camel ,1:>rices for the missing years. Ca~f prices are 

considered to be 3.5% of cow price·s according to official sources. 

·o. Machinery 

Machinery in use per province is given for 1970, 1972, and 1973 from 

the Ministry of Planning and from the statistical Abstract. Totals 

for tractors were obtained from Statistical Abstracts and Ministry of 

Planning (Arabic). Total combines for 19.50, 19.51, and 19.52 were 

calculated from figures from the Statistical Abstracts. From 1961 

to 196.5, totals for the country were · reported in the F.A.O. Production 

Books. Water pump totals were reported 1n Statistical Abstracts 1961-

1973. The 19.50 to 1960 totals were calculated on the bas1a·-of off1cl.al -
ihf.orm.at1on. 

The 1970, 1971, and 1973 distribution by province for the various 

categories of capital machinery were used to extrapolate for the rest 

of the period covered in the study. 

E. Machinery Prices 

The summary of monthly foreign trade, 1963, was··used for the base 

price of machinery figures for the various machinery categories. 

Information on u.s.prlce changes, along · w:tth .1nformatian from the 

F.A.O. Production Yearboolc 
1 

were used to derive the various categories 

of machinery prices for the years 19.53, 19.58, 196.5, and 1970. 

• 
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F. ~ 

Land figures were divided into irrigated and non-irrigated land . per 

province, reported in the Statistical Abstract, 1950-1974. 

Land rent was not available. Rent from expropriated lands was collected, 

but was found to greatly under-estimate the land share. Alternatively, 

and consistent with official estimates, value of rent was taken to be 

25% of total crop value per year per province. 

G. ~ 

Quantities of seed by province for the period 1950-1973, was com

puted on the basis of the Ministry of Planning estimates of seed 

rate for 10 main crops. 

H. Fertilizer 

Total quantities of nitrogen and phosphate consumed by farmers fpr 

1950-1973 were only available for the country as a whole. The fer

tilizer rate per · crop for Egypt was used to compute fertilizer quan

tities by province. The rate was taken from the Agricultural Potential 

of the Middle East. Land area figures for main crops were taken from 

Statistical Abstracts. 

The 1963 fertilizer price was also taken from the Agricultural 

Potential of the Middle East. Price changes from F.A.O. Production 

Yearbook and from official Syrian sources were used to adjust fer

tilizer prices over the period. 

I. Labor Employed in Agriculture 

Agricultural labor figures were not available per province or per 

year for Syria. Information on population 1by province and on the 

number of economically active population (employed and unemployed) 

for Syria, were obtained -from Statistical Abstracts and from 

.. 
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Population Censuses of Syria for 1960 and 1970, as well as from 

the F.A.O. Demographs and Population Estimates, 1974. 

The economically active population in agriculture was adjusted 

1· 

for unemployment, fishing and forestry. The unemployment figures were 

computed on the basis of a yearly unemployment rate reported in the 

1960 1 s and 1970's by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor. 

For the 1950's an estimate of unemployment of 6% was used. Total 

cost of fishing and the annual average wage were used to determine 

. the number of fishermen. 

Labor cost in forestry was calculated from information provided 

by the M1n1stry of Planning. Labor cost was set at 5% of the value 

of forest output for the 1950's, while 10% of the value was set for 

the 1960's. Forest area by province was reported in the Mediterranean 

Development Project, for Syr1a,F.A,O. 1959. The forestry provinces 

include Latakia, Homs, Hama, Damascus, and Aleppo. 

.. 
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Mr. Ben Aston 
The Administrative Staff College 
Green lands 
Henley-on-Thames 
OXfordshire, RG9 3AU 
England 

Dear Mr. Aston: 

October 6, 1975 

I am replying to your letter of s ptember 30 to 
Hollis Chenery. I confess I am not at all sure how to 
answer your question. Perhaps it would be best to 
start by simply giving you a description of the B nk's 
Research Program. You can most easily get this from 
the enclosed book of abstracts, which is still the latest 
available (the new version is not yet printed). I am also 
enclosing a pamphlet on the Development Research Center, 
where much of the Bank's fundamental research is carried 
out. 

The dissemination process is one which we are 
struggling with in common, as far as I can see, with 
everyone el e who has an interest in application. One 
device is to write manuals specifically directed at the 
ultimate user (see page 8 of the DRC pamphlet). Another 
is to develop software which will make th proces ing of 
data quicker, more accurate and therefore more pertinent 
to the policy makers and their advisers. We are thinking, 
but it is so far a gleam in the eye, of courses at the 
Bank's own Economic Development Institute; these would 
be for both Bank staff and outsiders. I should mention 
that our interest in the fir t instance is dissemination 
to the Bank's own staff, because they should be a good 
mediwn for dissemination beyond. The ultimate objective 
is obviously broader. Th se are instances. In general, 
we try to keep before us the question: for whom is this 
or that research intended and how will it get to him? 
But we have not yet found a universal bpen sesame! 



Mr. Ben Aston - 2 - October 6, 1975 

If you have any other questions, please let me know. 
I do have one question for you. Just which part of the 
book was useful to you in the context of the relationship 
between multinationals and host countries? And how? 

Attachments 

Yours sincerely, 

., · ... ··-;.... ---- -- ~ · ~,1 N 'M' ··y,-r ---,, 
J • ,~ . • ,,.,. 

Benjamin B. King 
Research Adviser 

Development Policy 

cc: Messrs. Chenery 

BBKing:gm 

Dulcy (w/incoming but 
not attch.) 
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HARV ARD INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

1737 WMBRIDGE STREET CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSElTS 02138 

Tl!L. (617) 49S· 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY CABLE ADDRl!II: HUD 

TWX No.: 7103200315 

Mr. Roger D. Norton 
Development Research Center 
World Bank 
1818 H Street, N.W. 
Room N260 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Roger, 

October 6, 1975 

' 

When Dave Cole and I were discussing the enclosed research proposal, 
he reminded me that you were still with the DRG and might be an appro
priate person to contact. Since I last saw you, I have spent four years 
in Africa advising on industrial development. From my experience in Tanzania, 
where we advised the government on long-term industrial strategy , and f rom 
casual observation of chang ing Third World attitudes towards the mana g ement 
of natural resource exploitation, I have become convinced that the time 
has come to study seriously the implications of natural resource-based 
industrialization as a development strategy. It seems to me that such a 
strategy, whether based on production for export or home consumption, may 
lead to materially different development outcomes than the two strateg ies 
that dominated the iast two decades, import substitution and ex port pro
motion. It is not always clear that countries following resource-based 
strategies fully understand the implications of this approach, yet an 
increasing number of countries may be adopting such strategies in the next 
several years. · . 

The proposed project would bring together a widely scattered group of 
existing research finding s, make some research contributions based on 
existing data that has not been utilized for this purpose, and design a 
more intensive research program to generate original data on the nature of 
resource-based industrialization strateg ies. I am hoping to begin work 
on this project during the summer of 1976. 

I would be grateful for your connnents on the proposal . Is there a 
possibility that the De velopment Research Group might be interested in sup
porting research of this nature? Perhaps a f t e r you have had a chance to 
read it, we could discuss the proposal by tel ~phone. 

I would have like d to send a sampl e of t he industrial s trategy planning 
we have done in Tanzania, but none of that work is ready f or circulation. 
Instead, I am enclosing a dra f t of a monog raph on industrial s trategy 
formulation that is being published by UNIDO. Chapter 5, though fie-
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tionalized and simplified, gives a good idea of the strategy approach 
we have taken. 

Regards to Kay. I look forward to getting together with you 
sometime to catch up on what you have been doing f or the past five years. 

MR:ed 
Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

Michael Roemer 
Associate Director f or Research 

_., 
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RESEARCH PROPOSAL 

INDUSTRIAL STRATEGIES BASED ON EXPLOITATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

Harvard Institute for International Development 

The dominant strategy for industrialization in the developing countries 

since World War II has been, and to a great extent still is, import substi

tution. However, during the past 15 years there has been a strong counter

point . theme running through the development literature that emphasizes 

the inherent limitations to this strategy, its tendency towards ineffi-

ciency and its inability to promote balanced, integrated industrial devel

opment, even over the long run. This counter-theme is being heard incre?'sing ly 

by leaders of· the developing world, who are turning away from import subs titu

tion and sear~hing for new strategies. 

An alternative strategy with considerable support from western development 

economists has been export-led industrialization. Following in Japan's foot

steps, Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore have been notably success-

~ul in exporting manufactured goods; in the first two cases, this has been part 

of a process of "export substitution" in which manufactured exports gradually 

·replace agricultural exports in importance. Based on their record, export-led 

industrialization seems a superior alternative, especially for smaller countries 

with a poor natural resource base. However, . the demands o f such a strategy are _ 

great. Competition is very stiff in the world markets of the connnodities in 

which developing countries have comparative advantage · ·and it may be difficult 

for latecomers to overcome the~r early disadvantages. It ta~es considerably 

more manapement and labor skill to achieve the productivity µeedg9 to compete 

... 
in world markets than it does to produce for home consumption behind high 

tariff barriers. And the developing countries have inadequate tax bases to 
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support the subsidization necessary to progress along the learning curve into 

a region of high productivity. Although some countries will successfully 

make the transition to produce exportable, labor-intensive manufactures, 

it seems unlikely that the majority of developing countries can do it. More

over, most of them are unwilling to undertake the kinds of changes necessary to 

make the transition and some of them have attractive alternatives. 

Disenchanted with import substitution and either unable or unwilling to 

pursue an export strategy, many developing nations are beginning to focus on a 

different strategy: industrial exploitation of natural resources. The success 

of OPEC countries in raising the price of petroleum and their accelerated 

i 

I 

attempts to invest additional revenues in petroleum-bas e d industries have focused i 

Petro- J attention on natural resources as an industrial base for developing countries. 

leum exporters' efforts to establish refineries, fertilizer plants and petro-

chemical complexes have been well publicized, Countries with other resources are 

following suit. Jamaica has forced the aluminum companies to process bauxite 

within the country; ?ambia is basing its industrial expansion subs t antially 

on copper industries; Peru is building additional steel and copper manufacturing 

capacity; Ma'iaysia and other countries are beginning to export wood products in 

preference to timber. Even Tanzania, poor in natural resources by comparison 

to these countries, is turning to natural resource exploitation as the 

dominant base for its industrialization. This incipient trend was given formal 

voice by Algeria at a recent meeting of developing countries in Algiers when 

it called upon UNIDO to take steps to assist Third World countries in developing 

manufacturing ind us tries based on their own res_q urces. 

.. 
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A. The Development Literature 

The literature in English on import substitution has been fully developed 

and serves as a model for other topics on industrial s~rategy. This literature 

has identified the important characteristics of the import substitution strat

egy, associated a common set of government policies with the strategy, analyzed 

the attractions of import substitution and its inherent and self-defeating 

weaknesses, and reported on a large and growing number of country studies that 

illustrate these points and emphasize the characteristic elements conm10n to a 

wide variety of countries. The largest and most productive concentration of 

articles on import substitution has come from Williams College, whose Center 

for Development Economics has specialized in the subject for a decade; these 

are ably summari?.ed by Bruton (1970). The literature includes development 

of new analytical tools to measure the efficiency of import substitution, 

especially effective rates of protection (for appraisals of this literature 

see orden, 1971, ~ppendix I, and Balassa, 1971) and domestic resource 

cost (Bruno, 1972). It has also spawned extensive case studies of industriali

zation, such as the collection under the guidance of Little, Scitovsky and 

Scott (1970) and a renascence of political economy, implicit in most of the 

case studies but captured most incisively by Hirschman (1968). The ultimate 

mark of success for this literature has been its undeniable impact on the 

industrial policy of many developing countries. 

The literature on export-led industrialization is not as well 

defined as that on import substitution, bu· is rather one th eme of a broader 

literature on policies designed to break out of the import-subs titution 

syndrome. Ranis (1973 and 1971) has called this "export substitution" or 

• 'i n 
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"the second restructuring." In this reaction to import substitution, market 

prices are generally brought into line with scarcity values; this in turn 

encourages greater dependence on labor and less on natural resources (including 

land); which leads to the eventual replacement of unprocessed agricultural 

exports by exports of labor-intensive manufactures. The case study literature 

is largely East Asian oriented, concentrating on Taiwan (e.g., Hsing, Power 

and Sicat, 1970), South Korea (e.g., Frank, Kim and Westphal, 1975, and 

various publications of the Korea Development Institute) and, to a lesser 

extent, the city-states of Houg Kong and Singapore (e.g., Geiger and Ge i ger, 

1973), these being the principal examples of succes s ful ex port-l e d industriali-

zation in the developing world; the prototpy e is, of course, Japan. 

There is no extensive literature on natural resource-based industrializa-

tion, although there are at least two strands in the development literature that 

have something•to contrib t1 te. The first, which has been called the "basic 

industry" approach, takes its cue from the industrialization programs of the 

Soviet Union, China . and North Korea, which were based on e x ploit a t i on of 

domestic resources primarily for domestic consumption. Thomas (1974) and 

Rweyemamu (1973) ate· contributors to this literature, as are several authors 

of case - studies of the three socialist countries named. The basic industry 

strategy aims at realizing a complete set of backward linkages from domestic 

consumption to natural resources and developing a balan_ced industrial structure; 

a principal goal is substantially reduce d depende nce on world trade to trans

form raw materials into producer goods. 

The second strand is concerned with a v e ry different aspect of natural 

resource exploitation: the export of staple products. The staple theory 

-
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literature on developing countries, which derives from Innis' studies of 

Canada and North's of the United States, includes studies of tropical agri

culture (Baldwin, 1956), copper in Chile (Reynolds, 1965), and Northern 

Rhodesia (Baldwin, 1966) and fishmeal in Peru (Roemer, _1970). These studies 

concentrate on the production function of exploiting each natural r e source and 

the detailed impact of each on economic development. The method should be 

useful · in studying the impact of resource-based industry on development. 

These two different strands of literatu re on resource-based industrial-

ization indicate that there is not one resource-based strategy, but two, 

One strategy emphasizes self-relianc e by processing resources primarily for 

use at home. A second resource-based strategy aims at the f urther processing 

at home of an extensive resource tha t will continue to be export ed, but in 

finished form and not as a raw material. A choice betwee n these t wo very 

different stra.tegies will de pend to some e x tent on nationa l d evelo pment 

policy, but is more likely to be dictated by the extent of the resource in 

relation to the size of the country. It seems likely that most of the 

resource-rich countries will continue to e x port their products in some form, 

even if their lont:~un goals include self-sufficiency and less dependence on 

world trade. A complete literature of resource-based industrialization 

should develop models, or at least a consistent set of characteristics, to 

describe each of these strategies of resource e x ploitation. The literature 

would also develop tools for analy zing resource -based industries, but should 

use existing tools if they are applicable. It would include i~se studies of 

" 

resource-based strategies to test the unive rs a lity of the identifie d charac-

teristics. Finally, the literature should provide prescriptions for national 

policy in promoting resource-based industries. 

'! .. 
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Although it has been convenient to speak in terms of alternative strate

gies of industrialization as if there were three or four distinct types of 

strategy, in practice the differences are normally those of emphasis or degree 

rather than of kind. There have been extreme, polar types of strategy in history: 

the Soviet Union's self-sufficient, basic industry strategy of the 1930's and 

several Latin American examples of extreme import substitution during and after 

the second world war come to mind, However, generally countries try to exploit 

a range of industrialization opportunities open to them, though they will favor 

one type of investment over another when both are possibilities. Viewed as 

the result of a formal planning procedure, a strategy is a set of investments 

and supporting policies that best satisfies certain national objectives; these 

investments and policies are chosen from a set of possible activities, but 

the selection is constrained by limited resource availabilities and limiting 

institutional, cultural and other factors. Although a government may decide . 
~ priori that a particular strategy would best satisfy its national goals 1 it 

is likely to discover that both limited factor resources and a limited range of 

practical alternative investments prevent the implementation of a "pure" or 

extreme form of t~e desired strategy. What emerges instead is a mixed 

strategy that contains, perha~s, elements of several different approaches, 

but that emphasizes one or two over the others. For example, a country that 

decides to industrialize by more complete processing of a raw material export 

will also exploit some opportunities for import substitution and may also 

try to export some labor-intensive manufactures, depending orr· the availability 

of factor ·resources relative to practical alternative investmenti··..:of each 

type. Thus, although this research proposal is couched in terms of distinct 

strategies in order to make clear the distinctions between them, the research 

is really about different emphases in mixed approaches to industrialization 
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that contain elements of different "pure" strategies. 

B. Issues in Resource-Based Industrialization 

The development literature suggests some issues that need to be 

addressed in a study of resource-based industrialization. Most but not 

all of these issues apply to either of the two resource~based strategies. 

1. Industrial structure. How will each of the resource-based 

strategies differ from import substitution, from labor-intensive export

led strategies, or from each other in terms of the composition of output 

by ISIC groups; the mix of consumer goods, intermediate goods and capital 

equipment; the degree of backward and forward integration; and the extent 

to which the s~rategy is self-sustaining, especially in contrast to the self

limiting nature of import- substitution. The latter issue begins to move out 

of purely structural questions and into the realm of political economy. 

Chenery and Taylor's (1968) cross-country study of industrial structure and 

• 
country studies such as Chenery, Shishido, and Watanabe (1962) on Japan and 

Westphal and Kim (1973) on Korea indicate the kinds of analysis that can be 

useful in differentiating industrial structure. 

2. Finployment cr';ation. The presumption has been that natural resource

using industries, i n contrast_. to agricultural processing and even import

substitution industries, are highly capital intensive and will not create as 

much employment. The record in countries with resource-based industries should 

be investigated to test this presumption. The previo~sly cited literature 

on staple theory and a variety of industry and country studies can be exploited 

for this purpose (see, e.g., Morawetz, 1975). It will also be necessary to 

investigate the potential choice of technolog y to determine the e x tent of 

possible factor substitution in these industries (see, e.g., Della Valle, 1975, 

• 
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although he emphasizes mining rather than manufacturing.). The picture 

given by these two results should be compared with results from other strat

egies to see whether resource-based strategies must necessarily sacrifice 

employment to achieve its other goals. 

3. Distribution. Several issues are involved. First, the profile 

of factor payments in resource-based industries is generally expected to be 

skewed towards technicians and skilled workers, groups already in the upper 

income classes. Second, because these industries tend to be capital inten

sive, wages are a small fraction of total costs and labor productivity is 

high; thus firms can afford to, and do, pay workers well above the wages 

prevailing in the rest of the economy or even in the rest of manufacturing 

for a given skill class. Third, to the extent these firms exercise some 

degree of monopoly power in world markets, their ability to earn monopoly 

rents may weaken their resistance to wage demands and contribute to the 

,tendency to pay above-average wages for similar skill classes, so that 

upper-income work~rs capture part of monopoly rents. These tendencies have 

been responsible for creating the familiar enclave or extremely dualistic 

development noted in many resource-rich countries (Baldwin, 1966; Levin, 

1960). Can choice of technology and national policies ameliorate this dis-

tributional impact? The international and domestic incidence of taxes on 

profits is one of several policy questions to be explored (e.g., Gillis and 

McClure, 1975). 

4. Barriers to entry. Both the multinationals that dominate trade 

in natural resources and the major importing countries may present difficulties 

to the raw material exporter that wishes to sell semi-finished or finished 
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goods in world markets. It has generally been considered difficult for 

developing countries to enter the processing of some mineral resources, 

especially metals and petroleum, without participation. from foreign investors 

for several reasons. First, there are substantial scale economies so that 

investments are large and lumpy and foreign financing may be necessary. 

Second, if, because of scale economi~s or resource endowment, the resource-

based industry must enter export markets, market organi zation may be a 

barrier. Some of these markets are dominated by a few large multinational 

corporations with integrated operations and substantial market power in con

suming countries. Tilton (1966) has demonstrated that owne rship o f resources 

by such firms ·is a more important determinant of trade pat terns for many 

metals than traditional economic variables. Moreover, multinationals some

times make it.difficult for indepe ndent producers to s ell their p~oducts, 

especially semi-finished products. (See, e.g. Penrose, 1968, on petroleum 

and Stobaugh, 1972, on petrochemicals.) Third, multinational firms may 

control technical processes for many products, through patents or monopoly 

over knowledge. ~ i ~ally, technical skills are sometimes difficult to obtain 

from other than the major firms in the industry. 

Importing countries may throw up barriers of their own to e x ports 

of semi-finished and finishe d products of natural resources. Althoug h 

average tariff levels in industrial countries are low, effective prot e ction 
.. 

against processed products tends to remain high in order to protect domestic 

processers~ If a large e xporter of a particular raw material begins to 

• ..... 
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offer the product in finished rather than in raw fonn, importing country 

industry may gain increased protection, which could take the fonn of 

increased tariffs or, more likely, non-tariff barriers. The latter may 

include attempts at international agreements, such as that in cotton 

textiles, to limit trade in finished products. Such international 

trade considerations are slightly off the main theme of this project, 

which concerns the impact of resource-based industrialization on national 

economic structure, but it will be useful to review the possible impact 

of trade barriers as external constraints on resource-based strategies. 

5. National dependence. Either of the resource-based strategies aims 

to reduce dependence on world markets and on industrial countries. However, 
4 

there are different aspects of dependence and different time horizons over 

. 
which to achieve it. If dependence is defined as a trade structure in which 

raw materials are exported to pay for the intermediate and capital goods 

required by domes.t_ic industry, then a resource-based strategy that produces 

inputs jor domestic industry can obviously reduce dependence. Industrial 

processing of resource-based exports does not reduce dependence on trade, 

but can increase a country's monopoly or bargaining power by competing with 

established multinational firms of various stages of processing and fabrica

tion . It may also lead to capital goods industries (c.f. fishmeal in Peru; 

Roemer, 1910), reducing dependence on imports. But either resour-ee-based 

strategy may, in the early stages at least, require increased dependence 

n 
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on foreign capital, manpower and technology. It is important to detennine 

the degree of this dependence and the time it may take to reduce it, In 

contrast, labor-intensive export-led strategies, which resemble resource

based export-led growth in their increased dependence on world markets, 

probably reduce dependence on foreign factors of production even in the 

short run, Thus the contrast between these strategies will be illuminating. 

6. Differences among resources, The issues discussed above probably 

apply most strongly in mineral resources, particularly metals, petroleum and 

natural gas, However, they may not apply in the same way to forest and fishery 

resources and the degree of application may vary considerably among minerals . 

The major natural resources should be categorized in terms of the variables 

discussed above. 

7. National policies. Investigation of these issues should suggest 

sets of nation~l policies which will promote resource-based industrialization 

and capture the favorable effects while mitigating the unfavorable ones. 

C. Research Project at HIID 

Section A po~nted out that the lit~rature on resource-based strategies 

is not highly developed; the contributions that exist are scattered and have not 

been brought together to fonn a consistent set of characteristics, as was done 

for import substitution. ·Moreover, several of the key issues discussed in 

Section B could be illuminated by data that may exist in various forms, but 

which have not been exploited systema tically to throw light on these problems. 

Thus the first part of a research proj e ct should have thre e pur pos es : 

(1) Search the literature on resource-based industrialization, 

• .... 
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including possible contributions from related bodies of 

literature. Prepare a review article or monograph summarizing 

the literature; drawing analytical and · policy conclusions from 

:l.t insofar as possible; identifying the major gaps in the 

literature and suggesting how these might be filled. 

(2) Collect and analyze data from published United Nations 

(especially UNIDO) sources, private industry and consultants 

on questions of industrial structure, employment, factor 

payments, alternative technologies, and internationa l market 

characteristics that might contribute to understanding the 

issues raised in Section B. This would result in a paper 

that, together with the literature review, could form a 

substantial monograph on natural resource-based industriali-

. 
zation. 

(3) Design a field research project to test systematically hypo

theses . suggested by the literature and data search, as 

described in the next paragraph. 

This would be . ~ refatively small research project, involving about 

nine professional man-months over a year and a half, as describ ed in 

Section D. 

The second part o f the project would be a muc~ larger effort, but its 

detailed design would depend on the findings of the first part. During the 

first 18-month period of the project a promising group of resources and 

countries would be identified for case studjes. The hypotheses , models and 

methods for these studies would also come out of the literature and data 

... 
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search. HIID would then attempt to engage local research institutions in 

each country to participate in carrying out the case study, The principal 

wor~ and authorship of the case studies would rest with the host country 

institution, but HIID economists would serve as consultants for each case, 

guiding the design and execution of field research to ensure consistency 

and comparability among the various studies. The studies would then be 

compiled and summarized at HIID . One or more volumes would result from 

this study. Although the level of resources involved would not be known 

until part one is complete d, it is e x pected that part t wo would take from 

two to three years, though not all research institutes would be enga ged 

for the full period. 

D. Research Sta ff 

• 
The principal i nve s t igator would be Michael Roemer, Institute 

Fellow of HIID, whose resume is att a ched, His qualifica tions include 

(i) authorship of a . study on the resource-based fishmeal industry of Peru 

(Roemer, 1970); (ii) service as industry adviser with the Harvard project 

in Ghana from .1970 ~to 1972, which r e sulted in an article (Ro emer, 1975) 

and a book on project analysis (Roeme r and St e rn, 1975); (iii) s e rvice as 

project director for the UNIDO- s pons ored industrial strateg y proj e ct in 

Tanzania, wh ich r e sult e d in Ta n z an i an selection of a na tural resource-

based strategy of industria lization ; (iv) comple tion f or UN IDO of a 

monograph on a practica l me t hod f or d esigning indu s tria l strategie s a nd 

simultane ously e lici t i ng f r om po lit i c a l d e ci s ion-mak e r s the na tiona l goa l s 

which have he r e to f ore b een con s i de r e d an essential pr e r equisit e f or s tra t egy 

-
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design; and (v) participation (during 1975-6) in a study of Korean devel

opment since World War II, with principal responsibility for chapters on 

changing macroeconomic structure and industrial strategy. Roemer would, 

with the support mentioned below, be responsible for completing part one 

of the project, including a design for par t two. This would require 

nine months of his time over the period from mid-1976 to the end of 1977. 

The study of resource-based industrialization would be part of a 

series of studies on natural resource exploitation b e ing undert a k en by HIID. 

The Natural Re sources Group at HIID consists of S. Malcolm Gilli~ whose 

principal focus is the exploitation and taxation of natural resources; 

Joseph J. Stern, who concentrates on interna tional trade in raw mat e rials; 

and Roemer. Gillis and Stern, while engaged in studies of their own, would 

serve informally a s con s ultants to the r es ourc e -bas e d strateg y proj e ct. 

In addition,_ research support would include a graduate student to 

serve as research assistant for about nine months; secretarial time; and 

a standard set of .HTID overheads, costed at 18.5% of the base amount. 

E. Funding Re qu e st 

We request support for part one of the proposed proj ect. No commit

ment to support a second stage is implied, but of course we would hope 

that the fund e r of the first stage would b e interested in considering the 

subseque nt research d e sign. 

A project bu dge t is attached. 

Michael Ro eme r 

October 3, 1975 

-



PROJECT BUDGET 

NATURAL .RESOURCE-BASED INDUSTRIALIZATION 

1. Professional Salaries and Benefits 

A. salaries 

M. Roemer 9 mos. $25,000 

B •. Harvard Benefits 3,750 

2. Secretarial and Res earch Assistance 

A. Secretary 4.5 mos. $ 4,540 

B. Research Assistant 7.0 mos. 6,320 10,860 

3. Travel and Sub s i s t ence 

A. Air Fares 

1 r.t. Boston-Vienna-Boston $ 930 
2 r.t. Boston-New York-Boston 140 
2 r. t .. Boston-Washington-Boston 230 1,300 

B. Subsistence (30 X $40/day) 1,200 

c. Preparatory Expense 50 

4. Other Direct Costs 

A. Communica-tipns $ 500 

B. - Copying, o f fice supplies, etc. 500 

c. Computer 500 

D. Books and Publications 200 1,700 

Total Direct Costs: $43,860 

5. Harvard Unive r s ity Ove rhea d 
(18.5% X $~3, 86 0) $ 8,110 .. 

-·-

GRAND TOTAL: $51,970 

Say, $52,000 

• 
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ou ve.ry much for your letter of Septe~er 29. The -
you propose to undertake, on chan es in enrollment rates and 

selected qualitative indicatOTs of education in dcvelopin 
sounds interesting and will be, I think, of gr at value. 
therefor unfortunate that our orpanization has only av ry imtted 
bud et for external research projects and I ee no i diate ~ossibility 
for the Bank to fin nee your proposed project. I do ho?e, however, that 
you will carry out vour plans. 

Population 
School of 
University of 
Chapel Hill, 
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• Sometime in July this ye r, we 
assist us in putting together a list 
through education loans or credits. 

" attached. 

contacted you or your staff to 
of studies, etc. being financed 
The result is swmnarized in the 

We would appreciate it if you could review this list and make 
the necessary changes and/or additions. 

Please let Reg Gomez have your comments by October 15 and he 
will then arrange to produce an updat d version of this list ~or 
circulation. Ther fter, we plan to update the list periodically, 
preferably on a quarterly basis • 
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Those listed below October 1, 1975 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Review Research Proposal 

1. A panel consisting of Messrs. H. van der Tak 
(Chairman), A. Berg, w. Gilmartin, c. Koch-Weser and 

M. Selowsky will review the attached research proposal 
on Friday, October 10, 1975 at 3:30 p.m. in Room El026. 

Proposal 

Narangwal Population and 
Nutrition 

Principal 
Researcher 

R. Faruqee and 
D. Chernichovsky 

2. As always, the panel should seek answers to 
questions like (a) Are the issues raised by the research 
of interest to the Bank? and (b) Is the study so designed v 

as to deal meaningfully with these issues? To aid in 
considering these questions, ome informal guidelines -
for review panels are attached. 

3. The recommendations of the panel should be 
to me by Tuesday, October 14, preferably by Monday, 
October 13. 

Attachments 

DistributioI\: 

Messrs. van der Tak, Berg, Gilmartin, Koch-Weser, Selowsky, 
Baldwin (for information) 

cc: Messrs. T. King, Chernichovsky, Faruqee, Dulcy, Gulhati, 
Kanagaratnam, B. B. King 

Ms. Hazzah 



D11te or S ubmiss ion : 

WORLD BANK RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Project Proposal 

September 2h, 19 75 

SECTION A 

-~-~-~. ·-=""'======-==================================•===== 

PART I . PROJECT IDENTIFICATION 

1. •rj l le : Narangwal Population and .Nutrition Research Project 

~ - De pactment Responsib e : 
Development Econo_ cs 

4.ToF6.l: Co~ u .s . 
$180,850 

3 . Staff Member Responsible: 

R. Faruqee and D. Chernichovsky 

5 . Total Sta f Time manmont.s 

Prof ssional: 13 mos· Special Services.:__ lfone 

-----------~---=t====.,,=oe=='""'"'"'-"-====--======================= -==== 

PART II. COORDINA'I'ION AND APPROVAL 

l. In t cnl(!partmental Coordination: 

Name & S i g nature 

-- Development Researth 
il • Center J . H. Du.loy 
- ·-popu]..afion anct=-=-i 

K. Kanagaratnrun b. Nutrition .Projects 
Senior "°Futl'ltion 

c. Advisor A. Berg 
---

d. 
-· 

Support 
P roject 

--- -

Do not Support 
Project-Comments 
Submitted 

~------

- -----·------·--· -·---------4-------------------------

7.. /\f)prova.] 

T . ,/, 
--- -- _ ,1Tfvrs{'-~-~1--C-,h~ir-e~f~----- Depar tmen t Director _, 

T. King R, To.llhati / 

NOTE: PlP dSe consult instructions i ssu ed August 1973 for completion of 
thjs Form and preparation of project narrative. 

Uo not fill 

Date received: -------------------
Review Panel : ------------ --------------------

~ ...._. ... .,=--=·=-===-"""'=""'''"'"="""'=====s=========================== 

• 



Project Proposal Page 2 

I PART III. IMPLEMENTATION 

_[_ _____ -----------------------------------------------
J. Da1 e Work to Start: Nov. 1, 1975 2. Date First Draft Expected: Sept. 1977 

--- -------------------------------------------
3. F'in :J l Report Due: Dece.11.ber 1977 

Names: ~- lrnpJ ementation Method: 

a. Bank Staff Faruqee and Chernichovsky 

h. Individual Consultants 

c. LDC Contractor/Institute .. 
----ne1ni:.,:tJt,enL of Int.ernntionc.1 

<1. D0 veloped Country Contractor/Institute/ x / Health - The · Johns Hopkins 
Sch ooTo:t.tlygiene & Piililic 

e. Seminar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /~ _H_e_a_l_t_h ______ _ 

5. R0ports Expec ted in the First Year: 

======c=======---====================--
Pi\Rr IV . FINANCIAL AND S'l'l..FF Dl\'I'A 

l. Do]]a r Costs (Estimated Disbursements by Fiscal Ye ar ): 

'76 '78 
After 

FY FY '77 FY FY Total - ------
a. Con tractual,'l- \ 90,712 

Truvel 
. 1,000 -b. - --

~ 

c. Data Processing 

Total 91,712 
. -- --- -*Incluoes c ~ o1 data processing . 

2 . nt aff Requirements (rnanmonths) 

FY '76 -

a. Pr ofessional 4 

iccial Services -
Total h 

73, 288 l4,J50 178,350 

1,000 500 2,500 

- - , 

74,288 14,850 180,850 
--

FY '77 FY ' 78 FY Total 

6 3 13 
-·-- - -

6 3 13 

.. 



SECTION B 

NARANGWAL POPULATION AND NUTRITIOH RESEARCH PROJECT 

This proposal is for finance to enable a team of researchers 
led by Professor earl Taylor at the Johns Hopkins University School of 
Public Health to analyze data collected from two parallel field experi
ments in nutrition and family planning, which were conducted in 26 -vil
lages in N. \J. India during 1St66-74. The field phase of the research 
was financed by the United States and Indian Government sources, and by 
WHO. Assistance from USAID has brought the research to a point where 
t he data have been prepared for analysis and a preliminary draft report, 
which describes the broad r esults of the experiment. in aggregate terms, 
has been prepared. (This draft r eport and appendix tables and charts 
referred t o in the text of the proposal, together with the survey 
i natruments , may be borrowed from the sponsors o.f this proposal.) USAID 
is no longer concerned with ~utrition and population activities in India 
and its support has now ended. Professor Taylor is therefore seeking 
financial~ support from the ~:ational Institutes of :Iealth and from the 
Bank to coraplete the analysis. It is hoped that l!IH will support the 
analyses whose interest is primarily medical and that the -Bank will sup
port those aiming to learn how to deliver family planning, health and 
nutrition services more effectively. 

This proposal presents the work to be done with data from the 
nutrition project separately from that resulting from the populat ion 
project, but it can be readily seen how closely the two projects are 
related . Page 9 of the population project proposal shows the relation 
of the two projects ~n the experimental design . Together they provide 
a remarkable body ofl;data on status , knowledge and practice of nutrition, 
health and family pl.anning matters , and how these evolved over time in 
response to the a~~ilahility of public services . The concurrent collection 
of data on the functions performed by those delivering these services 
combined with information on household events and behavior offers an 
exceptional opportunity t o analyze the t r ade-off s i nvolved i n the design 
of health and family planning delivery systems . A r eview of all field 
experiments in t he family planning field anywhere in the world currently 
being undertaken in the Popul ation .and :{uman Resources Division suggests 
strongly that the Narangwal experiment is unique i n havi,ng generated such 
a l arge quanti ty of longitudinal research data on household events and 
service delivery. 

The research objectives of each of the two projects, and .. the 
conceptual framework underlying the r esearch design is swnmarized on t he 
front page of each of the two proposals. Page 3 in both t he Populatior.. 
and :·rutri tion proposals contains a concise flow diagr am of the hypothesized 
r elationships that are expected to operate and whose relative strength will 

t 
• I 
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be measured. A silTlilar diagram ( on the following page) can be used to show 
t he links between the population and nutrition projects . The issues are 
plainly of central importance to the Bank ' s operations in the field of family 
planning and nutrition. One outcome of the analysis will be to derive im
plications fo r the design of service delivery systems . 

In its study of questions relating to delivery ~ystel71l3 and house
hold fertility family planning, nutrition and health behavior, the objectives 
of this r esearch proposal are central to t he work program of the Population 
and Hwnan Resources Division . Professor Taylor has generously invited 
members of the Division to join the research team . T'nis offers very con
siderable mutual benefits: 

The Johns Hopkins research team is strong in the fields of public 
health, stn-t istil:8 , and operation researchj its economic competence, however> 
is very limited. Involvement bJ Bank staff will , therefore, strengthen the 
design and implementation of research in the following areas : 

(a) development of' suitable indices for socio-economic 
characteristics ; 

(b) _.,identification of the most cost -effective ways of 
delivering family planning and other services, and, 
i n particular, determination of the relatiYe 
effectiveness and utilization of multi-purpose and 
single -purpose workers and facilities ; 

( c) development of sirnulation models to analyze the 
costs and br,mefits of a wide range of incremental 
programs that were not included in the field 
t rails ; and 

(d) testing of'the inter-relationship of family healt h, 
nutrition~l and educational status and fertility 
behavior. in we light of r ecent economic theories 
on houseliold behavior . 
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1 TO: 
I 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNAT I ONAL DEVELOPMENT I I NTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCT I ON AND DEVEL OPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINAN CE 
CO RPORAT I ON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Member of the Research Committee DATE: September 24, 1975 

I ~: 
Ravi Gulhati,vDevelopment Economics 

P-.coposed Research on !Jarangwal Popula~~on and Nutrition Studies 

1. We have decided to submit Narangwal Project to the Research 
Committee after a great deal of soul-searching. On the face of it 
there are two reasons why this study should not be financed by the 
Bank : 

the main research contractor will be the Johns Hopkins 
University and normally such 2.n inst:.i.tutton ought to be 
able to get funds elsewhere; 

the res earch has been underway for a very long t:iJne and 
there was no previous Bank input in the exper:iJnental 
desien or the mode of implementation in the field . 

2. Despite these weighty arguments, we are sub1~itting the proj ct 
because,we are convinced that : 

the Naran&'Wal data-set. collected painstcl<:ingly from 1967 /8 to 
1974 provides a unique opportunity to explore now a number of 
questio:is which are of key i mportance t.o the :&mk I s population., 
heal~h and nutri~ion work; 

in the absence of Bank financial support, it is likely that 
the Johns Hopkins research team will disperse ber'ore resources 
are found. to exploit full.r the 1Jarangwal data ; 

input from ~Bank stafi' is necessary to extend the analytical 
fra:mework·visualized by Johns Hopkins researchers. 

3. Bank f'inanc4.al support w.1:is first requested in April 1975. The 
plan of work proposed by the Johns Jiopklns team has alxeady unciergone 
si[~nific.ant change as a result of several discussions vfith Bank staf f • . , 
'l'he latest version 0 1 the proposal was received very late last week . 
Altho'..lgh the prese:itation does not do it ju::;tice, the research plan put 
fon;ard now is a viable one and des·erves Bank s~pport . 

RGulhati/yvw 

. ' 
l 

I ' 

• r 
f 
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Mr. Ravi Gulhati, 

i 
Development Ecou. 

. /11 l -7 
PNPDR '-' I : \J\:Y- : __ 

September 26, 1975 

K. Kanagaratn.m -

Propooed Research on Nara"l~'ll Populaticr.::. and l1utrition Stndies 

I hav. indiceted support for the proposal to the ReQcarc CorX'!!itte~ 
to finance the analysis of da!.:~ collected from the N'ara..11.r,wal Population 
and Nutriti n Res .c1rch Projc t.. I have don2 s o in the rccngnition tP t 
the data from this project are unique i that they concern th i t~r
r_ls.tion::.h:ips of n'ltritior~ haalth a d fa·~tly pla.u1ing 011cr an ppreciab- e 
pC!riod of tine LT\. a reuzwuahly designed f" c d cxperi.!1•:!nt. The rl.:!s~arch 
'-"'ubject ~rcas 1".l.entio-:1£d in th::. fiual parnsr.::?h f S,_ctio:1 B arc of 3r.e~t 
int -reet to this Depart::.ent. HoHever, I r..ust expre,...a rny r".!Scrvati0(18 
concernin:; wheth r tha d~ta cD11ce1"l).e<l have e· n coll•~ctc<l in such a rey 
th.at ,;-r:tll pern:!.t t·w anelysi'!S envisa ~d . I fcr..1 st!'ongl • tl.at rh;;; Bank 
uill h·eve to Ponitcr clos".!ly ·h3 qu3.lity ,.. the dn::a U''t.id i:. t:h-. <1n l:,·ae.s 
a~ J. t11e structure o: t:.e rc:::;,:,src::i und~rtnl:e,.1 ::o ensu~:~ it::: accur.acy 2!'!d 
relevancy. 

cc: I1r. J1,1l0,;in oh: 

~ir- res scrige~ : :'·' /bli 

• 
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PROPOSAL FOR ANALYSIS OF 

THE NARANGWAL POPULATION PROJECT 

I. OBJECTIVES 

9/15/75 

POPULATION 

A. To conduct detailed analysis of the large amount of data gathered in the long-term 

prospecLiv(' population study at Narangwa.l Rural Health Research Center. T-iis a.'1alysis 

wil: nw:1su r <' the impad on fa mily planning utili zation and on ft:rtility of: 

I . I.IH: d it'J'er,·ntia l eff<:d or various components of health service& which were tested 

in a sysLcm:ii ic expen 111ental <ksign? 

2. ,·ulLur a.l va lues and hclids as nwasured in two rounds of questionnaires, especially 

focussin,'.; on bel ids n·lal.t'd t.o ch .Id survival; 

:L the dy nan I i<.:s of social chan ge relating to variables such as education of women, 

stH"ial stat us and vi ll.1ge organi zation ; and 

4. estimates of the rapid economic development which was occurring in the Punjab 

during Lhe study. 

B. To use data from this analysis to develop policy alternatives relating to the most 

effective linkages between family planning efforts and other development sectors. 

II. CONCEPTUALIZATION OF FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS 

A. Conceptualization 

Out of the confrontations at the Bucharest World Population Conference and 

su bsequenL!y, there has emerged a general con census that population programs need to 

be developed in the context of social and economic development. The interactions between 

population and various development sectors have become increasingly important to planners 

and policy makers. A salutary appreciation is growing that simplistic approach.es are::making 

some contributions but that now it is time to face long term issues that recognize the complex

ity of population determinants. Research to be relevant has the challenge of sorting out 

causal variables and the relative strength of the interactions. 

• 



Populat ion - page 2 

The fact is that most of the program linkages that have been proposed are far from 

being ready for implementation. Some of the important associations such as with the 

ability to plan for the future or improving the status of women are eminently desirable 

but difficult to achieve social objectives. Much more needs to be learned before they can 

be manipulated as intervention measures for demographic objectives. In fact, little is known 

about the desirable sequences or combinations of any development activities. 

The integration of family planning with health and nutrition is the most obvious program 

linkage now available. It fits with existing national policy in most countries and makes sense 

to village people. There are program efficiencies which can be achieved in combining services 

which have so much in common as they relate to village women and in access to homes. 

There are, however, also tremendous problems. Ministries of health are notoriously ineffi

cient and services are generally inadequate in coverage and quality. Repeatedly around the 

world it has been found that merely adding family planning responsibilities to maternal and 

child health services may cause serious deterioration of both. In addition to the practical 

operational issues of how to operate cost/effective services, there are many unanswered 

questions about fundamental causal linkages between the interacting forces. 

In India during the mid-1960's, it became evident that research was needed on the 

integration of family planning with health and nutrition. The mass campaign for IUD 

insertions had produced a backlash and it was evident that innovative efforts to build good 

services needed serious study. The collaborative research at Narangwal was designed specifi

cally to answer questfotts which have now become especially acute. The data that were 

gathered over several years are available for detailed analysis. Some of the fundamental 

policy questions to which this analysis can contribute are delineated in the conceptual 

framework shown in the model in Figure 1. 

The model is presented along with a series of hypotheses because .our data are unique 

in providing an opportunity for simultaneous analysis of multiple variables. Associated 

with the arrows connecting the boxes in the model are several important questi?ns. _-__ 

It will be possible to quantify the relative strength of particular associations as defined 

in the hypotheses which follow the questions. 

• 
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· B. Policy Related Questio11s To Be Included In Analysis - (associated with arrows in Figure 1) 

work on this full list ass-u,TJ1es that the forthcoming proposal to 
NIH is ac cepted . Priority will_ be given to subject areas 1 , 5, 6 , 
and 7, and if the NIH gr,rnt is not forthcomi .g , l'esearch on the other 
subject areas will have to be reduced . · 

1. Socioeconomic characteristics 

2. 

a. What are the socioeconomic characte1istics of persons who : 

1) have particular patterns of knowledge, attitudes and beliefs about 

family size and family planning; 

2) have particular patterns of pregnancy experience; and 

3) have or will become active users of family planning? 

b. Vi'hat are the dynamics and time sequences of the effects on family planning 

and fertility variables of socioeconomic characteristics such as : 
1) family income; 

2) caste; 

3) education; 

4) housing; 

5) established family wealth as distinct from current income; 

6) occupation; and 

7) marriage patterns? 

Knowledge, Attitudes and Beliefs 

a. What are the effects of knowledue, attitudes and beliefs about Lrtility and 

family planning on the follmving: 

1) priotpregnancy experience; 

2) previou.s contraceptive use; 
3) cont!'aceptive experience in the various experimental gro ps of the 

Narangwal pattern? 

b. \:Vhat are the effects of knowledge, attitudes and beliefs as they relate to 

the follovnng specific topics : 

1) approval of family planning; 

2) attitudes to particular methods ·of family planning;. 

3) sources of information about family planning; 

4) perceptions of child survival; 
5) family size expectat ions and awareness of population trends ; and 
6) knowledge of specific contraceptive methods and their complications? 

3. Previous Contraceptive Use 

a. What are the effects of previous contraceptive use on : 

1) prior pregnancy experience; and 
2) subsequent willingness to use contraceptives in the various experimental 

g-roups of the Narangwal pattern? 

.. 
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b. What are the effects of previous experience with the following family 

planning methods: 
1) traditional folk methods of dubious effectiveness such as getting out 

of bed to walk around a tree, or to wash superficially; 
2) traditional methods of known effectiveness such as withdrawal or the 

old Ayurvedic pattern of rhythm or periodic abstinence during the first 

half of the intermenstrual cycle; 
3) biologic methods such as lactation as influenced by nutrition; and 
4) contraceptive methods that were available prior to program? 

4. Pregnancy Experience 

a. What are the effects of prior pregnancy experience as measured by: 
1) age and parity of mother; 
2) sex of children; and 

3) (perhaps more important as a specific hypothesis which the project 

. was set up to test) the effect of child mortality at various ages and 
by sex of child? 

b. How does previous pregnancy experience influence behavior as related to 
contraceptive experience in the Narangwal program both in terms of 

1) acceptance of family planning; and 

2) continuing and effective use of family plan:ring? 

5. Experimental Inputs 

a. What were the effects of the differential experimental inputs of the Narangwal 
program on what we can learn about using the child survival hypothesis in 

practical development of national family planning programs 
1) by deliberately integrating health and family planning measures to ensure 

survival of children, and using child health entry points for family planning 

to convince parents that it is safe to have fewer children; 
2) by using reduction of morbidity and improved growth as further indicators 

of improved child health to increase the conf.i.den_ce of parents in child 
survival; and 

3) by measuring attitude _changes related to survival of childrE:n? 

b. What can we learn about how maternal care that can be integrated with family 
planning and the effect of women's services entry points on acceptance and 
use? 

c. What are the best practical service procedures at the lowest cost and with 
minimum trained manpower for reaching all village homes with integrated 
services? 
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6. Contraceptive Experience in the Narangwal Program 

a. What were the patterns of contraceptive experience in the Narangwal program 

as they related to the specific program inputs of the experimental design? 

b. What were the patterns of contraceptive experience in the Narangwal program 

in terms of sequence and duration of use of particular family planning methods? 

7. Fertility 

a. What resultants in family and village community fertility emerged in terms of 

the various measures of fertility? (This includes the evaluation of multiple 
methods of collecting and analyzing data that were tried simultaneously and 

can be tested for their usefulness for large scale use in a simplified methodology.) 

b. What resultants in family and village community fertility emerged in terms of 

many of the variables discussed above, such as 
1) income or wealth; 

2) education or occupation; 
3) prior pregnancy experience; 

4) prior child health and survival; 

5) satisfaction with services; and 
6) cost of services? 

C. Hypotheses 

1. When the project started we stated the hypotheses on which the experimental 

design was based as follows: 

The general _hypothesis being tested in the present research program is that 

attitudes towards and acceptance and practice of family planning will improve when it 

is combined with the provision of health services. 

The research design tests four specific sub-hypotheses under this general 

hypothesis : 

a. Contraceptive practice will be greater if family planning services (FP) are 
combined with general health services for women aged 15-49 (WS) than 
if FP is provided alone. 

b. Contraceptive practice will also be greater if FP service is combined with 

health services for children aged 0-3 (CC), than if FP is provided alone. 

c. Contraceptive practice will again be greater if FP is combined with both 
WS and CC, and this combination will produce an increment in FP practice 
greater than the sum of effects observed under hypotheses (a) and (b). 

• 
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d. A decline in infant-child mortality will lead to increased contraceptive practice 
because an increased expectation of child survival will result in a decrease in 
the number of births desired by parents. 

2. Those hypotheses still stand as the basic framework of analysis. In addition, from 

the questions related to the model we can test the following hypotheses in the forthcoming 

analysis: 

a. Controlling for other factors differential rates of FP practice exist among 
various socioeconomic groups as defined by income, caste, education, 
housing, occupation and marriage patterns. 

b. The dynamic patterns of change in knowledge and attitudes about FP and 
beliefs about child survival are more related to practice of family planning 
for purposes of spacing than for purposes of family size limitation. 

c. Transition from less effective methods to more effective family planning 
methods is directly related to duration of use and intensity of family planning 
followup services. 

d. Age and parity of mothers and sex of both living and dead children are useful 

indicators of couples' relative priority for family planning. 

e. Provision of family planning services by multipurpose health workers is more 

effective when routinized by the use of FP entry points in child care and 

women's services. 

III. THE NARANGWAL RURAL HEALTH RESEARCH CENTER 

Two parallel fietd projects were conducted during the period 1966-1974. A project on 

the Interactions of Malnutrition and Infections in Weaning Age Children funded by WHO 

and NIH (AM-11047) required two years of tooling up, followed by four years of field work. 

A project on the Integration of Family Planning and Maternal and Child Health required 

three years of tooling up and then five years of field work from 1969 to 1974. This was 

funded by AID, HEW PL-480 funds, WHO, the Indian Council of Medical Rese~ch and 

various private funding agencies. 

In both projects, groups of villages were followed longitudinally with complete and 

extensive data gathering to measure the impact of differing service inputs. Input-output

outcome measurements were made within a controlled experimental design to get 
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cost/benefit measurements on various combinations of health and family planning inter

ventions. All services were provided by auxiliaries within an organizational system that 

can be applied in the national programs of countries such as India. As each of the service 

packages was evolved, measurements of the specific inputs were made so as to get rapid 

feedback and improvement. 

The groups of villages in the two research projects are indicated in Figure ~. The 

Study of Malnutrition and Infections had four groups of villages which included: nutri-

tional supplements; infection control; both nutritional supplements and infection control; 

and a control group. The Project on Integration of Family Planning and MCH had five groups 

of villages which received: child care and family planning; maternal care and family planning; 

both child care and maternal care and family planning; family planning alone; and a control 

group of villages. One group of villages was included in both projects. 

IV. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Few fields of development activity have so rapidly accumulated a massive literature 

of rhetoric and some research as population activities. Policy determination and program 

development depended on population experts who tended not to have had the benefit of 

a great deal of practical experience. Population growth had been almost entirely a subject 

which was of interest only to academic research workers in fields such as demo(!;raphy, social 

science, economics and public health. 

Because of the urgency given to rapid program development in the past two decades, 

there has been a tendency to search for simplistic solutions. A great challenge now is to 

go back to developing basic understanding of the causal relationships between fertility 

and variables which can be manipulated to modify reproductive patterns. The Bucharest 

World Population Conference posed basic questions about the relationships between 

population growth and development. 

The first need was to get descriptive information and since many demographers came 

from a social science background there was a tendency to focus on statistical analysis of 

population data and on household surveys. Most commonly used have been KAP surveys 

• 
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(Knowledge, Attitude and Practice Surveys). Many were done around the world and because 

of the stimulus of the Population Council (Berelson 1966) there was some effort to get 

uniformity in methodology to provide some comparability. These KAP surveys made a real 

contribution at first in showing that people were considerably ahead of their leaders in their 

willingness to accept and promote family planning. The surveys helped to give leaders courage 

to proceed with statements of population policy and implementation of large scale programs. 

The survey information, however, tended to contribute little to understanding of the dynamics 

of fertility change. 

More sophisticated surveys are being done now in an effort to define causal relationships 

(Sprehe 1974). By collecting data on a wide range of variables and using regression and multi

variate techniques it is has been possible to demonstrate an increasing number of associations. 

Typically, however, the parameters observed are limited to those that interest a particular 

research worker. When an association is demonstrated it remains hard to place it in perspective 

with other variables that might be either causal, intervening, or incidental. Among the many 

variables it is of particular interest to measure their relative strength of association and direction 

of causal linkage. The fact is that there are very few comprehensive studies looking at multiple 

variables prospectively using data gathered under field circumstances. 

To understand causal relationships among variables that can be changed, it will probably 

be necessary to conduct field trials of the impact of specific interventions (WHO TRS 1970). 

Purely observational studies under natural field conditions give some understanding of under

lying variables. Often, however, the associations that are defined are between variables that 

cannot be changed or may themselves be dependent on a general process of development. 

When they do change spontaneously usually there are many interacting variables that change 

at the same time. For instance, a great deal of attention has been given to the role of women 

and the possibility of expanding their occupational opportunities as a means of providing 

alternatives to child bearing. This is a well established and long term social goal· and deserves 

to be promoted in its own right. The experience thus far in trying to promote _wom~n's 

employment as a means of limiting fertility has, however, had the unfortunate tendency to 

promote the exploitation of women. Employers cooperate because they can pay women 

less than they would pay men. Men agree because they can relax while the women bring in 
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an income. The poor women, however, have to work all day on a plantation or in a fish 

factory and then have to go home in the evening and do all of the work for the household 

that they would normally have had all day to do. In practical program development inter

ventions must be studied, not only for their direct impact on fertility, but also for their 

intricate and unexpected interactions with other social and economic variables. It is desirable 

to include a wide variety of measurements and to have comparison or control groups to 

quantify the multiple changes that are simultaneously taking place in society. 

The many family planning programs which have been developed in recent years have 

included only minimal efforts to collect data for evaluation and very few have had an actual 

research component. Some of the most interesting current efforts combine family planning 

with interventions in other development sectors. A number have been associated with 

educational efforts starting with the Taichung experiment in Taiwan (Freedman and Takeshita 

1969). A few studies are attempting to measure the impact of various imaginative approaches 

to providing economic or social incentives for having a small family (Ridker and Muscat 1973; 

Wang and Chen 1973). More numerous are studies in which a family planning service is linked 

to maternal and child health services (WHO TRS 1971). One of the more successful such 

activities has been at Etimesgut in Turkey (Fisek 1974). A birth rate decline from 1967 to 

1973 from 35.1 to 29.4 was recorded. In India, there have been a variety of field trials. 

At Gandhigram, combined family planning and MCH services produced a significant decline 

in fertility but there-was no control group. At Singur (Studies in Family Planning 1963) 

between 1956 and 1961, in a test group of villages the birth rate fell from 45 to 37, while 

in the control group it fell from 46 to 43. Several years later, however, the rates for the 

two groups had equalized. 

The project that has the most direct relevance to this research wa.s conducted at Khanna 

only 26 miles from Narangwal. Between 1956 and 1960, with a followup survey in 1969, a 

tightly controlled research project was conducted in which foam tablets were offered to one 

group of villages. Detailed measurements were done which provided much understand ing 

of the dynamics of fertility change. No differences were observed, however, in the rate at 

which fertility fell in the experimental and control groups. The study summarized the 

variables that might be changed to improve the impact of the family planning programs 

• 
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and reported them in the following rank order: high risk of losing children; ignorance of 

birth control; early age at cohabitation; no occupations outside the home for women; high 

marriage rates and low status for women; reduced breast feeding; acceptance of low standard 

of living; need for sons; etc. 

It has suddenly become popular to set up demonstration projects integrating health and 

family planning services. Examples are the Population Council's Taylor-Berelson projects in 

four or five countries, the AID/APHA DEIDS projects, activities being promoted by WHO in 

several countries, the projects stimulated by the Christian Medical Commission, and several 

others. A serious limitation of these projects is that they seem to assume that they know the 

answers and only have to conduct a demonstration to show that the proposed pattern of 

services will work. Measurement is usually restricted to rather simple evaluation data for 

feedback to improve services. It will be difficult to get understanding of causal relationships 

and strength of interactions between variables from these studies since there is no concept

ualization of experimental design or testing of hypotheses or mode• built into most of them. 

V. DATA AVAILABLE "f'OR ANALYSIS 

A total of 22 villages in the population project had over 30,000 population (four more 

were only in the Nutrition Project). The following surveys were carried out systematically: 

Longitudinal Surveys 

Family Planning Acceptance 

Fertility Survey 

Vital Statistics - Births and Deaths 

-Marriages 
Morbidity of Children 
Anthropometric Measurement of Children 
Abstract of Service Records 
( qualitative & quantitative) 

1969-74 
1971-74 
1972-74 
1969-74 
1971-73 
1969-74 
1972-74 
1972-74 
1969-73 
1969-73 
1969-74 
1972-74 

8 villages 
3 villages 
4 villages 
8 villages 
7 villages 

22 villages 
4 villages 

26 villages 
10. villages 
14 villages 
18 villages 

4 villages 

( continued ) 
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Longitudinal Surveys (continued) 

Work Sampling Studies 

Abstract of Cost Information 

1971 
1974 
1969-73 
1969-74 
1972-74 

Cross-Sectional Surveys ( approximately every 2 years) 

Baseline Census of Population 1967-68 
Second Round Census 1971 

1972 
Third Rourid Census 1973 
Pregnancy History and . 1st round 1969 
Reproduction Variables 2nd round 1971-72 

3rd round 1974 
Attitudes and Beliefs 1st round 1969 
About Family Planning 2nd round 1971-72 

3rd round 1974 
Knowledge and Practice 1st round 1969 
of Family Planning 2nd round 1971-72 

3rd round 1974 
Socio-Economic Survey 1st round 1967-68 
on Households 2nd round 1971 

3rd round 1972 
Health Care Utilization 1st round 1973 
Survey 2nd round 1974 
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18 villages 
15 villages 

7 villages 
11 villages 

4 villages 

22 villages 
22 villages 

4 villages 
26 villages 
22 villages 
26 villages 

4 villages 
22 villages 
26 villages 

4 villages 
22 villages 
26 villages 

4 villages 
22 villages 
22 villages 

4 villages 
26 villages 
19 villages 

All of this information was coded in India and transferred to IBM cards with subsequent 

taping for transport to Baltimore. These tapes have now been edited sufficiently to get basic 

analyses completed. A report is being prepared for AID on the findings most relevant to the 

original experimental design but the support requested here is for a more complete analysis. 

VI. RESEARCH DESIGN RELATED TO THIS PROPOSAL FOR DATA ANALYSIS 

The large amount of information accumulated from a defined population offers a 

considerable resource for more complete analyses than have been possible within the time 

and funding that have been available heretofore. When the projects were planned, data 

• 
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collection was specifically designed in a format to permit multiple ancillary analyses of 

great intrinsic importance. The effort and investment in prospective field research is so 

great that the maximum scientific use should be made of data that have been so laboriously 

gathered. 

In consideration of the multiple types and sources of information included in the study, 

the analysis team at Johns Hopkins has been organized into five overlapping task groups. 

(A sixth task group has been concerned specifically with the nutrition component of the 

study discussed in a separate proposal.) The five task groups have dealt with the following 

study components: 

Group I: Definition of Total Population Under Investigation. This group has 

been concerned with the size and basic socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of 

the population studied. 

Group II. Attitude and Beliefs. Population attitudes toward family planning and 

beliefs concerning changing probability of child survival, population growth and communi

cation methods have been investigated in relation to contraceptive experience. 

Group III. Program Input. The specific services provided, the allocation of 

personnel effort, and costs have been the focus of this group. 

Group IV. Knowledge and Practice. This group has analyzed knowledge of 

contraception and the practice of specific methods of family planning. 

Group V. Fertility. The effect of contraceptive use on fertility patterns has 

served as the focus of this group's efforts. 

The above organization has permitted detailed analysis of the relevant system compon

ents while bearing in mind the overall system and its dynamic linkages. The overall system 

has been viewed in conventional terms of systems analysis: (1) basic conditions of the 

population with respect to health and fertility status; (2) controlled program inputs 

designed to improve this status; ( 3) process in terms of health and family planning services 

provided; and (4) impact on fertility and health status. ·· 

Summarizing the foregoing discussion, the Narangwal projects have provided a wealth 

of data of both a repetitive cross-sectional and longitudinal nature. Analysis of these data 

should serve to isolate critical variables and to assess the dynamics of change in them over 

.. 
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time. Moreover, the wide range of information collected permits their organization into 

data sets representing major sub-systems which can be linked in an overall systems analysis. 

This leads to three phases of analysis in the proposed study design: (1) data consoli

dation, reorganization, and sub-system analyses; (2) overall systems analysis and program 

indications; and (3) application of the results of analysis to community assessment and 

the resolution of critical policy questions. These phases of analysis are summarized below 

and consolidated in detail in Section VII. 

A. Data Preparation and Sub-system Analyses 

Work to date has concentrated on analysis within the various sub-systems of concern 

to each task group with the aim of identifying key variables, combining them into appro

priate indices, and describing fundamental associations. This has led to a systematic 

reordering of data sets, thus permitting under the present proposal more sophisticated 

in-depth statistical analyses designed to identify multivariate cause-and-effect associations. 

At the next stage of the analysis we also propose to examine sub-system dynamics, e.g., 

changing socioeconomic status and its effect on contraceptive behavior. 

A detailed list of proposed analyses is presented in Section VII showing accomplishments 

to date and those that remain to be done. In summary, these analyses cover the following 

areas: 

1. Measurement of family social and economic characteristics and patterns of 

change indicated by repeated household surveys. 

2. Measurement of attitudes and beliefs and patterns of change as indicated from 

repeates surveys. 

3. Detailed assessment of human, physical, and financial resource inputs related 

to service programs, individually and in combination. 

4. Careful quantification of family planning utilization data. These hav_e already 

been organized onto computer tapes in the form of a women's register so that a longitudinal 

contraceptive history is available. 

5. Appraisal of health status and health benefits under different programmatic 

conditions reflected in the experimental design. 

6. A dynamic appraisal of fertility status based upon both a life table approach 

to changes in parity and analysis of the components of pregnancy intervals, open and closed. 

.. 
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B. Overall Systems Analysis and Program Indications 

An important product of the foregoing sub-analyses will be a consolidated set of 

critical variables and indices. As a result, the comprehensive analysis of the total system 

under study will become manageable. The purpose of such an analysis will be to relate 

specific program effects to input requirements in view of population characteristics which 

either facilitate or inhibit program effectiveness. A clearer understanding of these relation

ships should contribute to more effective programmatic decision making. In particular, 

the dynamic systems analysis envisioned will permit appraisal of both the immediate 

and secondary impact of program intervention at specific points in the system. For 

example, should a couple who has used contraception for child-spacing be approached 

differently for purposes of family size limitation than one with no previous contraceptive 

experience? 

The conceptual framework for the overall analysis is represented by the model in 

Figure 1. The system dynamics is shown by the arrows indicating direct and indirect 

linkages. For example, contraceptive experience in our program could be affected directly 

by knowledge, attitudes and beliefs, or indirectly through the latter effect upon previous 

contraceptive use. The issue is whether favorable program experience is largely a reinforce

ment and improvement of previously established knowledge, attitudes and beliefs or whether 

it is mainly a direct reponse to a receptive state of mind not previously translated into contra

ceptive behavior. 

As indicated above, the specific variables and indices to be employed in the overall 

analysis will be determined in the course of conducting the sub-analyses. In reviewing 

the results of analysis to date, however, we expect the following types of information to 

be useful under each of the headings included in the diagram: 

1. Socioeconomic Characteristics 
- Religion-caste 
- Education-occupation 
- Income and wealth 

2. Pregnancy Experience 
- . Age-parity 

- Living sons 



3. Knowledge, Attitudes, Beliefs 
- Attitudes toward family planning 

- Desired family size, composition 
- Perception of child survival 

- Knowledge of family planning and specific methods 

4. Previous Contraceptive Use 
- Previous use of methods 

- Current use of methods 

5. Narangwal Program Input 
- Program service contacts 
- Other utilization 

6. Contraceptive Experience in Narangwal Program 
- Methods used 

- Methods transition profile 
- Duration of use 

7. Fertility 
- Live births 

- Other pregnancies 

C. Methods of Community Assessment 
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Looking beyond the analysis of the Narangwal experience, we recognize the need 
for more generalized an_d streamlined methods of community assessment of health and 

demographic status. The proposed activities under "A" above will lead to a consolidated 

list of critical variables and indices in this regard. Work under "B" will further lead to a 
clearer understanding of the potential use of such information for programming. Thus we 

expect to be able to apply the knowledge gained from the Narangwal analyses to develop

ment of generalized recommendations for community assessment tha~ .will serve both 
as a means of appraising current status and of suggesting possible alternatives and priorities 

for intervention. Details of this methodology development must, of course, a~ait the 
results of the Narangwal analysis itself. 

D. Policy Issues 

Findings from these analyses can be fed directly into policy definition. Many 
questions are being asked that f.:>cus on cost/benefit issues in allocation of national and 

• 
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international resources. Too often the data that are available from surveys or reported 

statistics are focussed only on particular parts of the complex interactions between health, 

population and development. The information available for ana]ysi<; here is unique in its 

coverage of sectors, in its being longitudinal and prospective and in having both cost and 

benefit components. By asking specific questions on particular interactions these data can 

provide answers within the broader matrix of other interactions. Once these data are in 

shape for specific analyses they can also be used by other research workers to answer their 

questions. 

VII. DETAILED STATEMENT OF PROPOSED ANALYSIS 

A. General Statement of What Has Been Accomplished 

In general, what has been accomplished in the one year for which we have had 

carry-over funding from AID has been the following: 

1. Cleaning and editing all of the tapes. 

2. Cross checking the editing of certain files to make sure identification numbers 

tally; but this has not been completed for all tapes. 

3. Marginals have been produced for all of the basic analyses giving data on the 

major items of information relating to the basic experimental design. 

4. Cross tabulations of data within information sets; for instance, some of the 

basic items of information appearing on a particular questionnaire have been tabulated 

against other information in that questionnaire. 

5. A few cross tabulations between data sets have also been done, especially for 

basic demographic information such as age and caste. 

B. General Statement of What Remains To Be Done 

Having gotten much of the preparatory and descriptive analytic work out of the 

way, it is now possible to focus on the more important analytic problems. It should be 

possible now to search for explanatory variables and begin to measure their strengths. 

• 
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An effort can be made to trace causal relationships. Many methodological issues need to 

be resolved and if possible some general indices, especially for prediction, will be tested. 

A separate proposal is being submitted to NIH to cover the more biological and 

sociological aspects of this research. The items to be included in that proposal are included 

in the listing that follows but they are indicated by being enclosed in parentheses. 

TASK GROUP I - Population Characteristics 

Done 

1. Definition of denomina
tors for rate calculations 
*(Tables II.A.1, II.A.2) 

2. Marginals of socioeconomic 
information by cohort and 
village. Cross tabs by caste. 
(Tables 11.A.3, II.A.4) 

To Be Done 

Sub-system Analyses 

1.1 Indices of economic status 
of families need to be de
veloped. Since we have a 
rather complex set of as
sets data in addition to 
basic information on sourc
es of income, we expect 
that this will be a rather 
complicated analysis. The 
composite indices will be 
based upon both statistical 
analyses of correlations 
among variables and the 
construction of rational 
models. The indices will 
have separate components 
representing income, 
wealth, and social status. 

Relation to overall 
Systems Analysis 

Socioeconomic 
characteristics 

TASK GROUP II -Attitudes and Beliefs 

1. Marginals by village and 
cohort 
(Tables II.D.1- II.D.6) 

(1.1 Multivariate analyses for 
causal relationships con
trolling for other 
variables.) 

(1.2 Development of transition 
matrices of change between 
Round 1 and Round 2 and 
application of other tech
niques of panel analysis to 
define and quantify the 
structure of change) 

Knowledge, ·.\ttitudes 
and Beliefs ~ccor<Jj_ng to 
Socioeconomic Character
istics in relation to previous 
Pregnancy and Contraceptive 
Experience as well as sub
sequent Experience in the 
Narangwal Program 

*Table numbers refer to findings presented in the Narangwal Population Project Report of 
September 1975. 

.. 
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TASK GROUP II - continued 

Done 

2. Cross-tabulation of AB (2.1 
variables against child 
mortality, caste, age, 
husband's occupation 
and education, age at 
marriage, living child-
ren and sons 
(Tables II.D.7-II.D.20) 

3. Cross-tabulation of (3.1 
common variables in 
Rounds 1 and 2 to 
identify the degree 
of change in measures (3.2 
between the two 
points in time 
(See above tables.) 

3.3 

3.4 

Sub-system Analyses 

Identification of the di-
mensions of change in 
AB over time through a 
sequential analysis of 
attitudes toward family 

To Be Done 

Relation to overall 
System Analysis 

planning and perceptions 
of child survival on the 
one hand and utilization 
of family planning ser-
vices on the other. The 
intent is to determine 
the extent to which 
attitudes and beliefs 
determine behavior ) 

Analysis of relation 
between changed AB 
of individuals and 
knowledge variables) 

Analysis of relation 
of changes in AB to 
receipt of services) 

Determination of 
effect of exposure of 
mass communications 
on family planning 
acceptance and con-
tinued utilization 

Analysis of attitudes 
of dropouts among 
contraceptive users. 
This will include a 
determination of 
the major concerns 
of dropouts from .. 
particular methods -·-

and changes in 
attitude through use 
of specific methods. 
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TASK GROUP III - Program Inputs 

Done To Be Done 

Sub-system Analyses 

Work Sampling Work Sampling 

1. Time inputs by function, 1.1 
activity, and research com
ponent related to population 
base, minutes per week per 
1000 pop. - by each category 
of staff and by total team 
(Tables III.A.l-III.A.32) 

2. Service contacts by func- 2.1 

More detailed activity 
analysis, e.g., linking 
interstaff activity to 
other types of activities 

Analysis of place of 
delivery of service, 
e.g., for determining 
effectiveness of home 
versus clinic care 

tion and activity to 
population base 
(Tables III.A.33-III.A.35) 

Service Records 

3. Total recorded visits or 
contacts categorized by 
year, worker and type 
of service in each cohort -
related to population base 
(Tables III.B.1-III.B.5) 

4. Specific details of 
famil; planning 
follow-up visits by 
method used · 
(Table III.B.6) 

Utilization Surveys 

5. Frequency of service 
cont.acts by type and 
provider in all villages -
including control villages 
(Tables III.C.1-III.C.2) 

Service Records 

3.1 Development of indi
vidual records and 
analysis of the dyna
mics and content of 
the service delivery 
system 

4.1 Analysis of the con
gruence between 
services actually 
provided in relation 
to the prescribed 
service program -
standing orders 

Utilization Surveys 

5.1 Analysis of differen
tial utilization of 
services depending 
on type of problem 

6.1 Assessment of the per-
ception of need for 
services - comparison of 
the individual's assessment 

Relation to overall 
Systems Analysis 

Narangwal Program Input 
in Relation to Impact on 
Knowledge, Attitudes and 
Beliefs and Program Re
sults 

6. Persons ill per fortnight 
by age group, proportion 
consulting, source of 
consultation, reasons for 
not seeking treatment 
when medical care 
"needed" 
(Tables III.C.3-III.C. 7) 

with the professional deter
mination of need as already 
established by a decision rule 
based on type of problem, severity 
and duration 
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TASK GROUP III- cont inued 

Done 

7. Reasons for choosing the 7.1 
particular service, location 
of the service and number 
of visits 
(Tables III.C.8-III.C.l 7) 

Cost Analysis 

8. Service costs by function, 
activity, and type of 
service for each year of 
the project 
(Tables III.D.1-III.D.5) 

9. Estimates of above 
service costs under 
government conditions 
(Tables III.D.6-III.D.10) 

Linked Analysis 

10. Time per contact, unit 
costs of activities and 
services 
(Tables III.D.11-IiI.D.14) 

11. Cost/effectiveness 
determinations 
(Tables V.A.1-V.A.3) 

12. Time/effectiveness 
determinations 
(Table V.A.6) 

13. Service contact/effective
ness determinations 
(Tables V.A.4-V.A.5) 

8.1 

8.2 

9.1 

10.1 

10.2 

10.3 

10.4 

To Be Done 
Sub-system Analyses 

Analysis of the inter
relationships between 
various factors such as 
location, distance, type 
of service to utilization 

Cost Analysis 

Development of simula-
tion models introducing 
varying assumptions about 
costs of a service package 
as well as contents of the 
package to determine 
related cost implications 
Attempt to calculate 
marginal costs related to 
adding various service 
components 

Estimate of total health care 
costs related to service pro-
gram in various settings, 
private and public 

Linked Analysis 

Compilation of activity 
content of contacts 
Comparison of perception of 
recipients and actual services 
generated 
Development matrix of 
"needs" and comparison 
with services provided to 
Identify gaps 
Correlations of aggregated 
cohort input data to 
aggregated outcome 
measures 

Relation to overall 
Systems Analysis 

-·· 
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TASK GROUPS IV & V 

Knowledge and Practice of Family Planning and Fertility Changes 

(Analyses relating to these two task groups are combined because of the close tie between 
cross-sectional KP information and longitudinal data on fertility obtained during the 
course of Narangwal Program implementation) 

Done 

Sub-system Analyses 

Knowledge and Practice 

To Be Done 

Relation to overall 
Systems Analysis 

1. Awareness, knowledge, (1.1 

Knowledge and Practice 

Evaluation of cross-sectional 
data on family planning 
practice by comparison with 
longitudinal data) 
Assessment of validity of 
awareness and knowledge 
variables - using interview
reinterview data) 

prior use and current use 
of different methods of 
family planning - estima-
tion of levels at baseline (1.2 
and repeat survey 
(Tables II.C.l-II.C.13) 

2. Changes in the above 
variables at individual 
level and differential 
change by service cohort 
( same tables as above) 
Family Planning 

3. Overall and age-specific 
ever-use and continuing. 
use of family planning 
during program operation 

Family Planning 

3.1 Calculation of duration 

(Tables IV.A.2-IV.A.5, (3.2 

specific probabilities of 
transition for different 
methods of family planning 
Development of a mathemati
cal predictive model capable IV.A.23, Fig.IV.A.1, 

IV.A.2) of estimating who is or is not 
likely to adopt contraception. 
This is achieved by considering 
two or more distinct groups 
such as users and non-users of 
family planning and relating 
the associated factors to use 
or non-use) 

(3.3 Estimation of demographic 
impact of family planning 
practice) 

3.4 Investigation of the gap between 
estimated demographic impact 
and the observed performance 

-



Done 

4. Number of use-episodes 
during program operation, 
methods accepted and 
length of use each time 
(Tables IV.A.1, IV.A.6) 

5. Pattern of switching from 
one method to another, 
reasons for switching and 
if discontinued completely 
the reasons for doing so 
(Tables IV.A.7-IV.A.14) 

6. Continuation rates of 
different methods of 
contraception 
(Tables IV.A.15-IV.A.18) 

7. Gross and net rates of 
discontinuation due to 
specific reasons under 
each method 
(Tables IV.A.19-IV.A.22) 

Vital Rates 

To Be Done 

Sub-system Analyses 

Vital Rates 

8. Crude birth rates, G.F.R., (8.1 
T.F.R. 

Calculation of age-sex
marital status and religion
caste adjusted birth ratios) 
Estimation of registered 

(Tables IV.B.2-IV.B.5) 

9. Determination of age and 
parity specific birth rates, 
F.P. method specific birth 
rates, and calculation of 
numerator indices 
(Tables IV.B.6, IV.B.1, 
IV.C.l) 

10. Death data analysis 
(Tables IV.D.1-IV.D.9, 
Fig. IV.D.2-IV.D.4) 

Fertility 

(8.2 

(8.3 

(8.4 

and resident birth rates) 
Evaluation of different 
sources of birth data) 
Estimation of still birth 
rate, cause of death by age, 
sex differential in mortality, 
etc.) 

Fertility 

(1.1 Birth interval analysis) 
(1.2 Estimation of postpartum 

amenorrhea and its rate in birth 
interval dynamics) 
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Relation to overall 
Systems Analysis 
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C. Specific Aims and Methods of Analyses 

Having outlined what remains to be done, we now consider in greater detail how we 

expect to accomplish each of the identified tasks. This discussion is limited to those items 

(not in parentheses in the preceding listing) addressed in the present proposal. The numbering 

below conforms to that employed in the preceding section. For example, item 1.1.1. below 

refers to analysis 1.1 of Task Group I in Section B above. 

The proposed analyses represent our best current estimates of what can be accomplished. 

Realistically, however, we recognize that with the time and money available we will have to 

be selective and will consult with IBRD colleagues about choices. Certain proposed analyses 

will lead us down blind alleys, while others will produce unexpected results leading to 

further analyses, development of additional models or hypotheses, and the testing of some 

of them. In other cases improved methods of accomplishing the specified ends will 

undoubtedly emerge. It is quite possible, for example, that simple x2 tests will lead in 

some cases to interesting and complex relationships worthy of more sophisticated 

statistical approaches. 

1.1.1. The mass of detailed taped information has been consolidated into a 

limited number of variables which exhibited variability and validity at specific points in 

time. In addition a set of transition variables has been constructed from those which showed 

meaningful change between rounds of the cross-sectional surveys. The static variables will 

be organized into a general model of sub-indices representing assets, income, and social 

status. Mathematicai' weights will be determined from a discriminant analysis of family 

planning acceptors and non-acceptors. The derived weights will be checked for reasonableness 

and will be further tested against the Narangwal program experience. Analysis to date 

suggests that high-caste families tend to be relatively homogeneous land-owning cultivators, 

whereas low-caste families are more heterogeneous in the size and source of their income 

and its relation to physical well-being as measured by such factors as housing c~mdition 

and environmental quality. It will be necessary, therefore, to recognize in the mode1 the 

interaction between caste and socioeconomic status in order to examine differential effects 

of socioeconomic factors among different castes. This calls for a co-variance analysis, with 

caste serving as the co-variable. The analysis should indicate the relative importance of 

caste and cultural factors compared with socioeconomic conditions in determining family 

planning attitudes and behavior. 

.. 
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The transition variables are of interest in assessing the relevance of changed 

socioeconomic status to altered attitudes and behavior toward family planning. The question 

is whether "high" socioeconomic status is important in a static sense or whether "upward 

mobility" is the more critical factor. Since we have data from two rounds of socioeconomic 

and attitudinal surveys and longitudinal information on family planning acceptance and 

utilization, we can compute differential probabilities of acceptance and profiles of utilization 

among various socioeconomic groups whose status has not changed in comparison to others 

who had achieved similar status through change. Again, variables of change will serve as 

co-variables in the least-squares analysis. 

II.3.3. x2 analyses of acceptance against source of knowledge of family planning 

will be conducted, controlling for other important variables affecting acceptance. Certain 

patterns of continuing utilization and change of methods will be similarly examined. For 

example, users will be classified according to length of use, and these user groups will be 

analyzed for exposure to mass communications as reported in each o! the attitude-belief 

survey rounds. In addition, transfers from traditional to modem methods of contraception 

will be compared to initial users of modem methods. 

II.3.4. Categories of Round 1 versus Round 2 attitudes will be formed and 

differences in dropout rates among categories will be tested by the calculation of F-ratios. 

III.1.1. Differential distributions of activity times by service program will be 

analyzed by x2
• Significant differences will be further investigated to determine patterns 

of difference. 

III.2.1. A regression model will be developed, with number and location of service 

contacts as the independent variables and family planning acceptance .and practice as the 

dependent variables. This will establish the importance of frequency of contact in 

comparison with the location of the contact. 

III.3.1. Since detailed individual service records have not yet been compiled, the 

initial analysis will be exploratory and subsequent ones are tentative. A representative 

set of service profiles will be compiled to seek evidence of multi-purpose use of services 

in contrast to single-purpose use. Differences among cohorts in service patterns will also 
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be examined. Then we expect to conduct multiple regression analyses of specific types of 

services utilization against population characteristics. Finally, analyses of composite 

services utilization will be conducted against population characteristics in order to determine 

whether decisions to utilize specific services are independent of one another or whether 

their interaction must be considered in service models. These analyses will be especially 

useful in testing for the multiple uses and benefits from comprehensive care programs 

when they are made available. 

III.4.1. Standing orders indicate appropriate courses of action to be taken under 

specified conditions. Certain indicator conditions will be examined with respect to the 

percent conformance to standing orders. Quality control limits will be established and 

"out-of-control" conditions will be examined for differences by worker and category 

of service. 

III.5.1. Differences in probabilities of seeking care from particular providers for 

particular problems will be investigated through a series of x 2 analyses. 

III.6.1. In previous studies we have developed a Need Sensitivity Index (NSI) 

defined as 

NSI 
= % of persons in need of care who receive it 

% of persons not needing care who receive it 

To the extent that persons with complaints recognize wheth.er or not professional attention 

would be appropria~ ~d act accordingly, the numerator above will be large and the 

denominator low. The larger NSI, therefore, the more discriminating is the population 

in its use of services. With this in mind NSis will be calculated and analyzed by cohort 

by ANOVA to determine the health education impact of various programs. We expect, 

for example, that NSis for child care services will be higher in cohorts .. where such services 

were provided by Narangwal personnel. 

III.7.1. Curves depicting utilization rates by distance from service facilities have 

been constructed and mathematically defined in many previous studies. We will establish 

such equations on a service-specific basis and test for significant differences. It may be 

that people are willing to travel further for certain services than for others or if multiple 

services are available in one place. 

• 
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n1{~:t·} Analysis to date has provided some information about unit and marginal 

service costs associated with defined service packages. Computer simulation studies 

utilizing this information will permit analysis of the cost and effect of a wider range of 

incremental service programs than we were able to incorporate into our field trials. 

The simulation studies will also permit us to pull out the "best" service components 

and synthesize them into one or more potentially more optimal packages for further 

field testing. 

111.9.1. Cost analyses to date might suggest that certain services can be provided 

at minimum cost by a particular type of provider. Further simulation studies (see above) 

may indicate, however, that such services can be even better provided incrementally by 

another program, within resource constraints. After examining such possibilities through 

simulation, it may prove possible to develop an allocation or assignment model using 

operations research techniques. 

111.10.1. Measurement and analysis of service contacts, while useful, give little 

insight into the content of these contacts and the associated quality and client satisfaction 

implications. Typical, i.e. average, activity composition of specific types of service contacts 

will be compiled, and then differences among workers, cohorts, and service types will be 

analyzed statistically by x 2 and multiple regression methods. Significant differences will 

finally be compared with selected measures of program effectiveness. It is possible, for 

example, that the wo~k-load in the comprehensive care program led to the truncation 

of certain types of services. We will seek to determine which services were affected and 

how. Further, the increased effectiveness of certain workers in promoting family planning 

utilization might be found to be associated with their activity patterns. 

111.10.2. In the utilization surveys respondents reported services received from the 

Narangwal program and from other providers. Our own service records gave a count of 

services actually provided. From these two sources of data we will test for significant" 

differences in recall rates by means of x2
• We will also compare the content and number 

of services provided in various cohorts with utilization of services both within and outside 

the N arangwal program. 

• 
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III.10.3. Both the utilization study and the service records provided problem-oriented 

information which was coded according to the aforementioned "need" level, professionally 

determined. We are therefore able to conduct x2 analyses to determine differences by 

selected population groups in the extent to which needs were met by our services. 

IV. V. 3.1. With the construction of probability transition matrices we can analyze 

through x2 tests differences among methods in rates of discontinuation, change to the 

method and change to another method. To the extent found appropriate, we can also 

develop Markov models to predict ultimate utilization patterns and the manner in 

which specified interventions at appropriate times might alter the dynamic process. 

IV. V .3.4. Our analysis of age-specific birth rates and age-parity-specific acceptance 

and practice rates, together with the probability transition matrices discussed above, will 

permit the development and testing of models of fertility reduction expected from 

alternative Narangwal and simulated programs. 

IV.V.8.1. The extensive vital events data provided by the study can be readily 

converted to age-parity-specific birth rates. Then, following the model of Ravenholt, 

we expect to develop improved methods for the simple estimation of fertility changes 

when births are recorded by age and parity of mother but the total denominator 

population is unknown. 

.. 
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A research project which involves as much effort and time as the N arangwal studies 

should be carefully evaluated for the benefit of other projects which are being set up. Many 

of the methodological lessons from Narangwal were learned intuitively, but even these will 

require careful thought and reporting to be valuable to other investigators. Some things can 

be quantified and will help define methodology for other studies. In this section we will 

identify some issues relating to methods and organization as examples of what can be reported 

as a result of further analysis. 

A. The need must be recognized that any project should fit logically somewhere in a 

spectrum ranging from research to demonstration to implementation. Most research or 

demonstration projects have been conducted as entities in themselves with little direct 

relationship to eventual implementation. It is naive to think that if findings are made available 

they will automatically be used by adminstrators and policy makers. At Narangwal a great 

effort was made to include officials and educators in the planning and interpretation of research. 

Numerous manifestations of rapid feedback to implementation in the national program were 

evident and the reasons need to be analyzed. In fact it was sometimes embarrassing for us as 

research workers because findings were implemented before we felt they were cfaarly demon

strated. 

B. Practical considerations need to be defined in decisions about the appropriate size 

of a population to be included in such a project. This seemingly mundane issue has great 

impact on the eventual usefulness of data. It also influences decisions about where on the 

research demonstration spectrum a project should fall. There are numerous trade-offs that 

must be rriade between providing services to whole population groups and measurement 
• . 

issues such as deciding on a sampling frame for data collection. The Narangwal experience 

has many lessons to offer both of a positive and negative nature. 

C. A similar pragmatic question is how important is it to have a village projectbased 

in a village. A unique feature of the Narangwal Rural Health Research Center was that it 

was located in a village of only 1,800 people. We had over 165 staff members and their 

families living and working in our villages and learned a great deal about the problems and 

• 
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the values of such arrangements. Overall, there is no question that it contributed greatly 

to the success of our project and to improving our understanding of the dynamics of village 

fertility and social action. 

D. The place of academic institutions in international collaboration has been much 

discussed. The problems of trying to understand the relationships between fertility, health, 

nutrition and general development are so complex that they require the best possible con

centration of international expertise. Such eff::>rt can be mobilized best through institutional 

linkages and the Narangwal experience taught us a great deal about such arrangements. 

E. The need for continuity in long term prospective research seems obvious but 

requires justification. The Narangwal Rural Health Research Center ran effectively for 

approximately thirteen years and this population project was the major activity for the 

last five years of RHRC. Since understanding complex causal relationships will probably 

require long term prospective field studies, our experience provides many practical lessons 

about how such continuity can be maintained. 

F. Logistics and local arrangements require much effort. Field research in the 

final analysis depends on such straightforward issues as whether the,jeepwheels can be 

kept turning and whether supplies for both services and research can be maintained at 

appropriate levels. A practical sharing of experience about these issues should help others. 

G. Flexibility in decisions and innovations was another practical feature of the work 

at Narangwal. A succe.ss!ul field project needs delegation of responsibility to the periphery 

in both technical matters and practical operational decisions. It seems desirable to have 

flexibility in decision making to take advantage of unexpected opportunities and insights 

that are an especially valuable advantage. of field involvement as compared with theoretical 

research. Trying to set up such flexible field administrative arrangeme~ts has multiple 

hazards and we learned a great deal about some of these issues. These questions are parti

cularly delicate in international collaboration. 

H. Quality control of data and development of information systems is anothei~

complex subject. In order to keep the measurements valid and reliable for research 

purposes we tried many different methodological innovations in data gathering. Many of 

these lessons have direct value for the general development of information systems. It is 

• 
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essential that there be wider recognition of the hazard of just taking research forms and 

adapting them to routine services as has been done all too often in the past. We conducted 

specific studies to provide for simplified streamlining of the data system. Equally important 

were our efforts to develop methods to maintain good quality control of data collection. 

I. We need to know more about how to do research on the evolution of field services. 

One of the two main streams of research was to evolve rapid improvement in service packages 

by setting up prompt feedback mechanisms. We need to review the generalizability of exper

iences such as our feedback sessions once every two weeks where all field workers were brought 

together for intensive and frank discussions of their problems and successes. These were 

originally designed as training sessions for field workers but they served an equally important 

function in improving programs by permitting rapid identification of problems, getting 

maximum involvement of field workers in suggesting solutions and then trying them out. 

Other methods that we tried included a number of different approaches to rapid analysis of 

field data so that quantitative information could be analyzed on a continuing basis. 

J. Methodological developments are particularly needed to improve understanding 

of the association between research and training. A major aspect of our field efforts was a 

continuing process of job analysis and redefinition which then contributed directly to retrain

ing. We tried many different approaches to simplifying the training process and found several 

that seemed helpful. For instance, we found that the training period for family health workers 

could be reduced fro~ 5 months to 6 weeks by alternating a week of academic training with a 

week in a preceptorship relationship with a field worker already on the job. This caused a 

phenomenal acceleration in learning. We need to review all of the experience on teaching 

programs and develop some generalizations. This applies also to our activities in developing 

standing orders and the writing of training and service manuals. 

K. We feel that we have learned something about the political implications of this 

kind of field research. Although each situation will have its own widely different political 

environment some useful generalizations can be made from the experience in Narangwal. 

The fact that the project was terminated because of unfortunate policy misunderstandings 

between the U.S. and India perhaps has less relevance than some of the lessons that were 

learned about how to develop and maintain good relationships with leaders at the local level. 

• 
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L. Underlying many aspects of this hnd of vrnrk is the basic issue of learning how 

to make approprfatc use of career rewards in promoting village service. A significant problem 

in staffing the field rc~carch was staff tum-over. A fair proportion of our staff got married 

but many of them coutinucd to work, and this included the young women who serve.cl as 

family he?Jih worl:ers. Much more of a problem v1as the reality that village service cio~s 

not count for much in career de\'dCJprncnt especially in academic profc-ssions. In spite of 

all the rhetoric prom oting rural se1· ·ice, the reality is that for professionals a pcrioct of village 

work v,rj l in general be discounted in i.,lieir career development. Thi s is especially true if they 

expect to get on an Hc,,dcmic or govc.:rnment. service ladder. We need to r,ather all of the 

wisdom that we can on hn\v to maxi1,1 i~e the prob;tuiJ.iti es of geti.ing 1hc best persons to 

recognize the challenge and value to 1bcm of undertaking vill age ,,.,·ork by m::i.king it an 

appropri ate part of c:~et>t devclopn1cnt. 

\ TlJl. Vi NA,.~ClA.L PLAN , : ---------

be doi11;;: the ai~~y:.:~s p~·1)po:;cd . l,JL .. ,~ uf Uiese faculty v.c·re invul.'l''-1 in the field work and 

data collection so th::t Pier~' will be n ininrnl probL,ms of in(.eqwct.ation. ·n. is important. 

to hep 1.his team 1o;cthc1 throu ;h thi s phase of r.,l.11/si~ .. Th e ]i sl. of faculty to be pro\'ictccl 

i · · t · r '11 
pm -umc t.uppor , 1s as .c:,Juws : 

Carl E. Taylor , ill.D., Dr.P. lI., Epidemiolof~Y, Health Services Research, Popu
lation Pfa1ming. 

William A. J~einke, Fh.D., St,,t.istics, Operations Re carch, Jlca1 Lh and Population_,., 
Planning 

Jeanne S. Nvwman, Ph.D., Dc1nogTapby, Geography ,vith interest in !\!igraLion 
Studies 

H..S.S. S[lrma, Ph.D., Demography, StaLisLician in charge of Data Gathering 
Robert L . PcirLN, M.D., I\1.P.II., Epidcmio!?.gy, Health Services Research 
Prakash L. Grover, l\1.A., J\1.P.lL, Ph.D., Sociology, Statistics, Population Planning 
S. Sivaram, 11.Sc., Computer Programming 
Frc•drrick A. Nass, A .B., Computer Programming 

In addition , ,ve welcome an nrrangernent whernby staff members of IBRD will be 

members of the team and work on the same basis as om o\'m faculty in analysis and 

write-up of results. 
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B. Proposed Budget 

Personnel % of effort 1st Year 2nd Year Total 

Carl E. Taylor 3 $ 1,000 

William A. Reinke 3 1,000 

Jeanne S. Newman 6 1,000 

Robert L. Parker 7 2,000 

R.S.S. Sarma 15 2,600 

Prakash Grover 5 900 

Frederick A. Nass 25 4,500 

Kalyandrug Sivaram 25 3,000 

S<'cretary 43 3,800 

19,800 21,400 41,200 

Fringe Bcriefits ( 15% 1st year 
and 17% 2nd year) 3,000 3,600 6,600 

Total Salaxies 22,800 25,000 47 ,800 

COiv'PUTER AND OTHER COSTS 16,000 17,300 33,300 
OF ANALYSIS 

SUPPLIES : ,C'OO 1,100 2,100 
~ . 

Total Direct Costs 39,800 43,400 83,200 

INDIRECT COST - 38% of Total 
Direct Costs 15,100 16,500 31,600/ 

TOTAL $ 54,900 59,900 114,800 

Estimate for the 2nd year reflects an increase of approximately 8% to cover infl_ation and 
anticipated cost increases. 

Revised 9/23/75 
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PROPOSAL FOR ANALYSIS OF 

THE NARANGWAL NUTRITION PROJECT DATA 

I. OBJECTIVES 

A. To complete the data analysis and publication of results of a longitudinal study of 

interactions of malnutrition and infections in weaning age children in the Punjab, India. 

This analysis will help: 

1. to develop and define the limits of methodology for the assessment of child 

health and nutrition status in rural communities of developing countries; 

2. to contribute to understanding of causal interrelationships between nutritional 

status and childhood infectious diseases and the determinants of their synergism as it 

contributes to high child mortality and defective growth and development; and 

3. to evaluate the impact of a low cost, auxiliary based health service delivery 

program on: 

a. the health status of a preschool child community, 

b. health and dietary attitudes and beliefs, and 

c. health service utilization in rural communities. 

B. To synthesize generalizations and practical program implications relating to the 

ecology of rural child cq_mmunities from a comprehensive analysis of the factors which 

determine child survival, growth and development and to develop a methodology for 

the planning and implementing of child and family health intervention programs 

specifically adapted to each local situation . 

II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

A. The fact that current nutrition programs have not met the needs of mothers and:. 

children in absolute and relative poverty has led to an urgent need for careful evaluation 

of alternative approaches. Among the multiple approaches to improving nutrition there 
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has been a concentration on providing more and better food through improving agriculture ; 

some focussing on economic issues such as price policy; considerable attention to the 

mechanics of mass food distribution in feeding programs; but very little attention to what 

actually goes on at the family level in child feeding and what the results have been in nutri

tional status. The interactions between family level nutritional care, maternal and child 

health services and family planning are particularly in need of clarification. Available data 

should be put into a form which can be used to guide policy and program decisions. Relative 

costs of various programs particularly need to be specified. 

There is abundant evidence that a principal cause of high mortality, morbidity and 

deficient nutrition among the poor is synergism between malnutrition and common infec

tions which are most serious during weaning. Alternative solutions are by no means clear; 

nutritionists recommend nutrition programs and public health people recommend infection 

control programs. The research at Narangwal showed that there is a program synergism in 

addition to a disease synergism. Both nutrition and infection control programs are needed 

to obtain real benefit. Analysis of the Narangwal data will permit a better understanding 

of what components of program can be expected to produce what effects, at what ages, 

with what sequence relationships, and most importantly at what cost. 

B. Formulation of Model 

The model in Figure 1 summarizes the major groupings of interactions affecting growth, 

development, mortality and morbidity. The data from Narangwal field research can be used 

to help answer some of the questions associated with arrows between the boxes which re

present groupings of variables. These are indicated by the illustrative policy questions that 

are implicit in the following statements: 

1. Socioeconomic and environmental characteristics influencing child health are 

a. family wealth and income; 
b. occupation; 
c. caste; 
d. education; and 
e. family environment including housing, water supply, etc. 



FIGURE 1 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR OVERALL.ANALYSIS 
IN NARANGWAL NUTRITION STUDY 
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2. The family's social and physical enviomment directly affects: 

a. maternal status - which is determined by prior nutrition and height, 
and these in tum have direct effects on birth weight, lactation and the 

child's initial start in growth · 

b. birth order and interval, influenced by attitudes and practice of methods 
of family limitation and are major determinants of child health; 

c. birth weight is influenced by maternal status and is a prime indicator of 
subsequent development 

d. sex of child in the Punjab, at least, is a major determinant of subsequent care. 
3. Parental care is influenced by the family environment and parental knowledge and 

practice of: 
a. good hygienic and child rearing practices ; 
b. dietary knowledge of weaning f:>ods; and 
c. quality of mother care and time she has available. 

4. Dietary intake is influenced by: 
a. availability of food; and 
b. above factors. 

5. Narangwal program inputs were applied in an experimental design which permitted 

partialling out the specific effects of: 
a. infection control measures - immunization and early diagnosis and treatment· 

b. nutritional supplementation focussed on malnourished children as a result of 

weight surveillance; 
c. relative costs; and 

d. community participation. 

6. Utilization of Nutritional and Infection Control Programs was determined by the 

interactions of the above variables. 

7. Growth, deve!opment, mortality and morbidity of children was quantified with 

considerable specificity in relation to the influence of the above variables so that 

dynamic relationshi~can be traced. 

III. REVIEW OF OTHER RELEVANT FIELD INVESTIGATIONS 

It has long been accepted as common knowledge that the poor in all countries of the world 
are shorter in stature and smaller in build than the rich, and they suffer more illnesses and 
have a significantly shorter life expectancy. In a now classic study in England in the :1930's 
the direct relationship between a low socioeconomic status and a number of parameters of 

• 
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child health was firmly established ( Stocks 1934). The effects of crowding, poverty, 

undernutrition and inadequate maternal care on growth, morbidity and mortality have 

been repeatedly confirmed in both developed and developing countries (Spence et al 1954; 

Schliessmann 1959; Underwood et al 1967; Cravioto et al 1967; Wittmann et al 1967; 

Scrimshaw 1968). 

The perspective of concern was further crystallized when it was established that the effects 

of malnutrition and infection on child health were not only additive h:it synergistic (Scrimshaw 

et al 1959; 1968; Taylor and DeSweemer 1973). While the etiological relationships were 

clearly established it was not clear from a program point of view what the implications were. 

Those with professional interest in nutrition used this new evidence as evidence to support 

the claim that nutrition programs should be promoted because they would limit infections 

and the reverse was true of infectious disease specialists. It was not clear whether either program 

would control both conditions or whether both programs would be synergistic. 

The first major field investigation compared the benefits of providing nutritional supple

mentation, infectious disease control and environmental sanitation as measured by their impact 

on child health was carried out in three villages in rural Guatemala under the auspices of INCAP. 

Major limitations in this study proved to be that they included only one village in each study 

group and they had no group of children who reeeived both infection control and nutritional 

supplementation. Results from the INCAP study showed a clear decline in 1-4 year mortality 

in all villages but the effect was most marked in the village 'Wi'lfmnutritional supplements were 

given. Other results were essentially inconclusive (Guzman et al 1968). 

Subsequently, a large number of nutrition and health intervention programs have been 

set up but few have had controls or any kind of experimental design to trace causal relationships. 

The urgent pressure led to mass programs, not because their effectiveness had been proven, 

but because the sheer plight of the world's poor seemed to demand some action. 

Among the many programs established that were aimed at raising the nutritional status 

of preschool and school children were the Jamshedpur and Poshak projects in urban and rural 

India (Chaudhuri and Fenn 1973; CARE 1974), and Child Rehabilitation Village and the 

Lusaka Nutrition Project for the urban and rural malnourished of Zambia (Koppert 1972), 

a Young Child Nutrition Program in Rural Jamaica (Alderman et al 1973), as well as a large 

number of school feeding programs in almost every developing country. Some of these 

programs reportedly showed beneficial effects on some parameters of nutritional status. 

• 
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For the most part, however, little more was included in their evaluation than enumeration of 

functional outputs on the assumption that providing food would automatically be good. None 

of these, to our knowledge, attempted to analyse or remedy underlying causes. 

The other programs have focussed on efforts to improve child health through provision of 

low-cost preventive and curative health services. These include the Rural Health Project in 

Zonkwa, N. Nigeria; the Ankole Preschool Child Protection Program in rural Uganda; and 

others. As in the case of the food supplementation programs, little data are available to evaluate 

end-results, namely improvement of health status. More focussed efforts to quantitate results 

were included in the evaluation of Morley's Under Fives Clinic in Imesi Eli and the Nurse Prac

titioner Study in Gbaja, Lagos, Nigeria, which were carried out by doctoral students from this 

department (Cunningham 1971; Wellman 1971). 

Recently more publicity has been given to efforts to improve child health through an 

integrated program of curative and preventive health services including health education, 

agricultural extension work and active community involvement. Best known :are Dr. Behrhorst's 

project in the Guatemalan highlands (Behrhorst 1974); the Savar Project in Dacca District, 

Bangladesh; and the Drs. Aroles' Jamkhed Health Project in rural Maharashtra (CONTACT 1975). 

Over the last three years faculty members from this department have planned and implemented 

a comprehensive health care delivery program relying on multipurpose auxiliary health workers 

and a community nutrition program for a population of 120,000 at Companyganj in Noakali 

District, Bangladesh. Statistical information is not yet available for any of these projects and 

their impact on child and family health cannot be evaluated. We are aware of only one other 

investigation, where the interrelationships between social, demographic and economic variables 

and child health has been intensively studied and a successful intervention program instituted. 

This long term research is being carried out in the barriadas of Lima by Dr. George Graham of 

this department (Graham 1972; Baertl et al 1970). 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Background of the Narangwal Nutrition Project 

This field project evolved as a prospective study of the interactions of malnutrition and 

infectious diseases and their combined effects on preschool child development and mortality 

• 
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patterns. Groups of villages were provided different health service inputs and the effects of 

these services on growth (weight, height, head circumference), infectious disease (prevalence, 

incidence, duration, and mortality) were measured through longitudinal and cross sectional 

surveys. Ten villages participated in the study. Four groups of two to three villages each 

received the following service packages: (1) nutritional supplementation, (2) infectious 

disease control, (3) a combination of these two, and (4) control - no services other than 

emergency care of acute illnesses. All services and most of the data collection were carried 

out by auxiliary personnel (lady health visitors) who lived and worked in each village. The 

project spanned 61/:z years. The first two years were spent in setting up the service delivery 

programs, selection of villages, elaboration and pretesting of the research data collection 

process, staff selection and training. The bulk of the data was collected from 1969 until 

mid 197 3. Most of the data has, in the meantime, been edited and is available for direct 

analysis or linkage with other data sets which were obtained in a parallel research project 

conducted at the same time - the Narangwal Population Project. In this study different 

combinations of health and family planning services were integrated and the effect on family 

planning utilization was monitored. Five groups of four villages were included; the services 

offered were: (1) family planning and women's services; (2) family planning and child care 

and nutrition; (3) family planning with both women's and child care; (4) family planning 

education; and (5) control. 

With funds from AID, NIH and WHO, preliminary results of the Nutrition Study have 

been analyzed. Significant effects on growth and mortality have been demonstrated. Certain 

of the etiological determinants of child morbidity and mortality seem to be emerging as 

important and some interaction patterns have been verified. The results looked at thus far 

are mainly within specific data sets and much work still remains to be done in relating data 

sets to each other. 

B. Data Sources 

1. Longitudinal Surveys ( all childreh in ten villages) 

• . 

Anthropometry: weight, height, head circumference at monthly intervals up to 

nine months, bimonthly up to 21 months, and trimonthly intervals up to the 36th month. 

.. 
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Morbidity: weekly morbidity survey by recall supplemented by physical exam-

ination on the day of visit. 

Vital Statistics: m9nthly births, deaths 

Fertility Survey: at bimonthly intervals on all eligible women 

Feeding Center Attendance: (since 1971 in nutritional supplemented villages only) 

Dietary Survey: for weaning age and weaning pattern at trimonthly intervals 

(originally only in nutrition supplemented villages) 

2. Cross-sectional Surveys (all 26 villages in both nutrition and population projects) 

Census: 1967/68, 1971/72, 1973 

Socioeconomic survey: 1967 /68, 1971, 1972 

Work sampling of activities of all service personnel: 1971 

Health care utilization: 1973 

Pregnancy History: 1969, 1971/72 

Anthropometric cross sectional surveys: 1970, 1971, 1972 (only nutrition villages) 

3. Cross-sectional Surveys on Sample Populations 

Dietary Survey ( 3 day and 1 day - observation technique): 150 children 

Psychomotor Development Tests: 500 children 

Preschool intelligence Tests: 54 children 

Knowledge of child nutrition (food concepts): 150 mothers 

Knowledge of childhood illness patterns and management (death concepts): 150 mothers 

Malnutrition and immune response post immunization: 270 children 

Quality of mother care survey: 150 families 

Stool parasite survey: 150 children 

Biochemical indices of nutritional status: 1970, 1971, 1973 

• 
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C. Overall Plans for Analysis 

A large amount of information was accumulated on numerous aspects of community life 

from a defined population of children and this offers a considerable resource for more complete 

analyses than has been possible within the time and funding that has been available heretofore. 

When the Nutrition and Population Projects were planned, data collection was specifically 

designed in a format to permit multiple ancillary analyses of great intrinsic importance. The 

effort and investment in prospective field research is so great that the maximum scientific 

use ought to be made of these data that have been so laboriously gathered. We propose to 

use available information from this and the parallel population study to arrive at a more 

comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of change in health and nutritional status 

and development in general in rural communities. We are specifically interested in: 

1. learning more about the interrelationships between health, socioeconomic status, 

education, demographic status and: (a) utilization of service programs [nutrition, health, 

family planning] , (b) changes in knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs of child growth and develop

ment, and family planning; 

2. assessing the effects of economic development together with a low cost health 

service program on parameters of health and nutritional status; and 

3. arriving at cost/benefit/effectiveness estimates for various components of rural 

health and nutrition services for use by national health planners. From these results policy 

implications will be derived and practical program alternatives developed. 

D. Statistical Analysis of Causal Relationships and Impact of Specific Intervention Activities 

As a first stage in bringing various data sets together it is proposed that groups of variables 

(socia\ dietary, demographic, morbidity, anthropometric, economic) will be assessed for the 

strength of correlation they show with pJllameters of child and family· health by means of 

simple correlation and regression analyses. This will clarify associations betwe~n variables. 

Then, in order to begin to define causality the next step will be to examine tho~e 

variables that seem important for the strength of their sequential causal relationshipswith the 

other parameters in the life experience of children. A model of the possible relationship will 

incorporate both etiological and modifying variables in logical arrangements for testing according 

to differi.ag ordering of the sequences. (Figure 2) 

• 
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7
Dependent 
Parameters 

By determining the strength of each of the sequential arrangements of variables as they relate 

to dependent variables, some idea of causation can be developed. Then by analyzing what 

happened when specific variables were changed as part of a specific intervention it may be 

possible to select those with greatest promise as cost-effective control measures. These can 

then be incorporated into a larger intervention plan for program implementation. 

V. DETAILED STATEMENT OF PROPOSED ANALYSIS 

The field work on the nutrition project terminated in 1973. Financial support from AID 

continued until June 197 5. This has permitted a considerable amount of analysis to be completed. 

All of the field information was coded and transferred to computer tapes and IBM cards. It has 

been cleaned and edited. Preliminary analyses included all marginal ~d descriptive information. 

Data relating specifically to the original hypotheses have been processed. This is, however, 

only the beginning of what should be done. Some of the most important issues_ are t~_place 

these findings in the br-ooder context of relationships to some of the other things that were 

going on in these village communities and families. There are many cross tabulations and more 

refined statistical analyses to be done to define explanatory variables and their relative strength. 

• 
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Most challenging will be the process of extrapolating these findings to their practical program 

implications. 

In the sections that follow there are two columns presented. On the left we have listed 

the statistical analyses that have already been done. On the right are listed those that remain 

to be done before more general interrelationships and their degree of association can be established. 

In the appendices we have included the tables and figures that have so far been elaborated. 

Done To Be Done 

A. GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

1. Dynamic growth process (weight and 1. Weight1 height2 head ,~ircumference gain 
height gain) by cohort, caste, sex, by socioeconomic, cultural, educational, 
age, season, number and sex of and occupational variables; and 
siblings, maternal age birth order 

(See Appendix A) Statistical Anal:tsis 
- linkage of present anthropometric tape 

with socioeconomic survey 
- stepwise multiple regression to determine 

the predictive strength of individual 
variables 

- development of model for determination 
of "child at risk" 

2. Effect of differential service programs 2. Patterns of Nutritional Status 
on malnutrition prevalence Distribution of child population by levels 
- proportion of malnourished children of nutrition according to demographic, 

by caste, sex, cohort, age sociocultural, economic, birth weight, 
- their recovery rate birth order, etc. variables. This will 
- the duration of the malnourished provide profiles of nutritional status 

state in terms of these parameters. 

(See Appendix B) Statistical Anal:tsis . 
- linkage of anthropometric, pregnancy 

history, socioeconomic sunreys 
- frequency distribution of population 

in cross-tabulation of multiple Variables. 
- analysis of variance and covariance 

3. Feeding center utilization (by mal- 3. Recovery rate and duration in malnourished 
nourished children only) by caste, state by sociocultural, economic, demographic 
sex, age, season and year (21h years) etc. variables 

(In form of computer print-outs) - relapse rate by these variables 

-
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Done To Be Done 

B. MORTALITY 

4. Feeding center utilization of malnourished 
children by the extended number of variables 
mentioned above. Charact.erization of non-users. 
Statistical Analysis 

- data linkage 
- st.epwise multiple regression and/or analysis 

of variance and covariance 
- det.ermination of "profile" of child and 

family "at risk" in t.erms of response to 
care program 

- model ·for assessment of risk factors in 
relation to care 

1. Descriptive patt.erns of child mortality 1. Mortality rat.es by previous child mortality 
- mortality rat.es by cast.e, sex, age, 

season, nutritional status, birth 
order, cohort affiliation and by 
calendar year 

- (subsample) cases of mortality 
by age, sex, cast.e, season, nutri
tional status, birth order 

(See Appendix C) 

2. Death concept survey 

q 

Survey of 150 mothers in project 
study village and unrelat.ed neigh
boring communities to assess their 
knowledge as to the principal 
threats to child health, signs and 
symptoms of serious illness, pre- · 
ventability of childhood illnesses 

(In form of computer print-outs) 

history in family as well as sociocultural, 
economic variables 
Analysis 
- search of mortality-dust.er families (and 

their charact.erization by cohort 
- linkage of vital statistics - pregnancy history, 

socioeconomic, cultural, anthropometry, 
morbidity, survey data 

- x2 statistics 
- analysis of variance and covariance of 

cross tabulations 

2. Evaluation of impact of different service 

program mixes on child mortality by age 

Statistical Analysis 

Mortality rat.es for perinatal, neonatal, post 
neonatal, 1-1.9 year,. 2-2.9 year and 3 year+ 
age groups in different cohorts 

3. Evaluation of mat.ernal knowledge of health 
hazards, etiology and appropriat.eness of 
home-treatment methods, by sociocultural, 
economic, educational and demographic 
variables 
Statistical Analysis 

- development of a knowledge scale 
- st.epwise multiple regression of total variables 

on obtained score to det.ermine the variables 
of highest predictive power 
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Done To Be Done 

C. MORBIDITY (In form of computer,print-outs) 

1. Program effects on child morbidity 
prevalence by symptoms or symptom 
complexes, age, sex, caste and cohort 
- morbidity prevalence by season, 

socioeconomic, demographic variables 
In addition to above: 
- duration, incidence of selected 

symptoms or symptom complexes 
by social, economic, demographic 
variables 

2. Preliminary assessment of program 
effect by cohort, uncorrected for 
duration of observations, number 
of home visits per unit time in 
different cohorts. 

D. SERVICE RECORD ANALYSIS 

1. Work sampling 
Daily work load of auxiliary worker, 
supervisor, and physician according 
to research and service categories 
and more specifically by curative, 
preventive service activities by 
cohort and season 

2. Cost of service delivery 

Program by type of service, worker, 
cohort 

3. Cost benefit analysis 

Cost per death averted 

1. Morbidity-anthropometry links 

Effects of past growth on morbidity and 
the reverse effects of past morbidity on 
future growth by caste, sex, cohort and 
social economic demographic variables 
Statistical Analysis 

- link of anthropometric, morbidity, 
socioeconomic, pregnancy history data 

- multiple regressions with growth/morbidity 
as dependent variables, morbidity/growth, 
caste, sex, cohort, socioeconomic status 
as independent or intermediate variables 

(In form of computer print-outs) 

1. Quality of clinic services providing treatment 
and/or advice given in the course of the daily 
village clinic by symptom complexes 
especially for: 

diarrhea 
dehydration 
fever 
anemia 
sore eyes 
otitis media 
pneumonia 

by cohort. 

2. Service utilization 

Number of clinic visits (per unit number of 
children) by age group, sex, caste, cohort, 
3 month periods (season), and over the 
21h years. 
Cross tabulation of service utilization and 
cost of socioeconomic, demographic variables, 
parental education, caste, sex, birth order, 
anthropometric, morbidity and mortality 
experience 

(continued) 
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To Be Done 

Statistical Analysis 

- simple x2 or "t" statistics 
- st.epwise multiple regression with service 

utilization (or cost) as dependent variables, 
and the total number of variables (as out
lined above) as independent or intermediate 
variables. 

ANCILLARY STUDIES ANALYSIS · 

A. CHILD DEVELOPMENT Growth, Morbidity, Mortality 

1. Psychomotor development of rural 1. Effect of a new birth, on the health pattern 
(growth, morbidity, mortality) of the next 
older sibling and in relation to other siblings. 
Statistical Analysis 

Punjab children. Assessment of 
psychomotor development of more 

than 500 preschool children according 

to early and concurrent nutritional 

status, age, caste, sex, social, socio
economic indices, demographic 

characteristics, parental education 
and occupation. 

2. Verbal and performance skills in the 
development of rural Punjabi children 
through use of the WSSPI (Wechster
Infant) standard test modified and 
adapted for rural Punjab. Verbal 
and performance skills were assessed 
in 54 three to five year old Punjal:ii 
children and correlated with past 
and current nutritional status 

(See Appendix D) 

- examination and comparison of "before" 
and "after" growth and morbidity patterns 
of older siblings 

- multiple regression with growth (weight gain) 
and morbidity of the next in line sibling 
as dependent variables, caste, sex, sex of 
newborn, birth order, parental education 
and economic status, number and sex of 
older live siblings as intermediate or 
independent variables 

2. The effect of prematurity or low birth weight 
or subsequent growth (weight and height) 
morbidity and mortality (retrospective study) 

3. Determination of factors predictive of pre
maturity and low birth weight for rural Punjab 
Statistical Analysis 

- link of anthropometry, pregn~cy history, 
socioeconomic survey data 

- stepwise discriminant analysis of above two 
groups for predictive strength of demographic, 
social, socioeconomic variables. 

.. 
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Done To Be Done 

Verbal and performance skills in the develop- 4. Further correlations through stepwise 
ment of rural Punjabi children through use multiple regression of verbal and perform-
of the WSSPI (Wechster-Infant) standard ance skill& as related to social, socioeconomic, 
test modified and adapted for rural parental education and occupation, and 
Punjab. Verbal and performance skills demographic parameters (independent 
were assessed in 54 three to five year old variables) 
Punjabi children and correlated with 
past and current nutritional status 

B. CHILD CARE 

1. Weaning 

r, 
' · · 

l 

Age at weaning, weaning pattern (type 
of food) by caste, sex, cohort. 
Evaluation of a pilot project on: 
J.evd:, o f maternal care (protective, 
stimulative, nutritive, in groups of 
children of different caste, sex, 
:.w;e and nutritional status. 

·· comp;,i fer print-cu ts) 

BELIEFS. AND TRADITIONS 

As described under mortality 

1. Dietary patterns of Punjabi rural preschool 

children 

- analysis of diet surveys ( direct obi;, •1 <1.tion 
technique) data on ~ 'I preschool t , i ' i ren 
as to feeding patten, \ty pe of food), 
quantity and quality (nutritive content) 
by age, sex, caste, cohort, education, 
socioeconomic status 

Statistical Analysis 

Analysis of variance 

1. Food Concept Study 

Survey of 150 mothers in nutrition 
supplemented, non-supplemented and 
project unrelateq .villages as to their 
knowledge of child nutrition in health 
and disease by maternal ~e, socioeconomic 
status, educational level, family size, 
age and sex of youngest child -·-
Statistical Analysis 

x 2 tests 
- development of a scoring system to determine 

general levels of maternal knowledge of child 
nutrition 

(continued) 
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To Be Done 

- multiple regressions analysis with 
knowledge score as dependent variables 
and social, socioeconomic, educational, 
and demographic variables as independent 
or intermediate variables 

D. ETIOLOGY OF MALNUTRITION, HIGH 
MORBIDITY RATE AND CHILD MORTALITY 

1. Comparative study of groups of randomly 
selected malnourished and well nourished 
children (25 severely malnourished and 
25 well nourished children) caste, sex, and 
demographic composition, their parent's 
occupation, income, maternal quality of 
care, their dietary pattern and past morbidity 
experience. (See Appendix E) 

2. Immune response in malnutrition 
Assessment of cell mediated and humoral 
immune response mechanisms in mal-
nourished and well nourished children (See Appendix F) 

3. Effects of short term morbidity on growth 
Assessment of vaccination on short term 
weight change by nutritional status, age, 
season, and cohort (See Appendix G) 

4. Stool parasitology 
Stool parasitology prevalence in mal
nourished and well nourished children 
by age and sex. 

E. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION 

1. The effect of a community supported 
day care center on the health status 
of participating children during the 
harvest season 

(Paper in draft form) 

1. Stool parasitology by caste, socioeconomic, 
status, diarrheal disease prevalence 
Statistical Analysis 

- linkage of socioeconomic and morbidity 
surveys with stool parasitology 

- analysis using x2 or "t" statistics 

1. Evaluation of actual and potential 
community participation (food donation, . -·-
day care center maintenance, clinic con-
struction and community health 
surveillance) 



VI. PROPOSED CHRONOLOGICAL WORKPLAN 

Completion of basic nutrition data analysis 

Development of methodology for problem assessment 
and intervention program planning: 

Preparation of Book and journal articles 
on specific topics 

VII. IMPLICATIONS OF THE EXPERIENCE GAINED 
IN NARANGWAL FOR THE WORLD BANK 
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6 months 

3 months 

3 months 

When the Narangwal Rural Health Research Center activities were terminated for political 

reasons in 1974 we had worked in Narangwal for thirteen years. The first research project was 

a five year investigation of the motivational factors influencing the attitudes of Indian medical 

graduates to rural service. Other studies were added to get a better understanding of factors 

affecting the health status of the rural communities we were living in. Separate field projects 

studied attitudes and beliefs relating to health and disease, indigenous practitioners, family 

planning, nutrition, health care accessibility and utilization and influence of demographic and 

social characteristics on health service. To our knowledge, no other rural area has been looked 

at from such an holistic approach. Eventually the field work included a population of over 

30,000 in 26 villages. Our functional analysis methodology was adapted for ongoing program 

evaluation which will permit continuous monitoring of program progress, efficiency and cost. 

We have explored various potentials for community participation in our preventive health care 

programs and found them to be promising. Our long stay in one area, combined with back

ground information from the Khanna Study which was done ten years earlier only 35 km away, 

make it possible for us to assess some effects of the rapidly improving economic-conditions in 

the Punjab on nutritional status, health. These can be compared with the impa~t of the 

specific service packages introduced as experimental inputs. Because of our long standing and 

broad ranging research involvement, we feel we are qualified to suggest realistic intervention 

programs. 

Findings from these analyses can be fed directly into policy definitions. In the allocation 
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,:,f national and international resources many questions arc being asked that require cost/ 

benefit judgements. Too often the data that are available from surveys or reported statistics . 
are focussed on particular parts of the complex interactions between health, population and 

development. The information available for analysis here is unique in its coverage of sectors, 

in its being longitudinal and prospective and in having both cost and benefit components. 

By asking specific questions on particular interactions these data can provide answers within 

the br der matrix of other interactions. Once these data are in shape for specific analyses 

they can also be used by other research workers for additional analyses. 

VIII. FINANCIAL PLAN 

A. Per~onnel 

The main cost will be for partial salary payments to faculty members who ,,ill be 

involved in th e :maJysis. 1Iost of the faculty were actively involved in the actual project 

activities, and data collection in the fi<>ld and have oeen responsible for the analysis since 

the close of the field work. The faculty to be supported are as follows: 

Carl E. Taylor, 1lp., Dr.P.H., Epidemiology and Hcallr1 Services Research 

Arnf1ied Kiclmai~rl l\J.D., I\1.P.H., Epidemiology, Health Services Research,. 
responsible for 9vcrall analysis and write-up 

Frederic A. Nass, A.B., Computer Programmer 

Nandita K.iE:lmann, M.Sc., l\1.P.H., Assistant Nutritionist 

Robert L. Parker, 11.D., l\I.P .H., Epidemiology, Health Service Research and 
work sampling analysis and interpretation 

William A. Reinke , Ph.D., Statistician 

In addition, we welcome an arrangement whereby sLaff members of IBRD will be 

members of the ieam and work on the same basis as our own faculty in analysfs 

and write-up of results. 

.. 
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B . Proposed Budget 

• 

Personnel Percent of Effort 

Carl E. Taylor 

Arnfried Kielmann 

William A. Reinke 

Frederick Nass 

Nandi.ta Kielmann 

Robert L. Parker 

Secretary 

Fringe Benefits (15%) 

COMPUTER. AND OTHER COSTS OF ANALYS1S 

SUPPLIES 

Total Direct Cbsis 

INDIRECT COSTS - 38% of Total Direct Costs 

TOTAL 

Revised 9;23;75 

5 

74 

5 

25 

46 

5 

40 
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Toial for one year 

$ 2,000 

12,500 

2,000 

4,500 

7,800 

1,200 

3,500 

33,500 

5,050 . 

38,550 

7,000 

500 

46,050 

17,500 

$ 63,550 

,,,' 

.. 
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM OF LABORATORIES FOR POPULATION STATISTICS 
an activity of the Department of Biostatistics and the Carolina Population Center at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

29 September 1975 

Dr. Ma ts Hul tin 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
1818 H Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20433 

Dear Dr. Hultin: 

Dr. John Winterbottom of Educational Testing Service suggested I write 
you concerning an interest I have in evaluating the expansion of education 
systems in developing countries. A French demographer-colleague of mine, 
Marie Daniele Fichet, and I (an economist-demographer) are interested in doing 
a quantitative study of changes in enrollment rates and in selected qualitative 
indicators of education in developing countries over the period 1950-1970. 
Our purpose is to investigate the extent to which demographic and economic 
factors have influenced the expansion of education in developing countries using 
multivariate statistical techniques. We have collected some of the necessary 
education, demographic, and economic data from various UN publications. We 
believe that the data adjustments we have made and are continuing to carry out 
will be sufficient to permit useful quantitative analysis that should have im
plications for government policies in education and related eocnomic and popu
lation areas. The focus will be on various indicators of education as dependent 
variables. 

The purpose of this letter is to inquire whether your organization would 
be interested in funding such a research project. The work would be carried out 
in the United States here at UNC by the two of us and a research assistant. 
While we have not yet prepared a detailed proposal or budget, the amount of 
funding we would be seeking is modest, probably in the 25,000 to 35,000 dollar 
range. 

We would be most appreciative of any information you can give us. 

REB/kw 

Population Laboratories 
School of Public Health 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514, U.S.A. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Richard E. Bilsborrow 
Economist 

Telephone : (919) 966-1131 

Cable Address: POP LABS 
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Mr. Norman Hicks, EPDCA September 25, 1975 

B. B. King, VPD ""1r:rlf'r{ 8. 8. K:nt:r 
'' 

Working Paper on SIMLINK 

1. I have read the first 21 pages of this draft and 
glanced at most of the rest. It is in need of intensive 
editorial care. My comments are too numerous to put down 
on paper. They can best be discussed by going over the 
draft with a marked up copy. The following general comments, 
with a few examples, will give you the flavor. 

2. First, cosmetics. There is at least one typo per 
page (three in the penultimat paragraph on page 3) and a 
garbled footnote on page 4. Subscript run into the line 
below. There is a diffidence about saying what units are 
being used (Tables 5, 6 and 7); the commodity models, except 
for coffee are innocent of any units. Some symbols of statis
tical tests like "t" and "OW" (or sometimes NOWS") are not 
identified. Different terms of art are used for the same 
thing {e.g. nominal and current prices). There are some 
rather gratuitous phrases ors ntences such as the one about 
sellers not having perfect vision (page 9) and an overcon
fident prediction (as opposed to assumption) on a sensitive 
subject (OPEC price policy) on page 19. 

3. A few miscellaneous examples: 

(i) Tables land 2 on pag s 4 and 5. Page references 
could be given at appropriate places on page 3. 

(ii) The symbol for number (t) in Table 2 isn't 
universal. Why not say "number" or "No."? 

(iii) On page 11, the "supply and demand estimates". 
Aren't they supply and demand growth rate 
estimates? 

(iv) On page 13, "see Section c, below"·. Where? 
It starts on page 6. 

(v) Appendix II. There is a certain amount of 
non-definition here. For example, fats .and ·· 
oils: is QXSOY the same as XSOY etc. If not, 
what? Is the last beef equation meant to be 
RPB? 

(vi) In the coffee model, is a weighted average of 
five years a three-year average? Because the 
weights add to a total (arbitrary) of three? 
(See also typo in one subscript). 
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- 2 - September 25, 1975 

You may think these are nonly" tiresome cosmetics, 
they add up. If we are going to put Working Papers into 

the Bank Catalog and give them wide circulation, I am con
vinced that, while a slip here and there is nothing to weep 
over, there has got to be some minimum standard. 

S. y second group of comments would come under the 
heading of the "keep the reader guessing" syndrome. It has 
to be assumed that the audience is unfamiliar with SIMLINK. 
They need guidance on things which may appear obviou to 
you and very effort should be made to avoid confusing them. 
A lot could be done. 

First of all, the reader has a right to know what 
expect. You could start on the first line of the cover 

page. In fact, "this paper describes the structure of the 
S:tzvt.LINK model" and an application of it with particular 
assumptions. It is not about the a sum tions of the 
model - unfortunately; that would be an interesting subject, 
but it is not discussed, at least not much. In Item 5 on 
page 3, you mention one of the ways in which the model may 
be solved. On page 15 it turns out there are two. I sus
pect, on the basis of an example or two, th t there is room 
for judicious use of subheadings and introductory sentences. 

7. Perhap the trickie t thing for th reader to 
follow is the treatment of prices. As I understand it, 
the model is based on con tant international prices (in 
some s ns ). On these are superimposed fluctuations in 
specific commodity or coxmn dity group prices. These 
specific prices ar known as "real commodity pricesnl,( 
To the ext nt that a particular level of inflation is 
assumed, it applies to int rnational prices in gen ral 
and to these real commodity prices. At what stage an 
assumed rate of inflation is introduc dis not yet clear 
to me. There is room for confusion. Let me give you some 
examples. • 

8. Section 4 on page 12 is called "Prices and 
inflation". It is not about that at all. It is about 
import price indices and how they are constructed. One 
would assume that they are real commodity price indices, 
since there is no specific statement to the contrary. 
But then ona gets to worrying about this, because. the price 
index for capital goods, for example, is said to be based 
on "international inflation rates" and therefore .cle rly 
isn't. I don't understand the last one on intermediate 
products at all. 

but not 

. ' 

... ~ 

• 
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9. Further down page 13 one comes to something 
called "constant dollar exports" (X}. This undefined phrase 
would appear, when I try to work it out, to be an export 
volume based on prices of exports in the base year. This, 
obviously, has to be then adjusted back in order to arrive 
at exports in real commodity prices (XPI) in the current 
year. You then adjust again to arrive at exports in terms 
of their purchasing power for imports (XADJ}. This is really 
quite confusing and seems to me to include some unnecessary 
steps. I cannot see why you cannot have a simple equation 
in which the sum of export volumes times price (real commodity} 
plus capital inflow equals the same sum for imports without 
going through all these gyrations. 

10. However, that brings usl~nother problem, namely, 
the capital inflow (RG). If one combines Equations 8 and 9, 
which gives the simple formulation above, then it appears 
that capital inflow is not capital inflow at constant inter
national prices but is divided by the price index of import 
prices. This means you have to multiply it baok again. 
Maybe there is a rationale for this, but I don't see it. 
In any c se, one shouldn't have to find it out. The reader 
needn't be coddled, but he isn't doing a double acrostic. 
The section in the last half of page 13 incidentally, is 
really about regional balance of payments and might be so 
headed. The subheading "Regional Growth Models" might well 
come at the bottom of the page. 

11. On page 15 we come back to capital inflow again. 
On page 13 this is clearly stated to be an exogenous estimate. 
Two pages later, its definition is changed. In Equation 21 
the new (RG) equals the old one plus "additional capital 
requirements". Why not have a separate symbol for the latter?l/ 
I don't think this is trivial. The first (RG) is associated 
with the definition of (M). The latter, which is called 
import supply, which is a bit of a misnomer, is really 
the estimat d resources avail ble for imports based on the 
original exogenous estimate of capital inflow. Once one has 
worked this all out, I don't think it is too difficult2i 
The presentation just doesn't help at all. 

12. 
hand. 

I have asked Rachel Weaving to take the paper in 
After she has read it, perhaps we can talk about it. 

1/ 

2/ 

cc: 

For example ACR. Then ACR + M = Md. You either f~x GDP 
growth rate and solve for ACR or put ACR = 0 and solve 
for GDP. 
Except that the final word on RG only comes on page 20 
and it is a rather ambiguous one. One learns here that 
RG is not independent of the rate of inflation - for the 
first time. 

Messrs. Chenery, Tims 
Miss Weaving 

BBKing:gm 

} 



I 'I, 

Mr. Ravi Gulhati 

Michael L. Hoffman 

Income Distribution 

September 25, 1975 

I would like to expand briefly on my sotto voce comment to you 
as I left the Griffin Seminar. 

2. None of the prescriptions of Griffin, or others that I have seen, 
dea.l with what I believe to be the fact that in most of the very poor 
countries and many of the smaller not so poor countries, a very large 
proportion of persons in the upper 5 to 10% income groups are persons 
employed by centra.l regional and local governments and public agencies. 
Furthermore, I suspect that a substantial pa.rt of the measurable increase 
in income inequa.lities, in the countries where this has occurred, has been 
due to the growth in the size of the public sector rather than anything to 
do with asset distribution. So far as distribution within indigenous popula
tions are concerned, one should a.dd the effect of substituting nationals at 
"europea.n" sa.la.ries for expatriates. Finally, I suspect that a lot of 
China's "even" distribution is due to the :ta.ct that civil servants don't 
get ten to twenty times what a peasant gets. 

3. It ought to be possibl.e to test my hypothesis in at least a few 
countries in different regions. If this has been done or could be done, I 
would be very much interested in knowing the results. . -

( 

> 
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Mr. Robert L. Schiffer 
cuti•• 1at t tote ctor 

United ations University 
Toho Se i uilding, 29th Floor 
15-2, 2-cho Sbib ya 
Shibuy -
Tokyo 150, Japan 

Der Mr. Schiffer: 

Sept er 25, 1975 

Mr. c.v. ara an, in hie 1 tt r of Sept mber 16, 1975 to 
McJN"an1&r, a asked t t. we a d Y.OU an account of the World 

research capabiliti sand plan•• 

Th Bank has an expanding res rch progr • 'l'be B '• 
r search ro r deala with g ral issues of dev lo nt policy 

( 

well ae sp cific ectoral probl of particular concern to the 
nk's operations in th d v loping countri • l pleaaed to 

ncloee a copy of an abatract of current studie of the Bank program. 
clud a au ov rview of the progr , involving an er of depart.

ta, nd a brief description of projects in progr aa. In addition, 
to the res arch being carried out on a .Bank1ide basis, and 1 the 
int rest of xpanding th progT , a Develop nt Research Ceuter was 
establish din 1971 to provide a focal point to broaden the scope and 
to i rov th t chnical quality of the Bank' r search. The Cent r' • 
work ia integr 1 part oft ov rall ruearcb program of the Bank, 
but it is particularly res nsi 1 for the evaluation and dev lo ent 
of technique.a for eco omy- ide alysia. I enclosin a ooklet wliich 
briefly deacribe th activities of the Cent r. 

I hope thi info tion will b a ful to you. e will and you 
up-dated info tion on th Bank's research progr aa it bee • vail
able. 

Encl • 

Copy to: 

Sine rely yours, 

Mahmud Burney 
puty Special aepres nt ti~ for 
United ations Organizations 

Mr. C.V. Narasimhan 
Under-Secretary-General for 

Inter-Agency Affairs and Coordination 
~ .... united Nations, N.Y. 10017 

~~th incoming letter 
MBurney:mmcd 
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Mr. Martin Wolf, South Asia 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

Research on India 

September 18, 1975 

1. As you requested, I attach your list of economic 
studies on India carried out under the External Research 
Program and suggest a number of changes: 

2. 

Code 

a) 

b) 

c) 

671-10 

Our coding has changed; project number 214 is 
now 670-14, and so forth. Projects whose old 
numbers were 300 and above now are referred to 
as 671-xx, as in 671-02 for 302. The change 
was made to have one code serve for all parts 
of the Bank -- for accounting records as well 
as reference by project supervisors. I suggest 
it be used here. 

Please note that the st tus of 670-14, 670-21 
and 670-70 is different from what you had. 

"Effects of Health and Nutrition Standards on 
Worker Productivity" (671-15) will probably be 
carried out in Indonesia, Kenya and the Philippines; 
India does not figure in this project although it 
of course did in work done under its predecessor, 
"Substitution of Labor and Equipment in Civil 
Works." 

Furthermore, you might wish to add the following: 

Name 

Promotion of Non-Traditional 
Exports 

Analytics of Change in Rural 
Communities 

Brief 
Description 

Carried out in cooperation 
with ECLA, focusing mainly 
on Argentina, Brazil, 
Colombia and Mexico. Expan
sion of coverage likely to 
include India. 

Contains land tenure study 
using data from Brazil, 
India and Malaysia. 
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Structur of Rural 
Employment, Inco 
Labor Mark ts 

Ability Ch r cteristics 
ctors of Production 

ill e timate household 
labor supply curv s nd 
household d nd curve 
for hired labor. Countri 
involved are India, Nigeria 
and Turk y 

U es d tag nerated under 
"Labor Force Participa
tion, Incom and Un mploy
mentn (670-45) to identify 
ability characteristics 
r levant fore laining 
variations in labor 
incomes. 
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TO: . 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR _ I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE fl"" •, - ... < 

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION f" .- / .J : ~~. 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

:t:F:o::ne&t/ DATE: September 17, 1975 

INDIA -- Country Program Paper 

I attach the last page of the sector and economic work program 
for India, which is attached to the draft CPP. .A:3 you will see, I 
have listed the research projects, completed or ongoing, on India and 
have, in fact, commented upon the~e in the text>in order to ·give a 
more rounded picture of the work being done on India. However, the 
information presented is that contained in the last report to the 
Board on research. I would be grateful if you would add at the 
bottom the relevant information for any studies of India approved 
since that last report 1and would check on whether my description 
of these projects as either completed or ongoing1is correct. 

Attac~nt 
Mwolf:il 
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Total 
FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY76/80 
------------------(Manweeks)--------------------

Transportation 
Ports as an. Export Bottleneck!/ 40 

' 

TOTAL SECTOR WORK 605 680 
(of which Projects) ( 83) (103) 
(of which Country _Programs) (137) ( 92) ~ 

(of which others) (295) (245) 

-TCYrAL ECONCl1I C AND SECTOR WORK 775 910 
(of which Projects) ( 83) (1 OJ) 
(of which Country Programs) (291) (262) 
(of which others) (295) (295) 

.... crnarrc STUDIES 
~cu rED UNDER R&SEARCH BUDGET 

Code Ho. Name of Studies 

'2+ij 670-14 Agriculture Mechanization Stud;, in I ndia 
221 E>..J)ort Promotion and Preference ~: I ndia 
226 Substitution of Labor and Equip·!ent jn Civil Works 
227 Hi hwa Desi n Standards Stu Phase II 
241 The Urban Data Nee s of the IBRD 
245 Labor Force Participation)• Income and 

Unemployment 
250 Mechani zation in India: Its Extent and Effects 

on Hired Labor 
268 International Comparison Project 
270 Urban Public Finance and Administration 

67/-c:z...population Growth and Rural Poverty 
~-e~""'OOiea.:t.th-~-
~ 

_. -

40 

410 

740 

1/ Combination Sector Updating/Project Identification Study. 

210 210 

530 450 

Q911qi 1@ b~ ./~ ,;:_$ 
.... le,.ff4 

Ongoing 
II 

Completed 

Ongo1.ng 

Completed 
Ongoing 
8•plJtlM ~01:r/ 
Ongoing 

.. 

80 

2,115 

• 



Mr. Marcelo Selowsky, Acting Division Chief> 
DRCID 

Gr gory B. Votav' Dir ~ !AltP 'Pt'OgT 

Re istributi. 

l. I hav r vi 
dutr 
Misaion. 

3. 
the 

r 17, 1975 

4. froa the Ph ae It tudy r, quir 

s. 
should 
fQr 

uld 

(a) that t.iafy RTG with our wo~ on se I eo that we 
r gt~ n diat acces• to the 197S/76 tape9 ; 

(b) th t the priority in Phase I to toue id tificatio 
d lop t te tin oft tbodology for 1yz1ng 

t e 1975/76 dat rath r than to lysis of th 1971-7 dat 
per .....!. or to inter-eountry c ari o and 

(c} that analytt land policy id4nce 
with iland will e car fully int 
of th study. 

liar 
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Research Committee Members 

B. B. King, VPD 

Research Committee Meeting 

September 16, 1975 

1. The next meeting of the Research Committee will be 
on Thursday, October 23, 1975 at 3:00 p.m. in Room El201. 
The full agenda and papers relating to the meeting will be 
sent to you soon. 

2. With research project evaluation and a few panel 
reviews scheduled for later this month, we felt it a bit 
much to meet to discuss the "Proposal for a Research 
Strategy and Program in Education" paper distributed to 
you at the July meeting. We propose that it be reviewed 
at the October 23 meeting. In the meantime, written comments. 
especially on Section IV (pages 12-16) are still encouraged. 
We would be pleased to extend the time period for these 
comments, which should be addressed to me with copies to 
Messrs. Ballantine, Gulhati and Simmons, to Friday, October 10. 

Distribution: 

Chenery, B. Balassa B. de Vries, H. Hughes, A. Karaosmanoglu, 
E. Lerdau, H. Schulmann, w. Thalwitz, H. van der Tak, H. Vergin, 
J. Waelbroeck, M. Yudelman 

cc: o. Grimes, 

OGrimes:gm~ 



Mr. Ian Bowen, Finance & Development 

Orville F. Grimes, Jr., VPD 

F & D Articles from Bank Research Projects 

September 16, 1975 

Attached is a list of Bank research projects 
recently completed and now bing evaluated. The "Relevant 
Output" column lists reports which stem directly from these 
projects or are closely connected with them. We would 
appreciate your help in finding out whether any of these 
projects have also given rise to artiel sin Finance and 
Development. A perusal of the last three years' issues 
did not turn up any articles with clear links to Bank
sponsored research, but we may have missed some more 
subtle clues. 

Attachment 

co: Mr. B. B. King 
Mrs. M. Hazzah 

OFGrimes: grow 



Pro,1cct 

670.04 

670.05 

67J- 10 

670-t2 

670-t5 

670-21 

670-}0 

670-}l 

670-}2 

,...,,,_ ~!3 

~ 
Multi-Level Progra.imnir-.g: Ivory Co~t 

C:rou-Sectlon Analysis ot the Development Proceu 

Ecaior.iy - 'N1.di! Plft.nn1ng f-!odeb 

Reappraisal of Credits for :'ann Mecha.nizatioo in Pakistan 

Agriculture Research and Producti vity Cha.ngcs 

Agricultw·al 5ector in },lexico 

Expansion in Manuractur lng f or Exports in Developing Countries 

Export Prom.ltion nnd Preference a: India 

I.mpact o n Port Co~estion or Sh ip Reschedul ing 

Prott10tlon or Const.ructton Industry 

Coa,pilati on of 1!1.glnmj' De~tgn Standards 

Ratlvay Tra ffic Costing Study 

Urban Trru1sport Md lhe Automob ile 

Pr ..,pert y V!l.1 u~ s nm! Wl\.te r Supply 

Vt l lilt:~ Elf"! ·! t ri ficat 1 on 

f·r1c10£ anrl lr1vt :- t.incnt in F.lPctr\C'lt.y Supply 

Cost r'!'f~ctiven .. :: r. r"J!' Al.te rn:s.tive I.ea rnir.g Technologies 
in lr.~'.lS 1 rta.l Tra.i n1."8 

Economi c I sr.ues o f ll~n.l th 

Me~h.<..1.nit.11.,. 1..-, n in India 

Surve:, of Hon- !·'t,nno.1 kurn.l EclueJuor, 
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L. G,: r ,: 11x ,•t. ~1. !"":.C'r.~,· ::,p;.'., ·:~('~ 1, i' lP.rn! ;.~·: :·" tlt l-L<:v!!l Pro..:r~~~ 
~t· 1<H '-'.:!.._2~~·.:::..t_ \,l!·f'.1't. b:-ck , f ~1'".hcC'f::jn1.; • 

1. · ~- l'h,:-r.e !"Y ·utc! f.l . ~YT'1'l i r. , f ,'.trrns cf f•en· l.' p-,...:,t 1950-19To, 
0x 1'01"'1 ll•. 1•t.:! r :'i.1.ly Pre !'s , l ~l'{$. 

2, H. 111._.r,:-ry n~ l :1. r l\rtP r, "F,, r,... i r; n Assi s ttt :1C'e Rnd De-vPl o!)!!a:?nt Performl\nce, 
l 'f--<' - 11.,,\\ " !•.:"..: 1~~:ib'_i:1·•v 1., •w , J.~A.), l '.Jn . l"'o rld Bai!k Reprint rlo . 9, 

C. J\H t:.-1: r, P. C' ]nrlc: ,.n~I H. l{,..., rt , n, .?,\s . , ~:r, n ,"'iny-Wide ~~OOels ttnr\ Oevelooment 
. P1Rnn1.~e_- / xf'o rti. l'r. lv,· r ~ i. t y !J l'C'!l!'l , t ~)'l5. 

J c h·l ? . :-:: [ r.·~rr.\!'y ft.l td Gr11.hru-::1 !-'. D.:ir.11.ldso n, "TI1c Cor.oeGnencas of Fn.rm Trt1.cto rs 
in PAki~•:i.n", ·..1o r~t np; Pa~r !lo. 210, F~bn.lfl.ry 1975 . 

R. F.vcl1$rin arnl ·1. l-<ii!!l cv , ,\fTlcult.1u-e1J RL•st•a rch and Pr,..'duct1v1tv , Yale 
Univer~ity P,·,~:;s.., 1975. 

OoCUJllo.!nli:i A·J, memo frorn R. /fort.on, ~~plembe r 10, 1975 , 

1. T . O;-:,wa. , "b.tJt' r H~:.our..: <:'- Url en '.cJ !·~if,r ullC\rL o r Jnp1tnc~.:? lnf'\ uslrles to TRhi1n.n, 
Sl ng:\p .:'l l't? •ind :.;oulh Kor..:1,," \forkinJ r.\per No . lj~, hug•J:;t 19{2 . 

?. Y, Ch'\til , " Fxp'\n•lt ~ ~mpl,iylce nl. l)pporl.unt.tk.'1 .hi LDC £.-.po r t. !·~:\nufa.cturtng 
Indus try: /w1 Anal y~i o o l' lh!.! Of'fshc. r e Activit, ies oft.he Jupiu,ese Elec lron l cs 
lnd,1Sl 1' )1

, " ~ :!!en, M&rch l~1?5 . 

l, 0 . 1-11\tl, "~;xp•Jr t tll!ve- l o pmo!n t l\nd Pro~o tion l'ol1.ctes," r:iimco , 19'72. 
::? . D. Wo.11 1 "rhe ltn{>I\CL ot' the c.-.o,~rn.U:!ell Sche;::e of Preference• on India's 

tX'pv rts," t1.bneo , ] r;l 3. 

l. 

A:itfl.1\ 1n~ l1Ch1 e o f Tt!chno.J] ('Jl...Y, "Application u f State Depntr.ier.t Queuing 
1-~ode l:;; l'.:>r . ·n:.Ll yzina :::hip Arrlv"\l R:n .. es nt Ports , " mir,e o , tlov'-~cl>e r 1972. . . 
J. d,i ·,:\ld..! t ct Ill, ",; 1'' rmr.P',.'C1 rk !'0 r the Fro!!:o lh>n or Construclton Industries 
in Lhe I'~vr, · .. pi ng C'ount rte~ , " \<lo rkir:g Paper T\o. 168, 'ttoveuibc r 1973. 

I 
?. · . .:. C'r<>n , ~~'!.~ 111,·!Jlo.'n y !'~si>·n rrr,.:-U ces i n P~v"" l op!n,1. rountrif>s, 
Wo rld l!IU~k. ! '.ny 197;,. 
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Mr. Peter Ruof 
International Division 
The Ford Foundation 
320 East 43rd Street 
New York, New York 10017 

Dear Mr. Ruof: 

September 15, 1975 

Mr. Stern wrote to you on Septemb r 8 about the Laval 
Atlas project. Our subsequent review confirms his doubts 
about it. Consequently, we do not intend any further 
action. 

Takayama was here last week discussing his project 
and gave a seminar. I am glad to report that our collabora
tion on this project is going well. 

cc: Mr. Tims 

BBKing:gm 

Yours sincerely, 

Benjamin B. King 
Research Adviser 

Development Policy 
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Mr. John King, VPS September 10, 1975 

B.B. King, VPO Signed B B 
• • Ki nP-" ., 

Project Monitoring - R search Proposal 

1. A couple of months ago e received th attached 
pr liminary proposal from the East Africa Region, which 
we would in ordinary circumstanc s put through the usual 
procedures for the next Research Committe e ting in 
October. The proposal has been seen by the Agricultural 
and Rural D velopment Department in CPS and by the 
Employment and Rural D ve1opment Division in DPS, among 
others. 

2. There is general support for the objectiv of th 
proposal which is to try tor place monitoring ystem in 
rural development projects which don't work by ones which 
do -- with obvious objectives beyond this for the improve-
ent of the projects themselves. There is less support for 

the present proposal per ae; this is a Bank-wide problem 
and should be treated a, such1 outside consultants might not 
be the b st vehicle; and so on (see attached m a). There 
is a question wheth r, in its present form, this is a re earch 
project, narrowly defined, and, if so, whether it is the 
right one. 

3. Ev n if there are object! ns to the proposal, I think 
the initiativ of the East Africa Region deserves con tructive 
support, if we want to match our confid nc in rural develop-

nt proj cts by und rstanding what thy accomplish. So, I 
do not want to put the r search project through a process 
which would probably end uprising objections th t hav 
already been rai ed. If is is a Bank-wide problem and a 
lot of ple are busy thinking or doing something about it 
(or both), it would be preferable to put all the pieces 
together and formulate a joint plan of action, in which the 
East Africa initiative in one form or another can play a part. 
We could also settle, at least tentatively, the non-sub tantive 
questions of budgetary sources for this activity. 

4. It seems to that the lead in this matter. should 
come from CPS. That is why I am addressing this note to you. 

Attachments 

cc: (w/o att.) 
Messrs. Yudelman 

Darnell 
Christofferson 
Leiserson 
Anderson 

Messrs. Please 
Adler 
Hendry 
Walton 

Mrs. Lele 
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DATE 
ROuTIN.G SLIP September 9, 1975 

ROOM NO. 

So cl.c 
APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION 

APPROVAL 

COMMENT PER OUR CONVERSATION 

FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST 

INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY 

INITIAL RECOMMENDATION 

NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE 

R~MARKS 

I may be prejudiced, but this seems a 
manifestation of Quebec nationalism, 
of no interest to us. Do you agree? 
If so, I will tell Ruof. · 

FROM ROOM NO. EXTENSION 
Benjamin B. King Fl233 6001 



Mr. Peter Ruof 
International Division 
The Ford Foundation 
320 East 43rd Str et 
New York, New York 10017 

Dear Mr . Ruof: 

Septemb r 8, 1975 

I am sorry I did not respond to your letter earlier, but 
first I was away and then the Annu 1 Meeting madnes 
descended. I have circul ted the announcement of the 
third round of Ford's International Economic Order 
competition to our Region l Chief Economists nd the 
Department Directors in the DPS. Regarding the atlas 
of cultur 1 and technical r sourc s, I am r ther dubious 
that the World Bank would b in a position to finance 
such an activity, but I have turned the proj ct 
description over to Mr. Benjamin King, our Rese rch 
Adviser, and asked him to contact the University of 
Laval directly.if he believes we can pursu this 
matter further. 

cc: Mr. King ~ 

Sincerely, 

Erne t Stern 
Director 
Developm nt Policy 

• 
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